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PREFACE.

OWING

to the attack

lina

made upon

on the

2th day of April, 1861, by a set of factious rebels under

1

the lead of General P. G. T.

prominent

citizens of the

Toombs, Wm.

L.

Beauregard, and

Southern

by the self-given

the ire of all those
tion

States, as

at the instigation

of such

Jefferson Davis, Robert

Yancey, John Buchanan Floyd, Jacob Thompson,

and other conspirators, who dared
to establish

Fort Sumpter, and the insult offered

National Flag, in the Harbor of Charleston, South Caro-

to the

who

title

of

to dignify the

government they sought

"The Confederate

States of America,"

loved their country, and desired the preserva-

and perpetuity of the Government of the United States of America,

was aroused, and

Abraham Lincoln,

three-months Volunteers to suppress

assumed such proportions

then President, issued a

this rebellion.

that call followed

call

service before the insurgents could be conquered,

However,

the revolt

for various

and

it

of nine

diffi-

and

city

President Lincoln's call for Volunteers for a term

months met with prompt response within the borders of Lan-

caster county

The

enlist.

terms of

was found

cult to restrain the ardor of the citizens in every hamlet, village

of the land to

call for

by the immediate formation of the

object,

1

22d Regiment,

P. V.

therefore, of the compiler of this history of the

and Field Life of

this gallant

Regiment,

faithful record of the deeds, duties

is

to

Camp

an accurate and

furnish

and services rendered

to the

Gov-

ernment during a nine-months campaign. As the historian merely acted
as a subaltern officer of the

he wishes

it

Regiment

—

First Sergeant,

Company

K

expressly understood that, as his services were chiefly de-

voted to that Company, the records of his Diary have not been intended

and cannot be expected

to furnish either a detailed or

general report of

events or specfications of merit that might properly relate to every other

Company

of the

Regiment.

THE AUTHOR.

—
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—

which
THE November,
date at

of

Queen
known

this history

1861,

when

must begin was the middle

there then stood

upon South

an old and large building, well
"Mechanics Hall," the rear apartment of which, on the first floor, had been converted into
and used as an armory for several years previous, by an
association of men, for the purpose of drill, study, and the
practice of military tactics, under the title of " The Jackson
Rifles " but whose members had already yielded occupation and possession thereof by entering the service of the United
States Government, under the first call for three-months volStreet, Lancaster City,

to every citizen as

;

unteers; and, after a faithful discharge of their duties as re-

corded on other pages than these, by re-enlisting, and otherwise engaged at various points in the Nation's service.

At

this

juncture there assembled within this armory 50

youths of Lancaster, imbued with the
liberty,

fires

of patriotism and

kindled by the ardent love of country glowing within

their hearts, for the purpose of

forming a "Cadet Military

Company,"

were then termed.

as such organizations

very young in years, these youths (of

Silencer* was

Though

whom George

* Sergt. Sprenger has since then attained the military rank of Captain, and
one of Lancaster's present, active, and enterprising business men.

2

F.

the leading and master-spirit,) were anxious,
is

now

Camp and

IO
eager,

and willing

Field Life.

to primitively study the arts of war,

be ready for any future emergency which might

and

their aid

arise, to

and
lend

and
armory

services in behalf of their then bleeding

Having obtained

betrayed country.

possession of the

they immediately effected their organization by adopting the
title

of First City Zouaves,

and electing the following

instructing officers, viz:

—T. Hall Foreman
Markley
1st Lieutenant—
Captain

;

S. B.

—D. K.

2d Lieutenant

;

Springer.

Benefit-Ball to Obtain Uniforms.

and

Activity, energy,

interest

members of

displayed, for the

the

and about the

proficient in drill,

ready to render military service

arms were then the only
ness

and

outfit,

were

when

if

at

Company speedily became
ist

of April, 1862, were

Uniforms and

required.

necessities to

it

once manifested and

complete their readi-

was resolved

to

hold a " Benefit

Citizen's-Dress Ball" to provide a fund for the procuring of

The

uniforms.

ball

was held on the night of April 8th,

1862, in Fulton Hall; and, besides proving a financial success,

was

also a merry,

happy, and

festive occasion

the very best hopes of the boys were realized.

—

in fact,

Immediately

Company assembled and adopted

after this event the

a very

handsome blue uniform, neatly finished with becoming red
trimmings, as also leggings and other accompaniments similar
to that which characterized the attire of Colonel Duryea's
famous New York Fire Zouaves during the war.
Renewed Energy,

First Parade, and Re-Organization
Title of the Schaeffer Zouaves.

— *The

The members next manifested greater zeal and renewed
Company for active service,

interest in the proficiency of the

*The Company
July

6th, 1862,

next resolved upon re-organization, which was readily effected

when

Schaeffer Zouaves,
had so kindly

the
in

title

of

the

compliment

Company was

to the late

interested himself in their behalf.

changed

that

of

General B. A. Schaeffer,

who

also

to

1

:

I22(i

Regiment Pain' a

J

'olimtecrs.

more volunteers might be required

(in cast'

1

for the suppres-

sion of the rebellion,) in every respect; but most especially
in the instructions

known

and observation of the strictest

and

officers

privates.

Company

At an early day the
Mr.

conduct and duties

in military tactics as regards the

both of

K. Smaling, merchant

J.

readiness to

make

discipline

the

first

received uniforms

made by

and therefore was

tailor,

in

parade, save the lack of arms.

However, through the influence of General Bartram A.
Schaeffer, member of the Senate branch of the Pennsylvania Legislature from Lancaster County (but since deceased),
and the kindness of Mr. Henry E. Leman (a prominent
citizen), the Company was provided with rifles from Mr.

Leman's

Rifle

street parade,

Works, and made the

young men,

56

beauty and

1862.

July 4th,
fully

fitness

appearance and

first

The Company, numbering

equipped, (especially owing to the

of their Zouave uniforms,) attracted the

attention of the citizens generally throughout the parade,

who

expressed the highest terms of admiration and congratu-

lation as to the proficiency

acquired in the tactics

—

and

skill

displayed, as also earl)'

the special features of

which were

manoeuvre, and manual of arms by the tap of the drum.

drill,

The

perfection of the re-organization was the election of

the following officers

—William F Duncan
1st Lieutenant. — D. K. Springer
2d Lieutenant. — Emanuel Dorwart.
Captain.

;

*
;

Immediately upon the re-organization, the Company

re-

reived a cordial invitation from General Schaeffer to

at-

tend a reception entertainment

promptly accepted.

at

The members were

and highly complimented for
and bearing, their proficiency and

lated

*

[Ni

under

'

1

1:.

— Cajt

command

his residence,

Ptntan had

which was

heartily congratu-

their soldierly appearance

elliciency for the service,

served as a memlier of

l

he

1

.ami a si

hk

of Capt. F.miin Lkanki.in, while Lieuts. Stkinckk and

Imm iin.iis
Hokwak

were members of the Jackson Riilis, under command of (apt. H. A
1!KI(;ht, in lli' early three-months campaign of the war ]

i

11am-

Camp and

12

as well as the spirit, ardor,

Field Life.

and

zeal they manifested in pre-

made upon them, by
and brief address, who

paring to meet any call which might be
the General, in a very appropriate

also afterwards very hospitably entertained them.

The Schaeffer

Zouaves, the Nucleus of the

ment,

The Schaeffer Zouaves were then ready
into the Nation's service,

and

i22d

Regi-

for

muster

P. V.

their ardor

and impatience there-

for were promptly met; for July 12th, 1862, a call was issued
by President Lincoln for volunteers to serve a term of nine
months.
The response thereto was as prompt as the issue of
the call, for Lieutenant Springer was immediately instructed
to offer the services of the Company, which were accepted,
and commission given to recruit the Company to the maximumfor war duty and this very circumstance or fact estab
lished the record, in which each and every member has always taken just pride that the Schaeffer Zouaves were the
nucleus from which the 12 2d Regiment, P V., was started.
The ranks of the Company were speedily recruited and filled
to the number of 91 men as required, and at once mustered
;

into service.

Other companies were then rapidly formed and recruited
throughout the city and county of Lancaster, to
bers,

until

the necessary

complement

ment had been obtained, when

all

full

num-

to constitute a regi-

were mustered into the

P V., August
Emlen Franklin then comcommanding; Captain Edward McGov-

United States service as the 12 2d Regiment,

nth,

1862,

with

missioned Colonel

Captain

ern, (then of the 79th P. V.,) Lieutenant-Colonel; and

Thaddeus Stevens,

Jr., Major; when, too, the Schaeffer
Zouaves were assigned the left post of honor of the Regiment with the title of Company K.

Regimental Camp of Instruction.

The Regiment was then ordered

into a

'
'

Camp

of Instruc-

1 2 2d

tion,"

Regiment Penn a

which was located

in East

Volunteers.

Lampeter township,

Regular government rations were supplied
got

down

in close

on the Philadelphia Turnpike.

vicinity to Bridgeport village,

men and boys

13

at once,

when

to the fare as best they could,

the

and

life and service in which they were then
knowing
and feeling that it would be far
engage,
from that to which they had been accustomed.

prepared for the

about to
different

However, the richness of the farms thereabouts, as well as
the abundance of other desirable and delicious luxuries which
the vicinity afforded, then gave the boys gentle hints to
their first forage,

whereupon many of the farmers'

and gardens made poor

potato-patches,

make

cornfields,

returns to their owners

for the men had them handy, made frequent
and fed sumptuously on luscious roasting ears, the everwelcome and customary
murphies, besides other palatable
products in the vegetable line, while the numerous pot-pies,

that season

;

visits,

'

'

'

broils,

and

roasts, that

the stomachs of the

'

were prepared and stowed away into

men, proved

had not been overlooked

that the henneries, etc.,

in their raids.

pleasure and fun was speedily cut short

;

But

this life

for, after quietly

of

con-

and consoling themselves with the idea of remaining
"
the
Camp of Instruction " for several weeks more, the

tenting
in

services of the boys

demanded by

were very suddenly and peremptorily

the State authorities, as orders had been re-

ceived by the Regimental Officers, to report at Harrisburg
at

once, with the Regiment.

Cami- of Instruction

Broken

—

Scene at the Penna.
Freight Depot.

R.

R.

Therefore, at 6 o'clock, precisely, on the morning of August 15th, 1862, the

Regiment

at

once broke up "

Instruction," formed promptly into line,

pany, marched

into

the city,

Camp

of

company by com-

and was halted

in front of

Gyckr's Banking-House (now the First National Hank of
Lancaster), where each member was provided with S40
bounty; and, in addition, Mr. John \V Huuley, Agent for

Camp and

14
the

Field Life.

County Bible Society, made the generous

Lancaster

New

donation of a copy of the

Testament

to each

member

of the Regiment, which was accepted, but not universally
appreciated.

Colonel Franklin, commanding, then ordered the Regi-

ment into line, which was again promptly formed and
marched to the Freight Depot of the Penna. R. R. Com
pany, on the Harrisburg turnpike, where a long train of
cars were already in waiting to

receive the

men, and where

had assembled a vast concourse of relatives, friends, acquaintances, and "those nearest and dearest," whose hearts went
with them with God-speed all of which presented a scene

—

that has

been and ever

will

be cherished in the grateful

re-

Regiment, P V
Embarked upon the cars, the men left the depot amid enthusiastic cheers, and in passing through the adjacent towns and

collections of the

villages,

members of

the 12 2d

en route to Harrisburg, they were greeted with cheer

upon cheer from the assembled crowds

at

each and every

station.

—

Arrival and Review at Harrisburg Ordered to Baltimore,
Ma, and Washington, D. C.

The Regiment

arrived at Harrisburg even far in advance

when

Government immediately
recognized the promptitude and readiness by ordering the
Regiment to disembark for review a proceeding somewhat
owing, too, to the reputation which had already preceded

of the time to report,

the

—

the

Regiment.

made by

Promptly formed

in line the review

was

many battles and several
Wool, U. S. A., and Gov-

that heroic old veteran of

wars, Major-General Joseph E.

ernor A. G. Curtin, of Pennsylvania,

when

the

Regiment

was again admired and complimented in high terms, both on
account of

its

youth and beauty as well as readiness and

ciency for the service.
arms, accoutrements,
colors, the

After the

men were

to

furnished with

and Regimental
re-embark upon the same

etc., as well as State

Regiment was ordered

effi-

5;

,

I22d Regiment Pcnn'a

Volunteers.

1

with directions to report at Baltimore, via York. Once
more promptly obeying orders the men were speedily carried
on their way, and arrived at the Bolton Depot, Baltimore, Md.
cars,

at

10 o'clock, a. M., August 16th, where they again disem-

barked

;

but were soon re-ordered into line and marched to

the Washington Depot, where they were allowed the privilege

of several hours for

owing

rest,

to

delay in procuring trans-

which the Regiment was reformed into line,
and re-embarked, finally, for duty at Washington, D. C.

portation, after

Arrival at Washington, D.

C.

—

—

Washington, D. C, August 16, 1862 5 p m. The
Regiment arrived, disembarked, and was marched to Soldiers' Retreat, where a very scanty supper was the only
greeting and reception, as all the members well know and will
ever remember.
En route, numerous camps, lines of tents,
etc.,

afforded the

service in

more

men

a simply passing view of the

which they were about

to engage, yet

company

it

life

and

served

all

Regiment for duty
but the scenes presented were not more fully recognized,
better appreciated, nor more duly studied and considered
than by the boys of Company K.
After supper the Regiment marched to the temporary barracks provided for arriving
troops, where the men were directed to bivouac for the night,
as well as place, circumstances, and accommodations afforded.
However, as they were endeavoring to obtain their
wonted rest and enjoy the ever welcome slumber on such occasions, (even though accompanied by the vague, dread,
startling and unaccountable visions of dreamland), about the
hour of 11 p. m., the U. S. Marine Band visited their quarters and paid the Regiment the compliment of the usual regthe

to inspire every

ulation serenade

—intended,

it

in the

was supposed,

for the enliven-

ing of the spirits of the boys, and arousing their enthusiasm
for the service
sires

3

but, as

it

and hopes of repose,

served to disturb
it

their early de-

was onlv kindly and quietly

ceived, yet not very gratefully appreciated.

re-

Camp and
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[The object or purpose
is

F-

Fir Id Life

in the compilation of this history

to let the entries in the well-kept

Diary of Sergeant

Sprenger, of Company K, give

true,

George

simple and faithful

expression to the public, of the historical facts as therein re-

corded from day to day, in regard to the duties,
rigors, privations, etc.,

gallant

P

men and

youths

services,

experienced by the brave, active and

who composed

the 12 2d

Regiment,

V., as well as in the relation of the numerous incidents

(cheerless in

some

respects

and amusing

in others) that oc-

curred during their nine-months campaign in the military

Government, without either embellishment or exaggeration.
G. F. S., Orderly Sergeant,
service of the

United

States

—

Company K.]

Sergeant Geo. F. Sprenger.

CHAPTER

II.

— The Regiment Attracts Attention and
— Historic and Ancient Pump— Dusty March.

Ordered into Virginia
Admiration

SUNDAY,

August

—The

1862.

17,

Regiment awoke

amidst a heavy fog or mist, to find that regiment after

regiment had arrived during the night, and had to encamp
as best

they could upon the cold,

about, thus reminding

all

damp ground around and

very impressively of the

ment, without delay, was

in line,

orders through Washington to the

ment

when

of,

and moved

Long

and

Breakfast

discomforts they were to experience in the future.

was next in order, and heartily partaken

life

the Regi-

off pursuant to

Bridge.

The Regi-

there again attracted the attention as well as the admira-

tion of the citizens,

viewed

it,

exhibited

and

also of the

army

officers

who

re-

on account of the soldierly bearing and proficiency

by

the men.

very short distance

of

En
it,

route to the Bridge, within a

a very

appreciative halting-place was found

welcome,

—

suitable,

that of a historic

and
and

ancient pump, noted for the refreshing draughts with which

had already regaled many a thirsty soldier on the long,
hard march for our boys i^ere dry, and therefore quaffed
No wonder, for the day was inthe water with a relish.
tensely hot, and the men had to plod their way through thick
beds of dust, while yet their eyes were greeted with heavy
clouds of dust floating before them, in the atmosphere and
the foregrounds on the opposite shores of the Potomac River.

it

;

In Virginia

— First

Sight, Experience,

The famous Potomac and
when,

as

the

and Camp.

Pong Bridge were reached;
Regiment was crossing, Company K's Glee
the

»\f

§

T

1 2 2d Regiment Pain' a

olunteers.

\

Ci.ub, under the leadership of Sergeant
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Dexter White,

en-

livened and cheered the souls of the boys by singing those

known

then popular war ballads,

"John

"Ellsworth,"

as

Brown," and many others appertaining to the enthusiasm of
the occasion, which were echoed and re-echoed from side to
side of the bridge, and resounded from shore to shore. The
Regiment finally arrived on the Virginia shore, only to meet
a reception not by any means welcome, desirable, or appreciative
which all the men will ever remember that of an
immense cloud of dust arising from the Government corrals
provided for the mules and cattle, as it had the tendency to

—

—

almost strangulate the boys.
After passing Fort Albany to the

left,

point of interest to be observed on our

Regiment arrived

the

Arlington Heights,

which was the

march

first

into Virginia,

an already organized camp upon

at

known

as

Camp

Stanton, and located in

a peach orchard, where the necessary

camp equipage was

provided, and the Regiment encamped for the night.

Camp Stanton

— Fort

—

Richardson Company
an Amusino Incident.

Monday, August

18,

1862

and clear upon our

first

camp

—The

K

on Guard, with

day opened bright

in Virginia,

on Arlington

Heights, which was beautifully located on the slope of a

with a rivulet of clear, sparkling spring water at

hill,

base, af-

its

fording ample accommodations and opportunities for washing

and cooking purposes,
thirst, refresh

after

as well as for the

their recent dust)-

march.

from Washington City, and
in

skill,

in

We

were about

This

command

of

fort

was a

six miles

Richardson,

at the foot of l'ort

Fairfax Count)', Virginia.

e:ngineering

boys to quench their

themselves, and relieve their parched throats

fine

competent

U

piece of
S.

A.

and mounted with very heavy ordnance.
To-day Company K was detailed, for the first time, for
guard duty around the cam]), whereupon this day's record
Artillery

officers,

tested

that each

ai

and every member did

his

duty on

this

:

Camp and
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special test occasion

— "to

try our metal,

we were made

out of which

Field Life.

;

and

find the stuff

" for, not even an old estray

horse could approach the lines without challenge, as the relation of the following

many which
ciated,

and

amusing incident (being one of the

occurred during the night, that was duly apprewill

remembered by

ever be

the men,) fully

demonstrates

About midnight, when darkness reigned supreme, there
came sauntering towards our lines an old white horse, which,

when

within hailing distance, was given the proper challenge

of "

Who

W
his

by

conies there?"

George
Martzall cocked

that trusty sentinel,

Martzall. Upon receiving no reply,
gun and gave the command " Advance, and give the

countersign

'
!

But instead of hearing the password

'

toga," he received nothing

more nor

less

'
'

Sara-

than a loud, con-

temptuous snort, the kicking up of heels, and the hasty
retreat of the horse

Camp Duties

on

— First

full gallop.

Sick

Man — Distinguished

Visitors

and

Their Reception.

Tuesday, August
ventures and

much

19,

1862

— After

a night of

many

ad-

darkness, owing to the heavy mist which

hung about and overhead like a black pall, day-break in all
its brightness and beauty was welcomed with gladness by the
boys, who were also somewhat surprised in finding Camp
Stanton rapidly filling with newly arriving regiments and
new recruits. This day found Company K in camp, assisting in arranging company streets, etc., in forming regular
camp, and also found us sadly compelled to report our first
sick

man

—

that of Color-Corporal

John

L. Killinger,

who

overdid himself while digging a well in the hot sun and
almost receiving a sun stroke.

Our camp was
in a barouche,

also visited

who were

to-day by several

army

officers

introducing, to the various troops

encamped, General Michael Corcoran, the brave and gallant commander of the famous 69th N. Y (Irish) Regiment,

1 2 2d

who had been
just

Regiment Pain' a

captured

at Bull

Volunteers.

Run by
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the enemy, but had

been released from Libby Prison, Richmond, Ya. where
,

he had been subjected to that hard confinement and the

known only

vations

to those

who were

have been taken as prisoners of war.
ance of one

He

bore the appear-

from a bed of severe suffering and

just arisen

sickness, but the cheer

served to enliven his

pri-

unfortunate enough to

went up for him,
show him how he was
stood up in the barouche and

upon cheer

spirits, as

honored and respected.

He

that

also

addressed the Regiment, speaking words of encouragement,

and assuring us

all

he would soon be with us in the saddle

again.

Amidst our

Stripes,

he resumed

enthusiastic cheering for the Stars
his

seat

and proceeded on

and

his tour

throughout the army.

Army

Life

and Fare Contrasted with Home Life and Luxuries

— New

Troops, etc.

—

Wednesday, August 20, 1862. Day fine and clear.
The Regiment received additional clothing, such as overcoats, canteens, etc., much to the comfort and satisfaction of
the boys, who were then beginning to get down to army life
and hardships
the bean
to

and

hard

taek, salt horse

and scl/peeh,"

other palatable vegetable soups

be sneezed

home,

good, earnest manner, fully provided with

in

the customary "

at,

—a

besides

diet then not

nor exchanged with their dear friends at

who undoubtedly

prided themselves upon

faring

much

better, because they were growing fat and luxuriating
upon what they called and esteemed the delicacies of the
season.
15ut, oh
what a scene that would have afforded
!

those dear friends, could

they only have been there at this

away
wholesome diet into their bread-baskets,
with that decided relish and heartiness that apparently exhibited its preference to that of lamb quarter and peas, water-

day's meal-hours, and have beheld the boys stowing
the regulation and

melons, cantaloupes, deviled crabs, lobster-salad,

opine that

it

etc.!

woAild not only have been a sight to

We

them of

Camp and
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Field Life.

and for sympathy, but rather have filled and shocked
them with amazement and disgust. New troops were constantly
arriving and being assigned to quarters in camp all day long,
surprise

while the

men

and short

drills,

camp

duties

—those of

strolls

of the Regiment, after regular

were afforded

luxuries, too

throughout the camps and to the sutler

where they

tents,

enjoyed the home-made ginger-cakes, a few glasses of thick
ale, etc.,

which, besides various sports, constituted pleasing

events of the day.

Vienna Station and Impressions

— Accident— Green

Rancid

Flitch for Rations.

—

Thursday, August 21, 1862. The regular routine of
camp duty for the day, was just commenced this morning,
when an orderly rode up to Regimental headquarters, bearing
the order
to

move

relish,

:

"To

at a

strike tents,

pack knapsacks, and be ready

moment's notice

This we did not exactly

'
!

'

but, however, in a few minutes,

by

the tap of the

drum, the Regiment formed line and awaited the order,
"Forward, march " After some delay, about n o'clock,
a. m., the order came, when the Regiment marched, a few
!

miles southeast, to Vienna Station, on the Orange and Alex-

andria Railroad

—

the site where General Schenck's brigade

of Ohio Volunteers were decoyed into an ambuscade and

slaughtered

by the

The numerous
spots

rebels

in the

graves which there

early part of the war.

appeared, marked the

which contained the remains of many an unsuspecting

youth and brave fellow,

who fell as
enemy

stratagem and decoy of the

victims to that successful

—the

which when

sight of

viewed, served the purpose of making impressions upon the

minds of the men, not by any means cheerful or
rather sad and considerative.

inviting, but

Here, one of our Commissary wagons broke through a
small bridge, together with driver and mules, which were

nearly drowned, and were only extricated from their miserable plight after

some delay and much

difficulty.

The next

1 2 2d

Regiment Penn'a

mishap, and that for the

first

Volunteers.
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time, too, was the receiving of

a mess or ration that proved most decidedly

unwelcome and

quite different from those so heartily relished yesterday

—

that

of green, rancid flitch, against which the men, in general,

whereupon Commissary Sergeant Dexter White and Sergeant George F Sprenger took their
mess to regimental headquarters, showing it to Colonel Franklin, commanding Regiment, who accompanied them in their
call upon Quartermaster J. T. MacGonigle for redress; but,
" Nothing else at hand " was all the satisfaction to be had.
Rain then began to fall as tents were pitched for the night.
protested, of course;

!

— Successful

March

to Commodore Forrest's Residence
ging by

Friday, August 22, 1862.

The Regiment was

K

Company

— Day dawned

again ordered

'

'

Fora-

Boys.

and

fine

to strike tents

clear.

and have

knapsacks hauled," which order was very cheerfully and

march was
promptly formed and en route towards the Alexandria and
Manassas Railroad.
The Regiment halted and encamped
willingly obeyed

by

all

of the men, as the line of

in front of the residence of

navy, and upon the

site

Commodore

Forrest, of the rebel

then recently occupied by the 2d

Pennsylvania Cavalry, having marched about 12 miles.

camp

location of the

by a

rich

The

there was delightful, being surrounded

agricultural district,

which consisted of apple-

orchards, potato-patches, etc., besides a few other inviting

Though

spots for foraging.

against trespassing

strict

orders had been issued

and depredating,

yet,

as the

shades of

night approached, the grinning visages of soldier-boys (not

only so supposed by some, but very well
as

belonging to

Company

K.,)

who were

known by

seen returning to

camp, gave positive evidence of a successful forage
the)

-

arrived, laden

down

not only with

others,

—

fruits,

in short,

vegetables,

and straw

etc., in

great variety, but also plentv of soft ha)'

to sleep

upon, not stopping to think of the danger they risked

and much

less

<

arini;.

Camp and
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Field Life

Important Movements Reported.

—

Saturday, August 23, 1862. After a night of genuine
solid comfort and rest upon our downy beds of hay, the
Regiment was aroused to complete camp by laying out of

company streets, etc., when company commanders received
orders "to be in readiness to move at a moment's notice,
be prepared to meet any emergency," as important
movements were reported in progress on our front, in the
direction of Manassas Gap, with indications pointing decidedly to the likelihood of the Regiment being afforded a
brush with the enemy and that before many hours. However, the boys continued their sports and ventures until
F Duncan
Adjutant D. H. Heitshu notified Captain
as well as

W

to stop his

men

from further foraging, although they were

almost out of rations

;

was expressed general
In the meanwhile,

all

whereupon,

night, to rest

the

first

time, there

amongst them.

did the best they could, in accordance

with circumstances and the state of
of evening appeared,

.for

dissatisfaction thereat

when they

affairs, until

the shades

retired to quarters for the

and await what the morning would bring

forth.

Chapter

hi.

Arrival of General McClellan and Army of the Potomac
from the Peninsula General Pope in the Saddle
The Din of Battle Ready to Move.

—

—

—

—

Sunday, August 24, 1862. The weather this morning was
and clear, while all around us reigned bustle, commotion, and excitement, owing to the arrival on transports, at
fine

George

Alexandria, of the veterans under General

B.

Mc-

Clellan, from the Peninsula, who were then being disembarked and sent forward as rapidly

as possible, indicating

that the situation of affairs in the vicinity of

Warrenton and

Manassas Junctions had assumed serious and alarming importance
besides, in addition as an impetus, the rumor had
;

spread, unaccountable but truthful that
his staff alone,

had been ordered

while train after train,

"Little Mac," with

to report at

Acquia Creek,

loaded with the fatigued, almost ex-

hausted remnants of his troops, from their recent, hard-fought

but unsuccessful battles in front of Richmond, were being

and by our camps as re-inforcements
General John Pope, who had then been placed in com-

rapidly forced through
to

mand
at

of

all

troops

operating

Washington, and who

ters in the

saddle !"

It

in

front

of

the

defences

had announced "his headquar-

was also reported that the enemy was

hard pressing the forces of Generals Burnside and Pope on
our front, as
our arms

all

—

we were then under marching orders lying on
day, but ready to move at a moment's notice
;

while, from every direction, was distinctly heard the din of
battle,

which seemed to indicate that the contest waxed more
from hour to hour for, then again, more plainly

fiercely,

;

too, until late in the afternoon, did the

heavy

firing

resound

from the direction of Warrenton, when orders were issued

—
Camp and
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"to

strike

tents,

Field Life.

and be ready

move," which were

to

promptly obeyed.
Regiment Reforms Camp

Monday, August
was

still

25, 1862.

— Heavy

Rain.

—The forwarding of the troops

hurriedly continued, amidst the din of the conflicts

and heavy

while the Regiment was com-

firing in the distance,

remain quiet, lying upon arms

pelled, in dread anxiety, to

day, awaiting the order to march, until evening brought

all

and no more troops were forwarded, when the boys
proceeded to reform camp, pitch tents, arrange company
a

lull,

streets, etc.;

night,

after

which, the Regiment laid to

and during which a heavy

—

rain

began

to

rest for the

fall.

—

Drenching Rain No Rations! No Duty!! Railing at the
Quartermaster Gloom and Discontent.

Tuesday, August

—

26, 1862.

— Marching orders had

been

countermanded, while the Regiment held dress parade amid
drenching rain

;

up again, but

nevertheless, tents were soon

rations were found so exceedingly short, that

members of Company

K

the inscription thereon

went

for, or railed at,

MacGonigle,

some of

the

put up a white gum-blanket, with

— " No Rations

!

No Duty

—and

"
!

!

our clever Quartermaster, Lieut.

rather rudely,

however

Not-

withstanding the showers of rain which descended upon
as

T.

J.

unjustifiable.*

us,

though the heavens were freely opened, besides the scanti-

ness

—

in

some

cases exhaustion

greeted with the constant

and

— of

diet,

booming of

light artillery, as well as the din

our ears were yet

the heavy ordnance

and clash of the

sounding arms of the infantry, direct from the

be the engagements beyond Warrenton and vicinity,)
to the

gloom and misery of

the day's situation

at that the

boys became grnm and

irritable,

add

was scarcely

to

Commissary
be wondered

because they were quite unaccustomed

or unprepared, as yet, to experience such scanty fare

ment of the luscious

it

to

and events

*lt was notable at this time, that for several clays the Regimental
quarters were exceedingly short of rations; therefore,

re-

front, (said to

feasts their late forages afforded.

— especially after a

full

enjoy-

——
1 22ii

which served

Regiment Pain' a

not,

by any means,

r

olunteers.

\

to enliven the spirits or

desires of the boys for either duty or fight.

and

bunks

discontented, they retired to their

rough though

relief in repose, little or

27

it

So, cheerless
to obtain

some

might be.

Fairfax C. H. Rout of General Pope's Troops.
Skedaddlers, Xegro Refugees, Captured Rebels, etc.

Firing at

Wednesday, August

27, 1862.

—The weather to-day was

warm, with the roads drying off. Firing had been constantly
heard up to 10 o'clock, a. m., from the direction of Fairfax
C. H. and
,

we soon found

the roads leading toward Alexan-

all

crowded with "skedaddlers" from General Pope's demoralized army, which was then, apparently, in precipitate
retreat from the conflicts about Warrenton and at Bull Run
bridge
also, negro refugees, captured rebels, army wagons,
horses, mules, cattle, troops, etc.
all in utter confusion and
dismay; in short, that which was known in military parlance
as a grand rout and disaster.
Thus they poured into our
dria

;

—

camps, until the dark night hours

"

And

Still

set in,

and disturbed

roost for rest, but brief

They Came

!

into

The Gallant, yet Worsted

"

Veterans —.Rebel

when we turned

at that.

Spies Captured, etc.

—

Thursday, August 28, 1862. The weather continued
warm. All day long the men poured in, but from Hooker's,
Porter's, and other corps, and the whole army seemed then
to

be concentrating here.

Several rebel spies had been cap-

tured and brought into camp, while on every
bustle,

dismay, confusion, and excitement.

tried veterans, as they

hand reigned

The poor and

poured into our camps, afforded by

their

appearances most undoubted evidences of the severe

duties

and

tions

services they

sufferings

and

undergone, as well as the hard-fought battles

they had been engaged
lor

had rendered,

woe,

scars,

defeat,

—and

yet, withal,

in

priva-

which

had been routed

and discourage were

depicted

their countenances, while they also looked jaded

and

;

in

fam-

Regiment Penn'a
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ished

—

a sight to us

Volunteers.
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boys not by any means cheering or

gratifying.

Second Disastrous Failure at Bull Run
ing AT CENTREVILLE.

— Army

Concentrat-

—

Weather still warm. The
Friday, August 29, 1862.
reports from the front this morning indicated that a great

had been the result, as rout upon rout had followed
rapidly, and that a stand would next be made near Centre ville, as the rebels had burned the railroad bridge at Bull
disaster

Pope's retreating army

Run, while

in pursuit of

stituting the

second disastrous

fallen

to

failure at that point,

the lot of our gallant comrades,

thousands of

unknown

—thus con-

victims.

Our

which had

and furnished

forces were then being

rapidly concentrated at Centreville, so report had
all

around us the cavalry,

ing for the forward
orders

—

move

artillery,

it,

while

and infantry were reform-

again, anxiously, too, awaiting the

especially with a view of getting

away from

the de-

moralizing and disheartening scenes or sounds which greeted
the eye or ear on every hand, realizing that a change of the
situation of affairs could not

the hope that

it

would be

be worse, but rather indulged
better

—no matter

what might

come!

Heavy

Firing at Centreville

Saturday, August

— As

C.

H.

no change in the
Very successive and heavy firing

30, 1862.

condition of the weather.

and Fairfax
yet

was heard on our

front, from the direction of Centreville
and Fairfax C. H., while troops were then forwarded as
quickly as possible, and every move indicated a determined
advance by our forces. We next received orders to be ready

moment's notice, while on dress parade, after which the
Regiment was reviewed by Brigadier-General A. Saunders
Piatt, and other U S. Army officers.
All preparations

at a

were then made

move contemplated, which had been
considerable anxiety, when all, tired and

for the

awaited, too, with

Camp and
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sought repose

cheerful,

—such

as

was to be

had.

Heavy Rain

— Bad

Sunday, August

Roads —Prisoners Captured.
1862.

31,

—A

heavy rain had

fallen

during the night, making the roads very heavy and disagreeable for

march

rebel prisoners

Some

or advance.

seven or eight thousand

had been captured and taken towards Alex-

andria this morning, while others were reported on the way.
Firing was

still

heard on the front, and the Regiment was

kept under marching orders, while General Piatt and

staff

held another meeting with our Regimental officers in expectation of additional orders to

march

to the front.

— Knapsacks Burned— March to Fairfax Court
House— Glimpses of the Battle.

Ready to Move

Monday, September

i,

1862.

— About

morning, the Regiment was aroused from
beating of the long

roll,

while Adjutant

its

4 o'clock, this
slumbers by the

Heitshu hastened

and fro, ordering the respective companies to report at
once upon the parade-ground, which was promptly obeyed,
the men slinging knapsacks and soon being in line.
Regimental and Brigade officers, with their staffs, were already
on their saddles, when all were ready to move in short
to

order.

Emlen Franklin, commanding 12 2d Regiment,
then gave the order, " By the right flank, file left,

Colonel

P V.,
march!" when the Regiment marched out to Fairfax C.
H. road, which was then found to be rapidly filling up
with our advancing army, and along which we marched
Many were the ambulances we perceived
until afternoon.
coming
toward
us, filled with the wounded and
and met
dying from the

front,

where

disaster

had followed

disaster,

while more distinct became the din and clash of resounding
arms, giving notice of approaching conflict, and the dread
struggles

we might have

to

endure on the

field

of battle.

1 2 2d
It

Regiment Pcnn'a

was then about

Couch

1

Volunteers.

o'clock in the afternoon

31

when Major-

Regiment with in"
immediately
unsling
structions
to
knapsacks, leave them in
charge of the sick men, who could march no farther, and
the Regiment to proceed at once to the front."
Private
Leaman
and
other
members
two
of Company K were
Jacoi:
assigned charge of the knapsacks.
Later in the day, however, the knapsacks were ordered to be, and were burned, to
prevent them from getting into the hands of the "Johnnies,"
General

sent an orderly to the

who were then hard pressing our retreating army.
The Regiment was forwarded at quick time, and
at Fairfax C.

H., about

7

a severe storm arose, and

o'clock
it

a pleasant or desirable circumstance
it

the

Regiment was marched

one mile, to a

Ohio

Artillery,

slight

left

Just at this

moment

heavily.

by any means,

as

to the right of the town,

was planted, and our Regiment

about

Company

K

1st

filed to the

was then thrown

of the battery, to support that position, in case

of an advance of the enemy, or a repulse of the line,

was then being engaged

The

—not

amidst

eminence, upon which Battery H,

rear in support of the same.

out to the

m.

p.

began raining very

arrived

in battle

on our

which

front.

troops engaged in this line of battle were Hawkins'

New York

Zouaves, with other regiments.

fierce conflict

They waged

with the enemy, of which discernible glimpses

were afforded as the frequent and vivid

flashes of lightning

would illuminate the darkness then pending, with the rain
still coming down in torrents, drenching us to the skin. The
commingling of the noise of the elements with that produced by the artillery and infantry firing, served to impress
the hoys of the

12 2d

Regiment,

P.

V., with the idea that

pandemonium itself.
The firing was kept up until 9 o'clock, when all suddenly
became hushed and still, save now and then a .andom shot
from either side, or the moans and shrieks of the wounded

they were then in the very midst of

as they

were being conveyed to the

to the severe

march and

rear.

fatigues of the

However, owing
day, the hoys were

Camp and
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not prevented from seeking and obtaining

rest,

which they

did as best they could, in the wet and mud, although the
sleep

was a

was but
test

bers of the

at intervals

of a few moments.

or trial of the stuff which
1

2

2d Regiment,

P.

V

Surely,

this

composed the mem-

Major-General George

B.

McClellan.

Chapter IV
—

Change of Weather, as well as Vantage-Ground On the
March General McClellan again in Command.

—

Tuesday, September
morning, was

in

—The glorious

1862.

2,

upon

effulgence

its

dawn

Before

armies.

all

vast,

sunrise, this

contending

Union

of day, however, neither one,

or Confederate, was master of the fields of Fairfax or Centreville;

but, through hard, desperate,

and

late fighting

on the

part of our forces, bright day-break gave to us the advantage,

though

it

Yet, the circum-

proved to be severely earned.

new hope,

stances inspired

courage, and enthusiasm in our

boys, who, with renewed vigor, were

ready to do

battle.

It

now

again willing and

was soon ascertained,

enemy had withdrawn

also, that the

another direction, which

in

then

changed the order of the day from that of defense against
enemy.

to that of pursuit of the retreating

In this position

we found

ourselves under orders,

fires to

8 o'clock, a. m., the

Regiment was formed

three miles, where

into line of battle,

in

an easterly direction, and

1st

Ohio

in

line to

the Chain

Bridge;

McCi.ellan and
" Little

Mac"

all

passed

reemjni/cd and

known bv

his

After

we were

us,

again

11

o'clock,

for,

General

going in the same direction.

was heartily cheered by the boys

the line as he passed by;

about

night long in the direction of

whereupon, about

staff

in

meet any flank

the enemy.

a few shots from our battery (as a feeler),

forward, marching

still

We moved

Artillery.

we remained

movement which would be attempted by

moved

the

dry their wet clothes, until about

boys began building

and advanced again,
support of Battery H,

when

all

along

although disguised, he was

men.

After a long and fatigu-

Camp and
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men

is

Old

halted, about 2 o'clock, a. m., at

Pierpont, where the whole

Language

rest.

the

we were

Field Life.

army was

also halted for a

inadequate to properly express the joy of

for the opportunity,

slow in taking advantage of

and that they were by no means
it,

is

proof positive of gratifica-

tion as well as appreciation.

Fresh Beef Rations

— March

Wednesday, September

3,

to Minor's Hill.

1862.

— We awoke

this

morn-

ing quite refreshed, after the fatigues, excitement, and susall

around us a

clothing.

But, at an

pense of previous days, to find concentrated
vast army, destitute in provisions

and

early hour, fresh beef was issued in

fair,

proportionate messes

—

which was no doubt captured along the route and, oh, how
The country thereabouts was abunwelcome was the sight
!

dant in

fruits, provisions, etc.,

K were not slow
be had in the
short-lived

;

when

in bringing in their

quota of

provision line.

fruit or

for, just as

Company

the boys of
all

that

was

to

But our fun there was

soon as the meat was issued and

dis-

tributed, the order came: " Fall into line at once "
Many
then threw away their raw meat, and off they were again on
the march, toward Chain Bridge, passing Forts Marcy, Scott,
!

and other earthworks,
regiments enlisted

kind enough,

as

as well as the

for the

we passed along

hard tack, being our

first

camps of

several

the road, to give us

since leaving

camp

at

into a

woodland,

after planting

in a

named Minor's

Hill,

notch of the surrounding

some

Clouds Mills.

We were next marched over a very rugged section of
about ten miles, to a point

new

nine-months service, who were

country,

and thence

hills

;

where,

our battery toward the southwest, the Regiment

was formed in line to the rear in support of it. Our pickets
were next thrown out, Company K having been assigned an
extreme outside position along a road leading to Falls Church.

Here we were happily afforded the opportunity and pleasure
of visiting the farm-houses in the neighborhood, and procuring some soft bread and ham, besides elegant milk, which

'

proved

and

us quite a treat

lo

previous

bill

r

Regiment Pcim'a
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of fare,

ohtnteers.

a luxury,

ami

noiv

witli
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(considering our

then

and

stint

its

scant,) and was also truly enjoyed and relished, although in

momentary expectations of being engaged with
in fighting for the

the

enemy

maintenance of our position.

Building uy Huts

Thursday, Sicitkmuer

4,

— Out

1862.

of Rations.

— The weather

this

morn-

ing was fine and pleasant, and the day was entirely occupied
in constructing temporary quarters

we

tents

built houses out

in the absence of our

;

of cedar, spruce, pine, and other

available timber, the branches of

which served the purpose

quite well, as also to protect us from the heavy

But, then again,

we were doomed

pleasant situation

—

night.

and un-

very serious matter

— our pro-

Without other event

to record,

that, too, a

had not yet arrived.

visions

dews of

to disappointment

the boys sought repose within the confines of their

new cosy

huts for the night.

Rebel Cavalry Raid

Friday, September
clear,

— Detail

1862.

5,

for Ammunition.

— Day-break was

which continued throughout the

warm and
The men
and varied camp

entire day.

enjoyed the day in jovial sports
Those of the boys who had left their hearts at home,
were writing letters to those dear to them
so near and yet

in general

'

so far;"

rations,

camp,

—

'

'

while others were similarly occupied with corre-

spondence

to relatives

and

friends.

We

some

received, also,

which, however, were borrowed from a neighboring

until our supply

our pickets were called

enemy

the

'

'

life.

would
in,

arrive.

owing

At

3 o'clock,

to a reported

i>

m.,

movement of

close by, in anticipation of an attack, but

it

only

proved to be a rebel cavalry raid along the Fairfax C. H.

At 10 o'clock, p m. Sergeant Gi:o. Y Sprenger,
lv. was detailed with ten men to report at GenMokrei.l s headquarters.
Upon arriving, he received

turnpike.

of

I

eral

,

ompany

orders,

"to

file

his

men

lo the

rear of headquarters, there

—
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and then take the men

to the

teams," which were

ahead)' in the road, destined for Washington, D.

C,

with

which they at once proon their way, without delay, until their arrival at
Georgetown, D. C.

a requisition for ammunition, after

ceeded

At Georgetown and Washington, D. C. Supplies Received
Return to Camp Orders to Move.

—

—

—

Saturday, September 6, 1862. The teams arrived at
Georgetown at an early hour in the morning, when a halt
was made to feed the mules, during which the men laid
down in the wagons and enjoyed a short nap. The teamsters
soon hooked up again and were on the way to Washington
City.

The) arrived and halted
-

at the

required a long delay until our turn

Therefore, in the meantime, a
agreeable surprise by the

way

for

came

to

it

be supplied.

—

through the city

stroll

—

navy yard, where

quite an

something to eat and drink,

was afforded, and accordingly

in order. After satisfying and
man, -we returned, received our supplies and
The day in
were promptly en route for camp at 5 p. m.
camp was observed in the performance of the usual duties
which characterize camp-life in general. We arrived at camp
about n o'clock, p m., and glad, indeed, were we to. find a
place to rest, as we thought
but, instead, we were doomed
to disappointment, as we were at once advised that the Regiment was under marching orders and was already equipped

regaling the inner

;

So we laid on our arms

until after midnight, when
"to fall into line," and the Regiment was
then again on the march toward Washington, D. C.
However, upon arrival at Georgetown, the Regiment filed to the
right, and marched toward Alexandria.

to start.

the order came,

Circuitous Route of Marches from and to Fairfax Seminary.

—

As we continued marching
Sunday, September 7, 1862.
many became quite exhausted and were compelled to leave
the line, so that when we arrived at Fairfax Seminary, rather

Regiment Pcwt'n
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it, where there was then a hospital, both Regiment and Brigade halted, and a consultation was had between
Colonel Franklin and General Piatt. After this conference

to the left of

Regiment moved

the

off in a different direction,

Almshouse Farm, where we
short time only,

and then

allowed to

w.ere

in the hot,

towards the

rest,

but for a

mid-day sun,

as

an

order was received from "that tyrant," (as the boys then

named him) General Piatt, to move again and at once,
when we were marched by a circuitous route upon ground
we had just passed over thence below Alexandria, and back
again to Fairfax Seminary.
It was then already night, when
the Regiment was halted, so that we had to lie on the ground
yet very glad for the opportunity, although
as best we could
;

—

it

began raining during the night, making our bivouac rather

wet,

damp, and uncomfortable

— especially

for the

new

re-

cruits.

—

Hard, Long Marches, amid Privations, etc Cursing General
Piatt N'n Provisions, No Marching!

—

Monday, September

— After

away
of a heavy mist the day opened oppressively sultry, when
about 9 o'clock the Regiment was again on the march, which
was back towards Washington City, to ("amp Stanton, arriving there about mid-day, after having been marched by
"old cross-grained Putt" (another title from the boys)
about eighteen

which quite
Several

a

the

ot

miles

8, 1862.

to

number

of

ail

vantage

men had

of

men had

whom, Tohx IIokwart,
rupture,

no

already
(

the clearing

whatever,

ompanv K,

of

out

fallen

become

during

faint,

line.

one of

sustained a serious

dropped by the roadside, and was conveyed

to a

hospital tent close-by. belonging to a Massachusetts Artillery

Company,
tion

of

stationed near fori

Woodbury.

was then manifested bv nearly
the

deemed

Regiment,

in

curses

the roui;h, hard,

Mibjo-lcd

to,

loud

all

(

beat dissatisfac-

the olh< ers

and deep,

and severe treatment

at

the)

and men
what was

had been

especially the needless and continuous marches,
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without provisions, by Brigadier-General Piatt

Colonel Franklin could stand

;

whereupon

no longer, and therefore
gave notice that the Regiment would march no farther, until
the men were provided with rations, which were immediately
it

The Regiment

forthcoming and very speedily furnished.

then bivouacked for the night in close proximity to Fort

Richardson, in order to allow our stragglers time to come
up, as

many had dropped from

This had been a very severe

men were found

to

indeed

;

for

many

of the

have sustained serious injuries of hernia,

suffering

terribly therefrom,

haustion,

and
In

weariness by the roadside.

trial,

as well as

from

footsores,

ex-

sickness.

the Rifie-Pits at Fort Richardson, etc

—

Tuesday, September 9, 1862. It was just after midnight
the Regiment was aroused from slumber and ordered

when

into the rifle-pits surrounding Fort Richardson.

During the

day we remained on the heights of the fort, awhile enjoying
some rest, and at last receiving some more rations. Orders
were next received "to clean up guns and accoutrements
inspection, to be held next

day

at 4 p.

for

m.," which then

engaged the attention of the men, and kept them

actively

busily occupied for the balance of the day, while our stragglers

by

officers'

the wayside then

baggage,

etc.,

came

in, as also

our teams with

which were then mobilized

arrived and were returned to their proper

commands.

as they

Chapter V
The Regiment

Assigned to Duty about Fort Richardson.
Brigade and Division Drills, Inspection, and Sham
Battle Fresh Supply of Desirable Rations.

—

Wednesday, September

1862.

io,

—The

Regiment was

put upon duty about Fort Richardson and was temporarily

Morrell's

assigned to General
orders.

generally

Division, anxiously awaiting

The morning and afternoon hours were devoted
to company and regimental drills, as also to thor-

ough preparations

which the
At the hour
precisely the Regiment was marched to a large open drillground near the fort, where, for the first time and for several
hours, we were exercised very rigidly and thoroughly in brigade and division movements, in which were combined artillery, cavalry, and infantry tactics.
The Regiment here
for division inspection, etc., for

order had been issued to be held at 4 p m.

again received special notice, as

it was highly commended
upon the aptitude (especially as to being a new regiment)
which was displayed in acquiring the very quick and com-

plicated

movements of

through the charge

and

artillery, all

sham

battle.

ourselves the

at

the older

regiments, and was put

double-quick, as were also the cavalry

of which exhibited a grand and imposing

Inspection over,

happy

we

returned to the fort to find

recipients of a fresh supply of rations;

shape of fresh meat, soft bread, and bean soup, all of
which were eaten with a relish the bean soup, especially
for, although a little late, it was none the less appreciated,
in the

—

considering our recent long

we were again allowed

fast.

to seek

;

welcome
we could,

After this
rest as best

repast
rolled

Camp and
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in our

gum and woolen
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and covered with our

blankets,

overcoats.

Orders to Clean up and Form Camp.

—

Thursday, September n, 1862. Right well did we
rest afforded last night, and we awoke to find day
opening upon us bright and clear.
At an early hour Adj't
"
Heitshu brought the order,
to clean up and form camp,"
which was greeted with genuine, enthusiastic cheering. The
Regiment, together with the Brigade and the Division, was then
subjected to a thorough drill of over six hours, by Major-GenWhipple, passing each, respectively, in review,
eral A.
and receiving the highest encomiums from all the officers;
after which all proceeded at once, "busy as the bees," to
form company streets, remove stumps, rubbish, etc., so that
it became night as our tented quarters were up and ready for
occupation; and, when we entered and retired, hopes were en-

enjoy the

W

tertained of having, at least, a short stay in camp.

Short Stay

— Again

on the March

Friday, September 12, 1862.

—

— Heavy

— Day

Rain-Storm.

dawned

fine

and

The
upon our new camp Camp Fort Richardson.
Regiment, by companies, was ordered out for drill at an
early hour; when, just as all presented the appearance of a
regularly organized camp of instruction, up rides an orderly
"To strike tents and
bearing instructions for the Regiment
At 10 o'clock, a. m., the
at once form into line of march."
clear

:

Regiment was
ing about

in

motion towards Georgetown, D.

five miles,

C,

march-

before halting, which was upon an emi-

nence near Georgetown,

in full

view of Washington City,

surroundings, which afforded a

Potomac
and splendid sight, as also elegant location. It
had become quite dark, and a storm of rain had set in, be-

the

River, and

its

delightful

fore our teams arrived

;

however, our tents were quickly

unloaded and put up, when we were immediately coiled up

between blankets and

at

rest.

Hut,

nevertheless, the rain

1 2 2d
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descended so heavily that we were compelled
out,

out,
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to get up,

go

and make trenches around the tents to keep the water
and especially prevent it from getting under our backs.
Brigade Drill and Review

Saturday, September

— Regiment

13, 1862.

morning (and oh, how glad
sided, with day-break beautiful and
this

Complimented.

—The men were aroused

!')

to

the storm sub-

find

Company

clear.

were then properly formed, tents aligned,

etc.,

and

streets

all

rub-

bish cleared to the rear of color-line, after which the Regi-

ment was ordered out for brigade drill and review by MajorWhipple, U S. A., to whose Division our
General A.
Great credit and praise
Brigade had then been assigned.
was awarded to the Regiment on this occasion, by General
Whipple, who expressed himself as highly pleased with the
drill and skill in military tactics displayed by the Regiment,

W

especially

on account of the men composing the same, being

principally
ever,

new

recruits

so youthful.

Company

than a manoeuvre.

and

and

The

review, how-

was soon over, having been more of an introduction

special share of credit

;

company was put through

K

for,

then came in for a liberal

immediately

after review, the

the Zouave drill, in which they

were already quite proficient, and which was witnessed by

numerous

and men of the various organizations from
who highly complimented the comefficiency in the skirmish drill and the bayonet

officers

the surrounding camps,

pany

for

its

exercise.

Rigorous

—

Fort Woodbury, Drills,
from Lancaster in Camp.

Discipline

Sunday, Sept em her

men

14, 1862.

— Weather

etc.

—Visitors

yet fine.

turned out to learn that a vigorous enforcement of

discipline was to be observed,

insomuch

that

The
camp

commissioned

were held under strict orders to issue no passes to their
men, unlessin very urgent cases, and that all passes to Georgetown and Washington must have the countersign of division
officers

Camp and
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drill was the order of the day's
Regiment was marched to Fort Woodbury, a very pretty little fort, where the drill and review
was conducted by Major-General Whipple, and a sham

exercises,

Brigade

when

the

the honor

and placed upon the
Regiment,

men were

lines in our front,

kept at

their

manoeu-

regiments, were

other

fort

balance of the

parapets, while the

together with

vred as skirmish

was there assigned

on the inside of the

being stationed

of

K

Company

battle also inaugurated.

besides the artillery-

respective pieces

of

ordnance

and put through their exercises. The scene presented was
quite an animated one, and was decidedly instructive to
the men.

Fort

Woodbury was a marvel

of

apartments and appurtenances, as

arched magazine
of engineering

—

all,

skill.

The

fort

efficient officers

and engineers.

was

design,

had splendid, graveled
and a massive,

abattis,

indeed, bespeaking

Regiment, Massachusetts heavy

when

it

handsome green mounds, an

walks,

neatness in

it

a master-piece

in possession of the 14th

artillery,

under

command

of

After drill came dress parade,

general orders were issued.

Our camp

there was highly

enjoyed and proved a delightful situation, as

Georgetown and Washington, D.

C,

arrived

visitors

from

and were

re-

who

ceived daily; but, most especially welcome were those

—

had arrived upon this day and occasion quite a number of
prominent citizens and friends from the dear old home of
Although their sojourn was necessarily brief,
Lancaster.
yet their familiar faces and cordial greetings served for the
time to gladden the hearts and cheer the spirits of the men,
as well as to dispel all thoughts of the trials, dangers and
risks

they might have to incur in the near future, as indicated

and state of affairs inby the boys in the enjoyment
of the occasion, the revival of pleasant associations, and the
recollections of merry and happy days of the past at their

by the then

existing circumstances

deed, these were

homes.

all

forgotten

;

—
1 2 2d
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Brioade Man<kuvres.

C.

—

Monday, September 15, 1862. Another beautiful day
dawned upon us, with our camp in complete regulation and
provided with plenty of rations, etc., for which we were

Camp

truly thankful.

day, a

stroll

to

numerous

duties not being as

Georgetown, D.

C, and how

this

to get across

Aqueduct Bridge, then became matters of important consideration to us, as orders were

still

the issuing or granting of passes

of the boys,

managed

Company

to give

K

to secure

very

strict,

especially as to

however, quite a number

;

enough of the

requisite passes

a very fair and large representation in

the city of Georgetown.

After a few hours of general enjoy-

ment, sight-seeing, and -'the regaling of the varied appeof the inner

tites

case

when

gi anted

men," the boys,

as

had always been the

leave of absence from

turned promptly in time for brigade

former position in the

fort.

rigidly drilled through the

drill,

camp

or

duty, re-

and resumed

their

The Regiment and Brigade were
same movements and manoeuvres

of the previous day, after which, duly appreciating the day's

perambulations and duties, the boys retired for a night of
solid rest.

First Picket Dtties

and

—

Incidents.

Tuesday, September 16, 1862
)ay again dawned beauupon our camp, when our Brigade was ordered out in
1

fully

front of

the forts for picket duty,

ment being assigned on the extreme

the post of

left

of the line,

the

Regi-

and

cross-

ing the Fairfax telegraph road, with orders not to permit any

one

to pass our lines without a written pass, besides the verbal

pass-word accompanying

saw "

The

it

for the night

— which was

day, however, passed with but

little

" War-

excitement,

and no event of extraordinary importance occurred. The
passing through our line to the outer line by certain newshovs,

York

mounted on
JJerdLf,

fleet

Trihitne,

horses,

with bundles of the

and other newspapers,

.\Wi'

being a

Camp and
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institution,
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our admiration, and was a

excited

pleasing incident as they flew along, apparently, disposing of
their

respective

sheets

of

the

art

typographical,

which

proved very welcome and appreciative,

as they conveyed
numerous sections and scenes of the world
outside of our field of action, as also provided an abundance

tidings from the

of other intellectual diet until the evening hours approached.

The

when Lieutenant
George F Sprenger, of
make the grand rounds. As

night then became intensely dark,

D. K. Springer and

Company K,

Sergeant

received orders to

they groped along they found the darkness so intense that
their

way could

not have been made, save only through the

sounds of the movements of the

faithful sentinels at their posts

of duty; and, had they been seen as they proceeded on their

many would have been the occasions of merriment which they would have afforded for the gratification
of their fellow-comrades, as the sad plights they were thrown

rounds, very

in as well as appearances presented, through the

and severe

falls

ficient attestation.

road in

time to

awkward

they sustained, would have furnished

suf-

However, they arrived at the telegraph
find that Corporal Hartley, Company K,

had halted two cavalrymen on the road, coming from the
front who were without the pass- word.
Lieutenant Springer
then directed Sergeant Sprenger, with the Corporal, "to
take charge of the cavalrymen

and report

to

Colonel Frank-

lin, field officer for the day, for further instructions,"

which

Duncan was then ordered "to
take a proper guard and have the two men conveyed to General
they did; whereupon Captain

Whipple's headquarters." After the turning over of these
men to headquarters and the groping of their way back to
picket line, as best they could, the night passed by without
further event at the posts of the Regiment.
Shelter Tents Termed Doc Houses

Wednesday, September

17, 1862.

warm, although there had been a

—Tents

Up.

—This morning opened

refreshing

fall

of rain dur-

1 2 2d
ing the night,

we returned

to

Regiment Pemi a
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when we were relieved from picket duty. As
our camping ground, we found the Regiment

being

provided with what

more

commonly

being about

Volunteers.

five

were termed shelter
dog-houses

called

made

feet square,

by the

tents,

boys

but

— they

of unbleached muslin,

ornamented with buttons and button-holes, and so constructed that

two pieces formed a small

tent.

The boys im-

mediately went to work, constructing their tents and putting

them up

This day, too, passed without any

for the night.

other event, worthy of mention.

Review and Sham Battle at Fort Corcoran Parade-Ground.

—

Thursday, September 18, 1862. The day opened beauand clear. Company K was taken out for drill by

tiful

Lieutenant Sprino;er, as were also the other companies of

Regiment by their respective officers.
After company,
and brigade drill, the regiment received orders to be in readiness for division drill on the paradeground at Fort Corcoran. After partaking of a royal beansoup dinner, with fresh beef and hard tack, as side
dishes, about 2 p. m., our Adjutant and Sergeant-Major,
the

regimental

in

charge

drum

of the

corps, proceeded to

whence we received

ground,

from

familiar

bugle-call

to

fall

in,

the

the parade-

well-known

when company

after

and

com-

pany, under heavy marching trim, (knapsacks packed, etc.,)

moved

out in regular order to the color-line, where the Regi-

ment was promptly formed, Colonel Franklin in command,
and marched immediately to the parade-ground, where
a band of music belonging to the 10th N. J. Cavalry had
already been stationed to furnish enlivening airs for the men.

The
and

entire Division, comprising field

infantry, having arrived, the bugles

advance, when the

Whipple and
aligned

then

1

tlie artillery,

cavalry,
call to

Hvision passed in review before General

his staff;

themselves

artillery,

sounded the

after

which the regiments

accordingly

— the

cavalry in

and next the two brigades of

again

advance,

infantry, for

—
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Field Life.

the purpose of exercising in the various manoeuvres and intricate

movements of sham

battle.

The

cavalry

made

several

very brilliant dashes; then the artillery in their " flying"

movements which, when combined with a full division of
infantry on bayonet charge, at double quick, and with a yell,
presented a most imposing sight, and one that will be long
and well remembered by all who participated therein or
especially by some (whom we will not menwitnessed it
tion), who were awkward enough to stumble and fall, as
well as jam their bayonets in the ground, affording by their
predicaments a scene of humor and sport.
;

General Drill and Division Review.
Friday, September 19th, 1862.
fine

and

clear this morning,

when

—The

weather was very

the Regiment,

by com-

panies respectively, were ordered out for drill in the manual
of arms and marching movements, which were kept up until
the dinner-hour.

In the afternoon the Regiment marched to

the parade-ground for division review and was put through
the same routine of evolutions as was observed yesterday.

decided improvement was already noticeable

ments of the Regiment
highly

commended,

in division drill, for

in the

A

move-

which they were

in terms that gave full attestation to the

men had

aptitude with which the

taken hold of

and

drill

duty.

Receipt of

New

Clothing

— Division

Drill, etc

—

Saturday, September 20th, 1862.
After a night of very
pleasant repose, the companies were out at drill at an early
hour of the morning.

The

principal features of the drill

movements of
and turning over on the elbow to
manual rapid progress was at once

consisted of the skirmish manoeuvres, and the

lying on the back to load
fire

—

in

which part of the

observed.

Upon

returning to

company

mental Commissary notified the company
their requisitions of clothing,

which had

streets,

the Regi-

officers to call for

just

then been

re-

I22d Regiment Penn'a
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ceived, to replace the clothing burnt with the knapsacks

Couch on

order of Major-General

H.

After dinner the Regiment

to Fairfax C.

marched again

to the parade-

ground, where division review and
the balance of the

Camp Policed

by

march

the

drill

were the orders for

day

— Preparing

for Inspections

— Visitors

Received.

—

Sunday, September 21st, 1862. .The morning dawned
warm and clear, and the order for the day was "regimental
camp to be policed by each company," which duty was
for, all the
entered upon with a will that meant business
;

rubbish, etc., accumulated, soon disappeared

moved beyond

the color-line.

and was

Busy preparations were

re-

also

observed as to personal appearance in dress, accoutrements,
as special company inspections were
The men of the Regiment in general, but the
boys of Company K especially, were fully up to the standard,
and much admired for their neat, bright and cleanly appear-

and condition of arms,
next in order.

ance upon dress-parade, as well as for their personal and military bearing.

During the balance of the day

visitors

from

Lancaster and elsewhere were received and gladly enter-

men

tained, keeping the

them

all

times that

camp

life

Officers

— Camp

Monday, Septkmuer
favorable,

thing to

and moving
and pas-

K — II1c.11

Compliments from U.

22, 1862.

—The weather

—

that of the skirmish drill, the

and the various Zouave movements,
first

S.

A.

Sports and Amusements.

continued

and the boys of Company K, for want of somedo, to while away the morning hours, agreed upon

a special drill

were

excellent spirits,

then afforded.

Special Drill by Company

cise,

in

to greatly enjoy the few sports, pleasures,

instructed

and

in

I).

K.

line in the presence

of numerous spectators, consisting of Regular
as well as others

bayonet exer-

which the men

Lieutenant

initiated.

SpRixoKk then formed the Company

in

Army

officers

from adjoining camps and regiments, and

Camp and
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company through

put the
drill

who

—very

pressions

Company

K

tactics

life,

the satisfaction

and admira-

The
way

universal ex-

witnessed the same.

on

this

and almost beyond

camp

to

high compliments by the
occasion

—were,

had excelled

restraint, while

"that

previous

all

boys were disposed to be wild

that, if the

efforts;

of

a regular and thorough course of

and evolutions, greatly

tion of those

Field Life.

at times

under the rigid discipline

yet they exhibited that proficiency in military

which could only be acquired by diligent practice and

pride in

drill, as

well as thorough,

As there were no

strict

attention to duty."

special orders for the day,

importance occurred

;

but, the boys of

no events of

Company K, how-

ever, turned out for a general afternoon's sport in

so earnestly did

well-remembered,

may

not be out of place to relate, viz

:

"
menagerie, of which " Potsey

the opening of a general

Nauman was

camp, and

they engage therein that some incidents,

the manager,

who introduced

his trained ele-

phant, improvised for the occasion by spreading a govern-

ment blanket over the persons of those genial and comical
spirits Henry Forrest and George
Martzall, who per-

W

formed many of the usual, as well as unusual, unprecedented
pranks and feats accredited to that tribe of the animal king-

dom.

Other specialties and varieties of

the

menagerie

proper, as well as those of the circus arena, were impersonated and represented

amid

the cheers, laughter

and enjoyment

of the spectators.

Another very amusing feature of the day was the instituof Malta, which was gravely
announced to have for its sole object the elevation of man.

ting of a lodge of the Sons

—

This was especially demonstrated by means of a government
blanket in the hands of. such stout boys of Company K, as

George Dorwart, Jacob Hatz, Atlee Mercer, Jack
Donnelly, Frank Galbraith, Jacob Lutz and Samuel
Lutz, with "Skinny" Joe Wade as the first victim, who
was always " tossed up like a feather, but fell like a stone."
After which the entire camp was enlivened by a grand free

122(1
concert from
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K's well-known Glee Club, under the

leadership of Commissary-Sergeant

by D. Hall Nauman,

W

Volunteers.

as

first

Dexter White,

basso

;

assisted

Jacob Fisher, alto

;

and in general chorus by Edward
Bookmyer, Henry Forrest, Henry Fisher, John Milley,
William Nauman, and Sergeant George F Sprenger. The

George

Smith, tenor

;

songs and selections were appropriate to the circumstances of
affairs,

were very much appreciated, and thus ended the day

in social

enjoyment and mutual pleasure

in our recollections of

camp

life.

—one of the happiest

—

Chapter

VI.

Strolls Through Georgetown and Washington, D. C.
Festivities and Amusements.

Sights,

—

Tuesday, September 23, 1862. Day again dawned
brilliant and beautiful, with drill and review as usual the
orders of the morning hours; after which quite a number of
the boys,

under the guidance and direction of Sergeant

Sprenger (who was indeed very lucky in procuring the
camp for a visit and tour of Georgetown and

passes), left

Washington
selves.

dom

cities,

Upon their

of the cities," respectively; and to their credit, be

said, the privileges

for

were not abused in

it

any respect whatever;

although they indulged and satiated their appetites with

the popular
ples,

—

where they did right heartily enjoy themarrival there they were allowed " the free-

Teutonic beverages, unstinted, as well as ap-

melons, and the other luxuries then in season to be had

quite a change from late

camp

fare

—

yet their conduct was

gentlemanly and not characterized by any evidences of row-

dyism or boisterousness. Many were the innocent tricks and
humorous pranks enacted to the mutual entertainment and
amusement of each other, as well as those who were the victims and witnesses, that could be worthy of relation, but
several will suffice, viz

:

The hair-cutting scene, in the barber-shop, where Comrade Peter Musketnuss (or "Pete Mushy," as he was fa1

.

known), feeling highly elated, and fearing that he
could not get his hair cut sufficiently short for 25 cents,
discovered that it was cut too much, as what was left to
miliarly

be seen on the scalp required almost the aid of a microscope,
thus presenting a decidedly woe-begone
titling

him

to the

commiseralion of

his

aspect,

comrades.

and

en-

1 2 2d

The laughable and amusing

2.

T
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on Pennsylvania
by big corpulent Philip

spectacle,

figure cut

Forxaui', weighing 300 pounds, Lieutenant of Captain Herzog's famous Lancaster Cavalry

Company, straddled over

the back of a horse so diminutive in stature throughout as to

more properly

classify

it

with the donkey genus, and almost

leave his long legs trail on the street.

The

3.

scene at the tin-ferrotyper's gallery where the boys

put themselves into

and

styles,

send

to

all

conceivable and fantastical shapes,

positions, in getting

"shadows of

their

mugs"

to

loved ones at home.

much merriment,

After

partaking of the same nature, and

feeling exuberant over their tour, the boys took their depar-

camp, where they arrived

ture for

favorable and early

at a

hour, and sought repose for the night.

from Lancastrians

Visit

— Special

Wednesday, September
fine

and

clear,

Drill by Company K.

—The

24th, 1862.

and the day became intensely

morning was
However,

hot.

attention or care about the latter particularity

little

visitors

had the honor and pleasure

from Lancaster City,

M. Winn:,
Jacois

many

Messrs.

Gai'.i.e,

to receive

in the persons of

Wm. Puckius,

John Trissler,

John

other well-known friends and citizens.

of these gentlemen,

Company

K

Lieutenant D.

in the skirmish drill,

and

K

es-

entertain

Hon. Henry

Dana Graham,

Sr.,

Sr.,

for, at

Company

an early hour, the Regiment, and boys of
pecially,

;

and

Lei; lev,

At the request

K. Stringer exercised

bavonet exercise, and

by the tap of the drum, with which the

1

drill

.aneastnans expressed

themselves very highly gratified, and also complimented the

boys upon the proficiency acquired and the precision
played.

\fter

which the Regiment was taken out

parade, and there received orders "to be
at a

moment's

notice'."

in

dis-

for dress-

readiness to

move

Camp and
Marching Orders on Picket

Field Life.

— Incident

at Minor's Hill.

—

Thursday, September 25th, 1862. This morning, at an
Regiment was ordered to march to the parade-

early hour, the

ground, to participate in grand brigade guard-mount, which

was the

first

important duty of the day, although of short

marched
about three-fourths of a mile from camp, and posted on
picket, but was very soon called in with marching orders.
The picket-guard was then dismissed, when the Regiment
returned to camp to pack up for another march.
The entire
Division was promptly again on the move, with Company K,
of our Regiment, detailed as wagon-guard to bring up the
Directly afterward the Regiment was

duration.

On

rear.

the

way

the teams were frequently stuck, causing

great delay and difficulty, as the roads were very soft

and

heavy, thereby preventing our troops from reaching Division

Camp
after

at

Minor's Hill, again, until 9 o'clock

having

left

at night;

when,

the teams in corral, in charge of Captain

Wagond, Company A, 124th
who was in command of entire
the hunt of the Regiment.

N. Y. V., (of our Brigade,)

we were soon on

rear guard,

Captain

Wagond

thereupon be-

came so exasperated, when he found that the boys of Company K, 1 2 2d Regiment, P V., had not awaited his dismissal,
that he threatened to shoot certain file-closers for allowing

them

to leave.

Sergeant Sprenger was then the only one

who remained to receive the regular dismissal by General
Piatt.
By taking our own course we soon found the Regiment, had tents quickly put up, and in short order were
blissful repose in the

at

arms of Morpheus.

Delightful Camping Grounds

Friday, September

26,

1862.

— Lucky

— Our

Foragers.

camp

Hill was very beautifully located, surrounded

by

lands, in the heart of a rich agricultural district,

at

Minor's

woodwhich was

fine

profusely abundant in the products of the farms, gardens and

orchards, as the well-filled bellies and well-packed haver-

—
1 2 2d
.sacks

Company

of

(amp;

Regiment Penn'a

enough awake

K's boys did

heretofore

for, as

I'oluntecrs.
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they returned into

attest as

were always wide

related, the}'

and never too slow to obtain, an
ample supply of the good things to be had "on a forage "
"
especially after a scanty fare on " hard-tack and salt-horse
to discover,

The balance

diet.

of the day kept the Regiment busily en-

in arranging our camp, and going through the exWith the
and duty of rigorous company drills.

gagaged
ercises

exception of the arrival of our supply trains, the receiving

and putting away of our necessary Quartermaster and Comstores, the da)-

hour "

for taps "

passed without further

misary

was then

"snug

curely stowed away,

The

Sutler's Arrival

hand, when

at

all

event.

The

was soon

se-

at rest."

— Discomforts

of the Shelter Tents.

—

Saturday, September 27th, 1862. Day dawned fine and
and the regular routine of camp duty was observed in
every particular. At an early hour of the day our regimental
sutler was on hand, with his well-known and desirable merchandise, such as hewing tobacco, paper, pens, pencils, etc.,
clear,

<

even including the familiar

"native ginger-bread,"

and such of the boys who were fortunate enough
the necessary sutler's scrip to
plied

and went

off rejoicing

We

were soon parted.

make

—

etc.,

to possess

purchases, were well sup-

in short, the scrip

and the boys

were then beginning to experience

verv forcibly that the smallness of our shelter tents had greatly

diminished the comforts we enjoyed while under the folds of

A

the old

regulation

we went

to sleep as best

tents;

Sun hay Morninc Inspection

Si'ndav
clear

September

was ordered, when

all

A

as

approached,

we could.

Prayer-Meetinc

—The weather continued

Regular Sunday morning inspection

hands were early

polishing guns and

preparations.

as night

— Recimental

28th, 1862.

and favorable.

uniforms,

however,

and comfortably

detail

was ne\t

in

at

work (leaning up

and other

requisite

order to police

company

brasses,

Camp and
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and soon

all

about

Field Life.

camp

presented that cheerful and

tidy appearance which served to
attractive.

After a short

make

camp-life happy and

regimental prayer-meeting was

rest,

the order for the evening, which was conducted

by our Regi-

mental Chaplain, Rev. Elim Kirke, assisted by Lieutenant

Samuel G. Behmer,

Company

of

C, after which

retired

all

and dream of what might be next on
the programme of war duty and service.
for the night to think

Target Practice and Company Drills.

Monday, September

— Weather

still

fine

and

with Regiment lying in camp, whereupon target prac-

clear,
tice

29th, 1862.

and company

drills

were next in order.

were put through a rigid

and were awarded great

their

men

credit for the

acquitted themselves.

drill by
by Lieutenant

I).

by the Capmanner in which

drilling, respectively,

tains,

Captain \Y

The companies

Company K,

after a short

F Duncan, was then taken charge of
who gave the men a thorough

K. Springer,

by the tap of the drum
a specialty for which they had already been noted, and of
which they never tired. While these essential points of duty
were being attended to, an order was received at regimental
headquarters for the Regiment " to prepare for division drill,
under heavy marching trim, on the morrow," when all was
at once bustle and surmise as to whither might be the next
destination, or what sort of vicissitude of army life to experience, or what danger those preparations might portend.
practice in the bayonet exercise, etc.,

—

Grand

Division

—

Drill and Review High Compliment to the
i22d Regiment, P. V.

Tuesday, September 30th, 1862.
very sultry indeed

—when

begun throughout camp

— Day opened warm

active preparations were at

for

grand

were made the orders of the day.

drill

once
and review, which

At 1 o'clock p. m. sharp,
Regiment was formed into line under heavy marching
trim, and marched about three miles from camp, to the

the

,

—
12 2d Regiment Pcnn'a Volunteers.
vicinity of

upon

Church, and into

Falls

arrival,

V

artillery,

V., and 12th N.

H,

gade, besides Battery
J.

field

where,

;

were found other regiments of infantry

86th and 124th N.

10th N.

large

a
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1st

Ohio

with

Brigadier-General A.

S.

W

and

I'iatt

Bri-

Artillery, a portion of the

Y

light

Whipple and

staff,

nth

Cavalry, and also a section of

Major-General A.

— the

H. V., of our

in

staff,

N.

their saddles.

At the sound of the bugle the several commands turned into
line, and were rigidly drilled, exercised, and reviewed in the
manceuvres of changing front and location on quick time
although the heat and dust were so oppressive as to cause
quite a number of the new recruits to drop during this grand
drill

A

and review
grand spectacle of military

life,

in a

new and

phase, was thus presented to us for the future

—

different

such as to

movements of the
light batteries
the horses, white with foam and sweat,
nostrils distended, galloping hither and thither
the infantry charging bayonets on the double-quick, while the cavalry dashed to and fro, in front and rear, with the Generals
directing the movements of the various troops, could not
help but create a superb sight.
As regiment after regiment
passed in division front on this occasion, we felt just pride in
incite

our

admiration

;

for the

flying

—

recording the

—

fact, that

celling in infantry tactics

Regiment P V
all

As

surmises vanished

the compliments of the day for ex-

were awarded to our own, the 12 2d

to this
;

drill,

for the

maneuvering and review

boys appreciated the same as

a hint of preparation as well as notice of our fitness for the
field

tired

of battle, returned gladly and proudly to

soundly

for the night to sleep

camp and

re-

the fatigues and

:ifter

duties of the day.

General

Wednesday,
ness of

Firin<:

(

)(.

Practice

toijer

the atmosphere

ist,
still

orders for the day were:

— Palm
1862.

to Company K.

—The

continued,

"Regimental

heat and

sultri-

while the special
drill,

target

and

;

Camp and
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firing practice."
Colonel Franklin now formed the Regiment en masse, after which each company moved off at
command, respectively, first firing by flank then dividing
by platoon, outward face, file right and left, moving off to
the rear, and reloading
after repetition of company by
company, then firing practice by company f again by file
next by battalion
and finally by entire Regiment. For the
best firing by file, platoon, and company, the palm was
awarded to Company K by the officers of the Regiment.
;

;

;

Brigade Drill

— Artilleryman

Injured.

—

Thursday, October 2d, 1862. Weather very fair, warm
clear.
As there had been no rain-fall since leaving

and

Georgetown, D.

C,

the great drouth continued.

The Regi-

ment was again ordered out under heavy marching trim, but
only for brigade drill. Our Brigade was put through quite a
series of rapid movements, from which our Regiment retired
bearing the honors of the day for excellence in the infantry
tactics of

the

During the progress of these rapid

drill.

movements, while running through an apple orchard, a

member
caisson

of the

nth

N.

by the limb of a

Y

Light Artillery was swept

tree,

and run over the

legs,

off a

whereby

he was severely injured, and had to be conveyed to his camp.

The

when line of march was
camp amidst a drenchwhich had then commenced. However, as it had

drill

was continued

till

dark,

formed, and the Regiment returned to
ing rain

the effect of settling the vast accumulation of dust on the

road and about camp, as well as refreshing the atmosphere,
the

men

were really glad for

the enjoyment of their

it,

and cheerfully

much needed

retired for

rest.

An Enemy that was Met and Crushed on the
Friday, October 3d, 1862.

— Morn dawned
—

Spot.

beautifully,

and all the boys throughout the camps could be seen hard at
work in a different line of business that of the laundry.
Although not agreeable, by any means, it was a duty abso-

1 2 2d
lutely necessary
its

;

Regiment Poni a
for,
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the proverbial "gray-back" had

made

appearance unexpectedly and to great annoyance

enemy

that had to be crushed on the spot.

—an

This presented

who never were accustomed
bad company, and their speedy removal, of course,
was a good and desirable riddance.
At 2 o'clock, p M., the

a sight very disgusting to those
to such

Regiment was again ordered out

when

drill,

on the double quick, with

nets

movements
as

to their hearts' content

to the duty, while the

the difficult and various

all

was then notable that they

it

to participate in brigade

the boys were exercised through the charge bayo-

all

;

yet the boys never tired,

were becoming hardened

Regiment had become quite apt

in the

various manoeuvres.

Peculiar Bean-Soup Repast and Good Cheer.

Saturday, October
clear,

and the orders

firing,

and

target-practice,

rendered a good

bean-soup was our

dinner of the ever-welcome

of fare

—

—

the

A

report.
bill

—

Weather again fine and
morning regimental drill,
during which Company K again
1862.

4,

for

to-day; but,

oh

!

what a

grand repast

it

merriment

afforded through the special peculiarities of the

it

proved

so heartily enjoyed, because of the

cooking and the flavor of the soup
secret or tale

which

is

too good to be

when our mess of beans for
the regular camp kettle, our

—and
lost.

It

happened that

the soup had been emptied into

old cook,

Ned

his old blouse, containing a quantity of

the pockets as well as his old

observed.

thereby hangs a

Millf.v, had

left

smoking tobacco

in

pipe, lying in the bottom, un-

In the bustle for the dinner, the kettle was quickly

supplied for the cooking and
the stirring process

became

hung over

the fire;

but

when

necessary, our leaders can only

imagine the surprise of the boys when they fished out the
blouse and

its

contents.

At once the

fully
all

was emptied of
and returned again,

kettle

the boiling broth, the beans were rinsed

prepared for the subsequent cooking, freely of which

did
4

unwittingly partake and

relish,

save

the few

who

—
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were the eye-witnesses of the cuisine, and from whose

mem-

mess can never be erased.
was the next order of the day, and the Regi-

ories the vivid recollections of the

Brigade

drill

ment was rigidly put through the same until 71^ o'clock p.
m.
However, yet considerably fatigued, the boys of Company K were full of good cheer, as they came home to

camp
songs,
set,

as

though

when

indeed/"

all

was but

sport, singing their

the general remark was

popular

"they are a

camp
lively

—

Chapter

vii.

—

Detail for Picket Duty near. Falls Church Foragers Detected and Arrested Heavy Tramp along Picket-Line
Entertained, etc., by the S6tii Regiment, N.

—

—

Deaths of Two Comrades.

Y. V.

—

Sunday, October 5, 1862. Mora opened bright upon
we were aroused from our slumbers, to find that grand

us, as

brigade guard-mount, with a detail from the Regiment to report at Brigade headquarters, were the orders for the day.

Company K, on

this occasion, was selected as the detail,
which duly and promptly reported at headquarters, was immediately marched about three miles from camp, and stationed

on picket duty along a road leading towards Falls Church,
with Colonel Kenworthy, of the 86th Regiment, N. V V.,
field officer

of the guard, and our reserve station back of the

picket line, about 200 yards.

and detected

visited the post

Y

Regiment, N.

During the day General Piatt

members

several

of the 86th

V., in violation of orders and regulations

while on duty at reserve station, which consisted of divesting themselves of their accoutrements, etc., and going off on
the forage.

After the}' returned to station with an abundance

of trophies in

the line of milk, apples, etc., and were just
about feasting themselves right freely and jovially thereon,
General Piatt popped upon them, had them arrested, and

ordered them
for

one week

No

to the

guard-house, where they were confined

to await court-martial.

further event of the

was ushered

ill

with the

day worthy

moon

cer of the grand rounds reached our

and provided

us

to record,

a detail

night

from

I

offi-

post about 10 o'clock

with the countersign

geant Si'rkxoer, with

when

shining brightly, as the

— "Halifax."

Ser-

he reserve station, then
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communicated the countersign from end to end of the line,
which occupied them till after midnight, as their way was
through a very dense forest, from whence no sounds greeted
the ear save the barkings of the fox and raccoon, the hoots of
the owl, and the wails of the whip-poor-will, which resounded therein, while in silence they made their weary tramp.
Upon arriving at the station, which was close by a brook,
and where a low

had been kept up, they were

fire

freely

provided with hot coffee and hard tack, which was taken in

Here they were

with a decided relish as well as gratitude.

agreeably surprised to find that two of the members of the

Y V

86th N.

were native-born Seneca Indians, who, being

on turn, kindly relieved us on guard, while we snatched a
few hours

rest

by the

fire.

Early Morning Luxuries on Picket

Monday, October

6,

1862.

— Awaking

Line.

from a very

re-

gum blankets, we found them
morning dew, while our noses and ears
tinged therewith, gave keen evidence of its coolness, when
we were soon up and about. After a refreshing wash in the
running brook at our feet, we started up the dying embers of
last night's fire and boiled some good, hot coffee
a luxury
freshing

sleep

beneath our

quite wet with the

always appreciated by the soldier

— while a

—

stroll to

a neigh-

boring farm-house was next in order, where our canteens were
filled

with milk and our haversacks with apples.

coffee,

and apples roasted

in

were certainly relished and not

the
to

fire,

Milk

to our

were dainties

be refused.

It

that

was then 9

came along, when we were marched to
Brigade guard headquarters, dismissed, and sent to our Regiment where the balance of the day, after arranging matters
o'clock as the relief

;

about

camp and our bunks, was spent

in writing letters, sports,

and other occupations.
Company and Brigade Drill

Tuesday, October

7,

— Moonlight

1862.

— Fine

Prayer-Meeting.

weather

still

con-

I22d Regiment Pain' a
'<*>
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This morning Lieutenant Springer drilled

tinned.

company by

the

tap

the

of the drum, and in general tactics,

while in the afternoon brigade drill as rigid as usual was the

Advices were received to-day of the death

order observed.

John Wenoer,

of Private

in hospital at

The only

of

Company

which occurred

I),

Washington, D. C.

other incident of interest to record of this day,

was that of the moonlight prayer-meeting, in the evening,

conducted by Chaplain Ei.im Kirke and Lieutenant

Uehmek.
end, so

S. G,
While these reverend gentlemen were at the one
kindly, generously, and laboriously doling out re-

ligious advice, long prayers

and impressive exhortations

for the

"the goats,"

benefit of those designated in the Scriptures as

and encouraging them to change or mend their ways, by
solemn hymns, it turned out, soon after the opening services,
that they only

cause,

'
'

had "the lambs"
on

the goats"

this

— were immediately heard from
making
one

for their

occasion

in the

vicinity,
lies

with those stirring

mouldering

in

camp

ites,

until the

roosts for

the

duties of the

songs

many

hour for taps arrived, when
night, sufficed with

—

" John
"
the grave,"
We'll hang

Davis on a sour apple tree," besides

all

other favor-

went

to their

the occurrences and the

day

Keihmkntai. Takckt-I'ractice, etc

tice,

end of the camp,

at the other

Jeff

i

be-

the welkin ring, and enlivening the spirits of every

Brown's body

\\

congregation;

— the boys of Company K

hn'esh.w, OiTojiER 8, 1862.
battalion,

and other

drills,

— MiioN'-StRLCK

—Regimental
were

the

Incihknt.

target-prac-

orders

of the

morning, and were kept up until the hour for dinner. After
dinner the Regiment was again ordered oul for brigade drill,
of which duty and c\cn
as

we were

iscs

rigidly drilled,

until alter 8 o'clock r

M.

from fatigue, and oh,

how

rest!

However,

as

we then had our

full lion's

and did not get back

The boys were

to

share,

camp

nearly exhausted

gladly did they seek and retire to

the night was sultry

especially lovely.

:
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moonlight prevailing, an amusing

to the bright

inci-

dent that occurred in a certain bunk must not be omitted

from these pages, viz
Six messmates, comprising Sergeants
Trissler, Schaum, White, and Sprenger, and Privates
:

Wm. Gompf and Henry Fisher
shelter tents together, so as to

purpose of getting

for the

all

night was (so some expressed

the ground on their

moon peeped

a meditative

in the centre,

the ventilation possible, as the

d

most d

it)

hot.

No sooner

all

opening, which was

brightly through the

distinctly observed

to join their six

had entered, laid down on
backs, with knapsacks for pillows, when

agreed upon than done, and

the

—concluded

form an opening

and highly enjoyed by a comrade who,

mood upon

in

the beauty of the night, the fatigues

of the day, and the sports of previous days, had not yet been

clasped
'
'

in

the

arms of Morpheus, arose and sang out

moon
moment that the moon
face of Comrade Henry

Hello, boys, wake up, you are in danger of getting

struck !"

Now,

it

so

happened

at that

and brightly on the
Fisher, who immediately bounced up and exchanged places
with Comrade Billy Gompf, who gladly accepted the offer

shone

full

with an unprecedented willingness to run
of enjoying the ventilation afforded.

all risk, for

roar of laughter for a few minutes, at poor

the other bunk-mates

fell

soundly to

Heavy-Dew Incident

Thursday, October

9,

— $25

the sake

After an outburst and

Henry's expense,

sleep.

Government Bounty.

1862.

—We

awoke

this

morning

to find a pleasant rain

had fallen during the night, refreshed
and cooled the atmosphere, putting the boys in rather exu-

An incident of this early morn, too good to
was that of Comrade Jolly Jack Donnelly, who having ever been noted to be on the track of whiskey estray,

berant

be

spirits.

lost,

succeeded in obtaining his

full

turned to his tent, and laid

down on

ly,

share during the night, re-

which he must have secured,

tively;

for, as

the sward to rest sound-

to all

appearances, effec-

soon as he was aroused and partially awake,

1 2 2d
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he turned to Corporal Killinger and remarked, in ignorance of the shower
'•'

of rain

had

that

fallen

dew was very heavy

Why, Corporal, the
how damp my overcoat

look

is

!

"

remark engendered the

Jack's

moment, though

present at the

was none the

less

It is

:

needless to say that

of his comrades

risibility

manner

in a

upon him

last night, for just

restrained, yet

enjoyed.

In addition, at a later hour, the paymaster put in his ap-

pearance and further cheered the boys by paying to each of

them $25 government bounty, who
their

greenbacks to the

trade was carried on for a few hours
sults, as

some

ate too

many cakes,

supper

;

the

where a thriving

however, with bad

;

etc.

Regiment then marched

but when, just as

we

re-

and of course got sick.

,

we had brigade

After which, at the usual time,
hearts' content;

once proceeded with

at

sutler's quarters,

drill to

our

Camp

for

to

got through with our coffee,

an orderly from headquarters galloped into camp with orders
'

'

to strike tents,

notice!"

We

pack up, and be ready to move

were then compelled

amid a heavy shower of

rain,

to pitch

to creep

under the

sutler's

;

Friday, Octct.ek

and

chilly this

peared, the

first

Ci.otiiino

;

—Tents

—The

1862.

to,

morning

night

but we, more lucky,

wagon, where we,

farmer's fowls in the barn-yard, were in a

Drying Soaked

all

during which most of the boys

got a regular, old-fashioned soaking

managed

moment's

at a

about

when,

like the

protected.

Repitciied.

weather was

just as

still

wet

soon as day-light ap-

among

order of business

manner

the boys

been unfortunate enough to be the victims of

who had

last night's

soaking, seemed to be taken hold of with a vim that characterized the receipt of strict orders for active duty

quarters;

for large fires

were burning briskly throughout the

camp, and the wet clothing was being dried
possible.

The boys cared

very

and complained considerably
soon rendered

more

from head-

little

as

cheerful,

to the

as

(

as

rapidly as

about results otherwise,
situation, but

olonel

Franklin

were
sent

.
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" to repitch tents and make ourselves comfortable,"
which were quickly and gladly obeyed. The only other
orders

event of the day to record, was the report of

1st

Sergeant

John A. Trissler on the sick list, unfit for duty, when 2d
Sergeant Geo. F Sprenger was assigned to fill the position.
Arrival of Mail

— Lancastrians

Camp.

in

—

Saturday, October ii, 1862. Theweather to-day was
warmer, and the boys were again spending their scrip at the
sutler's quarters.
The day was, however, generally observed
in fixing up camp, arranging company streets, etc., after
which a mail arrived bringing news and tidings from home
and

friends, proving quite a treat

dening their hearts and wreathing

for

the lucky ones, glad-

their faces with cheer, while

The

those disappointed went off smiling the other way.

main event of

many

this

—was

— one

not to be soon forgotten by

Stuart A. Wylie, Esq.,
Lancaster Inquirer, John Nixdorf, and several

of the boys

of the

day

other Lancastrians,

the visit of

to our

camp, who were entertained

the best
situation,

and appreciation

to

their delight

thereat, as well as being entrusted

home

boys with a portion of their savings to take

and

in

circumstances and

manner
and who, before departing, expressed
possible, according

by

the

to friends

relatives.

Weather Unpleasant

— Uneventful

—

Day.

Sunday, October 12, 1862. The condition of the
weather this morning was very unfavorable indeed drizzling
rain prevailing, and the atmosphere damp and chilly.
The

—

day was therefore spent quietly in bunks, reading, writing,
in fact, a day of general solitude and uneventful.
sleeping

—

Stroll Afforded

Monday, October
cool, with

no

— Forts

Ethan Allen and Marcy.

13, 1862.

special orders

— Morning dawned

for the day's

clear

and

duty; therefore,

most of Company K's boys embraced the opportunity of a

i22(i
stroll

Regiment Pom' a

They

about the vicinity.
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halted at Fort Ethan Allen,

where they engaged the services of the tin-ferrotyper, who
Their
had there established his traveling gallery for a time.
pictures were taken

singly, in groups, etc.,

was found

to

and by the way,

Fort Ethan Allen

Zouave Dick was not forgotten.

their pet,

be a fine-looking earthwork, built upon an emi-

it, and in command
by three regiments of
infantry
the 126th and 129th P V., and the 40th Mass.
Yols.
Our stroll continued to Fort Marcy, northwest from
Fort Ethan Allen, which laid still higher, but had not yet

nence, with

rifle-pits in front

Y

of the 4th N.

and about

Artillery, supported

—

been completed,

as

a laboring force

bands was working upon

it.

It

of over 500

contra-

was surrounded by an abattis

of forked and pointed felled trees, so as to impede the progress of
it

was

an attacking party, and gave every appearance that
to

We

be quite a formidable earthwork.

camp, where, upon our
gade guard-mount

arrival, orders

in the

morning,

returned to

were received

after

which

all

for bri-

the

men

retired within tents for the night, without further incident or

any other important event

to report or note.

Brigade Guard-Mount— Comfortable Quarters.

—

Tuesday, October 14, 1862. The weather was still
bright and cool, with Company K again on the detail for
brigade guard-mount.
Our station was close by the Brigade
guard-house, where the prisoners of the 86th Regiment, N.

V

V., were confined for court-martial.

in

a mud-plastered

though, as

it

shanty, or

log hut

Our

—

quarters were

quite comfortable

contained a rude fire-place, wherein to cook

our coffee, and furnished good and proper rest for the night.

The day
dents to

passed without important events to record, or incirelate.

52 Enlistment

Money

Wednkshav, October
when we were

and clear

— Death

15, 1862.

of a Comrade.

— Morning appeared

relieved from guard duly,

fine

and the
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an additional $2 each
us

when we

camp.

—being

Field Life.

During the day we received
money promised

the enlistment

entered the Government service, and there be-

ing no extra duty for the boys to do, they lounged about

camp, wrote

letters,

enjoyed comparative

Another event
of Private

cleaned guns, accoutrements,

etc.,

and

rest.

to record for the

day was that of the death
B., which

William H. Weaver, of Company

Washington D. C, yesterday, the advices of
which, however, were not received until to-day.
occurred

at

Court-Martial of the 86th

New York

Boys

— Heavy

Rain.

—

Thursday, October 16, 1862. Fine weather still conDuring the morning the court-martial for the trial
of the 86th New York boys assembled at Brigade headquarters.
The court was composed of seven Captains from the
Brigade, and the charge was "found on picket-guard, without accoutrements, by General Piatt." Lieutenant Springer
and Sergeant Sprenger, of Company K, 12 2d Regiment,
P. V., received summons to attend as witnesses in the case.
tinued.

In the afternoon rigid drill was the order of duty at parade-

ground, after which the Regiment marched back to camp.

Immediately upon our

arrival the order

was given

'
'

to strike

and be ready to move at a moment's notice;" but, while
the order was being complied with, a heavy rain poured
down upon us and continued in its fury all the night long.
As might be expected, there was very little repose for the
tents

boys that night, and then only enjoyed by those
fortunate

enough

who were

to obtain gum-blankets.

Drying Garments

— Ludicrous

^cene

— On

the Move

!

Friday, October 17, 1862.— We awoke to find that the
had subsided, while the boys in general, who had been

rain

drenched to the skin, were engaged in building fires with
commissary barrels, sutler's boxes, and other fire-wood, to
whereupon man)' were the garments
dry their wel (.lollies
;

I22ti
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that suffered serious scorching, thereby producing consideral

>lc

One of the
Sammy Stape,

merriment during the early morning hours.
most ludicrous pictures presented was that of
left

general guide

coat burned

off,

of

Company K,

and the seat of

with a

his trousers

tail

of his over-

burned through

in

Oh, how wretched he looked, indeed He deserved the pity of all, rather than the ridicule and merriment
which was occasioned. At 9 o'clock, a. m., we were ordered
to the skin.

!

to fall into line at once,

and were soon again on the move

C,

opposite which city

toward Georgetown,

1).

at 11 o'clock, p. m.,

and then

we

arrived

retired to rest for the night.

Chapter
On the Way
I

viii.

Maryi.anii— Great Delay, Intoxication, ami
Set of Boys Incidents aeono the
Route, in Camp, and on the Foraoe.
t<>

>I'".sf.ktk">n

—

— Sick

Saturday, October

iS.

— Awaking

1S62.

a

hill-side

was the

first

morning, while time was afforded for a hasty
to

make sundry

re-

few hours, a good wash in the

freshing slumber of but

brook running down the

town

from a

At

purchases.

n

order of the

visit to

a. m.,

George-

the Regiment

was in line again, promptly to order, and ready to move.
" Forward, march !" was the command along the entire line,

and we moved through Georgetown and Washington
to the

cities

Northern Central Railroad Depot, where a long train

of stock cars were already in waiting to receive the
freight halted

and

in

had been occasioned

line before them.

human

Considerable delay

in procuring transportation,

when most

by procuring canteens
show the effects of imbibing it.
Finally about 4 p.m., "all aboard," we were
conveyed toward and through Maryland, where considerable
delay and trouble was had with the whiskey-drinking boys on
of the boys took advantage thereof
full

of whiskey, and soon

began

to

the way, as several fights occurred.

In one of the tussels, near

Relay House Railroad Bridge, one of Company K's boys
McMinn rolled out of the open car-door and

— Lewis

—

down an embankment,
the

last

but was not

we saw of him.

As the

much
train

hurt, as that

was

was

at a stand-still,

with plenty of time to re-embark, and having knowledge of
the country, he was declared a deserter.

M>on again on

our way, and

a

sicker

However, we were
set

ot

soldier buys

I22<i
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huddled together we never saw before.
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It

was very

difficult,

indeed, to obtain even a few hours of sleep.
Point of Rocks and Berlin, Md., with Incidents.

—

Sunday, October 19, 1862. At an early hour this morning the Regiment arrived at Point of Rocks, Md., where
many of the boys found themselves minus a cap, knapsack,
overcoat, or some part of accoutrements, which during the
night had fallen out of the cars on the way, while others
from severe headaches

suffered

—the

Close by this station were

carousal.

effects of

encamped

yesterday's

the

50th

Regiment, P V., besides (we were informed) a portion of
General Butler's command.

Directly opposite, too, were

the famous Loudon Heights, Va., from where Colonel John

W

Geary, of the 28th Regiment, P V., with a section of
by a night sortie, through the ruse of wrapping the

artillery,

wheels with straw to prevent

all

noise or sound of their ap-

proach, attacked at daybreak and

drove the rebels under

General Bradley Johnson out of their position below the
heights,

and down the

arrival.

in

some months previous

valley,

to our

After a halt of about an hour, the cars were again

motion in the direction of Harper's Ferry, Va., passing

through the towns of Berlin, Knoxville, and Sandy Hook,
Aid.,

which we found,

as

we were allowed

brief halts, to be

miserable, dilapidated-looking villages.

At Berlin, the boys

in general

had the good fortune of

time enough as well as satisfaction to secure their
of pies and other dainties;

for they

gladly took the advantage of the privileges.
old farmer,

who had

just

come

of poultry, potatoes, apples,

full

share

were abundant, and they
Here, too, an

wagon full
drawn by an old

into town, with a

and

cider,

skinny mule and a lame horse, was very speedily relieved of

"as his sales were quick, and the profits Jrcidcilly
small ," for he received little cash, and what he did not sell,

his load,

was stolen

—

the artillery

especially the poultry,

hoys of our

lirigade.

which was carried
W'e here

off

by

take pride in
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relating the fact, that both the boys of

won another

of the Regiment,

on

this occasion, as

Company K, and

also

feather for their prize-cap

none of them were engaged

in that dis-

Berlin was also the town where the Jack-

reputable trade.

son Rifles, under command of Captain H. A. Hambright,
in the early three-months

campaign of the war, undertook a

daring and successful exploit in crossing the bridge at night,

thereby saving certain government stores from falling into
possession of the enemy.

Ferry,

We

did not quite reach Harper's

when we were disembarked, formed

into line,

march-

ed back through and to the rear of Knoxville, about a
distance of three miles, into what was
Valley, Md., where

we encamped

acceptable, too, was the rest

dry grass

to

!

known

as Pleasant

for the night.

for, after collecting

Oh, how
plenty of

make comfortable beds we were soon enjoying

good, sound sleep.

—

Bolivar Heights and Incident Fine Camp near Sharpsburgh
and Antietam Battle-Field Loyal, Union, FarmerFriend Camp Whipple.

—

—

—

Monday, October 20, 1862. Morn dawned beautiful
and clear, when we awoke to find evidence all around us that
a very heavy dew had fallen during the night
which, how;

ever, soon died

" Old Sol."

away

To

through the hot, but softening rays of

loomed up in full view
we could plainly discern
Bolivar
Heights, which, together with
Maryland and
Loudon Heights of the ridge, had been so ingloriously
abandoned by Colonel U. S. Miles after repelling an attack
Mountain

South

the southwest of us

Ridge, where

of the enemy, and concentrating his force of 9,000

Harper's Ferry, thus allowing the

enemy

to

men

at

occupy them

and gain material advantage, although not victory, in the
battles which subsequently occurred, for doing which he had
no justifiable cause and was afterward deservedly censured.
We were then ordered to pack up, and were marched
about

a

mile farther northwest, toward Sharpsburgh, where a

1 2 2d
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thorough and regular camp was

camp

cation for our

and wide grassy
abounding

in

at
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The

once organized.

lo-

there was a beautiful one, that of a long

plain,

agricultural

as also rich,

vegetables, provisions,

fruits,

the boys were always able to

etc.,

and enjoy

secure

district,

of which
their

full

Battle-field of the

An-

share.

We

were also in

tietam,"

A

house close by, afforded

from the boys,

camp

found that
loquacious

'
'

the vicinity of Sharpsburgh, and not very far

in

from that noted town.

regular

of the

full sight

large

and very convenient farm-

as well

invited

as

for the purpose of obtaining

frequent

We

larder did not contain or provide.

its

visits

such luxuries as

soon

owner and occupant was a very peculiar and

individual, as he

did

really entertain us with

fearful scenes and casualties incident
and about Sharpsburgh, of all which he was

amusing relations of the
to the battles in

alone, the accurate eye- witness (?).

During our

he never failed in endeavoring to

versations,

and conimpress upon

visits

Union man, by underarmy could and
"
Antietam Battle,"
the

our minds that he was, truly, a loyal

how the
have been "bagged"

taking to describe

should

and seemed

to

lament the

entire
after

rebel

failure that

it

was not done(?).

enemy were

told us (very confidentially} that the

of supplies, even utterly demoralized,

and

He

entirely out

that their only

means of escape was through a certain mountain gap or pass,
Crampton's Gap, which was very narrow and hard to get
through, being the only one leading to this section

" bagging " or capture was the
of the war to have been effected, but
that the

easiest

failed

;

also,

achievement
only because

army did not be at the other end to intercept or head them
[Here we paused a moment for contemplation, and relation is needless.] However, we found our old farmer-friend
our
off.

disposed to be very generous and hospitable, without any of
the

least

evidences of relaxation, as

with such dainties
cider

apples,

eli

.,

as

lie

provided us freely

pumpkin-pie, apple-cake,

palatable

through the hands of the ladies of the

;
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that they all
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were stowed away into

'
'

our soldier-

boy bread-baskets" with a relish transcendent, can be
imagined than related. In our adieux, too, we never

better
failed

to leave emphatic expressions of our appreciation of their

kindness.

Our

returns to

camp were

just in

time to

fall

in for dress-

parade, during which several orders were received and read.

Our camp was then completed, christened Camp Whipple,
in honor of Major-General Whipple, commanding our Division, and was situated near the town of Petersville, Frederick
county, Md., on the property of a rank rebel-sympathizer,
in

whose dwelling were then lying three Confederate officers,
wounded. After the duties and adventures of the

seriously

day, retirement with the view to blissful repose was our next
desire as well as order of the

day

New General Commanding and
Visitors

first

dispensed with

Built

— Numerous

Life.

—This morning was ushered
newly self-appointed
be
commanding— one then not readily
21, 1862.

appearance of our

general-in-chief

— Fires

and Pleasing Camp

Tuesday, October
in with the

Staff

just

to

— " General Jack Frost," who hailed from the

bracing and wholesome regions of the northwest, to regenerate

and re-invigorate the boys

arduous duties thereafter to

for the

be met and done; and so unceremoniously, too, that he was

accompanied with an unannounced and innumerable

and severe winds,

or retinue of brisk, cold,
strip

of

many

of our shabby tents of their covering and

comfort

—thus

forage for

poem

:

" Cling to those who cling to you

Think how those who

live apart,

That sweet solace never knew
Friendship sheds around the heart."
*

*

means
wood,

and around which they clung on
affection and tenacity that inspired

fires,

that occasion with that

the author of the

boys to

causing the

with which they built

staff

so violent as to

*

X

*

-X-

*

*

*

X

—
1 2 2d
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Volunteers.

Henry Franks, one

To-day, Mr.

camp

brewers, paid our

a

visit,

Lancaster's noted

of

especially to look after the

Augustus, then

welfare of his son

73

member

a

Company

of

After being entertained as best

of our Regiment.

and having been shown around, he gave

full

expression to

his appreciation of the discomforts of our soldier-boys

marking

down upon," and

We

ground was so nice

that "this beautiful, soft

also received acceptable

vegetables,

among

and welcome

who brought

re-

to lie

visits

from the

camp such mer-

into

the boys, as pies, apples, cider, and

of which they were soon relieved.

boys managed

by

then bade us farewell.

farmers of the vicinity,
chandise, for sale

B,

we could,

to get their full share of

While the

what they wanted,

the poor farmer, however, we must admit, did not secure or
get

all his

Full dress-parade was again the order of

pay.

the day, after

which a

and announced,
beaten,

all

for detail

list

when,

to-morrow was furnished

the hour of

as

taps

was

being

were quickly rolled up between blankets and very

comfortably at

rest.

Severe Weather and Discomforts.

—

Wednesday, October 22, 1862. The cold and blusterwe yesternight experienced, prevailed again

ing winds which

morning and to-day, but with

this

yea, to say ferocity even
for

is

mild; for

still

greater severity

fires

were only kindled

our necessary cooking purposes, as warmth and comfort

thereby were quite out of the question.
general observed the day as one of
etc.;

rest,

The Regiment in
mending clothing,

no event occurred worthy of record.

therefore,

Cdmi ortabi.e Hunks

—

Kki;ei,

Sties

Captured

— Fine

Drill and

Dress-Parade at Caml Whiitle.

Thursday,

<

(ctop.kk 23, 1X62.

—

—The weather to-day was

we gladly embraced the privithat of the early morning hours, in gatherlege presented
ing the dry grass, which we found very abundant in the
vet

raw and cold

—

therefore,
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fields around and about us, therewith providing our bunks,
and furnishing much better, besides softer bedding than we

had had since our

first

entry into the service, adding greatly,

Our camp, then, was becoming
more "home-like," and had assumed the appearance of an
established institution for winter-quarters, as we were daily
visited by numerous hucksters or venders of fruit, pies,
milk, cider, etc.; in short, all that we could wish for, to apof course, to our comfort.

pease or satiate our palates.

The event

of mid-day to record, was that of the arrest of

several unexpected visitors

and prowlers about camp, who
one of whom was

were suspected to be Confederate spies
said to be a relative of General

the afternoon regimental

—

Robert

E. Lee.

During

and dress-parade were the

drill

orders of duty observed, which were kept up until the eve-

ning

The Regiment

hours.

throughout, too,

was highly

complimented from every quarter where spectators were
assembled, as having on this occasion furnished one of the
finest displays

and most

satisfactory efforts ever before wit-

At dress-parade
several orders were again received and read, from which we
were made to understand what we had to expect and had to
do to-morrow regular and rigid brigade drill after which
all went for the supper of good coffee, hard tack and meat,
and enjoyed it, indeed, with keen relish. Company K's
boys, then, before retiring for the night, enlivened their end
nessed

in

this

line

of military

service.

—

of the

;

camp with their ever popular songs until the hour forwhen all went to rest very quickly, huddled up

taps arrived,

together within their

little

shelter tents.

—
:

bBv-^ ^53
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Chapter

IX.

—

Drill and Review Composition of the Division
Again on the Move amid Intense Darkness Heights
about Harper's Ferry, Va., and Brilliant Scenery.

Division

Friday, October
beautiful

and

ordered out

24, 1862.

—This

day's

morning

for drill, in

dawn was very

Company

clear, but withal very cold.

this

K

was

which the boys acquitted

themselves with the usual merit of "well-done!"

dinner of bean-soup, hard-tack,

substantial

—

—

etc.,

After a

the

Regi-

ment was formed into line for brigade and division drill, was
marched some distance from Camp Whipple, and manoeuvred, upon large open fields, in and through all the intricate and various movements pertaining thereto, together

The

with other regiments, etc.

passage of the Division in

review before our generals commanding, presented a grand

and imposing

sight;

1

st

Brigade

— i22d

we

therefore,

the special mention of

its

feel justified in

Regiment, P V., 86th and 124th Regi-

ments, N.

V

command

of Brigadier-Ceneral A. S.

84th and
1

V.,

and Battery H,

noth Regiments,

2th Regiment, N.

Artillery,

under

Robert Carroll
Whipple,

U

P

X
of

— our present
S.

.,

1st

Ohio

Artillery,

under

Piatt; 2d Brigade

163d Regiment, N.

H. Y., and Battery B, nth N.

command

only a sub-division, under
\V

recording

composition and construction, viz

Acting

Y

\

Light

Brigadier-General

temporary Divisiun and

command

Y.,

of Major-General

yet

A.

A.

we were halted and commanded
to stack arms, while the General and Field Officers held a
however, we were soon again in line, and
consultation
marched to ramp, arriving at dusk. Supper had just been
After passing in review

;

I22d Regiment Pain' a
and we were ready

over,

to

go

to
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rest
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when

night,

for the

orderly rode up to Regimental headquar-

very suddenly an

Immediately the long

roll

was heard throughout camp, while Colonel Franklin
dered the boys " to pack up and fall into line at once."

or-

ters

with important instructions.

It

was then 9 o'clock, with the night intensely dark yet the
Regiment was promptly in line, and on the move toward
;

The road proved

Berlin.
as

we

to

be long and very winding, and

passed through Petersville, Md., about midnight,

we

As we continued our march
Potomac River, we obtained glimpses,

greatly alarmed the inhabitants.

and approached the
with finally
points

full

of the several

views,

important defensive

and heights about Harper's Ferry, which

and occasion were beautifully and
base to top by the numerous

at this

time

brilliantly illuminated

from

camp-fires which were

kept

blazing thereon during the night and early morning hours.

This truly presented a scene of grandeur and beauty
portrayal
cil,

—the

and description of which will require both the penand the easel of the painter-artist, as well as

the palette,

the sublime,
laureate, to

imaginary, and expressive flights of the poet-

do the same

full justice

—

a task for

which we are

unable, even to express our admiration and appreciation of
those brilliant views, never to be forgotten.
as heretofore

related,

Yet these heights,

had been abandoned, not long since,

through the bad generalship of Colonel Miles,
too, to

whole

add

command

force of the
after

at

We

exhausted, to get some

Potomac

Amidst a Vast

finally,

his

Harper's Ferry to a comparatively small

enemy.

finally arrived at Berlin, but

midnight, when we sank

cross the

who

depth of his ignominy, surrendered

to the

rest,

in the

down upon

and abide our time and turn

to

morning.

Army — Sick Men Left Behind — Towns
Vicinity

long

the sward, rather

— Harper's

ok the

Kerry, Va.

—

Satukuav, Octoiier 25, 1862. This morning we arose
from our beds on the bare, damp sward, (though, ncverthe

;
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we had enjoyed quite a refreshing sleep,) to find ourarmy
Directly in front of us
flowed the famous Potomac, while the Pioneer Corps men
were busily engaged in constructing the pontoon bridges over
which the army was to cross into Virginia. Here all our
sick and disabled soldiers were ordered to remain until transportation could be furnished to convey them to the rear
less,

selves in the midst of a vast

Privates

and

K

Company

therefore,

Jacob Boas,

David Erisman, Jacob Bertz, Andrew Metzger,

several others, as

make

behind Corporal

left

the

march

its

who were unable to stand or
To the right of us were the

quota

into Virginia.

towns of Knoxville, Sandy Hook, Md., and Harper's Ferry,
Va., which had already been rendered famous in the annals
of the war during the three months early campaign.
per's Ferry, like the other

Har-

towns as heretofore described, pre-

sented a most wretched appearance, the houses being dirty,

tumble-down, dingy-looking holes, whilst the scenery
rounding was magnificent and picturesque

We

indeed.

— romantic

were kept, however, on the Maryland

where we put up our

shelter tents for the night

another good night's

rest in

"

My

March amid Heavy Rain — Again

— Foraging

Sunday, October
find

it

raining

;

even,
side,

and enjoyed

Maryland."

in Virginia

— Loudon

County

Expeditions in Order.

26, 1862.

—We awoke

gum-blankets and within shelter

ments of the troops across and
little

morning to
under our
tents, watching the movecrossing the Potomac, and

we were

nevertheless,

therefore cared very

sur-

in

whether the sun shone or not.

But,

when

too,

whether any of us cared or not

the hour of 2

this

in the dry,

p.

came
we were ordered

m. arrived, then our turn
;

for

on the move, and soon had crossed the pontoons into Loudon County, Va., while the rain poured down,
We were marched about eight miles, to
almost in torrents.

into line, were

the right of Lovettsville, an ancient

halted in a large

field,

and small town, and then

where we pitched

tents for the night.

I22<i Regiment

Pom a

Volunteers.
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Although it was still raining, a foraging expedition b) Company K's boys, being always in order, especially where the
country surrounding abounded with forage, was the next

The boys

event for the day.

returned after a very brief

absence with not only pockets and haversacks, but also blan-

and

good
things that the rich county of Loudon afforded, which were
soon made ready for our mastication, and eaten with decided
kets full of apples, potatoes, turnips,

relish

;

after

which we bivouacked

for the night, as best

could, in the wet grass, with the rain

Foraging Against

Orders

— Fruit,

the other

all

still

we

pouring down.

Chickens and Pigs among

the Trophies of the Night.

Monday, October

27,

1862.

—The

rain continued this

morning as heavily as yesterday, with an additional and unwelcome accompaniment of cold blustering winds, driving
However, about 10 o'clock, the
the rain into our faces.

when

rain ceased,

tearing

down

and building

fences

Franklin had
in

the boys at once began quite lively in

his

hands

full, to

fires

;

whereupon Colonel

use a figurative expression,

endeavoring to restrain the boys from destroying fences,

etc., (as this section

was supposed or surmised

and therefore

region,)

issued

be a Union

to

a strict order

forbidding

As there was no woodland

further depredations.

and the boys had soaking wet clothes

to dry,

you

may

hazard a bet as to the obedience of such an order

;

rumor then soon spread that the boys of Company
still

surely

for, the

K

were

stealing rails, as all their large bonfires fully attested.

A camp

guard was put on duty as the next order, but the

foraging went on, nevertheless, as the boys
in

all

close by,

without detection, bringing along the

apples,

pears,

managed

finest fruits,

to get

such as

peaches, etc., as also plenty of vegetables;

chickens, too, were numerous, while a few young pigs were
also
all

among

the trophies of this night's forage

satisfying us

Loudon County was really rich in
and serving to remind us very forcibly

very favorably that

agricultural resources,

—
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dear, old,
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fertile

Lancaster

for several repasts in the future,
rest

and dream of the grand

Sight of the

Army

in

Motion

made

we then gladly

feasts to

With

County.

properly satiated appetites, besides our larder

replete

retired to

be had on the morrow.

— Arrests

for Milking Cows.

—

Tuesday, October 28, 1862. The weather to-day, we
happy to record, was bright and fine. Troops were con-

are

stantly passing southward, while the Telegraph

Corps were

Here was presented quite a busy
and novel sight that of the entire army in motion, as regiment, brigade, division, and corps, in proper order, turned
putting up their wires.

—

The purpose of this movement was to follow up
Lee and Stonewall Jackson. As

into line.

the retreat of Generals

our Division was not attached to any of the advance corps,

we were,

to-day, having brigade drill under General Piatt,

during which the General despatched one of his

staff officers

with instructions to arrest a Lieutenant and several privates

H. V., who were out on the farmers' premises
milking cows, and filling their tin-cups as well as canteens.
He relieved the officer of his sword, sending both him and
the privates to their regiment under guard.
After a few
of the

1

2th N.

hours of active

drill

we returned

to our

camp, partook

freely

of what our larder provided, besides hard tack and coffee,

and turned
Visit to

in again for a night of

good repose.

Pennsylvania Reserve Corps

— Major-General

A. E.

Burnside.

Wednesday, October

29, 1862.

—Weather continued

fine,

still crossing the river and moving forward.
To-day we had the pleasure of paying a visit to the Pennsylvania Reserve Corps, who had just halted close by us for a

while troops were

short

time.

The

1st

Regiment,

P.

V

R., being largely

composed of Lancaster men, we had a general conversation
with them, which we heartily enjoyed and appreciated.
They gave ever)- appearance and evidence of those who

—

were justly deserving of the
veterans

of

that

and

r

Regiment Pcnii a

122(1

;

title

already awarded them

nevertheless,

for,

the

many

sufferings endured, the hard-fought battles

won,

as well as

some

defeats

sustained, they were ever

and

and
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disasters

just as

privations

and

victories

which they had

ready for another brush

enemy
Here, also, with them was Major-General
Ambrose E. Burnside, then in command of the corps, who,
to one unacquainted with him, would have passed more likely
with the

a brigade teamster or wagon-master, attired in his old

for

blouse, checkered shirt,

General he was
spired the

him
test,

men

for, as

;

and slouch

known

to be.

hat, rather than the gallant

His presence, however,

in-

with confidence, as well as admiration for

he passed along their

line,

their loud outbursts of applause

although under pro-

were given, and heard

throughout the camps, in attestation thereof, notwithstanding

demonstrations of that kind had been specially and

all

forbidden at that time.

strictly

In the afternoon

we again

had brigade drill, during which our Regiment received or" to be ready for another move at a moment's notice."

ders

Another event

to

be recorded for the day, was that of the

death of Private Philip H. Dorwart, of Company D,
which was somewhat sudden, or rather unexpected, and
occurred at Lovettsville, Va., to-day, whither he had been

conveyed from camp when taken ill. After the usual supper,
" taps " and " to roost," to think of what the morrow might
bring forth, were next in order.
Skirmishing Reported

— The

Thursday, October

30,

Cider Foundry and Incident.
1862.

— Day

dawned

beautiful

on the grand move. Our
Regiment, at au early hour of the morning, was ordered to
"strike tents, be ready to fall in, and move off with the
We promptly complied with the order, and left
army."

and bright, with our army

camp about

9 o'clock a. m.,

Lovettsville to the

still

marching through the town of

main road leading towards Leesburg,

fall-

ing in with the grand army preceding, passing through the
5

—
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towns of Wheatland and Fillmore, and arriving

at

borough, where our Division and Corps were halted

—but

for

marched

off

a few

moments

only, as they were again rapidly

to the right of the town,

owing

Hills-

to the report of considerable

skirmishing then in progress on our front, in the vicinity of

While we were engaged in pitching our tents,
General Burnside rode along our line on his way to the

Snicker's Gap.

front.

Hillsborough was a small town on the
of Neffsville, (or as

size

dler's

hillside,

about the

more commonly known

it is

— "Fid-

Green,") in our own native county of Lancaster, Pa.

The houses

of this town, though, were built of gray stone,

The country surrounding

which was there abundant.

it

was

rich

and

etc.,

were freely and readily obtained, with the evidences

fertile in agricultural resources, as fruits, vegetables,

around of being very plenty.
with a " cider foundry " in full

An

all

apple-orchard close by,

blast, or operation,

was soon

discovered and proved to be one of the greatest attractions
of the day, for the boys of
as of the
fill,

Regiment

besides canteens

Company

full for

especially, as well

on the march.

an incident worthy of relating

Here we heard

That, just a day or two

:

previous, the cavalry forces of our

—were

K

in general, did not fail to secure their

enemy

— " the Johnnies

"

enjoying the same hospitality and other privileges,

when they were bounced

or chased

away by

pearance of General Pleasanton's N.

the sudden ap-

Cavalry Brigade

J.

a reception they did not bargain for, and a festivity that was

unkindly, ungenially, frightfully interrupted, as well as briefly
cut

short.

Our night

quarters were located on the rocky

side of a ridge, with not even level space
lie

down upon,

the best of

it

to rest our

weary bones.

for the night,

two

feet square to

However, we made

under the circumstances.

Hospitably Entertained by a Pretty Virginia Lassie.

—

Friday, October 31, 1862. Day dawned beautifully,
clear and calm, with the Regiment still lying at Hillsborough,

122(1
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awaiting orders to move,

make

when we

Volunteers.
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put in the leisure hours to
Several of

out regular muster-rolls for to-day's duty.

the boys had the good luck to obtain a pass (bogus, how-

which

ever,) with

to

warrant a

town of Hillsborough,

stroll

through and about the

as well as general vicinity.

The

or-

cider-mill were not forgotten on our visiting tour,

chard and

us.
Our
loomed up suddenly

whose products amply and appreciatively supplied
next venture

—a very

before our view, as
additional attraction

Virginia

lassie,

we proceeded on our
in the doorway of a

stroll,

pretty, smiling,

we were not disappointed
for we were readily

in

and compliments;

freely too, with

with the

where, with the hope of hospitality, as well

as to find friends,
calls

inviting farm-house

good, rich milk, as well as

paying our

supplied, and

pies, all of

which

relish of the inner man.
PriGompf, however, being known as a good judge
of that specialty of dessert at home, after eating and partaking of the pies set before us, announced very freely, his
opinion, which was " that these apple-pies were all right and

were soon stowed away to the
vate Billy

palatable, save the shortening,

crosswise

'
;

'

however, they must have tasted

he managed to secure his

we were being

while

which he knew was put

full

share,

all

in

the better, as

and we did not

care,

so kindly waited upon, yet so cleverly

by the accomplished young sweetsome one, who was just then, no doubt, very regret-

entertained in social chat
heart of

fully her absent rebel beau.

After bidding our fair hostess

adieux in general, we returned to

camp

to find that

Com-

pany and Regimental inspection had been the orders of the
day which we had missed and were therein exceedingly
well satisfied, as " circumstances invariably altered cases."

—

The supply
per,

of rations furnished by the Commissary for sup-

although being small, however proved sufficient

;

we, satiate with the day's enjoyment, entertainment :ind
freshment, as well as intuition of

affairs, retired

neath the shelter of our "dog-houses."

tor
re-

to rest be-

Camp and
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— Critical

1862.

i,

Inspection.

—Weather continued

with the Regiment remaining in camp.
receipt of

proved

some new

son (detailed

Our only

other event of

was that Privates John R. Johnteamster), and Cosmos Gormley, of Com-

to record,

as

pany K, were reported on the

may be

in

clothing, which, being very essential,

as pleasing as acceptable.

the day, so far

fine,

To-day we were

sick

list

yet,

;

properly termed a serious stage of

being in what

illness,

not consent to being conveyed to the hospital.

they would

In the after-

noon each company underwent a very critical inspection as
to condition of arms and accoutrements by Captain Van
Dorn, Inspector- General of Major-General Whipple's staff,
who ordered all rejected guns to be reported and returned
'

'

to the Colonel of the
also, that those

men

Regiment,
in

as well as to

General Piatt;

whose possession they were found,

should be reported for and receive the proper punishment,
in accordance with

March

army

regulations."

to Snicker's Gap

Sunday, November

2,

— Incident

1862.

and Experience.

—We

were

aroused, this

morning, while enjoying sweet repose in the arms of Morpheus, by the sudden and hasty orders
in readiness to

move."

'

to

pack up and be

All was then bustle and confusion;

however, we were soon in

Camp

'

line,

but very regretfully

left

Hillsborough, about 10 o'clock, on the rapid march

farther south.

We moved

through the town of Calhoun,

by numerous mills and
on
our
long,
circuitous
farm-houses
march, slackening our
As we crossed the streams, too, the
pace from time to time.
crossed several small streams, passed

infantry firing, as well as that of the heavy artillery, going

on

in our front, could be distinctly heard

and the

orderlies

plainly discerned as they rode to and fro along our lines,

hurrying up the various commands, so that they could participate in

the contemplated attack

upon the enemy, who

1 2 2d
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were then reported
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had
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entrenched at Snickers Gap.

as strongly

already

Volunteers.

when our

approached,

Brigade was

formed

into line of battle

the pass

and road, where we awaited further orders hownight came on the firing ceased, whereupon,

ever,

as

to

the

of

left
;

march of some twenty Virginia

there then began a forced

"we

miles, measured,

made and
by

in a cornfield,

reckon," according to the calculation

problem or query proposed

solution given of the

Henry Forrest

Private

an old darkey on the way.

to

The problem was "Hello, Sambo, how far is it to Snickersville?"
The solution was: "Well, massa, hit is just 'bout
two sights, and a right smart gitt," and we all found it to be
the longest three miles (as one other gave it,) we ever traveled
However we kept on, until fain our life or experience.
tigued we sank down to rest on the bare sward again, while
:

our exhausted pickets in front paced to and fro in keeping of
the quiet vigils of the night.

At

— March

Gap

Snicker's

Monday, November

and placed

front,

facing Snicker's

when

behind a stone fence

in position

Gap, from which position the enemy had

been driven but yesterday
day,

—

1862.
This morning at daywe were again on the march to-

3,

break, and weather fine,

ward the

to Bloomfield.

We

held

reports were received

mid-

this position until

that

the

enemv were

en-

deavoring to make several flank movements, and we were

moved about

miles farther forward, near the town of

six

Bloomfield, where

had

his headquarters.

entire

It

command, comprising

Corps, was
I.'iVKI.Y

Ceeeean
was then already dark, when our

we were informed

filed off into

NliillT

RnVAl

Si'ENE

a

AMI

UEI'AVl'

Tuesday, Novemeek

Brigade,

field

INCIDENTS

AT

I'iiKK

1862. -Day

i\h

Division, as well as

and quartered

dN FKEMI

4,

.General

for the night.

RESERVE STA

AND

I

l<

i\

Ml'I'TiiN.

dawned upon

us finely.

Camp
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and warm.

moved forward
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About 9

o'clock, a. m.,

We

the road toward Upperville.

found

many

indeed, experienced

dusty;

we were

all

again

enemy, taking

in pursuit of the retreating

the roads very

discomforts therefrom,

and arrived at Upperville about 5 p. m. On the route the
men had the good luck to make several captures, consisting
of such pleasing luxuries as poultry, vegetables, and fruits,
with the
tites

latter

we did not

of which

and regale our parched

fail to

appease our appe

throats along the dusty march.

Upperville was located along the main pike

Piedmont

or

road, (the dwellings being, in the main, weather-boarded,

frame structures,) and was surrounded by a

fine agricultural

district.

The

special order this

afternoon, (as

been detailed during the day
train,)

we found upon our

picket duty;" therefore,

for rear-guard, to the

had

wagon-

be " Brigade to go on

arrival to

Company

K

Company

K

was then moved to the

Company B,
Comreserves, who had

front of the picket-line, adjoining the post of

of 124th N.

Y V

Lieutenant D. K. Springer, of

pany K, was assigned

charge of the

to the

been stationed some distance
a ravine, along the hillside.

to the rear of the
It

main

was then night

line, in

but, those

;

almost whispered expressions, which we next heard, simultaneously on either side of us
beautiful

"
!

—did

— "Oh,

to

convey or portray

our appreciative description of the scene before us

we invoke the aid of
familiar and fitting ballad
fore,

"How

how lovely!"

and can not serve

the cantatrice

who

first

;

there-

sang that

:

" 'Tis midnight hour, the moon shines bright;
And the dew-drops blaze beneath her ray;

The

twinkling stars, their trembling light,

*********

Like beauty's eyes display."

It

was a night truly

the stanza above
tunity

that

;

for

as picturesque as that delineated in
it

afforded the most favorable oppor-

could be conceived

of,

enjoyment of a grand, successful forage

or

—

presented for

that such

the

an expedi-
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was speedily formed, needs neither surmise nor doubt.

tion

We

Volunteers.

therefore relate

:

The

incident of the night was the

first

capture of an old sow and her brood of nine young pigs,

which had been endeavoring

by

nestling in

the

woodland

among

and secure post
and blackberry brambles of

to obtain a safe

the leaves

directly behind the stone fence, not far distant

from picket-line, by the boys of the 124th N.

Company K,

Y

V., and

P V., jointly, who were wideawake
and on the alert. What a grand feast was in store
We
could only imagine and contemplate how the sight would
make the
mouths of our superior officers water " for a
12 2d

!

'

'

No

share at this time.
it

was inaugurated

brisk fire

sooner contemplated, however, than

for a

;

camp

kettle

and the butchering began

caution to

standing

all

sabres of the N.

Y

onets of our boys,

was hung over the

—and

with a

that, too,

in close proximity.

The Belgian

boys, together with the Springfield bay-

made quick

but sure work (and without

any degree of delicacy manifested) of the poor swine, prepared them for the kettle, which hung

and were soon cooking

reserve station,

—

hollow

in the

flank, teats,

and

at

all.

—

and behold ye
another
quarter was heard from
the main picket-line, where our
boys were on duty, and ever on the watch ; for they detected
several of the 12th N. H. boys trying to enter our line, each
But,

in

the meanwhile, lo

!

!

—

having a finely dressed

sheep slung over their shoulders

and, accordingly, as true soldiers would do, halted them

;

!

After due and what seemed proper explanation of their predator}'

on

beyond,

excursion

attempt to
their

steal

way

as well

through our

— rejoicing,

will

lines,

as

bold

and

hazardous

they were allowed to go

we say?

No, not

until they

were compelled to surrender a half of each lamb, as a
feit,

to

night's adventure.

Then
them

Company

the boys of

all

This constituted incident number two.

the boys were in great glee, because they
that

most delicious

was desired, not only
least

for-

K, and their penalty for the

;

for a

and then not alone

had before

royal, but also a
for the night, but
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A

meals to follow.

for

second kettle hung over

Field Life.

second
it,

fire

was then kindled, a

while very soon the mutton was

it, and stewing for our night's grand
As some considerable time had then elapsed since the

properly placed into
feast.

boys had enjoyed the

taste of fresh

meat, language

inad-

is

equate to express the keen relish with which they devoured
the delicious mutton as well as elegant sweet pork

—

the latter

rather too sweet for most of the boys, as subsequent occur-

rences

much

better.

Springer
ful

little salt

consequently faring and

us,

enjoying

;

for, after filling

to

their hearts as well as

fresh

meat

fill

with Lieutenant

our haversacks for the

— thereby

for several days,

envied by some of our

we

us,

we were not unmind-

less

close for this night,

and

that

along

all

serving to gladden

their contracted bellies.

companies may be surmised.
three

luscious repast

convey and supply them

the line with a generous share

among

left

this

There being but twelve of

morrow, we managed

had

and hard tack

in charge at reserve station,

of our comrades

little

However, we were

furnished sufficient evidences.

lucky enough to have a

We

we were not

then

a very

fortunate comrades of other

So, with

incident

number

and thus end the chapter.

Major-General Ambrose

E.

Burnside.

Chapter
Still on

the

x.

— Rough Virginia Pike — Sad Experiences from
Forced March — Sympathy of General McClellan—
Relief to 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry — Majorthe Move

General

A. E.

Burnside in Command.

—

Wednesday, November 5, 1862. Dawn appeared brightwe awoke, with the army being pushed rapidly forward,

ly as

toward Piedmont and Manassas Gap, in pursuit of the
treating

re-

enemy, over one of the roughest roads, we believe,

be found upon the earth, called a Virginia pike, and

to

composed of

all

kinds as well as

sizes

cepting boulders, which had been

of stones, not even ex-

dumped from

the adjoin-

ing fields as they were plowed up to the surface out of this

The marching

stony region.
by' the

of the troops and the pulling

teams were rendered very laborious indeed

inso-

;

much, that very numerous were they who fell out of
and straggled by the way, through the roughness of
road, while

many

line
this

others were so disabled through foot-sores

occasioned, as to cause them to drop out, halt and rest by
the

wayside

ceived

strict

—although

the officers of companies had

re-

orders not to allow any straggling or falling out

of their lines of

command, even on account

of sickness,

without a written permit.
It

was the misfortune of myself, the recorder of the

trials,

sufferings,

difficulties,

facts,

and incidents which are com-

volume of historical sketches, with several
others, to he compelled to drop out on the wayside, as we
could proceed no farther on account of the foot-sores occaAs we were
sioned, by this long, rough, forced march.
prised

in

this

;

Camp and
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about removing our shoes, opening the smarting
soothing the soreness of our feet as best

we

blisters,

we were

could,

suddenly surprised by the appearance of Generals McClellan, Burnside, and their respective

staffs,

who were

rapidly

by and along to the front. However, General McClellan, perceiving our condition, as well as our readiness
to get up and start, at once checked and reined up his steed
or charger, stopping long enough to express his sympathy
riding

with us as to our condition

;

also addressed such

words of

encouragement and inspiration that impelled us again

sume our march,

to re-

same time intimating his great regret
yea,
that circumstances were such as to cempel him to push
force us forward over the rugged roads so hastily and roughly,
at the

—

with other words to the same
escort

while the rest of the

went riding by without even deigning to scarcely turn
As "Little Mac," the title by which he was

—

their heads.

known among

best

effect,

—was

army of the Potomac
a spontaneous and universal thrill

the veterans of the

about to leave

us,

of appreciation thereof, as well as admiration for him, per-

vaded our hearts and nerves, occasioning the most enthusiastic
cheers we were able to give, in greeting to our old commander,
until

as

he was then termed, in tones that resounded

he had disappeared in the distance.

and trudged along

for

pelled to again give out

We

got up at once

some distance, when we Mere comand seek the comforts of ambulances

however, we soon arrived

at a halting place,

and how wel-

come it was greeted as well as appreciated.
Our halt was near Piedmont Station, it being about
p. m., when we were ordered to "unsling knapo'clock,
5
sacks," which were left in charge of a guard composed of
after which, we were ordered
sick and disabled soldiers
;

and pushed forward toward Manassas Gap.

we were,
Company on

Disabled and

—

we could not withstand that of
march without us along so we put our
knapsacks with the rest, and followed after our command,
to join in any engagements that might occur.
sore as

this sight

our

the

—

1 2 2d

We
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marched through Morgan

Grubbstown, halting close by the
o'clock,
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Station, Peterstown,

and

about 9 or 10
Here the 8th Pennsylvania Cavalry were dis-

m.

i'

Volunteers.

mounted and thrown forward

latter place

as skirmishers, while a field bat-

N. Y Artillery, was posted
upon an eminence to the right and left of the road. Our
Regiment was then marched into a cornfield to the right of
Company K was
the road, up a hill, and assigned position.
ordered to advance forward as skirmishers to relieve the 8th
Pennsylvania Cavalry, as an attack was almost momentarily

tery of four pieces of the

nth

expected from the enemy.

It

was then midnight, dark and

moving of horses and men
in our front, were distinctly heard for a couple of hours however, as the noises died away, we were drawn in again, besides being allowed to seek shelter and rest amid the cornstormy,

when

noises such as the

;

shocks from the rough winds that prevailed during the night.
It soon began raining, too, to add to our discomforts, whereby we received a cool ducking; nevertheless, worn down from
our severe and forced marching, we managed to secure some
little sleep, for which we were indeed very glad and grateful.

— Capture of Horses,
— Seizure of White Oxen.

Surprise of Rebel Cavalrymen

Disappointment

Thursday, November
at

6,

1862.

—We were

etc.

—

again aroused

daybreak, and advanced four miles farther toward Ma-

nassas

Gap, where our Brigade was halted and formed

line of battle across a

gap

tions of artillery already in position

other on the

thrown out
to the

eminences.

— one on the right and the

Companies

I!

and

K

were then

as skirmishers along the hillsides, even ascending

tops,

cavalrymen

left

in

two see

or ravine, in support of

where Company
in

K

surprised

a party

(if

rebel

a thicket, near a house, capturing their horses,

while they themselves escaped on foot through the bushes,
with a good volley from six Springfield muskets accompanying them.

The

trophies for our bovs on this occasion were

four cavalry horses

— three with saddles

and

sabres,

and one

—
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The

with an old style saddle-bags across the back.
tive nature

inquisi-

of our boys caused an immediate inspection of

the contents of the saddle-bags, which were only the private

owner, such as photographs, letters from home,
and were quickly divided among the victors. The
horses, too, were soon mounted by "Dutchy" Young,
Johnny Kane, Wash Potts, our drummer, and Lieutenant
Springer, who, as they returned from the skirmish line,
on their way to our Colonel and Regimental headquarters,
were met by an orderly, sent by General A. S. Piatt, with
peremptory orders to report to himself, and by whom they
effects of the
etc.,

were very reluctantly relieved of
as

may

their capture

—

greatly, too,

be imagined, to their disgust and chagrin

boys of

Company

K

had

just

fectly elated over this, their
line, as well as

been awarded

begun

first

;

for, the

to feel themselves per-

achievement on the skirmish

having anticipated the honor which would have
to

them, and the greeting with which they would

have been received
therefore, after their

at their

own Regimental

hazardous adventure,

it

headquarters]
is

not to be

wondered at, that their pride was unjustly and deeply
wounded.
It was then already 4 o'clock, p. m., when, the enemy not
being found in any considerable force, we were ordered to
return to camp, with Company K again detailed as rear
guard.
As our boys, then on the way back, were on the
look out for anything which might be worth taking along, so
they did not proceed far before the opportunity presented
itself; for,

suddenly, Phares Pence,

Henry

Fisher, and

Johnny Weidi.e discovered a yoke of plump, beautiful white
oxen standing near a small stable in a farm-yard. They at
once concluded to take them along, and soon two of the
boys

Wash. Potts and

Johnny Wiley

— were

perched

upon the backs of the oxen, while the others helped to drive
them along to camp, where we arrived at 10 o'clock at night.
As it was our luck to get all the guard, extra, and skirmish
duty on these forced marches, wherein, too, Company K

1 2 2d

succeeded
light,

in

Regiment Penifa

Volunteers.

crowning her boys, not only with glory and de-

but also fun and adventure

— notwithstanding

companying drawbacks of disappointment,
fering

—we

cjt,

as well as

the ac-

and

suf-

and pleasant

early to rest, while serene

retired

were our dreams

fatigue,

slumbers during the night.

—

On the Wrong Road,
Hay-Foragers Ordered to Desist.

White Ox-Feast and Incident

etc.

— The

—

We awoke this morning with
7, 1862.
snow of the season at our feet, besides the weather
There being no other special order before
cold and windy.
us for the day, our attention was directed to the yoke of
white oxen which had been tied to a stake in the ground during the night, where they tested and had time to cool off
for the slaughter contemplated, which then constituted the
most important feature of the day.
Company K had the
good luck to possess a practical butcher within its ranks, in
Friday. November

the

first

the person of Sergeant

John A. Trissler, who

ceeded to dispatch one of the oxen, although

at

once pro-

it

was con-

it
but the best use for Company K
make of it, was soon decided that it should be divided
among the boys. Our butcher, in first-class style, soon had

sidered a pity to kill

;

—

to

the ox dressed, cut
in luscious,

up

in nice boiling pieces, as well as sliced

round steaks

—

the boys receiving their respective

shares, while the

Regimental

the

for,

officers

were not forgotten in

of the

choicest round steaks

were selected and sent to Colonel

Franklin, who, very

distribution

;

a pair

wrathy, peremptorily returned

them through

liam ISutler, because he had received
allow any

depredations of that kind

strict

to

be

his cook,

Wil-

orders not to

made upon

the

premises of the private citizens of that section by his com-

mand.
However, a portion of the steaks were eventually conveyed
and secreted into the " bread basket, underneath his vest,"
by means of a very clever ruse always proper and in order

—

in

military

service

—

perpetrated by Major

I'll

aiuieus Sri:
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who

vens, jr.,

Colonel's mess-board
as well as

accepted the very identical steaks,

called,

and had Bill Butler

Field Life.

to

;

cook

as well as serve

but, not until they

them up

at

the

had been devoured

praised for the regalement, flavor, etc., afforded,

did our jolly Major explain

how and where

they were ob-

tained, thus creating an occasion for general jest or merri-

ment,

greatly to

the chagrin and surprise of our hitherto

About the time, too, that the steaks,
etc., were divided, along came the farmer and owner of the
oxen, who stood before us and cried at his loss
" the finest

good-natured Colonel.

—

such were the

yoke of oxen ever seen together"—-but of
misfortunes

and the course of war

;

however, the boys,

through motives of pity and sympathy, by way of partial

home the remaining
one.
Our beef was then cooked in the camp kettle and
divided out among the boys proportionately, who did ample
recompense, allowed him to take along

welcome morsels,

justice to the

for such they

proved to be on

this occasion.

Our next duty,

for the balance of the day,

was the clean-

ing up of guns, accoutrements, etc., during which, about 4
o'clock p. M., we received the order "to fall in and move
off,"

which was immediately obeyed.

directly south, about eight miles, but

blunder got on the wrong road.

We then marched
by some mistake or

We

were then halted

about 9 o'clock at night, and moved into an open field close
by a farm-house, where the barn and hay-mow of which

were soon discovered.
Easy access thereto was afforded,
whereupon they were quickly emptied of their contents,

which provided good soft beds for the night. As we were
removing the hay, however, one of General Piatt's aid-decamps rode up to the barn, ordered the boys to desist, and
sent a message to the Colonel, "that the General insisted

the arrest of

all his

any more hay." As

men who
this

upon

dared to take and carry away

order was promptly issued, although

not strictly enforced, by our clever Colonel, the boys finished
their labors,

and enjoyed sweet, sound sleep on

soft

hay-beds.

i22d Regiment Penn'a
Camp nkak Orleans

— Creek

Volunteers.

Laundry and Bath

Rebel Camp,
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— Vacated

etc.

—

Saturday, November, 8, 1862. After a very refreshing
sleep on our soft, somewhat downy beds of confiscated hay,
we awoke about 6 o'clock this morning, when our hastily
prepared and improvised breakfast was partaken of, and en-

An

joyed with decided gusto.
fall in,

which, although

order was then received to again

once obeyed, showed great reluc-

at

tance on account of the comfortable quarters then provided

and being enjoyed. However, about 8 o'clock, we were on
the march again, this time striking the proper road toward
Warrenton

;

whereupon,

proceeding about ten miles, we

after

were halted near a small town named Orleans.
knapsacks!" and " form Regimental camp
orders,

and proved glad tidings

within the past few days,

fore,

boys

to the

;

"Unsling

were our next

!"

for, as hereto-

we had expected our

halt or

stay to be of very short duration.

Our camp was

beautifully situated

ground, with a fine

little

on sloping, yet

which was very convenient and well-calculated

we needed,

forts

sought,

level,

creek of water running below,

and

desired.

Our

for

dirty

comshirts and
the

other disordered wearing apparel were then subjected to a

most rigid examination
bial

"gray-backs,"

was next in order.
cently deserted
stroll

—

after

especially in search of the prover-

which a general bath

or vacated

through and about

it,

rebel
as well

the debris for relics, although our

very

little

for our efforts

the former site

in the creek

Close by. too, were the remains of a

and

re-

camp, which afforded a
as

a general stir

among

search was rewarded with

curiosity.

We

evidently struck

of some rebel General's headquarters, as we

found part of a muster-roll, containing the names of division
officers thereon, specifying the Department of

and brigade

Northern Virginia, and also the names of Colonels

biscuit,

Vir-

Also parts of
and Georgia regiments.
which seemed much worse and less pal-

ginia, North Carolina
a dough)'

ol
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own hard

atable than our

sons of the

"F

we returned

to

Field Life.

tack,

upon which the heroes and

V's" had been, very undoubtedly, exercising and breaking their teeth. Having satisfied our curiosity,
F.

our

camp

time to pitch tents, were soon

in

occupying our quarters, having our good cups of coffee with
hard tack, and enjoying our much needed

rest for the night.

Regular Sunday Morning Inspection, etc

Sunday, November

1862.

9,

—This

dawn

morning's

opened upon our camp brightly and warmly, besides finding
the boys

all in

Cleaning up for regular

the best of spirits.

Sabbath inspection was then our next order and duty

which we had Company

;

after

upon the fine, grassy paradeground in this vicinity, during which every member did so
well that universal commendation was awarded. Announcements for the afternoon, as events, were the deaths of two
Regimental comrades those of Privates Joseph H. Readwan, of Company G, and Benjamin McComsey, of Compadrill

—

ny D, both of which occurred in
former expiring on the 3d and

Md.,the

hospital at Berlin,

the latter on the 7th

inst.

In the afternoon, rather evening, dress-parade was the order
in

which every

refreshed.

soldier appeared clean,. neat, in trim,

Without

further

event

the

and

day passed very

pleasantly.

Scarcity of

Hard Tack — Regimental

Monday, November

10,

Having been

1862.

— The

Inspection.

weather was

still

some
days, a requisition of crackers was received to-day, and was
then being divided.
Oh, how we welcomed them
Many
and varied, too, were the uses they were put to some of
the boys were soaking them, while others were cooking them
in their cups, or frying them, as they said, "to stretch them
They were, on this occasion, at least more relished,
out."
as well as tasted better by far, than all the slices of pound
cake ever eaten at home.
very

fine.

short of regular rations for

!

—

/22ci

Regiment Peiaia Volunteers.
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Regimental inspection was then ordered, and conducted
by General Piatt to his very evident and entire satisfaction,
as all the officers and men looked their best, having uniforms,
brasses, guns and equipments generally neat, clean, and in
shining condition
after which dress-parade, where and
when several orders were read for our information and inAfter dress-parade we restruction by Adjutant Heitshu.
turned to camp, devoured our last ration of crackers at supCompany K Glee Club
per, and '•'filled in" with coffee.
then enlivened the camp and cheered the spirits of all the
;

boys with a few songs, when taps sent us to quarters for
another night's

rest.

tured

— Visit

—

—

On Picket Company H Boys
to 99TH Regiment, P. V. V., and

Waterloo and Incident

Cap-

Kearney's Division.

—

Tuesday, November ii, 1862. The weather yet conclear and warm, and at an early hour the order,

tinued

move forward

at a

moment's notice," was received and promptly obeyed.

At

"strike tents, pack up, and be ready to

8 o'clock

we were again on

a fertile valley,
the

marching about eight miles, and arriving

town of Waterloo about

or rather village,

hannock

the move, southward, through

2

o'clock

p.

m.

at

This place,

was situated on the banks of the Rappa

river, several miles distant

and had been noted

as a

from Warrenton Junction,

manufacturing town, on account of

and encouraged before, as
well as during the earlier campaigns of the war, such as a
large woolen factor), tannery, grist mill, blacksmith and

the industries there

machine shops,

etc.

established

The woolen

factory had been in con-

and Summer, and had not
been interrupted until General l'oi'ic came along; who,
finding the operatives busily turning out blankets and furnishing the Southern army with them, gutted it out as well

stant operation during this Spring

as the other establishments.

The Rappahannock,

there, had

the appearance ol

being

Camp and
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quite a

little,
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narrow stream, and was only spanned by a

Company

small bridge.

K was

detailed for picket duty,

and

assigned to posts on the other side of the river, while the

country roundabout was then thoroughly scoured on the hunt
for

Mosby's

guerillas, but the

hunt did not prove successful.

Very soon, however", advices reached us that several men of
Company H, of our Regiment, had ventured too far beyond
our lines while on a forage, wherein three of them, Sergeant Levi N. Hart, Privates Daniel M. Dudley and
Almus L. Watson if we were correctly informed were
captured.
Here we met the 99th Regiment, P. V V., Colonel Asher S. Leidy, commanding, of which two entire
companies, Companies A and D were Lancaster (Pa. ) boys,
enlisted by and under the commands of Captains James
Cross and J Adam Schuh, besides one other entire, from

—

—

Drumore and adjoining townships in the county, Company
B, under command of Captain Peter Fritz, jr., together
with Companies C, E, and F, containing many representatives
from other sections of the county, all of which were component parts the members of which we were glad to see
and interview
They were attached to the division which
had been under the command of brave General Phil. Kearney, who was instantly killed while gallantly leading the

—

charge

at

the

battle

We

of Chantilly.

also enjoyed the

pleasure of visiting, as well as being entertained

Regiments of that " fighting division,"

as the

by the other

Army

of the

Potomac here made a halt, in order to allow our provisions
and stores to arrive. The balance of the day was occupied
by the Regiment very pleasantly, and without excitement, on

noth
camp and bivouacked

In the evening we were relieved by the

picket duty.

Regiment, P. V., when we returned

to

for the night.
Gipui)

Luck

in

Obtaining

Hard Tack.

—

Wednesday, November 12, 1862. A very
we were all glad to report upon awakening

sleep

refreshing
this

morn-

Regiment Penn'a Volunteers.
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congratulated each other; but were not so

well pleased or satisfied after examination of our haversacks

Therefore, the

we found them completely empty.
boys made a partial breakfast upon hard corn

and what

coffee

something

for

to

little

eat, as

John P Weise,

was

left

on hand.

Company A,

of

However, Lieutenant

passed our bunks with part

of a box of hard tack, which he had the very

good fortune

obtain at the headquarters of Colonel Collis,
Ti_Lth

to

commanding

Regiment, P V., when our boys ventured out also

for

and secured enough to furnish four
man, which proved a grand treat on
this occasion.
We laid in and about camp all day affording
the boys general strolls and visits to the various regiments encamped in the vicinity, which were appreciated and enjoyed.
A strong picket-guard was then detailed and the posts asa share,

if

possible,

crackers to each

signed, while several batteries were

also placed

in position

for the night.

Several ue Jeb Stuart's Cavalrymen Captured,.

Thursday, November

13, 1862.

—The

fine

past few days reigned superbly again to-day.

orders received,

in large force

According

to

we moved our camp behind

the hill to the

who were

then reported

right, out of sight

alry

weather of the

of the enemy,

on our

front, while our light artillery

were thrown out on the reconnoitre.

and cav-

Advices reached

cam)) this afternoon that another regimental comrade,

\k-

uull\ Rf.ath, of ompany H, had been added to the rank
those who comprised the mortuary list of the Regiment.
Toor fellow, he was one of the sick men who had been left
behind, when the Regiment started on the grand move.
(

ot

His death occurred at Harper's Ferry, Va.. on the 10th inst.
Very soon, thereafter, a few cavalrymen, belonging to Confederate Oeneral Jf.u Stuart's command, were captured and
brought into our lines as prisoners.
all

We

remained

in

camp

dav. without oilier events In mention, save short of rations,

and waiting orders

to

man

h.

Camp and
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from the Lancaster County Companies, 99TH

Friday, November 14, 1862.

—We

still

P. V. V.

remained in camp,

and were provided with a few (very few) crackers to-day.
Captain John A. Schuh and other members of the 99th
Regiment P V., visited our camp, returning that of our boys

camp on

to their

the

nth

We

which was appreciated.

inst.,

learned from them that they, too, experienced the same cause
of complaint

was general

—

lack or shortness of rations

talk or

rumor

besides

;

there

current, that preparations then be-

ing made, portended or indicated a

movement upon

the

enemy

near Warrenton, as every precaution was being observed and
out

carried

toward

our picket-lines, while

strengthening

scouting parties were being sent out in every direction in

search of and to feel for the position of "the

However, the day, up

Johnnies."

to 9 o'clock, p. m., passed without

any

skirmish occurring, although anticipated and expected, after

which the boys entered

bunks and were snugly

their

at

slumber.

Strong Picket-Guard with Strict Orders.

Saturday, November

—The weather

15, 1862.

when

tinued very favorable this morning,

the

still

con-

Regiment was

again ordered on the picket-line, with our posts across the

Rappahannock

river, in

proximity to an old log and

close

weather-boarded house, then occupied by two old

which had been

men of

however,
geant

literally perforated

General Franz Sigel's
it

with bullet-holes by the

command

during

last

was made the extreme right of our

George

F.

slaves, but

Spring;

line.

Ser-

Sprenger was then appointed Sergeant of

the guard, with orders to report every two hours at relief
station near the bridge.

Our cavalry had been

early posted

day passed again without a brush with
To-day we also learned of the death of another

in the front, but this

the enemy.
sick

Va.

comrade who had been

—

that of Sergeant

left

'Henry

behind
P.

at

Harper's Ferry,

Skeen, of Company G,

I22d Regiment Pain' a
which occurred on the

13th

inst.

Volunteers.

IOI

Night then came on;

no fires were allowed along the line, as
and every precaution to be observed as to
the front," were our orders, and so the night passed without
but, although cool,
L

-

a sharp look-out

much

rest.

CHAPTER XL
—

Arrival at Warrenton and Tents Pitched Sad and ImpresStore Rooms, Churches,
sive Sights at Warrenton

—

Hospitals

etc., as

— Visit

and Scenes of the

to Cemeteries,

Vicinity, etc.

—

Sunday, November, 16, 1862. After a night of restless
dawned bright and clear; at an earl)'
hour we received the order: "Pack up and be ready to
The Regiment was soon in line, on the move,
move at once
and arrived at Warrenton, after a march of eight miles, at
Our Division was then marched off the
10 o'clock, a. m.
road to the right of the town, where we pitched tents for the
day and night. There being no special duty assigned for us
to-day, we were afforded a stroll to and through the town of
expectation, the day

'

!

'

Warrenton, already famous in the annals of the war, which

we found, upon our
pearance, as

it

entry to present a rather uninviting ap-

had been turned into and was then being used
The town, however, still gave marked

as a general hospital.

evidences of having been, before the war, a pleasant place
to live in, as well as

the

one of business and enterprise,

it

being

county-seat of famous old Fauquier, always noted for
the hospitality of

inhabitants, be-

the fertility of

its

sides the peace

and good-will which had previously reigned
for, its streets were well laid out, it con-

within

its

borders

soil,

;

tained several fine store buildings
tractive

church

its

edifices,

and

hotels, as well as at-

while neat, cosy,

and handsome

dwellings were also numerous.
But, at this period, the great store-rooms on the principal
streets

were

filled

with the

maimed and

the

wounded of

the

rebel army, as also the most serious cases in those respects of

1 22d
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Union Army, which had been

the

from the recent

left
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upon and collected

The

battle-field of Chantilly.

sights herein

presented, can only be described, by stating the fact, that

they

left

the impress

—pictures

upon our minds of

—not

them from the

that neither life nor time can erase

On

our memories.
there,

the real

ideal

of the sad and true horrors of war, so forcibly,

many

we

the one side of us
suffering

distressed,

veterans,

tablets of

saw, here and

with

shattered

bandaged together,
were swinging above our heads suspended by means of the

limbs,

which although carefully and

softly

rope and the pulley from their cots to the ceiling, while upon
sides of us

all

were many

others,

who more

seriously

wounded,

although perfectly bolstered up, and snugly posed as possible,

gave inexpressible evidences by countenance of the suffering

and pain endured

—

all

of which tended to prove

how arduous,

unpleasant and unappreciable were the ever pressive duties of
the

army surgeons

and inventions

;

while, too, their improvised contrivances

for the ease, comfort,

and

restoration of those

poor victims formed subjects of deep study. The next, however,

was one that could and merely did receive our gaze, and that
alone for a

moment

;

for,

it

not only incited our pity even

unto heart-sickness, but even our extreme disgust

mild expression by the way
torture, depicted

tims, thus

—

as

it

—a

rather

was that of misery, almost

and experienced by those other poor

vic-

wounded and pinioned, whose persons were then

undergoing the deliverance from body vermin.
Vet

this

was not

all,

nor the worst;

along to the Presbyterian church, a
edifice, the vestibule of

for

large

we next passed

and commodious

which, as we entered, we perceived

on either side with rough coffins ready
to enclose the remains of those who had expired, while the
audience-chamber had been divested of its pews, filled to reto be piled to

its fill

who were about
wounded and suffering

pletion with those
so seriously

dying, as well as others
that

for

them

there was

which others

no longer hope of recovery or life, and into
harrow
I low heart-rending and
were still beinn conveyed.

Camp and
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ing to the feelings, must
suffering,

boxes

as

have been to the poor, wounded,

dying soldiers when they gazed upon those rough
they were being carried by them

opinion, that

when,

it

Field Life.

it

could be with nothing

and

in their helplessness

less

We

!

were of the

than abject horror,

prostration, the thought arose

or the knowledge possessed their inmost beings that

some of

those unsightly yet indispensable receptacles were there pro-

vided only to await their turn to be conveyed to that bourne

where the weariness and fatigues of the long, forced marches,
as well as the pains,

and

wounds and

sufferings

war would never be known

conflicts of

from the

strife

—never more

to

be received or endured.
another, that of

Still

the comfortable dwellings which,

only a few days since, had within their walls and furnished
with shelter those contented residents, who, then returning

from their business occupations and labors of the day to find
and enjoy recreation as well as rest within the family circles
of their happy homes, had fled at the approach of the enemy,
but which were occupied by the Jew settlers and Yankee piebakers, all of

whom

were driving brisk trades with

their

well-known wares, commodities, and unhealthy pastry,

at

the same time, too, fleecing our poor soldiers out of their

hard-earned wages.

To
to

we

the northwest of the town

visited

two new, large cemeteries

contain

the

who had been
battle-fields in

graves
killed

next proceeded and

— one of

which we found

of over 500 of the

Confederates

on the Manassas and other recent
it was

the vicinity, whilst to the north of

the other, containing numerous graves, too, of those

who

Here we discerned, very
upon the rude head-boards the names of

belonged to the Union army.
readily

and

plainly,

Pennsylvania's gallant sons, who

commands

of brave Phil.

fell

while fighting under the

Kearney, Hooker, Burnside,

Franklin, and other honored generals of the Army of the
Potomac. The scenes around and about the town, also,
were connected with sad interest and incident, in numbers

!
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impossible for description and relation upon these pages;

however, as we looked out before us from our present standpoint, our sight fell

upon a

to the south of us,

strewn with the carcasses of slaughtered

beautiful, grassy plain below,

which our enemy (the

beeves,

flight, left

rebels), in

and

precipitate

their

undressed and unfinished upon their late

camp

was affording

feasts for the buzzards and
had been driven away therefrom with
Our curiosity having been
empty, unappeased stomachs.

grounds, where

it

the crows, while they

satisfied

as to sight-seeing, etc.,

we returned

Upon

with deep thought and retrospect.

were agreeably surprised to find a

and

coffee,

sutler's quarters,

50 cents per pound

—

Warrenton, and

for

Rich

stale

camp

filled

we

ration (each) of crackers

which we enjoyed, and

added, by way of dessert,

Jew

full

to

our arrival,

which some of

to

us

cheese purchased from the

the extraordinary price or cost of

at

So much

a precious luxury at this time.

to rest for the night

—

Foraging Expeditions with Incidents Raw Vegetable
Diet Counterpart to Lancaster County, Pa.

—

—

Monday, November 17, 1862. This morning, about 3
we were aroused from -a deep slumber with orders,
" to again pack up, and be ready to move at once " How-

o'clock,

!

we laid about until after day-break before moving off,
when we were marched about 10 miles distant from Warrenever,

made,

after

where, after
etc.

K

A halt was then
which the Regiment was marched into a field
short delay, we were allowed to put up tents,

the small town

ton, to

\

of

Fayetteville.

;

forage was next in order, with the boys of

soon out on the hunt.

Close by, but somewhat

Com pan)
sec

hided,

was found an attractive, pleasantly-located farm-house, with
outbuildings, etc.. which, together with the premises in gen-

Joiinnv Weiule, (who had become quite adept and
expert in the foraging business) had ferreted out, inspected,

eral,

and reported
for the inner

as offering special

man,

in the

way of

inducements
a rich

for provisions

turnip patch, as well

Camp and
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as adventure

and delicacy

Field Life.

to be

had from a

lot

of well-

for,

in short

stocked bee-hives.

Well, that was hint and apprisal enough

;

—not

order, the boys were off in search of the inviting spots

only because good provisions or fare were the objects, but

some fun was promised

also that
hives.

They were not slow

in the attack

and boasted treasures,

the coveted

upon the bee-

in either finding or capturing

boys soon

for several of the

returned with an abundance from the turnip patch,

Johnny Kane, and Edward Bookmyer,

etc.

while

,

rather hurriedly,

put in their appearance, bringing as their trophies a quantity
of honey-combs;

but,

oh,

what spectacles presented

former having only a few, with

and bugle "

for his pains

;

'

'

while the

latter,

both arms laden

with honey-combs, presented the certainly ludicrous,
ridiculous, appearance of having

altogether

clothing

all

rious laughter

his

fluid

Ned

not

—

from those comrades who remained

Good-naturedly,

if

arms and

insomuch
and were greeted with, uproars of hila-

besmeared with the melligenous

that they both incited,

—the

a pair of well-bunged eyes

said,

at quarters.

by way of excuse, "that he never

saw honey-combs before, never handled them, and thought
they were so solid a mass that the honey would not run out,
unless they were opened."

came Johnny Wiley, Jakey Miller,
Rider,
Billy
Shay,
with others, who, having had the
Joe.
Besides these, next

good fortune

to discover a bin of potatoes

brought in a

full

under

a straw-shed,

supply of that desirable as well as essential

some others found and gathered corn, onions,
and persimmons, which proved even yet more acceptable.
So, by the time of supper-hour, the larder of Company K
was well stocked, with some to spare, when that was the hour
reserved for the most exciting and interesting sight of all
that of
Dutchy Young, almost out of breath, running
into camp and pulling from his haversack a huge, round cut
of wheat bread, buttered and topped with preserves, which
he had captured on a raid alone, about a mile from camp,
vegetable, while

—

'

'

'

'

r

i22d Rcgiuioil I'cmfa

ohtnteers.

]

only escaping capture in return by being

camp, and who had arrived

just a little

too

who chased him

of foot for the '-rebel bushwhackers,"
into
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farm-house too

at the

fleet

clean
late,

Henry.
The persimmons and turnips then proved a very poor line
of diet, especially when eaten raw, as the boys in general

very luckily, for

soon complained of experiencing sundry discomforts about
the regions of their bellies

However,

as ihe

Company

K

was

products with which to

fur-

and bowels.

variety was sufficient to provide a change,

by no means short of other
nish a

good supper

as a

reminded us very much
Lancaster,

stay there
to

it,

while

when

all

nearly

many were

might not be too

cloud up,

The country

thereabouts

our beloved county of

like that of

presenting

Pa.,

counterpart to

field

remedy.

the

they

appearance of the

who wished

briefly cut short.

It

that the

then began

turned into roosts well satisfied for the

night.

March

to Morrisonville

Tuesday, November
repose, at least to those

— Acain

18, 1862.

Short of Rations.

— After a night of genuine

who had been

discreet in their diet,

we were again aroused with orders "to move at once !" At
an early hour our column was in motion towards the South,
passing through the towns of Rappahannock Station and
Morrisonville, where we were received and welcomed by
the colored population perched upon the fences as we marched

We

had then proceeded about 15 miles, when we
were halted at Morrisonville, and marched into a Held, where
were still perceptible the marks of a recent, vacated rebel
The Regiment
camp, adjoining an abandoned copper mine.

along.

had been hardly more than located by our Colonel, before the
rain

poured down

;

but

we made

the best

by speedily putting up our shelter tents
night.

Hut then came

rations again;

in

of circumstances
the

mud

the worst rub of the day

for the

— short of

whereupon, of course, general dissatisfaction

followed, and our good, kind Ouartei -master was subjected to

—
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censure
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—but only by those who had

been indiscreet

previous and late diets, as well as inconsiderate.

in their
It

then

being found impossible to get our supply trains along in
proper time, peace and quiet soon reigned, and night put an

end

to our grievances in the efforts to obtain rest.

March to Hartwood Church — Short

Wednesday, November
wants

—

greatly

1862.

19,

the continuance

ushered in with

short of rations,

and were

sick

while

of Supplies.

—This

morning was
rains and

of yesterday's

many

of the boys suffered

through their imprudence in eating

The Regiment again moved off, about 9
o'clock; the ambulances were full of sick men; the roads
were soft and muddy, and the teams stuck fast in the mud and
Our progress was, therefore, necessarily slow, reachmire.
ing Hartwood Church, a march of eight miles, about 5
o'clock, p m., which the army, in advance, had made its
raw vegetables.

by reason of necessity, as the horses were very
much jaded and had given out; supplies of all kinds were
short, and there was no way of getting them up in a hurry,
halting place

while

many more

still

continued.

Corps wagon

men

were taken

as well as proper shelter

want of food,
rain

of the

train,

been ordered out

—

ill

through the

for the

drenching

Here we were assigned as guard to the
the Commissary wagons of which had

to forage,

but did not go

far,

on account of

mud and rain. Therefore, night closed upon our command in a very bad muddle of affairs and circumstances

the

leaving an entire, hungry, dejected army to seek the
and most comfortable ground they could possibly
the night, amidst the pouring rain and deep mire.

Many

Sick

Men — Bad Muddle

—

best rest
find

for

of Affairs.

Thursday, November 20, 1862.- Daylight brought with
it more rain as also more misery; truly, we were in a bad fix,
surrounded by an army anxious to- move forward to some
other location, either to form camp, or meet the enemy

12 2d Regiment Perm' a Volunteers.
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—

no matter which would have been the order or to have
some rations; in fact, for anything to change our present
[Under the stress of circumstances
uncomfortable position.
to-day I was compelled to rob an army mule of an car of
corn, which I shelled and ate piece-meal; also raw turnips
and persimmons, which seemed to abound in profusion

Many

thereabouts.]

and the

diet,

be any wonder?

it

lying

food

upon
fit

the

suffering soldiers

two or three days

in

fast

the

no

;

and

to sustain themselves;

sur-

of us, with starving, dejected, sick and

past, leaving this

want of the necessaries of

life,

with

us, as

had

it

whole large army

for

in abject

discomforts to boot

all its

—

" God-Sends," though Meagre
Mud, Misery, and Starvation."

Discontent and Censure
" Caml'

Friday, November 21, 1862.

which the Regiment was kept during
pletely

The rumor

our meals.

for

to the skin,

—

and

condition in

the

night

last

for not even

;

Every man was com-

had been obtained.

drenched

!

— Uncomfortable and deplor-

able were words utterly inexpressible of

a particle of rest

of

mud; encamped and

Night again closed over

!

line

Was, or could

the midst of drenching rain

in

upon which

all sides

from such

ill

was deplorable indeed.

Stuck

ground

to eat or

rounded, on

were then very

situation

still

without any rations

throughout camp

then spread

that this situation or condition of affairs

was alone due

to the

bungling, meddlesome operations and interference of those

would-be wise-acres, but rather incompetent subalterns,

army
dictate to its able, active, and faithful commanders
alone knew how to regulate the movements of this
Washington,

in

presuming

to

the

control

at

and

—who

armv

what indeed could be or were

wants, or privations, and

how

its

to relieve

pressing

them

—

great

needs,

as well

as

producing reflections that were utterlv discreditable, disgraceful,
<

(

and condemnatory upon our governmental
)ur

lirsl

loihiu-. at

impulse was to

which

all

build

lires to

the boys were

authorities.

drv our drenched

busily occupied, until

no

Camp and

about 10 o'clock,

when suddenly

Field Life.
a shouting was heard at

—

one end of the camp, which soon spread throughout that
of " God bless the advent! "
the hearty ejaculation which

—

greeted glorious

made

then

"Old

Sol," who, in

his appearance,

and

well as enliven the spirits of the discouraged

as

heartened soldiers of the
really, at this

Army

moment, a

had

his radiancy,

all

once again, to gladden the hearts
of the Potomac

;

for

it

dis-

proved

perfect God-send, affecting happily

all alike.

Our
titled

camp had been appropriately enMisery, and Starvation " by Company

present improvised

"

Camp Mud,

K; but how

refreshing

it

was then,

after

such a straint of

cir-

cumstances, can only be surmised or imagined, when, for the
first

time in six days,

we

received our

first

and

rations,

that in

proportion of only three hard tack and a bit of fresh beef to

man.

the

teacher, as

Experience here had most surely proved our

we applied

this

most meagre ration

economical way conceivable,

order

in

that

in the
it

most

might be

However, while
under the re-invigorating influence of welcome and genial
sunlight, all were again comparatively happy and cheerstretched to hold out as long as possible.

fully

proceeded to dress-parade in the afternoon amidst the

—

damp meadow-grass being the first held since leaving WarMany and meagre were the reports from the Adren ton.
jutant to the Colonel this day, as to the respective strength

of each

company

for duty,

derly Sergeants, after which
the hope and desire of

by the Orderly, or acting Orall

at least

retired for the night with

obtaining some

rest.

The Horrible Camp Deserted — Some Rations Receiver
Saturday, November 22, 1862.
from a comparatively good rest with
since, to find the

—We awoke

this

morning

that obtained a few nights

weather bright, yet cool and damp, as well

as our larder providing but a very scanty

breakfast,

after

"
which we were ordered " to strike tents and fall in line?
We gladly hailed this announcement, and very cheerfully

1
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left that

horrible, miserable

1 1

camping-ground, about 9 o'clock,
miles, over wet and muddy

moving southward about nine
roads, until 5 o'clock, p

We

moved

m.,

when

a short halt was made.

woods on the side of the road, to
and allow our teams to catch up to us.
In the evening we received 20 hard tack to the man, besides
then

encamp

off into a

for the night,

—

some coffee and some candles oh, how welcome
But, a
few moments afterwards, some other companies of the Regiment, who had been on the lookout, discovered that there
!

were beans about and, being so fortunate
liberal share outside of our

fore reported success;

as to

obtain a

Regimental Commissary, there-

when Company K's boys soon found

out where they were to be had, started off with their tin-cups,

and

in a short time returned well pleased with a fair portion

of them.

we

laid

fell upon us, when
upon the cold, damp

After which night suddenly

down

to rest, as early as usual,

ground.

Toward the Rappahannock
Sunday, November
we were aroused

night,

23,
this

— Stoneman

Station.

—

1862.
Having slept well last
morning by the well-known bu-

regiment in our neighborhood, when
we found the army was again concentrating, and by 8 o'clock
we were once more on the move, in the direction of Fredericksburg and the Rappahannock river.
As we passed
along we saw on all sides of us many encampments of troops,
as also the former and vacated camps of the rebels who had
preceded us on the way toward Fredericksburg.
We halted
gle-call of a cavalry

at a railroad station,

about four miles from Falmouth, which

was then named and known

Stoneman Station, in honor
of our temporary Corps Commander.
.After a very brief
halt, we made a detour of some distance to the southwest,
whereupon we were finally halted on the border of a woods,
near a small stream, some distance from the railroad, and oras

dered to form Regimental camp.

Mow

glad these tidings were to

all

the boys can be very
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readily comprehended, as there the opportunity was afforded
to

wash our clothing and cleanse

comforts, the misery

—

ourselves, as well as indicat-

from the hardships, the

ing, at least, that of a respite

even, the

-yea,

suffering

ills

dis-

—which

had been endured along our already too prolonged, rugged,
disagreeable, forced marches.
streets,

After forming our

company

the constructing of temporary shelter and gathering

the dry grass for the comfort of our bunks, were the next or-

ders of business and enterprise carried out for the day, where-

upon, after a real good supper of coffee and hard tack,

were soon

at rest,

wrapped snugly and securely

in the

all

arms

of Morpheus.

Delightful Camp

— Rigid

Monday, November
sleep of solid comfort,

24,

Inspection

1862.

— Novel

—This

we awoke

Bunks.

morning,

to find

our

after

a

camp very

favorably located, very pleasant, and well liked, indeed, by

Huge

fires had been built, and our damp
hung out on temporary clothes-horses to
dry, when the great king of day shone forth in all his splendor and munificence upon our new camp, to aid us, thus
infusing new life, inspiring with renewed energy the weary,
sick recruits, as well as the jaded, experienced and suffering

all

the boys.

clothes were

veterans

just

—indeed, once again

instilling the spirits of patriot-

ism and happiness throughout the

Army

of

the Potomac.

Regimental inspection was then the order for the day, which

was very rigidly enforced,

for

many were

the cases of rusty,

and unclean accoutrements which were reported,
thereby occasioning the issuing of a second and harsh order
from the Colonel " to have all arms, etc., in first-class conunfit guns,

dition, for second inspection."

After second inspection, which proved

company

streets of

camp were properly

satisfactory,

the bunks of the boys were remodeled and rebuilt.
the boys were busily engaged at the duties incumbent

them on

this occasion, a quite

the

re-arranged, while

As all
upon

amusing sight was presented

T22(i

view and inspection

to the

every shape and cut, dug-outs,

and

skill

]

for, these

;

manifold in kind and structure

signs, plans

7
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bunks proved

be as

to

consisting of cross-logs of

on the

etc.,

the de-

level, as

displayed by the architect or builder

were varied or peculiar.

Supper on hard tack and coffee was

then had, as night closed rapidly in upon

comfortably to

113

rest in their

new

us,

when

all

went

quarters.

—

Out of Rations Again Severe, Indiscriminate Censure of
Generals Meigs and Halleck Deaths of Comrades.

—

—Morn

Tuesday, November 25, 1862.
upon us as we awoke from last

fully

was very gratifying, indeed

but

;

dawned

night's slumbers,

we were doomed

beauti-

which

to disap-

pointment and great discontent immediately afterward,

as

we

found our haversacks so bare or scant of even the regulation
fare,

besides our commissary stores

and supplies

so short,

upon which we had to depend to replenish our general larder, that but little hope or prospect was entertained of getting
another morsel with which to appease our hunger during the
day

— insomuch,

that account.

day long, while we awaited

fine

and agreeable

in patience for the arrival of

all

our

Severe censure then began to

supply trains, but none came.
prevail,

on

too, that considerable sickness prevailed

The weather continued

and was heard throughout camp against Quartermas-

ter-General

Montgomery

C. Miegs, as the cause of

all this

inexcusable and unpardonable lack in the furnishing of supplies

and provisions

army, which had been sent

for this vast

forward on foned marches over almost impassable roads,

amidst the heaviest storms of rain and wind, causing almost

unendurable

sufferings.

It

was

justly

deserved, too, as an

abundance of supplies with the pontoons, as well as those
charge of them, were to

haw

in

arrived long ere this date at

—

Landing the failure of which was altogether
inexplicable, save by the general rumor then current throughout the annv for some time, that General Miegs' attention
Belle

Plain

was too grossly occupied with the army contracts, (in

all

of

1
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which he was pecuniarily interested and had been continuwould be somewhat

ally dabbling, for fear that his coffers

shorn in their receipts, or
after or

of the Potomac

—a rumor,

in their anticipated

fill,)

to look

Army

too, scarcely admitting of a doubt,

"where there is so much smoke there
some fire," applied very forcibly at

for the ancient adage,
is

fail

forward in time the necessary supplies for the

or must certainly be

this juncture of affairs.
It

was a well-known

tention of the

upon
hand

fact, too, that

cross the

it

was the plan or

Rappahannock

in-

river at once,

arrival, at or near Fredericksburg, with everything

"on

time;" but, instead, the army was halted at this
and only delayed on account of the want of supplies,

in

point,
etc.,

army to

and

at a time, too,

when

it

should have been rapidly

pushed forward in pursuit of the retreating rebel
Northern Virginia.

It

Army

of

was also surmised, and more than

Halleck, who had been
brought all the way from California and lately made General-in-Chief, with head-quarters at Washington
at the
same time that Major-General Pope had "headquarters in
the saddle"
had been putting his foot into the direction
of the plan and arrangements made and adopted by our illustrious (?) war council about the Capitol at Washington,
instead of his mind
for, if it was the latter, the head was
no better than the foot could be. It appeared, too, that our
likely the fact, that Major-General

—

—

;

distinguished war ministers there were then exerting them-

more extraordinarily in hesitation over that more pracand vigorous prosecution of the war which they prom-

selves
tical

ised, or rather essayed,

remarkable that the

than in the execution

New

—so amazingly

York Herald, (which displayed

the ingenuity of ever being ahead in the ferreting out of the
plans, intentions

and movements of

the

army) was

compelled from day to day to

criticize their

mand "Why

move?"

don't the army

took up the cry; yet, was
laid our vast

it

to

at last

conduct, and de-

Then

the boys, too,

be wondered at?

For here

army, utterly despondent and perfectly inac-

—
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the, from the fatigue and exhaustion of the prolonged, forced

marches, as well as destitute in provisions
ing enemy, of

whom we had

while the retreat-

;

in pursuit, (yet,

impeded

however,) were allowed to get scot-free with time

sufficient

on the defensive

to be

to those papers,

been

—

for the Confederacy, too, had access
from which they gleaned the information of

what was going on within our
yea, even disgrace

—

lines.

Oh, what a shame

this procrastination!

Evening now approached, and

rain-fall

again began, to

—

"and winter of discontent " to use
a Shakespearism and he who was
heralded by a great blast
of trumpets as the conquering hero who approached to stamp
add

to our

wretchedness

'

'

;

out

rebellion" received

the

among

the boys,

a general cursing

who viewed him

all

around

only as an imbecile and

the hero of proclamations; which, had they been effective

war measures, were indeed so numerous

as to

have wiped

out and crushed the rebellion themselves, long since his as-

signment to the post for which he was

"H.

signed

W

Halleck,

more appropriate should
tent !"

that

In

short,

it

it

General-in-Chief';"

but, rather

have been "General-incompe-

was eagerly and emphatically desired

were better he was in the

it

and which he

unfit,

far

section of the

West

which he hailed or came, or confined in the lower
depths of that mysterious region from which no explorer had
As to
yet returned or reported, rather than at Washington.
again, from

activity and practicawas denounced by the declaration of being that of

the campaign, instead of remarkable
bility,

it

the greatest piece of masterly inactivity conceivable, as well
as the

most egregious blundering commissible.

To add

to the

melancholy or gloomy depression pervad-

we received the sad announcements of the deaths, today, of Comrades John R. Johnson, of Company K, at
Alexandria Hospital, and Mk'iiaki. A. Shirk, of Company
ing,

1),

at

Harper's Kerry. Va.

Notwithstanding

faction the boys went through their regular
tlie

day. endeavored to

make themselves

all this dissatis-

camp

as

duties for

comfoi table as

n6
the situation

Camp and
afforded,

wrote

Field Life.
letters

home

to

friends

families, as well as discussed the prospect of enjoying

Christmas dinners in Richmond, and retired to
night.

and

grand

rest for

the

Chapter

XII.

—

The Army yet Encamped near Fai.muuth Weather Delightful, but Roads Muddy
Grand Review by General
Hooker — Belle Plain Landing with Incidents
Results from Camping in the Marshy
Meadow Change of Location, etc.

—

—

—

Wednesday, November

26, 186 2. -After enjoying another

sound sleep, we awoke refreshed,
shining

down upon

the roads were

still

us in

all

this

a.m., to find the sun

his glory

very muddy.

and grandeur, but

Orders were received "to

clean up for inspection,

and corps review."
At 1 o'clock,
p m., we were ordered into line and marched about 1^
miles to a level tract of country, where many troops had
concentrated for the

review.

General markers were then

planted in line; whereupon, according to numbers of di-

we approached and formed into line when, about
we were reviewed by that gallant corps com/2
mander, " Fighting General Joe Hooker,"
the sobriquet
by which he was known as well as his staff.
After which
we broke " by companies into column," and passed in review before the several other Generals, who all expressed
vision,
2

l

;

o'clock,

—

—

satisfaction with the

appearance as well as the seemingly

invigorated condition of the

returned to camp,

many were

men

;

whereupon,

the surmises

as

re-

we again

and anticipations

what would be the next important order or movement.
With the foregone conclusion that, according to Micawber,
"something would turn up," the boys all went to their vir-

as to

tuous couches to
of the

morrow

dream upon what might be the

realizations

8
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To Belle Plain Landing for Commissary Stores— Difficulties

— Incidents

Experienced

at the Landing.

—

Thursday, November 27, 1862. This morning opened
and warm. About 8 o'clock a detail of six privates
from Company K, together with forty-two other privates and
fine

under charge

a Corporal from the balance of the Regiment,

of Sergeant

George F Sprenger, was ordered "as

Regi-

mental wagon-guard, to proceed to Belle Plain Landing
for

Commissary

stores,

with instructions to report at First

They

Brigade headquarters."

reported in due time, at the

headquarters designated, where details from other regiments

They were

were found coming in to join the expedition.

soon en route, with forty army wagons, taking a southerly
course, through

mud and

swamp-land,

until they

reached a

point eight miles from the camp, where they met the 50th

United States Engineer Corps constructing a corduroy wagonroad through the meshy swamp-land.
stop, they

After a very short

were again on the move and over

road, whereupon the general ejaculation of

corduroy

this

all

was:

"Oh,

kind heavens forbid, that we shall ever be obliged to go over
another one

'
!

'

Some

of us had

through the lodges of various

made

societies,

both of brief and long duration

;

the initiatory trips

from time

to time,

but, in all our experience

in that line, this corduroy road gave us the worst shaking

up we ever had, almost bouncing the " inner men out,"
well as the bodies apart.

Our

as

greatest difficulty, however,

was that of crossing the small streams which were spanned by
improvised bridges, banked up with loose dirt, where many
upsets

and breakdowns occurred.

landing about 4:30
corral,

and

fires

p.

were

m.,

when

We

finally

reached the

the teams were formed in

built, whilst the officers in

of the train proceeded to

file

command

their requisitions at the

Quar-

termaster-General's headquarters.

While we were awaiting our turn a stroll through and
about the premises was afforded for discoveries and amuse-
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Being somewhat or almost famished we were not slow

ment.

or behind-hand in procuring
to
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some

wagons

to our

when we

flitch

returned

proper detail to convey the same to our

for a

At

night quarters at the corral.

had the good luck

and

loose crackers

appease the craving hunger of our men,

the

same time, however, we

to discover the locality of a special lot of

choice, sugar-cured hams, with pitched canvass coverings, in

the store-tents belonging to the

which a few of our

Army

stout, dauntless,

whence

quietly took position unobserved,
their

chance

presented

for a capture.

itself,

when

Purveyor, in the rear of

chary boys quickly and

The

to

await and watch

favorable opportunity soon

the boys succeeded in securing not

only several fine hams, but also a cask of nice pickles, which

under cover of the darkness they conveyed

They then

in our wagons.

to

and secreted

returned again, however, and

speedily; while, in the meantime, another discovery had been

made

—

that of a

good supply of best Bourbon Commissary

we soon secured

whiskey, of which, too,
ing the itching

a share, by gratify-

palm of a darkey stevedore's hand with a $1

greenback and handing him four canteens, which the
son of

Ham

hind end of the

went

on

off

tent, to the

their

After receiving

number

faithful

then promptly returned well-filled, through the

way
all

for loading,

boys there in waiting,

who

then

rejoicing.

we desired
we returned

supper "fit for lords," of which

enjoyed the same with a

in that line, as well as our
to our

wagons, made up a

we partook very

relish, especially after

and

freely,

our late

fast,

day of regular rough and tumble. We next turned
wagons and wrapped ourselves in blankets for the
when, with the consolation of having plenty of good

besides a
into our

night

;

fare as well as
ters in

whiskey

the morning,

for the return trip to

we were quickly

ruggedness of the roads and the

encountered on the morrow

camp headquar-

at rest, to

difficulties

dream of

the

probably to be

:

I
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—

Stolen Rails Provide a Royal Breakfast Sad Sights on the
Return Trip Attractive and Inspiring Scenes.

—

— We awoke

Friday, November 28, 1862.

from a very refreshing

this

sleep, to find that our fires

morning,

were almost

burnt out, with no woodland close by, wherefrom to obtain

However,

the essential fuel to revive the dying embers.
eral

sev-

teams on the road-side, whose drivers were absent,

forded

peep therein

opportunity of a

the

—the

result

af-

of

which was the discovery in one of the wagons, stowed away,
of some broken fence-rails, which speedily rekindled our fires,
while

to us,

then engaged in the busy preparations of a royal

all

breakfast

—

on

welcome and

a

this

somewhat of

occasion, rather

which

collation, of

delicious one, indeed

it is

—partaking

the order of

a

well to mention, or give the

Menu, or Bill of Fare

:

1.

Confiscated Sugar-

Cured

Ham

:

Elegantly Sliced, Spitted and Toasted over the
Brisk Fire

—Decidedly

Luscious

and Palatable Morsels.

Fresh Hard-Tack Accompaniftient
Broiled

Ham, Sandwiched,

in

Choice Cuts.

II.

Side-Dish Dessert

:

Pickles in Variety, Specially Furnished to Order.

Relishes

:

Solace-Providing Cups of Hot Coffee-Royal.

"ANo.

1" Bourbon Commissary Whiskey.

"the inner men" with the good
upon the damp
and muddy sward of Belle Plain, we received the order " to
After fully

regaling

things provided as above, from our spreads

hitch up, proceed with our loading of supplies, etc., and be

ready to return to camp."

It

was then about

11 o'clock, a.

when we were at once in motion, homeward-bound.
As we left, we met with teams upon teams, as they were
on their way to the landing, as also, farther on, the parked
teams of all brigades which had arrived during the night,
m.,
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awaiting their turn in order for the filing of their requisitions,
whilst the small

bay behind us could be plainly discerned,

covered with the newly-arrived transports, laden with army
supplies

and commissary

stores.

—one, indeed,

taxed our faculties of comprehension

fully

and we

farther on,

Still

found an uninviting, sorrowful spectacle

that

before us in

for,

;

way were numerous upset army wagons, dead horses and
mules lying in the mud, teams stuck fast in the mire up to the
our

very wagon-beds, and thus deserted by the teamsters

;

whilst

the others, who had arrived and remained, were busily engaged in " double-teaming " horses and mules together in

which had stuck

the endeavor to extricate those

fast

during

the darkness of the night.

was our good fortune, however, to possess experienced

It

our train, and

Lancaster county teamsters in care of

escaped the extreme and serious

therefore

presented.
as well as

much impeded,

directly to the left

then a grand and

—

that of the

brightly

difficulties there

Although our progress upland was very laborious,
yet

low lands before night was

view

we

we managed

to get out of the

upon

reaching a point

fully

us,

of and opposite Fredericksburg, where

scene was presented

interesting

camps

around, illuminated with their

all

burning camp-fires,

by means of which,

plodded along and through them,

many were

camp

as

we

the sights that

caught the eye and sounds that greeted the ear
lively, genial,

to our

—such

as

sports in various forms, the sweet, cheer-

ing strains of music from the brass bands, and the soul-inspiring martial

airs

from the drum and

night, 10 o'clock the hour, as

we

It

fife.

was then

arrived at Brigade headquar-

where each detail of guard was dismissed with instrucTired and
tions to report to their respective commands.
ters,

sore of limb, yet deeply impressed, however, with the sights

and hardships experienced on the expedition,
state

that once again, comfortably

moments were lost
welcome rest which served

but few

ere

the

[~i\c<]

in

it

is

our

needless to

own hunks,

boys were enjoying that

to restore

the wonted energy to

;
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which soothed

the wearied body, or that felicitous slumber

the troubled and depressed spirits of the soldier.

Commissary Stores Replete

—What

Meadow Brought
Saturday, November
beautifully, with " Old Sol
fuse rays

—insomuch,

for the first time, in

camps, and

at the

newed cheer and
pect

in

the Marshy

Forth.

—

Da}' again appeared
29, 1862.
" shedding forth his lustre in pro-

that their effect

drying

off the

was then perceptible,

damp grounds

about our

same moment infusing the boys with

They were happy,

vigor.

re-

too, in the pros-

them of receiving fresh and generous
from our Commissary stores, which were replete with

next

rations

the Camp

before

hard tack, mess pork, beans, sugar, coffee, compressed vegetable soup, candles, as well as

new clothing,

shoes, etc.

Con-

siderable sickness, however, prevailed throughout the Regi-

ment, which was entirely due to the location of our camp,
being very unhealthy, as

was situated in the midst of a

it

meadow, serving thus again to turn the cheerfulness
and happiness of our boys into despondency and sorrow
marsh\-

for,

Company

their bunks,

day, four

men

K

more on

to twelve for

men

having eight

Sergeant

George

the sick

medicine

F-

list,

already confined

Sprenger

in

reported, this

so increasing the quota of

at hospital tent, as also

unfit for

Our surgeons then had their hands full, while our
Colonel had made every effort to have the location of our
camp changed. The cleaning up of guns, accoutrements,

duty.

etc.,

being the order of the day, the attention of the boys

was generally given thereto,
rest,

Sick

when

the

until

fatigued they retired to

day and night passed without

Men Removed

—

— Reports

—After

a night of repose,

to Hospital Tent Promotion
Alarmingly Meagre.

Sunday, November

30, 1862.

such as the circumstances and condition of

we were aroused

at

further event.

affairs afforded,

an early hour of the morning

—

in time,

—
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perceive that a heavy frost had fallen upon our

camp during

the night, thus

refreshing the atmosphere to

such a degree that the boys generally

Our

bracing benefits.

felt

and enjoyed

much better,

sick boys, too, felt

its

except

more serious cases, all of whom were then ordered to be
removed from their bunks to the Regimental Hospital
the

among

number being our Orderly Sergeant, John A.
Schaum, Jacob Lutz, and
others.
Sergeant George F Sprenger was then
the

Corporal William

Tkissler,
several

promoted

Orderly Sergeant, whose

to the position of

Company

the day.

and

inspection

drill

first

men

duty in that capacity was the report of thirteen sick

were ordered

for

for the

balance of the day, which grew warmer and proved more
cheerful to the drooping spirits of our sick

parade,

which was held

men.

At

dress-

the evening, the reports from

in

Orderly Sergeants to the Adjutant, and by the Adjutant to
the

men

number of

Colonel, were alarmingly meagre as to the
fit

for

duty

for

;

camp

fever

and dysentery seemed

have taken possession as well as to threaten
camps, judging from the extent to which
maladies then prevailed

—the opinion

full

to

sway of the

illness

through those

became

universal that

our location was unsuitable and decidedly unhealthy, when,

without any further important event to record, the boys

all

sought their wonted rest for the night.

—

Orders that Meant Business Thorough Inspection
Trick Company K takes the Palm.

—

Moxdav
was

line

DrccKMiiKk

and warm,

as

t,

1X62.

—The weather

we awoke,

this

all

the

men

morning

to find strict orders

Division headquarters for Regimental inspection

At an early hour,

— Clever

at

2

from
r

m.

were active and industrious in

the preparation therefor, during which further orders were

received from Colonel
of condition;

that

clean, a^ well as
streets of

camp

to

Kuanki.in— -"

barrel

to

have

all

arms

in best

and breach of guns be perfectly

clothing, accoutrements, etc.;

Company

be swept up, rubhage carried to the rear,

Camp and
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etc."

At

in short, all to

p. m.,

i

be
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in readiness for a rigid inspection.

our Regiment was formed in line, marched to the

north and rear of the camp, into an open field surrounded
by woods, where Colonel Franklin directed or conducted
the Regiment through several intricate or complicated move-

ments before the
in

arrival of the Division inspecting officers,

which the Regiment excelled

all

similarly previous efforts.

At the appointed hour, 2 p. m. precisely, the inspecting
officers were on hand, when the Regiment went through the
drill,

and then formed

column by companies, ready

into

The inspection was gone through with very
rigidly, when Company K carried off the palm again, on
this occasion, through the clever ruse of "one who was
for inspection.

always on the

and never caught napping."

alert,

peared that, while the

officers

It

ap-

were inspecting the two com-

who had
good fortune and privilege of being close by, witnessed
the test practiced by the inspecting officer
that of applying
the butt of the ramrod to the light-colored gloves he wore,
to see if the breeches were clean, or not.
Having found the
guns of these companies rather unclean, his remarks of severe censure were heard, and at once reported by this friend
to the boys of Company K, who were in the rear, being
the company on the extreme left of the Regiment.
Therefore, being in dread fear of censure, in the meantime of
panies on the right of our column, a certain friend,
the

—

awaiting their turn, our boys at once took the precaution to
hurriedly go over their guns with the swabbing screw and
rag,

when they were soon

without exciting the
doing.

Our

in readiness again for inspection,

least suspicion

of what they had been

when

the officer, after apply-

turn then came,

ing the butt of the ramrod to his buckskins, and perceiving

no

dirt

therefrom or thereon, awarded the honor with special

mention, "that the guns of

Company

K

were the cleanest

ones to be found in the Regiment," the announcement of

which produced much merriment among the boys.
inspection

of

arms,

etc.,

we

returned

to

\ftcr

camp, stacked

I22d Regiment Penna
arms, and remained in
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the
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made

while the officers

line,

passed through each

company
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a tour of

street, express-

ing admiration of and satisfaction with the general cleanliness of the

camp

as well as condition

of the men.
Thus
ended the duties of the day. The next event mail arrived
some of us were fortunate enough to receive missives and
news from home as well as friends, and therefore contented

—

—

and un-

ourselves in their perusal, whilst the disappointed

lucky ones wrote letters home, censuring those

So thus closed another day

neglected or forgotten them.
well spent

by

who had

the Regiment.

—

Rain-Fall Interferes with Change of
Location of Company Streets.

Increase of Sick List

—

A change of weather was
2, 1862.
morning opened before us cloudy and damp,

Tuesday, December
indicated, as the

while the location of our

company

street

was certainly very

unhealthy, lying low and close to a small run.
of this situation, Sergeant

morning, fourteen sick

call this

others complaining.

He

men

in

reported to

who promptly ordered

in person,

As a

Sprenger reported,

at

Surgeon's

Company K,

with

Colonel Franklin,

company

the

result

street to

be

moved farther up on the hill but, as the rain then commenced to fall rather briskly, and as many of the men were
;

unwell,

were

it

r

for

another occasion.
;

were kept burning, so that the shivering, half-sick boys

were clinging to and around them, but got very

The

Fires then

however, by close
but under disadvantages
and the adding of dry wood from hour to hour

built,

attention,
the)

was postponed

rain

still

little

comfort.

continued, in the midst of which, together

with the discomfort of the

damp and

unpleasant situation,

day was devoted to quietude and thought. Evening was at hand, when, as our larder had been amply pro
vided, our company cooks had prepared an abundant repast
<>f bean-soup, bacon, and hard tack, besides good colfee, of
which all partook heartily, and which was also enjoyed, save

the whole

—
Camp and
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by those who were too ill after which, those of us
were soon coiled up between blankets to obtain our
and desired rest.

well,

-

The Dread Camp-Fever

usual

—

The Funeral Dirge Resounds
Colonel Franklin Appeals in Vain.

Wednesday, December
a.

m., continued

3,

damp and

occasionally peeping

1862.

—The

weather,

disagreeable, with

—
this

"Old Sol"

through the clouds, in the endeavor,

apparently, to dispel them, as well as shed forth his lustrous,
softening rays,

which served,

Company

spirits.

ment, were busy

away from

K

manner,

in a

to cheer our fallen

boys, as well as the rest of the Regi-

at striking tents

the swamp-land.

and moving

farther

up

hill,

Quite numerous were the sick

men already taken to the hospital since we had pitched our
camp here, while several deaths had occurred around us
those of Privates David W Rambo, of Company C, and
Jesse S. Walter, of Company E, on the 2d inst., and those
of Private I. Davidson, of Company H, and Corporal W
The funeral dirge, with
A. Bitzer, of Company I, to-day.
muffled drums, had daily been heard, and was even then

resounding in

all directions,

had been very active

in the

many more became vicOur kind-hearted Colonel

while

tims to the dread camp-fever.

endeavor to have us removed

from that death-dealing location, sparing no
tunity whatever, but thus far to no avail

;

effort or

oppor-

however,

it

was

then very apparent that something would have to be done in

some other locality, or the "Onward,
was greatly on the increase and,
was mainly due to the matchless inactivity displayed

that line, either to

March
that

it

!

" for our mortality

;

by those would-be illustrious wise-acres in the War Department at Washington, in compelling our army, while in condition to move forward, to lay encamped there through the
non -forwarding of the necessary

mere matter of conjecture

;

supplies,

etc.,

but, in general terms,

was not a

Old Hal-

leck, with the others, then came in for another liberal share

I22d Regiment Pernio
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of (ensure and cursing from the boys.
further importance to record,

With no events of

we wound up the day by

and repose beneath the cover of our

solace
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tents

seeking

and the

folds of our blankets.

Burial of a Regimental Comrade

Thursday, December

1862.

4,

— Change

— We

of Location.

awoke

this

morn-

ing in the midst of a very heavy frost, which had fallen

and immediately proceeded
after which the Regiment
to the preparation of breakfast
strike tents, pack up, and be ready to
received orders to
during the night,

all

around

us,

;

'

'

move at once " Before leaving our camp here, however,
we had the sad duty of interring the body of Corporal
!

W

A.

Bitzer,

nesday, the 3d

whence

it

Company

of

inst.,

I,

whose

departed and

spirit

fled

on Wed-

had,

to the regions

from

came. Colonel Franklin conducted the burial

and that, too, in a most impressive
Having been in line, in readiness, since 10 a. m.
we marched off to a locality northeast of the camp just va-

service

on

this occasion,

manner.

,

cated, about three-fourths of a mile distant, arriving about

noon,

when we pitched our

streets

on the sloping grounds.

tents,

and formed our company

Our new camp was then west of Stoneman's Station, close
by a pleasing brook of water, and not far from the line of
the Fredericksburg and Richmond Railroad, while to the
north and rear was a dense woodland, with a large level
meadow, directly parallel, immediately in our front, and
particularly adapted for a grand drill and parade ground.
* The whole open space of the vicinity abounded in long, dry
yellow grass, which the boys readily perceived the advantage
of, as

well as having improved the opportunity by carrying

hir
same into bunks for soft and comfortable ([iiarters.
Regiment encamped, however, without the proper alignment,
as the other regiments of the Brigade had not yet definitely

the

*< Uii

location

(

camp

here had
was hut a very

heell

named Camp

near K:ilm>

short distance frum that town.

.nth,

ou me,

'"

1

he lael that Us

Camp and
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located themselves
for our

time

;
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but, just as the

company cooks

evening meal, the dry grass took

among

fired

up

creating a lively

fire,

the boys, as well as considerable effort in fight-

They succeeded, however,

ing and extinguishing the flames.

which we then enjoyed a good supper, retired to our
bunks, and were early at rest upon the downy beds of dry
after

grass, without further events to record.

— Discomforts

Quarters More Comfortable

1862.— Day appeared cool and
camp was properly laid
by Colonel Franklin, with company streets in better

Friday,
cloud)'

out

December

of the Sick.

5,

After breakfast, regimental

location than before, while the boys were busily putting up
quarters, carrying logs

from the woods

digging

in our rear,

out holes in the ground, placing the logs at right angles, and

banking them up with

making themselves

would permit.

fortable as circumstances

became very
which caused
We still had

thus

dirt,

as

The atmosphere

with the wind very raw and cutting,

chilly,

the boys to
a long

list

hug the

fires

very affectionately.

of sick in the Regiment, besides

more

the several deaths mentioned during the week, with

expected to follow.

on high ground,
theless,

in

com-

The Regimental Hospital was erected
the rear of the company streets; never

our poor, sick boys were decidedly uncomfortable,

wind had fair play underneath and about them mighty poor accommodations for
sick soldiers, indeed.
To-day I made up some slap-jacks of
dough, and pan-cakes of flour, which I fried in mess-pork
fat, taking a few up to our sick boys in the hospital tent, who
ate them with keen relish, as they proved to them quite a
lying on iron cot-beds, whilst the

—

dainty dish outside of their regular line of diet
fellows were suffering,

and oh, how we

pitied

—

them

the poor

which we nestled together

in

our new-made

shivered ourselves to sleep for the night.

Dress

!

parade was held in short order, when we got supper

;

after

bunks, and

Regiment Pom' a
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Reminder of Valley Forge

Saturday, December

6,

—Visits

1862.
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to Sick

—Our

first

Hospitals.

in

appearance

this

morning, on the outside of our bunks, was greeted with a

snow
wind

fall

of several inches at our feet,

raging,

making the day very

were building huge

fires

and a severe northwest

The boys

disagreeable.

with the hope and object of making

themselves comfortable, and were adding more logs to their
bunks, from the woodland in our rear, with the same view.

The surroundings

reminded us very forcibly of the

here

numerous engravings and pictures of Valley Forge, with its
scenes during the revolutionary war, which we had seen
from time to time in the past

—furnishing

a realistic experience of the vexations,

and

tions,

sufferings

us,

however, rather

discomforts, priva-

endured by the veterans of that period,

in that famous, historical region.

We
tents

were to-day afforded a

and found

visit to

that several of the

bitten during the cold

our sick in the hospital

boys were severely

snap which prevailed,

possible to perfectly shield

them from the rough

We

it

frost-

being im-

blasts in their

made an attempt to lead
poor Joe Wade of our company, who was very delicate and
feeble, from his bunk on the grass in company street to hospital quarters, but we found him so exhausted that he would
have died in our arms, had we not called and obtained assistance.
Being but a youth, he had been reduced by camp
fever to a mere skeleton
yet, as we arrived with him at the

rude, tented quarters.

also

;

tent,

we found

the hospital

full

to

overflowing and were

comrade upon a bed of
boards and dry grass on the ground, to rest and find relief,
if possible
a matter of great doubt in the minds of all, as
well as the medical staff, in whose charge we then left him,

therefore obliged to lay our exhausted

—

with the firm conviction that his demise was only the question of a

on the

day or two.

sick list;

Many

cases were

still

being reported

but, withal, the spirits of the boys

were as cheerful as could be desired or anticipated.
7

on duty
Without
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other events of interest the day went by, and night then

found us seeking

rest

within the shelter of our bunks.

— Noteworthy Hospital

Neat Camp Village

Quarters

— Enter-

tained by Friends.

—

Sunday, December 7, 1862. This morning we had
a change of weather for the better, as the sun was shining
brightly, which served to somewhat enliven the boys, for
There being no special order
they appeared more cheerful.
of duty assigned for to-day, a

stroll

to the

neighboring

camps was afforded when, accordingly, a few of us visited
Humphrey's Division of the Fifth Corps, which was located
north of and to the rear of our camp, nestled among and
;

about a dense pine or spruce

forest.

The

soldier-boys of this

division had erected for their comfort, etc., a

number of

neat,

novel-looking booths out of the spruce limbs and boughs,

and mechanism of the builders, as
well as presented the appearance somewhat of a village.
These booths, too, were handsome, as they were decorated
Atwith festooned archways and mottoes of evergreens.
tached to this division were a number of Pennsylvania
which exhibited the

Regiments

—which
that

—
;

130th,

i32d,

service about the

and

133d
same time

they were from the interior sections of our

were fine-looking troops, and had already undergone

their baptismal

We

129th,

126th,

had entered into the

we had

State,

the

taste

were

shower of leaden

hail at Antietam.

also afforded, very opportunely, the favor of a

and stroll through the general hospitals of the Fifth
Corps, which were certainly very attractive to the spectators,
presenting, as they did, a most pleasing, handsome, and
They were structures which clearly
home-like appearance.
quickly
exhibited
the
engineering skill and mechanical
and
visit to

ingenuity of the

artificer,

furnishing models of beauty, neat-

ness, cleanliness, comfort,

and convenience

—

in fact, unsur-

passed by anything in the hospital line we had yet witnessed
in the

army

—

as they

were divided

off into spacious avenues,
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each of which was dec muted with an archway of evergreens

made

of cedar and spruce pine, having intervening festoons

extending between each ward-tent.
gratified

of

privilege

the

for

same

greatly indebted for the

We were,

this

indeed, highly

and were

inspection,

to the courtesy

extended to us

by the Post Surgeon of that division. That officer gave parand interest to showing us the admirable ar-

ticular attention

rangement and regulation

for the care

which the men belonging

invalids,

served at

had obThere we were also

to that division

times in the hospital.

all

and comfort of the

shown the dainties, delicacies, and medical supplies which
had been provided and forwarded, so very kindly and considerately, by the Ladies Sanitary Commission of Philadelphia, for the benefit and nourishment of the invalid soldiers.

Here, too, we had the pleasure, as well as agreeable surprise,

of meeting friends and acquaintances in the

129th

G. Frick commanding,

Regiment,

Colonel Jacob

Schuylkill

County, Pa., by

whom we

from

were kindly taken

care of and hospitably entertained at their mess-boards, after

which we returned to camp well contented and satisfied that
another day had been profitably spent.
We just arrived in
time for dress-parade, as the echo of the drum-corps, beating the call to

were quickly

fall

in,

at our

resounded throughout the camp, and

our

left

his

post for alignment.

returned

of the usual

another night's

rest,

\fter

meal,

where we found

the giant, already at

which, we were summarily

quarters,

to

evening

color-line,

Sammy Staph,

general guide,

dismissed,

on the

posts

when

prepared
all

and

partook

gladly retired

for

with no other events occurring worthy

of record.

1'iii.i.

Shark
1

<>t

Monday, Deckmisek
ing

1

—

Company Inspection Auditions to Bunks
and Drill hy Colonel Bailey.

—

>kess-Parai>e

8,

1862.

— As we

awoke

this

morn-

he wealher was more agreeable, with the sky above us

Camp and
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bright and clear, while orders had been received from Cap-

Duncan

company inspection. Acting
Orderly-Sergeant Sprenger then made up the usual detail

tain

men

of

to prepare for

commissary guard,

for

as well as the other details

and company duty, besides his report of the
Regimental hospital, after which he formed the

for regimental

sick

list

at

company
then had,

for

inspection

lately, rather

—a

routine of duty of which we
more than the regulation share.

After inspection, the boys, in general, proceeded to improve

be more convenient and greatly to

their quarters, so as to

by

their comfort,

gathering and adding logs to their

still

bunks, constructing doorways or creep-holes of cracker-box
boards, and tacking thereto their shelter tents

manner, protecting themselves against

December

the

—

thus,

chill,

in

a

piercing

blasts.

In the afternoon,
dress-parade.

It

we were again ordered

out for drill and

happening, too, to be a similar duty ex-

acted upon the part of the 86th N.

Y

V., of our Brigade,

both regiments were therefore drilled together, and the task
or honor of the drill was conferred, on this joint occasion,

on Colonel Bailey, commanding 86th N. Y V., who enjoyed the reputation of having been a hero and veteran from
the war with Mexico.

few movements,

much

However, after the directing of a
amusement of our boys, it was

to the

well seen that he was not, in any respect, an adept at drilling.

Parade was of short duration, when the Regiment

quickly returned

to

appetites with a fair

quarters

;

where, after indulging the

supply of usual rations, the discussion

of matters in general, the interchange of jokes, etc., the boys

turned in with the hopes of having a night of good repose.
Hints to Pack

up,

etc— Orders from General

Tuesday, December

9,

1862.

— Cold, but

Stoneman.

clear,

condition of the weather reported this morning

;

was the

when,

at

an early hour, we were visited by several of the detailed teamsters of our Regiment, who apprised us of orders being issued

Regiment Pernio,
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"to pack up all commissary stores, etc., and to be ready to
greatly to our surprise, as no orders
at any moment "
or instructions to that effect had as yet been received at
Regimental headquarters, and the usual routine of duty was

—

move

still

being enforced as well as progressing without any thought

of further moment.

then became afternoon, and

It

regimental as well as brigade
arms, etc., by

Colonel

drill, after

we bad

which inspection of

Franklin, and battalion

drill, in

which we were manoeuvred in several intricate division and
company movements. As we returned to quarters an orderly
from General Stoneman rode into camp, remained but a

moment or two, and departed as suddenly as he came.
Many then were the surmises among the boys as to the import of this hasty

visit,

but they were soon dispelled by sev-

of Company K boys ascertaining from the Colonel,
who soon reported, " that the Regiment had to await orders
eral

to

move, and,

With no

in the

meantime, be

further event nor incident of importance

note, night was ushered in,
at

in readiness to

an early hour for

would bring

rest,

and

to

all

worthy of

crept into our bunks

dream of what the morrow

forth.

Preparations for a Move

— Address

Wednesday, December
was clear and beautiful.

manded, but

when we

move."

10, 1862.

by Colonel Franklin.

—The

weather to-day

Marching orders were counter-

yet held in reserve, with instructions given for

the ''Regiment to hold itself in readiness, to

pack knapsacks,
and receive 60 rounds of ammunition," while rations for
five

days were then being furnished.

After ordinary

duty, dress-parade was .the order, during which

Stoneman and Whipple, with
us their

Generals

their respective staffs,

paid

and review
After departFranklin addressed the Regiment, in a lew

compliments by a

ure Colonel

camp

visit

but pointed remarks, reminding the boys that there was work

before them, dangers to be encountered, and risks to be run,
as

an immediate movement of the army upon Fredericks-

134
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at the same time, encouraging and
them with words of eloquence to be ready for
action and do their duty.
In response the boys gave three
hearty huzzas, by which they attested their love for the
Colonel, and also assured him that they would follow
wherever he would lead.
During dress-parade a chilly,
disagreeable, drizzling rain had begun, which still continued
as we returned to our quarters, where we were at once dismissed, and then quickly turned into roost for the night,
;

inspiring

with a mist hanging around

us.

—

CHAPTER
Onward

XIII.

Scene and Impressions
To Fredericksburg
Bombardment First Day's Sights and Impressions
Falmouth and Marye Heights Second Day's
!

!

—

—

—

Operations — Amusing

—

Incidents, Evidences of
Carnage, Sad Sights, and Hazardous
Position

Thursday, December
by
exceptionally bright and
mist had been dispelled

the

across
ti,

1862.

River.

—Last

night's

the appearance of

upon us

clear

;

heavy

morn dawning
when we were

aroused at an early hour for breakfast and to be in readiness
to

move

line !"
for the

!

We

were ordered to

'
'

break camp and

fall

Seven o'clock was the hour, and we were in

march towards Fredericksburg

Our

!

into
line,

gallant Colonel

again addressed us in the patriotic strain of yesterday, after

which

all felt

eager for the fray, and in response, as well as

appreciation, gave
to

him.

We

moved

wagon-road, becoming part and parcel

which comprised

compliment
upon the main
of the immense army,

three times three cheers in

then immediately

off

artillery, cavalry, infantry,

pioneer corps,

army teams, etc., thus constituting one of
the most grand and imposing sights to be conceived, as all
moved in the one and same direction. Farther on we saw
troops, as it were, by streams, pouring in upon the main
road from every direction, while "< >ld Sol" shone forth in
telegraph corps,

all his

radiant beauty, effusing his genial rays to cheer us on

the march, as also his lustre to cap the scene

— one

that shall

an adorning diaplet upon the tablets of our memory;

ever

l>e

tor,

"Onward

!

"

was then clearly depicted upon the counte-
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nances of that moving mass of humanity, as the fixed motto
to inspire to
for the

deeds of daring.

Little did they think or care

dangers and vicissitudes of

that awaited them,

life

beyond that little stream of the Rappahannock before
them the placid waters of which, almost a century ago,

just

—

afforded recreation and sport to

Washingtons, Lees, Cus-

tises, et a/., in the pleasures of angling.

from those days
as to-day

to those of this day,

from to-morrow, and

as

was

such

The

retrospect

as alike at variance

we were deeply im-

pressed.

We

were soon halted, but for a few hours only, about one
mile from Fredericksburg, in favorable position, behind woodland and glen, to await further orders.

bombardment

m., the
its

fury, as the

field

batteries

of Fredericksburg

incessant

About

9 o'clock a.

commenced

in all

booming of heavy ordnance and

were deafening

to the ears, as well

as shak-

"Mother Earth" beneath our feet.
The mortar battery on Falmouth Heights, in possession of
the Union forces, had opened up, firing in full activity, hurl-

ing the foundations of

ing

its

and

shot

divisions,

shell

brigades,

into the city of Fredericksburg, while

and regiments,

were rapidly forwarded

in

regular

to the river's edge,

great siege was then fully inaugurated.

succession,

showing that the

General Burnside

having established his headquarters in the Phillips House, a
fine

Virginia residence upon an eminence, some

distance

back from the river's edge, thus commanded a fine panoramic view of the siege, as well as the operations of the enemy,
then going on before him.

Marye Heights, above and

to

the rear of Fredericksburg, in possession of the enemy, were
so well fortified as to constitute the crown-crests of their defense against our siege, which, in return, quickly bellowed
as well

as

and leaden
uproar.

belched forth their storm of
hail,

as

it

fire,

smoke, iron

were, | adding greatly to the raging
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Operations of General Franklin, and Movements of General
Pleasanton's Cavalry Situation of the Pontoon
Corps in Launching Their Boats.

—

The

distant

booming of

Franklin's Corps

(if

by General
on our
General Pleasan-

the artillery firing

we were

correctly informed,)

was next very audibly heard, whilst
ton's cavalry forces could be distinctly discerned in engaging the rebel cavalry at the different river fordings above the
left,

Our men

city.

in charge of the pontoons

were almost unable

to launch their boats in front of the city, as they

had been

occupied thereat since day-break, with only partial success,

and had sustained great loss of men in the attempt and effort.
However, fortunately for them, a dense fog then descended

and hung over the water, thus preventing the enemy's cannoniers on Marye Heights from the further diminution of
their

numbers,

them

to

if

not annihilation altogether, and enabling

succeed in the launching of their boats.

Whilst

all

these events were transpiring,

we were awaiting

our turn to engage in the fray, and were therefore afforded a
stroll

in the direction of the fight that

the grand conflict contemplated.
sitions,

We

was then ushering in

obtained favorable po-

from which we had splendid views of the

city of

Fredericksburg, the several heights and their surroundings, as
well as the discernment, very distinctly, of the

movements

of the Confederate infantry and cavalry to the rear of the
city

—

thus giving positive assurances that, being fully aware

as well as apprised of our designs

and movements, they were
meet its accom-

as fully prepared for our siege, as also to

panying charges,

assaults,

Demolition,

and

etc.,

conflicts.

of F

F

V.

Homes.

At the same time, we viewed, with the deepest meditation,
the demolition of the previous and once happy homes of the
"F F V
of the vicinity, by the solid shot from our

V

batteries, or their destruction

by conflagration through the

1 2 2d
bursting
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bombs from our

great, presenting, as

it

Volunteers.

The

mortars.
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was woefully

sight

and

did, the actual, horrible,

truth-

scenes of war, at the same time stirring up pity for those

ful

this storm of devastation had to fall
at least, in
upon those undeserving; but, however, unavoidAs the day grew on, the firing increased and was kept

cases,

able.

up

—

whom

upon
some

until darkness, intense for the time,

tion ensued
sides

all

;

set

when

in,

cessa-

during which the army then concentrated on

for the

re-opening of the conflict on the morrow,

and the boys of the 12 2d Regiment,
upon the sward and their arms, for that

P.

V

rest

all

bivouacked

which the night's

emergencies would allow
Second Day

— Turn of the

—

1221) Regiment to Cross
Amusing
Followed by Sad Sights and Dangerous
Positions over the Rappahannock.

In-

cidents,

—

Morn again dawned beau12, 1862.
upon our vast contending army, with the steady tramp,
at a somewhat early hour, of additional troops in the direction of Fredericksburg. Our turn then came to "Forward!"
and about 10 o'clock a. m., the Regiment arrived on the
bank of the river opposite Fredericksburg, having been
moved off by a detour. As we approached the pontoon
nidge we were hurried or forced down the bank as speedily
as possible; for the heavy ordnance from Marye Heights
had been trained on the crossing, and the batteries were
continually hurling their destructive missiles toward and
Friday, December

tifully

1

amongst

us,

with the

effect, at

least,

of creating a desire for

hazardous situations, and furnishing several incidents,

less

worthy of note,

Along our

viz

river

:

hank was stationed the

brass

band of the

Tnth N. H. Vols, of our Division, which was just regaling the

hoys

in general, as

tune of " Bully
fell

in their

moment

for

they were crossing, with the well-known

You," when a

shell

from Marve Heights

midst, demolishing the bass drum, at

scattering a pile of pontoon

the

same

plank fragments over

Camp and
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— so presenting a ludicrous and

ing scene, as the result proved that they were

Our regimental

than hurt.

happened,

fell,

amus-

more scared

Hartman, who

I.

be on the river bank, and close by

too, to

time this shell

John

sutler,

really

at the

considering discretion as well as distance

the better parts of valor,

lost

hasty exit to safer quarters.

moment in making a
Then we marched upon the
not a

bridge, while the shot and shell were falling thick and rapid,

about and around

all

us,

from the well-directed range of the

on Marye Heights

rebel artillery

was practiced by

many of

amusing sight or incident

our

when, the dodging that

;

command,

—such an one

afforded yet another

at least that

we never

saw equaled or attempted before or since our boyhood sports
snow-balling melee.

at ball-playing, or a
fell

promiscuously on either side of

us, bursting in the water,

some dismay in our ranks, and
movements in getting over the bridge.
creating

Over the Bridge

— Sad

The bombs then

rather speeding our

—

Sights Return to Safer Quarters,
but uni'leasant location.

However, we crossed over the swinging bridge amidst a
storm of flying missiles, with sights of carnage
for, as
first

we

arrived on the opposite side,

and

in

all

about us;

the city, the

views that greeted us were those of the newly-made graves

of the brave boys belonging to the 19th Massachusetts Vol
unteers,

who while

laying the pontoons, on the bank above the

bridge, but a few hours before, were then stark

and cold

in

death, underneath the sod; next, those of the Pioneer Corps,

who had been
duty,

by the

so stealthily picked

rebel

sharp-shooters,

cellars of the houses

moved

off,

whilst at their posts of

who were hidden

in close proximity.

We

were

in the

at

once

and under the river banks, out of
the range of the enemy's fire from Marye Heights, where
we laid until about 4 p. m., when we were again moved up
and over the embankment, formed in line and advanced
some distance, until perceived by the enemy, we then beto the right, along

I22ci Regiment Penn'a

came
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After some delay

the targets of their batteries.

we

re-

ceived orders to return to the river bank, as no attack was

made upon

ihen
also

our

lines,

dangerous for us

and

it

would have been

useless as

exposed in so open a position.

to lay

Under cover

of night we recrossed the river, passing over the
bank on the opposite side into low ground, where we sank
down upon the mud and wet grass here and there kindling

river

—

small

which

—
at

fires,

barely sufficient to cook a tin-cup of coffee, with

comrades

to recuperate some, sick

as well as ourselves

the same time in imminent risk of being espied and fired
by the enemy; however, fatigued and sleepy we soon were
at

at rest for

the night, realizing the fact that a day of exciting

and important events was before us
Third Day

— Regiment

for the

morrow

Recrosses into Fredericksburg

to 19TH Massachusetts

Volunteers — Espied

— Relief

and

BOMEARDED BY THE REBEL ARTILLERY.

—

Saturday, December 13, 1862. We awoke this morning, from our damp bunks on the ground, to find that a
heavy frost had fallen upon and about us.
Having soon
made away with our scanty breakfast, the order to "fall in "
was next received; when, about 9 o'clock, a. m., we again
recrossed the pontoon bridge, and were once more in our
former position, to the right of the town, under the bank of
!

the river, where a cavalry picket

the night.

We

had been stationed during

were not long there, however, before another

order was brought for a detail of 100

men from

K

our Regiment, which took both Companies

were marched to the rear and

left,

north of the city to Fauquier street, where

had borne the

\

first

olunteers,

who,

as

I,

of

who

;

we

thence to the
relieved the

hereinbefore noted,

brunt of the siege and had suffered so

severely in killed

and wounded whilst

pontoon bridges.

We

a

and

left

thence up into the town,

close in toward the houses to avoid detection

lyth Massachusetts

the

assisting to

were then deployed

garden picket fence, along

a street

la)'

the

in line, in rear of

running north and south,

1 2 2d
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and were just in position, when the rebel artillery espied us,
and opened their batteries upon us, momentarily, as occaHowever, Company K being on the extreme
and along the open interval, laid low, allowing the shot

sions offered.
right

and

shell to

go over them.

Hazardous Posts and Narrow Escapes.

The corner

of Fauquier street formed the extreme right of

our position, at which point were located, in front of a one-

frame house, Sergeant G. F Sprenger, Corporals
Harry Hartley, George Waller and George Dorwart,
who were scarcely stationed before a shot fell close by, carry-

story

away part of the picket-fence and almost taking with it
Jakey Miller, as well as several others who then were
stationed on the left half of the Company.
But an instant
afterward, when a shell was sent crashing through the yellow
ing

frame house directly above the heads of

and George Dorwart;
it

after

George Waller

which, directly, another struck

higher up, followed by two others in quick succession upon

the roof, scattering the shingles like chaff, with

knocking the chimney helter-skelter
of brick-bats

—

all

We

another

over us in fragments

good-sized ones of which struck us on the

heads and shoulders so forcibly that they were
hours.

still

felt for

some

then at once began to lay exceedingly low, as

well as desire

and glance about

clearly evident to us that

for a safer situation, as

we were

in

it

was

imminent danger

at

that point.

The Gunners on the Hill at Work — Support Removed —

— Rebel

Rainfall at Night

Being

First Sergeant

Videttes Captured.

on extreme

right,

with several others,

adventure was afforded for a sight up the
street,

hill

of Fauquier

from top of which were plainly seen the enemy's

gunners

at

work,

of the position
juM vacated

for

firing, reloading,

and

firing in the direction

we had been occupying, but which we had
one of

safety,

it

was evident, that they
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were securely posted as well as being
strangers

home, while we were

at

and considered unwelcome

visitors

so, therefore,

;

being fully aware of our movements, locations,

were

fully

prepared to give us a

hospitable reception than

P

129th Regiment,

we

etc.,

they

much warmer and more
At

desired.

in-

this juncture the

V., were sent up our street as a support,

but were soon again removed to the

the general

left to join in

carnage then and there in operation

;

while

our unsafe and disagreeable situation until a

we were kept in
late hour, when

the balance of our Brigade was brought up from the river
front,

and every preparation was then made

a

for

more

desperate and general assault on the next day.

The Effects

of the Shots from

Marye Heights.

became very apparent that the enemy's gunners on Marye Heights had quite a decided advantage over
our cannoniers on Falmouth Heights in the effects of their
Here, too,

it

much

shots, as they exhibited a
etc.;

for, their

created havoc

waste of ammunition,

cannon, each one in response to the other,

—

corps d'armee.

less

yea, carnage

—

in the ranks of our adjacent

Once, again, were we compelled

Oh, what a shame; what a disgrace and

discredit,

tenuating, to those incompetent, vacillating

Washington, who so recklessly and

movements, progress,

enemy ample time

of our

etc.,

—need

to exclaim:

non -ex-

war ministers

selfishly

at

impeded the

army, as to afford the

we mention

the date

—

since the

20th of November, to fortify and extend so inhospitable and

death-dealing a reception to our brave soldier-boys

A

slight rain then fell as

the night, but not to rest

our faithful

vigils,

;

we

retired,

for acting in a

!

upon our arms,
measure

for

as videttes,

about midnight, were rewarded by the de-

tection of the near approach as well as capture of several of

the rebel videttes,

who proved

2d Louisana Regiment, C.

commonly

called or

to

be members of the famous

S. A.,

or " Tigers," as they were

known, and

to the rear, as well as to Provost

whom we

at

once conveyed

Marshal headquarters.

1 2 2d
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—

— Knapsacks

Needed The Siege Renewed with
Greater Desperation and Vigor.

—

Sunday, December 14, 1862. A cold northwester ushered in the morning, which made the boys keenly feel the
lack of their knapsacks, which had been left behind with the
teams before crossing the

river, as

they contained certain por-

tions of clothing that were then very desirable
for comfort.

The

assault

on the part of our

and

essential

left

wing was

then renewed at an early hour, with desperation and vehe-

mence, but repulsed with
assault

;

while

we on

as the batteries

attentive
ers for

fearful

havoc in their ranks

on the

hills

each

above and surrounding, kept us

and annoyed by frequent

shots, at intervals, as feel-

our positions, and also to obtain accurate range and

shift for the river crossings in close

What

at

the right were not in the least neglected,

proximity.

a Reconnoitre Brought Forth

— Feast

of Dainties, in

Preparation, Suddenly Spoiled, with the Ex-

pectant Diners Put to Flight.

As we remained

there,

Company

K

never idle, very soon furnished evidences of
profitable reconnoitre of

who were
having made a

boys, a set

the vicinity, thus preserving their

well-earned reputation of always being on the alert, like Mi-

cawber, " for something to turn

was duty, forage, adventure,

up"

—no matter, whether

difficulty, or

scrimmage.

it

Hav-

ing just been on the ferret, in and about the houses there,

what constituted the good things of
warded with the find of a full barrel of
for

the frame house opposite to our position,

of

slap-jacks

they were

life,

fine

wheat

when

re-

flour in

the baking

then became the general order, with cane-

bottomed chairs furnishing the

fuel for the old-style ten-plate

wood-stove and the comforting hearth-fire, while the old,
proverbial, broad-spider skillet was discovered

prise

and brought

bake the watered dough-cakes. This new enterof the boys, however, was very quickly suspected by

into use to

—
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the enemy's gunners, as they perceived the volumes of
issuing

from the chimney

smoke

suddenly they

just as

for,

;

sur-

which entered the dwelling,
knocking quite a large entrance therein and spoiling our
prised us by firing a solid shot

dainty dishes

—which, although

not help but be considered

said to be hard luck, could

But, the boys, only a

fair.

disheartened, yet not dismayed, were starting in

for

would have proven
Colonel Potter, commanding

their feast of desired luxuries, (for such

on that occasion,) when next,

little

anew

it

12th Regiment N. H. V., of our Brigade, also discovered
the cause for the firing in that direction,
into

and

at

once rushed

and through the house with drawn sword, slashing about
to left with the broad sides of his sabre and

from right

ordering them to desist and depart, thus again disagreeably
surprising

and disturbing the boys in the perfection of

anticipated grand feast.
their exit
safer

It is

was very hasty, yet

it

resulted in their reaching a

and more favorable location

Orders to

their

needless to note that though

just at that

moment.

" Advance Line !"
The Siege More Vehement
evidences of .disaster and blaughter.

—

It was then growing late in the afternoon, when General
Whipple and staff, on foot, put in an appearance, and issued
orders to "advance the line!" as soon as it became dusk.
Heavy and constant had been the firing all day long on our
left, while the fighting was waged with obduracy all along
the lines. Many, very many, indeed, were the poor suffering,
wounded, and maimed veterans that we saw, as they were
being hurriedly conveyed toward the river and down the hill

and
waxed with so great obstinacy
seemed as though pandemonium

to places of greater security, as well as

attention.
until, at

Thus the

4 o'clock

p.

for proper care

conflict

m.,

it

for the volitself had opened up its batteries of destruction
umes of smoke, fire, shot, and shell, which were then belched
forth, fell in and about the town, speeding on through the
;

streets,

apparently with

volcano-like

vehemence, creating

—
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We

havoc and destruction on every hand.
truly

and

upon the ground
above

us,

Army

positions of

who had

the

too

entrenched and

enemy on Marye Heights,

fallen as victims to the terrible

—sleeping

just

and ever-

the sleep that

general sentiment then prevailed, and was very re-

markably expressed
at,

and

of the Potomac were strewn

in front of the strongly

memorable siege of Fredericksburg
knows no waking.

The

also learned,

sadly, that thousands of our brave veterans

other soldier-boys of the

fortified
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—

in

many

instances

that those in authority at

— not

to

be wondered

Washington were alone

to

blame, and could be held responsible for the delay occasioned

on

this

grand, forward movement, whereby we had been pre-

vented from achieving the victory or triumph contemplated

—

by or in the siege of Fredericksburg in fact, that the wrong
done and failure could not be charged to the inactivity or
want of courage on the part of our brave veterans, nor to
any negligence, incapacity, or misconduct on the part of
their respective, gallant

commanders.

—

Our Line Advanced amid Terrific Fire Support to Battery
B, iith N. Y. A.
-Nocturnal Tumult Firing
Incessant and Well-Directed.
Promptly

at

dusk our line was next advanced, pursuant

orders received earlier in the afternoon,
the enemy's guns appeared to

shot and

—

shell

pursued

us

when

come with
down the

to

the firing from

terrific force, as

streets

almost

the
like

showers of hail amid a storm of rain and wind, until we

were posted along the garden

terraces, hillocks,

and mounds

upon the premises of Judge Chew, for the purpose of reany attack or sortie that might be attempted by the
enemy during the night.
Company K was selected and

sisting

assigned the additional duty or rather honor of being de-

ployed as a support
tiring

to battery

1!,

t

1

th N.

Y

Artillery

The

soon became incessant and was kept up with vigor.

The enemy

s

batteries were

specially trained

upon the

re-
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upon the

spective river fordings, as also

railroad bridge to the

south and their right of the city, while occasional shots were

exchanged between the heavy ordnance on (our) Falmouth
Heights and that upon (their) Marye Heights,

all

fortunately passed us overhead, showing the

range of the

guns to be remarkably well-directed.
continuous and well-regulated

As an

of which,

instance of this

between the heights, in

fire

proof of the direct range of the guns, we

cite the fact of

one special shot from a mortar battery on Falmouth Heights,

which had the

effect of

of the abattis on

knocking out the right main angle

Marye Heights,

so that a large force

and promptly

distinctly observed in being hurried forward

put to work on the necessary repairs.

we

tumult

was

Amidst

this

passed the entire night, lying upon the

nocturnal

damp

grass,

anxiously awaiting dawn.

Day— Siege Abandoned— Army Falling Back

Fifth

Still Continued

Monday, December
in with a very

around

— Dangers
15,

1862.

— Firing

of Decapitation.

— Daybreak

was ushered

heavy fog or mist hanging overhead and

while off on our front could be distinctly heard

us,

the noises emanating from the enemy's works, apprising us
that they were

up and prepared

then 9 o'clock,
ness of

day

a. m.,

set in,

left,

By

us.

It

was

the firing was re-opened with re-

or south of the city, while solid

shot was again poured into

above

any emergency.

before the fog was dispelled and clear-

when

newed vigor on our

for

and upon the

city

from the

hill

10 o'clock the fighting seemed to have been

waged with fury for many were the casualties in killed and
wounded, the latter of whom were then rapidly conveyed to
;

the rear

—

to places of safety for proper surgical treatment.

That the number of
quite miraculous, as

and about us
at times,

as

was not greater was considered
the shot and shell fell so thickly around

casualties

though thrown broad-cast

— insomuch

a head could not or dared not

shoulders for fear of decapitation.

Then

rise

that,

above the

the siege seemed

—
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to have

been abandoned

further

and

further

still

for,

;

the

moans of
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falling

back

side the only sights

positive evidences of defeat

and

sounds which reached the ear were but

wounded,

the suffering and

sions of discouragement
fearful noises

army was

—and on every

which greeted the eye gave
disaster, while the

the

Volunteers.

through the

as well as expres-

and sadness, interspersed with the
air from the enemy's flying missiles

by any means calculated

of destruction, which were not

to

produce feelings of inspiration within the breasts of our
brave soldier-boys.

Our Post on Judge Chew's Premises
Agreeable

—Another

Discovery — Hospitable

Reconnoitre

—

Reception,

Rare Feast, and Gifts Received.

Our

position then being in

and about the premises

ot

Judge Chew, all daylong, some of the boys gained entrance
to the mansion or residence of the Judge close by, where
they quickly discovered, in addition to their present larder,

by way of luxuries, a barrel of fine white sugar and some
choice smoked hams underneath the kitchen floor.
Here,
too,

were found, snugly stowed away, but soon brought out

from the

cellar- ways

and pressed

into service, the darkey do-

mestics, with beds, stove, etc., in their apartment,

who,

after

enjoining upon us secrecy and the pledge not to admit any

more, promised
first-class

to

cook the hams

entertainment

the

during

the

provide us with a

Judge's involuntary

That there were only a few of

absence from home.

who enjoyed

as also

comforts and

delicacies that

the

us

house

we kept the pledge and
by our colored hosts and hostesses.

afforded, was proof sufficient that
secret enjoined

upon

us

Besides this act of hospitality, the old colored

women

pro-

vided us with an Old Dominion coffee or tea-pot, having the
capacity to hold about one-and-a-half quarts, and a neat,
small frying pan, which

we thankfully accepted and

gratefully

appreciated, fully realizing that they would prove of invalu-

—
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able service to our mess in after days or the time to come, as

we took our departure and
Comrades Driven
Posts

returned to our posts.

Videttes

in by

— Boys

who

Stick to Their

Historical, Honorable, but Dangerous Position.

!

Night then ensued when our Regiment, under Colonel

Franklin, was advanced
front of the position

an open

to

we held during

west and

field to the

the day, in conjunction

Y

with the Artillery; while the 86th N.

V., under Colonel

Baily, and the 124th N. Y. V., under Colonel Ellis, were

moved off to our left, all being in regimental column and
down upon the ground. After which a detail of a few
companies from the regiments of the Brigade was made for

lying

picket duty, and thrown out as an advance line of skirmishers,

among whom was Company

K

of our Regiment.

being out several hours, a proportionate
a similar

number of men, was

relief,

furnished, where

we reported

Regiment, which was about 9 o'clock,
had hardly arrived at our former posts in line
to our

deploying,

Company

F, 124th N.

Y

After

consisting of

p.

We

m.

when, in

;

commanded by

V.,

Captain Bush, acting as skirmishers, and which carried the
clinking Belgian bayonet scabbards, attracted the attention

and received a
causing the

which

at

men

furious volley
to

come

from the enemy's

into our

main

line

videttes,

on the skedaddle,

impulse was considered a rebel cavalry dash,

first

and was being met by the preparation on our knees to resist
cavalry charge, when to our mutual satisfaction, and fortunately for them, they proved to be our panic-stricken friends

and comrades.

Major-General Whipple then immediately

put in his appearance at
the

Company

York

friends

Company

K

position,

and ordered

out on the front picket-line, from where our

had

just

been driven,

plimenting us by christening
always stick to their posts

!

at the

Company

"

this occasion, all night long.

K as

same time com" his boys, who

So they did, right
It

happened

New

loyally,

on

that our posts,

having been assigned on the extreme right of the

line,

were

—
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mother of our revered Washing-

close

by the tomb of

ton,

as well as so near the

the
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earthworks of the

enemy

that, as

they spoke, even but slightly above whispers, in their discussions

and conversations,

during the preparations then

making and operations going on
nance

stores

—such

were then heard, so

their voices

serenely quiet was the night

for the supply of their ord-

hours subsequently, proved to be a

lie

To add

for safety.

position, rain

down and

heavy

night, continuing with

to fall as

more or

was

firing

at intervals, so that

closely

hug

to

to the discomforts of

commenced

in the

All this, in a few

fact, as

begun about midnight and kept up
were compelled to

and anvil

as the use of the forge

cutting off of slugs from railroad iron.

we

laid

less severity

we

mother earth

our dangerous

down

for the

during the early

morning hours.

End of the

Siege

— The

Army

in

Rapid Retreat, amid Con-

tinuous Drenching Rains, and Miry Masses of
Impressive,

Mud —

Unpleasant Sights, and Sad Re-

flections, as

Tuesday, December

the Results of the
16,

1862.

—We

Siege.

were aroused

this

morning before dawn, amidst a drenching rain, to find our
entire and previously grand, cheerful Army of the Potomac,
but

now

dejected, worsted,

and almost exhausted,

rapid retreat across the Rappahannock.

o'clock
lief

a.

of the

m.,

when our

boys of

line

was drawn

Company K,

It

in

full,

was about 4

in greatly to the re-

as well as

others of the

Regiment, who were shivering and almost benumbed from
exposure to the weather of the night, as well as their experience from the dangers and discomforts of their situation
life by those who did
As we were about falling back the
enemy heard us, soon became aware of our intentions and
movements as it were
whereupon they opened a rather
vigorous fire of shot and shell all around us, the effects of

one, too, never to be forgotten during

duty on that picket-line.

;
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which could be plainly seen as they plowed and tore up the
earth in front and behind us, as well as speeding their onward way through the city. Our lines were then drawn still

we were screened behind the terraced
mounds upon the premises of Judge Chew, whereupon the
enemy immediately advanced and deployed their sharpshootfarther back, until

ers,

whose

very audibly whistled

bullets

the

well-known

"zip, zip, couzzinn, couzzinn," as they cleft the air above

our heads and lodged in the pale fences as well as houses of
Next, and but a

the street opposite our position.

when an

intervening,

officer of

General Whipple's

moment
staff

ap-

peared, rapidly riding along with orders to "fall back upon
the street

'

!

but which no sooner was being obeyed or exe-

'

than

cuted,

furnished

it

the

opportunity for a

desirable

general cannonading upon the town from

which became so incessant
to

be almost

size, as

prolific

with shot and shell

they were sped

—insomuch

houses

that

security in crouching

Marye Heights,

seemed
of every kind and

that the air all about us

down the streets and through the
we were obliged to seek safety and

down,

at intervals, to avoid the

of iron hail and leaden rain which was being poured

upon, over, and about

Then, again, we
until

we reached

storm

down

us.

back, farther and

fell

the river bank, on our

ing winds and the rain

falling.

still

still

left,

farther back,

amid the

chill-

Innumerable were the

ambulances and stretcher-bearers, which we perceived,
they were

bridge, while
treat,

we were kept

until

daybreak covering the

with the rain descending even more heavily.

came our

as

conveying the wounded and dying across the

turn to cross

as also difficult

to

;

re-

Next

when, what a sight was presented,

be overcome

— mud formed and

lying in

one perfect miry mass, almost waist-deep on either side of
the bridge, from the incessant stream of infantry, artillery,
cavalry,

—which

and wagon-trains

—

all

in confusion

and great haste

were wending their way back to former camps
still falling heavily, and reluctantly compelled

amidst the rain

—
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in possession of the hard-

fought battle-fields in and about Fredericksburg.

Thus ended
ures

and

disasters

of

all

historians as

modern

which

will

and

one of the greatest

fail-

the siege of Fredericksburg,

must be recorded by

warfare, as well as campaigns

most inglorious and exhibitive of masterly incompetency
ever projected

summed up
nage

!

—the

result of

in these three

Many

which will and can only be
slaughter, havoc, car-

words

were the missing messmates, and those who

never more would share the comforts, associations, sports,

etc.

had with comrades beneath the folds of their bunks, who had
been left behind as victims to the disastrous siege of Fredericksburg

!

The Regiment soon

arrived at the old

camp

ground, near Falmouth, where the balance of the day kept
us occupied in putting
for the night with

and desired

repose.

up our

tents, after

which we

the hope of obtaining our

retired

much needed

CHAPTER XIV
—

Fires for Comfort and Drying Purposes
Camp Re-arranged Bright, Cheerful Day
Death of Comrade Joe Wade.

Drizzling Rain

—

Wednesday, December

—

17,

1862.

—We

—

awoke before

dawn, from our cold, damp bunks on the ground, amidst a
army again occupying former camp

drizzling rain, to find the

upon which,

grounds;

made,

all

around, immense

for the purpose of furnishing

some

fires

little

had been
comfort to

the boys, as well as for drying the garments which had been

Around these fires,
cluster and cling, at the

drenched with the rain during yesterday.
too,

many who were

were

same time

recalling,

one

glad to

to another, the daily events of the

terrible siege, the merits possessed

by some

and

ponder over the impressive

slain

comrade,

lessons learned in

as well as to

and taught by the

missing,

wounded,

disastrous conflicts at

Fredericksburg.

During the day the men of the Regiment were busily engaged

in re-arranging

camp, making quarters more comfort-

able for the time being, and putting things in general order.

" Old Sol,"

too,

had put

in his appearance at an early hour,

shedding forth genial rays which served to cheer the

spirits

of our fatigued boys, as well as those of the wearied, worsted
veterans,
pleasant.

and rendered the balance of the day bright and
However, the cheerful mood visible upon the

countenances of

Company

K

boys soon vanished

;

for,

during the afternoon, Sergeant Sprenger brought the sad

upon the 15 th day of December, while
Fredericksburg, death had again entered their ranks and

announcement
at

that,

1 2 2d
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Wade,

claimed, as his victim, their late comrade, Joseph

which was sorrowfully received, owing

to the fact that

had always been quite a

comrades generally,

favorite with his

he

on account of the genial disposition and other good traits of
character which he possessed.
After the usual supply of rations for our evening meal had
been stowed away

"our inner men,"
by writing letters home, descriptive
marches, and experiences incident to

to the satisfaction of

the boys put in the night

of the sights, scenes,

the great contest at Fredericksburg, as well as a speedy turnin for rest.

— Novelty

Fixing up Camp

Thursday, December

in

Drill and Dress-Parade.

18, 1862.

—The weather

this

morn-

During the forenoon the boys were

ing was fine and clear.

kept busy in fixing up camp, while the afternoon was devoted
to

Regimental skirmish

drill

—a novel

feature in that line to

Regiment advancing in deployed
whilst
lines, firing successively, and then halting to reload
the next line passed to the front, fired, and halted to reload,
and so on thus continuing to advance by lines and fire, and
then, in the same manner, finally fall back by lines, fire,
reload, and fire.
It was, indeed, a very fine drill, in which
the men of the Regiment took unusual interest and appeared
After the drill a short dress-parade was had, during
to excel.
which was observed a marked decrease in number of men,
as many were still sick and therefore absent from duty.
During the drill and parade a fresh and new supply of
rations had been issued; which, having been received by the
respective company cooks, were served in their best culinary
styles and awaiting us when the parade dismissed.
Our
us.

It

consisted of the

;

—

evening meal consisted of bean-soup, hard tack,

was

fully

the boys laid
quarters.

etc.,

which

enjoyed; when, without other event to record,

down

for a night's sleep within

their

tented

Camp and
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—

Unhealthy Change of Weather Vigorous Drill, etc., the
Orders of the Day The Regiment Complimented.

—

Friday, December 19, 1862.

—Daybreak was

ushered in

with a cold, damp, and raw wind blowing from the

east,

causing the boys to hug the camp-fires very closely to obtain
warmth and comfort. At an early hour an order was re-

ceived from Division Headquarters to keep the

and the various

men

at drill

exercises of the day, as a stimulus to their

systems and precaution against any increasing sickness in the

Regiment.
the

In pursuance thereof, Colonel Franklin ordered

Regiment

to

go through battalion

drill

noon, besides the regimental skirmish

No

ceding.

after-

day

pre-

other event of importance occurred during the

morning hours except a

The

during the

drill of the

close observance of

camp

duty.

afternoon passed away with the Regiment entirely
at drilling

and dress-parade, and being put through

manoeuvres similar

to those of yesterday, as well as various

engaged
others.

day

The Regiment was very highly complimented

for fine appearance, as well as the

remarkable progress

displayed in the respective drills and movements, by
spectators.
it

Company

K

all

the

boys, too, received special praise,

being generally admitted by the other companies of the

Regiment, that they bore

pany

front, in

off the

palm

Corps.

Thus the day may be

ably put in

;

for best line at

com-

marching, whilst in the manual of arms they

stood pre-eminent to any other at the

for,

were considered
in

to-

—

and created by

when
that
this

is,

left

end of the Third

said to have

been very

profit-

the circumstances of our situation
the

many discomforts experienced
damp locality the boys,

exceedingly

—

more cheerful spirits and healthy countenances, brought about, no doubt, by the recent drills and
It was hoped then, too, that through the observexercise.
in general, exhibited

ance of rigorous discipline the sanitary condition of the

Regiment would soon be more notably improved.
hearty supper, the boys retired to rest for the night.

After a

i22(i
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Brigade Drill,
BAILEY.

—

Saturday, December 20, 1862. The weather continued
damp, and windy to-day. Since early in the morning
detail of men had been made from the Brigade,
strong
a
who were busily occupied in removing the underbrush and
cold,

large tufts of grass from the plain at the foot of our respective

camps, thus making a

until

mid-day, when

all

fine, level,

brigade drill-ground,

was beautiful and

clear,

and

these

pioneers were then dismissed to their respective regiments.

For the afternoon brigade drill was the order, with Colonel
Bailey, of the 86th Regiment, N. Y V., assigned as Acting
Brigadier- General to conduct the same.
Colonel Bailey
hailed from Steuben county, N. Y., was about 60 years of
age, and saw service in the United States Army during the
war with Mexico, and was, therefore, considered to possess

some extra

and moveRegiment remem-

qualifications for conducting the drill

But, however, the boys of the

ments.

bered a former occasion when the distinguished
officiated as drill-master,

fun and amusement.

and therefore anticipated a

Colonel

By

his

many

treat of

quaint and old-time

commands, most of which he prefaced with a slang, comical
expression " Golly-Molly, Boys" much merriment was afforded and heartily enjoyed

— on

account of which he

"Old

wards received the sobriquet of

Bailey."

\s before,

after-

Golly-Molly, Boys,

he clearly showed no more aptitude

manoeuvring the Brigade, but proved rather too old

for

for the

boys, who, after dismissal, returned to their quarters in the
best of

humor.

Inspection of Arms, etc.

Sunday,
tion of the
w;is that of

1

— Improvements

)ecemi;lr 21, 1S62.

— No change

weather this morning.
the usual

accoutrements,

in

The

first

Bunks.
in the

condi-

duty observed

Sunday-morning inspection of arms,

etc., as also

of knapsacks

and respective com-

Camp and
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After the latter part of the order was fulfilled,

quarters.

company
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marked im-

general suggested some

officers in

provements for the comforts of the boys, attributing

much

of

which

the sickness to the unhealthy condition of the bunks,

were merely holes or dug-outs in the ground, whereupon an
order was promptly issued for the same to be

filled

and

raised.

drill

was held, with dress-parade following.

to

up, altered,

After which, in the afternoon, a short brigade

This proved

be another day without an important event occurring, and

the boys enjoyed an evening or night of comparatively
rest

good

and quietude.

Order for Brigade Drill and Review from Division Headquarters

— Battalion

Drill by Colonel Franklin
Regiment Again Complimented.

Monday, December
morning, showed a
days.

An

22, 1862.

report, this

from that of the past few

order was received at an early hour to

for brigade drill with review,"

which indicated

and

—The weather

slight variance

to regular

readiness for the grand drill
1

'

prepare

from Division headquarters,

was on hand

was therefore devoted
at

'

that something of unusual interest, exercise,

for criticism,

Promptly

—

o'clock,

for the day.

camp

The forenoon

duty, and getting in

and review.

Regiment was ordered
we marched and where we
the various battalion movements,

p.

m., the

to the parade-ground, whither

were thoroughly drilled in

by Colonel Franklin, until 2:30 p. m., when General
Stoneman and staff arrived. We were then put through
brigade drill and review, the Regiment passing a very attentive and creditable examination, receiving special commendation and notice from Major-General Stoneman and staff,
as well as other officers.

Company

K again

did splendidly,

thus preserving their proud record already

won

and other movements.

interest to record

to-day.

Nothing further of

in

marching
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Brigade-Drill and Dress-Parade by Colonel Franklin
Death of Another Regimental Comrade.

Tuesday, December

23, 1862.

—

It

—

gives us pleasure to

record, as the condition of the weather, this morning, cold

and

which seemed

clear,

of the men.

Orders for brigade

camp

drill

to the spirits

were again received

The morning hours kept

for the afternoon.

regular

be more invigorating

to

busy in

all

and at washing clothing, as well as
At 1 o'clock, p. m., sharp, the call was

service,

cleaning guns, etc.

again beaten to

fall

in,

when

the

Regiment was

directly

formed on color-line by Colonel Franklin, with Company

K

at its

post with

guide out, which together with the

left

other regiments of the Brigade were drilled by the Colonel,

who had been
Brigade.
The

drill

was thorough,

It

of the

accordance with

in strict

and admirably conducted.

discipline,

command

temporarily assigned to the

was generally ob-

served and remarked, to the credit of our gallant Colonel,

was the

that

it

and

that

it

best brigade drill

which had yet been held,

was well directed, the Colonel exhibiting

ciently good, strong voice, so as to be clearly heard

The Regiment

the line of column.

E,

who died

which had prevailed

along

sustained the loss to-day

of another comrade, that of Private

Company

all

suffi-

James K. Lewis, of

as a victim to that

dread camp fever

some time past. After drill a fine
dress-parade was held, in which all the companies of the
Regiment acquitted themselves so creditably that the men,
for

generally, returned to quarters in cheerful
the evening hours very profitably

Invigorating

Weather

— Company Skirmish
— Discipline

tions for Chrimmas-Tide

Wkdnesdav, December

24,

mood, and passed

and pleasantly

1862.

Drill

— Prepara-

Prfsfrved.

— Day-break

opened

upon us very
the

fine and clear, with the effect of re-enlivening
men, generally, as well as bestirring them for more active

service

;md duty

After the usual routine of

I

lie

early morn-

;

Camp and
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ing hours had been carried out,
into line

and marched

Company

to the parade-ground,

were rigidly put through the skirmish

K

was formed

where the boys
conducted by

drill,

Lieutenant D. K. Springer, in which they deployed and

by group of

rallied

fours, besides exercising in

and proceed-

The Company
much
As we returned to camp

ing with various other intricate movements.

exhibited excellent proficiency on this occasion, was

admired, and highly commended.

we found

that liberal rations of fresh beef and bean-soup
had been issued and were awaiting us already prepared, of
which we all heartily partook, greatly to the refreshment of
"the inner man."
During the afternoon all the Companies of the Regiment
were busily engaged in arranging for a general observance,

throughout the camps, of Christmas-tide, that ever-joyful

and
as

festive season of the year

then at hand, in such manner

circumstances and situation would

when

contrasted with the

at that

luxuries,

facilities,

time afford,

and dainties

home, in comfortable, heated, welllighted parlors and halls, where they were wont to entertain

usually enjoyed, while at

each other as guests, as well

as

" With gentle deeds, and kindly thoughts,
And loving words withal
Welcome the merry Christmas in,

And

hear a brother's call."

While these preparations were going on, camp and other
important duties were neither overlooked nor postponed, for
they were then performed with celerity and strictness.
rious details,

Va-

under the regulations, had been made, and the

respective reliefs furnished, at intervals, showing that disci-

pline

and precaution

also reigned supreme.

hours approached, the detail from

duty

at

When

Company K,

evening

for

guard

Brigade headquarters, returned to company quarters,

bringing along a liberal supply of the ardent beverage, for
the occasion of

commemorating
" The night that

erst

;"
no name had worn

but,

"To it

a happy name since given."

—
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what

So, after indulging their appetites with

their larders

contained, and moistening their throats with the enlivening

draughts provided, they proceeded
the stanza from Scott's

poem

—no

doubt, inspired by

:

" 'Twas Christmas broached the mightiest

ale,

'Twas Christmas told the merriest tale;
A Christmas gambol oft could cheer
The poor man's heart through half the year "

to

have a joyful time of

it,

—

by making merry and

filling all

about them with good cheer, as they caused the very

air to

resound with their jolly camp songs during that ever-to-be-

remembered
celebrated

land

Christmas

Appropriately, too, was

eve.

it

they remembered the declaration of Hol-

for,

;

:

" There was song in the air; a star in the sky;

A

mother's deep prayer, and a babe's low cry

The

And

Thus

the

its fire

manger of Bethlehem cradl'd a King

a late hour,

in anticipation of

when

;

as the beautiful did sing,

the glorious eve was observed,

etc., until

and

star rained

all

!"

amid song,

rejoicing,

retired for a short slumber,

having a better and happier time on

the morrow.

All Hail Christmas Day
Instead of Turkey

Sumptuous Dinner on Roast Beef
from Officers.

!

— Compliments

—

Thursday, December 25, 1862. All hail, Christmas
Day was the general exclamation heard, as we awoke this
morning, notwithstanding dawn appeared rather foggy as
!

day grew on, the fog was
warm, mellow sunshine, which rendered

well as slightly unpleasant; but, as
dispelled
this

by

bright,

most glorious and ever-welcome day of the year one of

beauty, filling the hearts of the
ternal feeling.
of

There being no

duty for the day, owing

orated,

all

gave way to

celebrate this grand

and pertaining

to

men

with good will and

strictly

festival

defined order or line

the great event

jollity, as also

fra-

it

commem-

the determination to

of the season in a

manner due

to the occasion, circumstances, situation, etc.

:

1

;

Camp and
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when he wrote

inspiration
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which possessed the poet Wither,

"So now

has come our joyful' st
Let every one be jolly

feast,

Each room with ivy

And

leaves be drest,
every post with holly ;"

from the respective companies hurriedly wended their
way to and from our Quartermaster's Department with an

details

ample supply of

and the other articles of diet
there to be had and desired
when, in short order, all were
busily engaged in the preparation of their Christmas dinfresh beef

;

however not to be served in
rooms with ivy leaves,
and where posts with holly drest," but in the humble " dug'

ners,

'

'

soldier bunks and army tents throughout those camps.
The boys of Company K generally fared well, but several

out

'

had the good fortune of obtaining their respective shares
combined in one large lump together, and therefore resolved
upon having a royal, sumptuous Christmas repast on roast
beef,

instead

of the

proverbial

they would expect and

Lancaster County turkey

at home.
knowing full well the qualifications of Acting Orderly-Sergeant- Sprenger, who had learned consid-

enjoy were they there

So, therefore,

erable of, as well as having been an adept in, the culinary
art

while at home, they immediately invoked his services

in their behalf,

and

Ser-

to their great delight prevailed.

geant Sprenger then appeared, amply provided with the
kitchen utensils, consisting of roasting pan, tea-kettle, plates,
etc., so

kindly presented to him by those in charge of the

culinary department at Judge

Chew's residence

in

Freder-

icksburg, during the siege thereof, as also a few of the other

which he had secured, such as flitch, onions, spices,
and was soon busily occupied in the preparation of the
anticipated grand Christmas roast, approximating the mode
essentials

etc.,

a la Delmonico as possibly could be
ascended from their
attracting effect
cers,

who

'•

;

for the

aroma which

dug-out" chimney soon had a keen,

upon the

arrived quickly

nostrils of the

upon the

commissioned

scene, exclaiming

offi-

" oh,

;

1 2 2d
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how

;

savory the fragrance of your cooking

Ever mindful of Christmas-tide, with

Christmas roast!"

their souls filled with gratitude

Tusser's advice
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and generosity, they observed

:

" At Christmas be merry and thankful withal,

And

feast thy

poor neighbors

— the great with the small,"

tendering their hospitality and sharing with them the excel-

which, although but mor-

lent Christmas dinner provided;
sels as

a taste, however, were highly and gladly appreciated

officers, who were by no means slow, but ready with
and commendation of Sergeant Sprenger's superior
It was pronounced and admitted by
in the art cuisine.

by the
praise
skill
all

who enjoyed the

privilege of being participants, that

really the grandest treat of

during army

life

—

all

especially, that the onion

ing, properly spiced

it

was

their epicurean experience

and

flitch dress-

and seasoned, together with the broken

crackers therein, far surpassed anything for richness of flavor

ever before tasted or eaten by them.
After partaking very heartily and cheerfully of their sev
eral repasts, the

sentiment with

boys of

Thomas

Company

Miller,

" The poor

will

K

seemed

which was

many

to

agree in

:

a care forget

The debtor think not of

his debts

;

But, as they each enjoy their cheer,

Wish
for,

it

were Christmas

all

the year ;"

they at once proceeded to indulge, with the greatest

merriment, in

all

manner of camp

noon, such as acrobatic
tertainment of

feats, etc., to

sports during the after-

the

The hours

all spectators.

amusement and enof the evening and

night were devoted to singing by the glee club, under the
leadership of Sergeant Df.xter

department

in

White, who had

from the enjoyments of the day, yet

and luxury of
inspired,

his musical

superb condition for the occasion, until wearied

their

festival,

appropriately,

by Charles Kingsley

:

filled

with the mirth

they retired for repose, deeply

loo, with the thoughts as expressed

;

Camp and
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mankind on

that

Christmas-Day

first

What 'twas to be a man to give, not take
To serve, not rule; to nourish, not devour;
To help, not crush; if need, to die, not live."
;

Thus ended, very commemorably Christmas-Day,

camp of the 12 2d Regiment, P
December 25th, 1862.

Friday, December 26, 1862.
clear,

V., near Falmouth, Va.,

Home— I.wigoratixg Brigade

Christmas Gifts from

— Day dawned

Drill.

bright and

The members

with temperature moderately warm.

the Regiment, in general, appeared to be in excellent
especially

K

Company

boys, notwithstanding their

dulgence in the Christmas

in the

festivities

of

spirits,

in-

full

afforded yesterday, and

while some were already complaining of not feeling so usu-

During the morning hours, we received the order

ally well.
for

brigade

little

again,

drill

and directly

excitement in the camp, as

cipients of boxes of dainties,

friends at

etc., as

home, while those not

and were glad

after there

many

of the

was some

men were

Christmas

gifts

re-

from

so lucky appeared interested

more fortunate recipients.
Promptly, at the hour specified, the Regiment was formed
into line for brigade drill, for which, too, all seemed eager
and delighted, as it had been having quite an influence upon
to congratulate the

the morale of us soldier-boys, both as regards our physical

development and

as

a

sanitary

proven of inestimable value,
pleasant duty.

We

when all returned
by

to

measure

and

— indeed,

were thoroughly drilled

camp

fully

it

had

had therefore been a
for several hours

cheered and feeling benefited

the health-giving exercises, etc.,

and were soon passing

opinion upon the merits of what the respective

company

cooks had prepared and provided during their absence for
the refreshment of " the inner

meal palatable

man." Finding the evening
and acceptable, and somewhat tired, all

were soon reposing
for the night.

in the

arms of Morpheus, within bunks

1 2 2d
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—

Cleaning up Camp the Orders More Christmas Boxes Received Chagrin and Mirth at the Opening.

—

Saturday, December
was again passably
found, as the
streets
etc.,

first

order for

were to be policed,

all

1862.

27,
as

fine,

—The

weather to-day

some would express it.
We
morning duty, that company

all

rubbish carried to the rear,

of which were speedily and energetically carried

out, thus affording

ample opportunity

for the

opening of the

Christmas boxes.
Many more arrived from home to-day
and were received, creating general gladness among all, as
they perceived the dainties, such as cakes, preserves,

home-made bread, potted

soft,

turkey, other choice meats, etc.,

spread in profusion before them, knowing and appreciating
full

well that a liberal divide was in the order of affairs.

But the opening of the boxes furnished another occasion
for

merriment, for a short time, as the contents were brought

out, apparently

ated mass,

mashed

much

together, or rather in one conglomer-

to the chagrin of the owners, as well as

affording considerable mirth to the bystanders, as they were

exposed to view

;

for,

they had not been any too carefully

regarded, or handled, in the hauling of them over those

rough,

almost impassable,

Virginia

roads,

and

especially

when the only means of conveyance were the non-elastic
army wagons.
However, nothing was allowed to go to
waste

;

for every morsel

was used up with gusto, while the

some of the boys,
homes and luxuries left
behind in good, old Lancaster County. Pa.
" the land
"
where milk and honey ever continued to flow
After gormandizing to the heart's content upon the dainties, etc., pro-

native, apple-butter-besmeared visages, of

served the

vided

more

us, all

to

remind

all

of the

—

retired to rest for the night at

and were soon, but only

in

dreams, at

an early hour,

home among kind

friends sharing the pleasures of the festive holiday season.

1
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Creditable Sunday Inspection Sick List Increased Dainties,
etc., from the " patriot daughters "
death reports.

—

Sunday, December 28, 1862. Morn dawned brightly
and beautifully, and at an early hour the entire camp was
all in bustle and activity, for regular Sunday-morning inspection was the order

;

and, as

resulted greatly to the credit of the

Company

well as the boys of

it

was rigidly observed,

Regiment

K especially.

in general, as

But, soon after-

wards, a sort of sadness seemed to prevail, owing to the fact
that the report of the sick exhibited the addition of several

new

recruits to the

list,

tent at Surgeon's call
ever, the

men

who were

by Sergeant

then escorted to hospital

Henry Schaum.

refused to take their prescriptions,

How-

when they

As they returned
some of them very timely and

were ordered back to report for duty.

more boxes were

received,

favorably, as they contained
hospital

many

dainties for the sick in

and camp from the Patriot Daughters of our native

Lancaster, Pa.

Also, there were received several packages

of fine liquors, such as brandies, wines, etc., of invaluable

and very essential at that time in the hospital department, as numerous were and had been the cases of camp
fever, dysentery, etc., from day to day, which required those
kinds of medicine.
The illness had then prevailed throughout the camps for several days, to such an extent that
benefit

—

announcements
which were only productive of sorrowful reflections, as our
comrades were being rapidly removed from amongst us by
the rude hand of death
two of which were members of
our own Regiment those of Privates Isaac H. Brabson, of
deaths were reported as daily occurrences

—

Company

B, and

—

Jonathan Dague,

expired at hospital quarters in

enjoyed the

festivities

of

Camp

of Christmas-Day,

Company

F,

who

Falmouth, while we

December

25, 1862.

Without any further event worthy of note, another night's
pose was sought and hoped for within tent and bunk.

re-

1 2 2d
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Weather
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29,
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Review and

In-

Complimented, etc.

1862.— We had

the pleasure of

recording a decidedly healthy change of weather this morning, as

we were aroused from our slumbers;

for

we found

bright and clear above us, as well as the air so cold

it

and

and hug them
with the closest affection.
While the morning meal was in
preparation, an order was received to prepare for review and
bracing, that

it

caused the boys to build

fires

inspection to be held in the afternoon.

men were

fully

cleaning up arms, accoutrements,

At

1

Accordingly, the

occupied during the hours of the forenoon in

o'clock, p

m., the

etc.

Regiment was ordered out

to the

parade-ground, where the entire Brigade also promptly ar-

Whipple and staff. A
and inspection was observed, General Whipple

rived, together with Major-General
special view

and

staff

giving critical and very careful attention to the

appearance, discipline, and movements of each brigade, regi

ment, and company of the Division. The Regiment again

re-

commendation from General Whipple and staff,
on account of marked military bearing exhibited, as also for
proficiency in the several movements and manual of arms.
The condition of arms, accoutrements, etc., was also considceived high

Company K boys won another
encomium from General Whipple for fine marching
kept up by them when moving in company front. Owing to
ered worthy of praise, whilst

special

the direct

and very considerate attention given

and inspection,

as

to this review

well as the circumstance or fact that a

conference of the Regimental, ISrigade, Division, and Staff
officers
all

to

was held immediate))' afterward,

it

—

that

was surmised by

some important movement was to be expected
Dress-parade followed for an hour,

the near future.
all

it

that there was quite an unusual significance to be attached
for

when

returned to camp, elated with the credit awarded to them

for the

manner

in

which they acquitted themselves,

as well

1
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as to satiate their

Field Life.

empty stomachs with the

best camp-larder

could and would provide.

Another Sad Announcement
While Company
bunks and tented

K boys

— Death

of Jacob Lutz.

were quietly ranged within their

quarters, enjoying, or rather

engaged in

passing the evening hours, they received very sorrowfully,

through Sergeant Sprenger, the sudden and unexpected an-

—

nouncement of the death of another fellow-comrade that
of Private Jacob Lutz, who expired while afflicted with

camp typhoid

He

fever at hospital quarters at 6 o'clock p. m.

was well liked throughout the Regiment,

as well as

by

Company, and had the reputation of
The next thing in order was
preparation
of
for
interment, in as proper and
the
his body
respectful a manner as the time, place, and circumstances
would afford.
Comrade Franklin Galbraith had been
assigned to take charge of the corpse, and at the hour when
the

members of

the

being a good, brave soldier.

moon was

high up and bright, and all was clear in the
body had been washed, neatly dressed, and was
lying in state in the centre of company streets, with his feet
toward the moon and his head elevated to face the same
Comrade
direction, as was said to be the regulation rule.
Galbraith next proceeded to construct a coffin out of
cracker-box boards which though somewhat rough in appearance was, nevertheless, well and neatly done and for which
he received in return the hearty good-will and thanks of all
the

heavens, the

;

the men.

Rather Effective Ending to a Noisy Carousal and Wake.

The next

rite

of observance was that of the watch over the

by
and during which an incident occurred
When the turn of Jack Donnelly, our

corpse during the night, which was readily participated in
the comrades in turn,

worth

relating.

generally

wayward comrade, came about,

it

seemed

that he

I22d Regiment Perm' a
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got possession, by some means, of a canteen of Commissary

whiskey, and, after imbibing rather too freely, immediately

undertook to have an old-fashioned Irish wake on his own
account

when, about midnight, the liquor getting the best

;

of him, he attempted to raise a row around the corpse, but
his noisy carousal

with the

dered

it

fist

was quickly

settled

by a well-directed blow

from Comrade George Waller, which ren-

necessary to carry

him

into his dog-hut to sleep off

his stupor.

Burial of Comrade Jacob Lutz— Post of Exposure on PicketVisit from General Piatt and Colonel Franklin.

Tuesday, December
to

perform our

—

observed

first

30, 1862.

we turned

favorable, but cool, as

—The

weather continued

out this morning, prepared

duty, yet the

last

and saddest

that of interring the remains of

Lutz, he who had shared

our

hardships, mishaps, and

adventures, as well as having endeared himself to

of kindness, friendship, and geniality.

was

left in

That

all

task,

by

acts

however,

charge of a few members of the Company, owing

to the fact that the

line at

be

rite to

Comrade Jacob

Regiment had been ordered "to be in
An order was also

an early hour, to go on picket."

"to send Commissary Sergeants to Regimental
Commissary for respective company rations," which were
then issued as rapidly as possible; when, by 9 o'clock, a. m.,
the Regiment had been hurried into line, together with the
received

rest

of the Brigade, and were quickly on the march, in a

roundabout way, about eight miles, toward Rock Run,
locations

among

Third Corps, which had

and

three consecutive days

The Regiment was
the northwest
a

to

the hills, to relieve the First Division of the

next

and detailed

just

been on the picket-line

for

nights.

marched along

(he line towards

in relief to the posts there located

:

some distance in the rear
where, just as we were settling down

reserve station was established

and

in a

secluded spot,

in anticipation of

enjoying the comforts of a small bivouac

Camp and
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fire, word was brought that General Piatt and Colonel
Franklin were coming along the line, when the fire was

immediately extinguished with the reserve standing
tention

!

" to receive those officers.

came up he halted and ordered

'
'

at at-

After General Piatt

the line to be advanced

some

distance farther forward, and to be posted higher up in a

woodland.
position,

one

It

was not long time before we were

in our

new

though somewhat more exposed to danger than the

just vacated,

with

strict

orders not to have any large

However,

to headquarters, the

boys were again busy

after

make themselves contented and
cedar-branch huts and building

at

fires

General Piatt returned

at reserve stations.

work trying to
home, by constructing

fires for

at

comfort, as well as

night,

and preparing a good meal to warm up for the
which was ushered in with a decidedly cold nor' wester

and a

slight drift of

boiling coffee

just outside of

kept, as a

our

Close by stood a small house,
upon which our eyes were constantly

snow.

lines,

woman was

seen passing over the

direction, thereby creating

However, the

hill

in

an

off-

some suspicion among the boys.

videttes were

regularly relieved during the

and no reports were made of any importance.

night,

Outposts Advanced

— Visits

from an Old Farmer and Wife

—

Mutually Desirable and Favorable Trades.

—

Wednesday, December 31, 1862. After a cold, uneventful night, we awoke early, to find an order "to prepare
breakfast at once,
relief

to

take the post of the

first

of our Regiment," then doing duty on the main picket

line.

m.,

and be ready

This was

when

all

then located more
house,

arranged and perfected by 8 o'clock, a.

the reserve was sent to the rear.

we were

hailing distance,

aged farmer

Our

closely in proximity to the

posts being

little

old log

afforded opportunities of venturing within

when we soon

—a

himself

attracted the attention of the

man, who had

through and by the generally allotted time of

already
life's

passed

sojourn—

1 2 2d

with

and

whom a
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pleasant chat was also enjoyed to mutual benefit

profit.

The

old farmer had no

and having shown,

salt

with which to season his diet,

as well as expressed, great anxiety for the

same, as we had plenty just then in our haversacks,

enabled to

effect

a fair trade with him.

He

we were

provided us

with some excellent corn-cakes, nicely and brownly baked,

which proved decided

luxuries to us

;

whilst,

on the other

hand, he almost cried for joy, so grateful did he appear,

when he

received in exchange a few handfuls of

Commissary

coffee.

The

old lady, too,

who had

salt

and

returned,

among us with more cornwe here had found a favorable
picket-line for the boys, who continued

quickly put in her appearance
cakes for another trade

and good post on the

;

so,

to fare well while on duty at this point.
To-day the Regiment was apprised that the rude hand of death had again
been laid upon a comrade upon Private Frank G. Wenger,
of Company C, making still another to be added to the

—

mortuary

list

of

Camp

Falmouth.

Thus the day passed without further event to record, save
that night quickly came on with its only half moon-light and
fleeting snow-clouds, whilst

naught was heard but the sigh-

ing of the whining, wintry winds, as they raged through the

and their branches, thus driving out the eventful
and ever-memorable old year of 1862, and ushering in that
forest trees

of the new, 1863.
trusty, faithful

At

sentinels,

intervals, the

steady tramp of our

were also distinctly heard, showing

that the lonely yet required vigils of the night were then
strictly kept.

Chapter XV
—

Eventful Day for the
Emancipation Proclamation Regiment on Picket Amid
Discomforts General Burnside Reviews the
Army— Seven Fellow-Comrades Die

New-Year Day, Cold but Delightful

—

—

—

Within Two Weeks Alarming
Reduction of Active List.

Thursday, January
stormy was the
hour or so

dawn

after

1863.

i,

— Cold,

and very

bleak,

weather from early morn until an

state of the

of day,

when

the sun suddenly

shown

shedding lustre around and about us
upon the earth below, as though congratulatory to this ever-happy day throughout the civilized
It was,
and Christian world the birth of the New Year
too, the eventful day, (or rather so to be.) designated by
President Lincoln as the occasion when the General Emanforth in radiant beauty,

—

in fact, everything

—

!

cipation Proclamation, issued September 22d, 1862, should

go into effect
the Northern

—a

day of universal thanksgiving throughout
States, as it guaranteed liberty and freedom to

every person within
States, white

the extensive

or colored, but a

South, because

it

confines of the United

day accursed throughout the

gave to slavery a death-blow throughout the

civilized world, particularly

wherever the news had found

way, or the enforcement was having

its

effects

within

its
its

boundaries.

However,

as

we were kept

at

our posts,

we

spent this beau-

tiful,

though bleak and wintry, New-Year Da)- on the picket-

line,

some writing

while nearly

all

home under

letters

were toasting

the vain endeavor to keep

disadvantages, etc.,

their shins before the fires, in

warm and

comfortable.

Night

Regiment Pout' a
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1

again put in her appearance, cold and clear, with the
shining forth beautifully, but
of the

regular, steady tread

all silent as

men

moon

the grave, save the

of the Regiment, who, as

continued their lonely and

sentinels,

73

vigils of the

faithful

previous night.

General Sykes Command
Friday, January
morning, while

this

2,

all

— Death of a

1863.
the

Regimental Comrade.

— Day dawned

men

fine

and

clear

of the Regiment were busy

preparing an early breakfast, which was soon ready and

at

—

of

freely partaken
stituting the

be ready

menu,

after

Brigade, with

which

all

salt

proceeded to pack up and

However,

was almost

it

did appear, which consisted of a

relief

off

toward camp.

During the march

camp, the weather became quite warm, insomuch
the

men

pork con-

General Sykes' Regulars attached, when we

once moved

at

hard tack, and

for the relief to arrive.

mid-day before the
were

coffee,

under the burden of their

to perspire very freely

We

overcoats and knapsacks.

when we made and partook

to

as to cause

arrived at

of supper;

camp about dusk,
which we were

after

advised of the death, at hospital headquarters to-day, of Pri-

M. Groff, of Company E, another Regimental

vate Levi

comrade
vailed at

to fall as a victim to the

Camp

With

Falmouth.

dread fever which prethis sad

announcement,

turned in early for whatever repose they could obtain.

all

The

Irrepressible

Saturday, January

Enemy — Two more Comrades
1863.

3,

was clear again and warm.

make

out

their respective

— The weather

First Sergeants

this

Die.

morning

were ordered to

company muster and

pay-rolls,

while the day was generally spent in washing clothing, as
well as watching

enemy

and searching

taken advantage of a stealthy
while engaged at picket duty.
ful

for that old,

irrepressible

had
march and attack upon us
Our prompt attention, care-

of the soldier; the proverbial gray-backs, which

and diligent scrutiny,

as well

.is

vigorous energy and ac-

Camp and
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good
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cause, were soon rewarded, however, with

them unawares and dispatched
them on the spot. During the day advices reached the Regiment of the death of two other comrades, who had to suc-

victory; for we, too, caught

cumb

to the results of that

fever,

which had been contracted during our Camp near FalThe comrades here referred to, were: Corporal Ed-

dread camp disease, the typhoid

mouth.

ward Haverstick, of Company H, and Private William
A. Keffer, of Company I, both of whom expired in hospital, at Washington, D. C, January ist, 1863. After this day's
and the stowing away of the usual evening meal, all
were soon at rest and asleep, from the fatigues and sadness
which the past two days had brought in their train.
duties

Morning Inspection

Sunday, January

The

record to-day.

4,

— Orders

1863.

usual

at Dress-Parade.

—No change

in the

weather to

and regular Sunday-morning

in-

spection of the companies was rigidly gone through with, as
also the general

cleaning up of

company

streets

throughout

As the day was
and warm, Regimental divine service was held in the
afternoon, after which came dress-parade, and the reading of

the camp, airing blankets, clothing, etc.
fine

several orders

by Adjutant Heitshu.

One

of

them was

from General Burnside's headquarters, ordering a grand
view

for the

morrow, when expectation and surmise,

re-

as to

some important move of the army having been in contemplation, seemed to be the prevailing thoughts of all, as they
retired at an early hour to sleep, without anything further of
importance

to record for the day.

Grand Review of the Army by General Burnside and Others
Death of Comrade Phares Pence.

—

Monday, January
exceptionally fine,

5,

1863.

—Day-break

again appeared

with everything in bustle and general

activity

about camp, for preparations were then in progress

for the

grand review ordered yesterday by General Burn-

1 2 2d
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The company cooks succeeded

side.

breakfast, which

was speedily devoured

in getting

—finding
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an early

all in readi-

ness for the signal or order to form line or column.

o'clock sharp, the

drum

corps beat the assembly,

At 8

when

the companies were promptly on Regimental line, with
cers

on

their saddles, riding

from point

army

the formation of the entire

The main army was soon

for the

all
offi-

to point, hastening

grand review.

which we fell
in, all en route toward an open plain, south of camp, and in
full view over the fully open country fronting and around
Fredericksburg

;

in motion, with

wherefrom, as we were manceuvred, could

moving about, as
However, we
quickly came to a halt, when markers were thrown out, and
at a given signal, our Division moved out upon the line
so
be plainly seen the rebels, across the

river,

well as their guns glistening in the sunlight.

;

division after division
line,

up

staff,

fine display.

"Hail

in unison,

and

out to their respective places in

There were about 50,000 men
when, again upon signal, the bands of music struck

making a

in line,

moved

Chief!"

to the

as

General Burnside

accompanied by the respective commanders of

corps and divisions passed along in front of the line, presenting an imposing appearance
rear,

and galloped again

started;

;

to

after

the

which, they passed to our

position

whence they had

but soon again was heard the bugle-call,

command was
line, halt !"

given,

"By

when

the

division of companies, right into

which, being executed, the

call

was repeated,

command

all along the line:
"Forward,
when off we moved and passed in review before General Burnside and the other commanding
officers of the Army of the Potomac.
The review consisted

followed by the

guide

left,

chiefly of

march

!"

marching movements, which were

all

that could

be desired, and were executed in a manner that seemed to

and receive the commendation of all interested.
which the call was again sounded, when the command " to disperse to our respective camps," was given, and

please

\fter

executed with

(juite

a willingness.

1

laving <|iiickly arrived at
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camp, we found our cooks busily preparing

an abun-

for us

dant supper of bean soup and pork, which was eaten with

keen

As

relish, as

we were a hungry

set at that time.

the boys were getting ready to turn into

bunks Sergeant

George F Sprenger, Company K, brought the report of
the death of Comrade Phares Pence, who had just expired
at Regimental hospital, from camp or typhoid fever, which
proved very sorrowful tidings to his fellow-comrades, owing
to the fact that he

had

generous, open-hearted

endeared

himself

to all

of the liveliest boys about camp, or in the service

he was always on hand. In sadness and
all retired for

by

his

of character, and had been one

traits

—

in short,

reflection, therefore,

the night.

Burial of the Youthful Comrade, Phares Pence
Rain Drives all to Quarters.

— Heavy

—

Tuesday, January 6, 1863 This morning opened raw
and blustry, rendering a rather gloomy aspect to the condition
of affairs, without the fact that, upon awaking and arising
from our hard couches furnished by the surface of Mother
Earth, the reflections of the night, before retiring, occasioned

by the already noted occurrence and announcement of the
death of a fellow-comrade, though sad and sorrowful, still
clung with almost pertinacity to the minds or thoughts of

many

—most

especially, to

those of the boys of

K, of which he had been one,
fore,

it is

needless to state,

Company
There-

in every particularity.

we may

say, that our

first

duty

of the day was almost considerate, sad, and unpleasant one
that of the preparation of the corpse of our deceased com-

—

rade, for burial, as well as the interment of the same.

As worthy of record, we note, that Phares Pence was cut
down by that dread destroyer of human life in the military
service, camp fever, while in the full bloom of youth, as he
was but 16 years of age, and had been, previous to the
attack of the direful malady which seemed for a time to
prevail

throughout our camps, one of the stoutest, most

—
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hardy, and robust of boys to be found within the ranks of

Company

K —boys,

members of

four

ranked but

they are termed, because there were but

Company who were

that

over the

little

number of 24

and they

not,

in years of age.

and valuable services of another, but
willing and ever-ready comrade, Frank Galbraith, (who
had already received and won the cognomen of "Company
Again, the

efficient

He

K's undertaker,") were brought into requisition.
his

work

stances;

though under adverse circum-

well, as heretofore,
for,

did

out of cracker-box

was constructed the

slats

rude coffin for the enclosure of the remains, which, in the
place of a shroud, were neatly and tenderly wrapped up in
the soldier's garb

—

the folds of his

own army

His

blanket.

corpse then ready for interment, his comrades, one and

were permitted the opportunity of a parting look
inanimate form of him,

who

at the

known and

previously

all,

then

respected

Phares Pence, had been a fellow-soldier, sharing alike
which anewed the
with all the vicissitudes of army life
thought and reflection in each and every one
how sad and
as

;

:

what a
ful

pity, to put

beneath the sward the form of so youth-

a comrade, so suddenly and rudely removed from their

midst by a messenger of death

and more promising
been

cast elsewhere.

future

But

it

when, perhaps, a bright

;

might have been

had

it

was a duty, nevertheless, and

as

his lot,

such his remains were returned to the earth from whence they

came, with the due observance of those
spect,

///

memoriam, according

last

tributes of re-

to military tactics

and

that of the farewell shot over a fellow-soldier's grave
" Rest in Peace "
silent, yet expressive, prayer
:

It

quarters,

(among

so

wherein
his

that all were forced

rapidly,

the

balance

fellow-comrades,)

which dwelt principally,

good

!

was then almost noon, when rain began to

heavily and

traits

of the
to

fall,

so

to return to

day was devoted,

topics

of conversation

monotones, upon the numerous

late, deceased comrade possessed,
which occasioned many an eye to dim and

of character our

the reference to
9

in

rites

and the

:
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a cheek to trinkle with the irrepressible tear of com-

and silent affection that fell, spontaneously as it were,
With no other event to record, thus ended
the moment.

passion
for

the duties of this day.

—

Company and Battalion Drills Hard-Tack Incident
of Corporal Andrew McFarlan, Company E.

Wednesday, January

7,

—Morn

1863.

— Death

was ushered in

cold and very windy, causing the men, generally, to hunt
up wood, build, and keep up camp-fires, for warmth and
comfort.
The special duties announced for the day, were
"company drills in the forenoon, and battalion drill in the
afternoon."
About 9 o'clock, a. m., all the companies of
the Regiment were then thoroughly and rigidly drilled in
the usual and general tactics, which served to act as a healthful stimulus, as well as no mean appetizer for the proverbial
"sow-belly and hardtack," as Private Samuel
dinner

—

Lutz then

so aptly called

it;

the latter delicacy, however,

he declared, most emphatically, must have been

from the war with Mexico, because they were
hard, that in
cuits

test

left

so tough

over

and

of his assertion he placed two of the bis-

under his heels to demonstrate and prove their dura-

bility,

succeeding so well in his

efforts that his heels left

no

impress whatever upon the face of the biscuits, and they had
to

undergo a thorough soaking before they could be eaten.

At

2

o'clock, p

m., the

Regiment was ordered out for
and judicious

battalion drill, thus affording a very proper
exercise

—

really,

a highly sanitary measure of duty;

for,

still a great number of sick in the Regiment, and
had been heard, almost daily, the low, dull thuds of

there were

there

the muffled drums, throughout the camps, in requiem, as

one

after another,

the comrades from

army, then deceased, were conveyed

prepared graves along the base of the

Falmouth.
reflection

Yet

this

was not

all

some portion of the

for burial to the hastily
hill

camp

near our

that furnished

amongst the men of the Regiment

;

at

food for

for,

advices
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at

headquarters, announcing the demise of another fellow-comrade, Corporal

Andrew McFarlan,

Company

of

E, in that

on the 5th inst. But, with full knowledge that such
was one of the inevitable results of the soldier's life, it was

city,

accepted in

its full

reality

;

and, after the usual observance

of the essential duties of the evening,

for repose

all retired

and slumber.

—

Alarming Reduction of Active List Death of Sergeant
James Hopkins Drilling for Health.

—

Thursday, January
day

8,

— All

hail,

this

beautiful

— the anniversary-day of the Battle of New Orleans —was
!

the ejaculation heard this
it

1863.

was ushered

in

by

morning

as

we were aroused

bright, beautiful

for,

;

sunshine, although

accompanied by cool, yet bracing winds. We found our
first duty this morning, to be the report of the sick list, and
for, the list of Company K
it proved an unpleasant one
;

comprised sixteen sick men, which together with the detailed

men, and those absent and

ill

at convalescent

the companies, had reduced the active
to

an alarming extent.

cussed, pro

and con,

It

that

had been

list

camp from

all

of the Regiment

freely

and

fully dis-

Camp Falmouth

was

far

from

being a healthy location, until the fact was generally admitted or acknowledged, but all to

we had

no

avail

;

for, as soldiers,

to submit to the condition or state of affairs, as

we

were sworn to obey and suffer, and our only alternative was
" to live in hope, even if we died in despair."

Another sad announcement was received

at

Regimental

headquarters to-day, that of the death at Washington, D.

C,

of Sergeant James

Hopkins, of Company F, which

occurred but yesterday, thus depriving the Regiment of the
services of another genial fellow-comrade.

Company and

battalion drills were again the orders of the

day, and every available

man was

forced into ranks to partici-

pate in the health-imparting exercise

—

for such

it

proved

to

—
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decided and fortunate boon for the soldier in

an unhealthy portion of country

like the disagreeable location

After which, good, hot coffee was furnished

of this camp.

as delicious draughts to revive our
spirits,

of which

otherwise disheartened

partook freely, and retired for the night.

all

Thorough Skirmish Drill,

etc.

— Details

for Wood-Cutting

—

Dress-Parade.

Friday, January

and
just

9, 1863.

— Day again dawned

such a day that inspired every one to action.

D. K. Springer, of
the skirmish drill

made than
hurrah

it

up there

marched

line,

in line

at

drum

once deployed

in the

and exercise

by

fours

as

hands of Lieutenant Springer,

they were advanced step by step
rapid taps, rallied

by the
word of command,
skirmishers, and by

after imperative orders

attention to the

strict

;

by a succession of
again, advanced for practice
;

then,

in the various parrying or guard

springing back and forth at the given signal
rallying

by

fours

through

all

the

Zouave

and changing
various

K was
and drawn

Company

to the parade-ground,

whereupon,

;

men were

the tap of the

more quickly

guard-mount was over,

after

duty of the morning,

first

Lieutenant, as to
etc., the

then suggested exercise in

proposition was not

immediately

which was the
promptly in

Company K,

—the

Lieutenant

was accepted by the boys, with cheer and

So,

!

beautiful

with cold, strong, bracing winds prevailing

clear,

and

movements,
;

then again

front, etc., as well as

intricate

drill greatly to the interest

going

manoeuvres of the

of the other companies of

the Regiment, which did not have the advantage and privilege of tuition in that favorite, practical,
prior to their entering the service.

It

and beautiful

was

also

drill,

commended

by the officers of the Regiment, but proved, especially,
more satisfactory to those of Company K and the men themselves, who felt and took just pride in their acquired skill
in the use of the

the practice on

musket

all

;

and, therefore, never grew tired of

occasions afforded.
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After a thorough drill of two and a half hours they were

marched back

to

camp and company

street

where, by

;

way

of finale, they executed the manual of arms to the tap of
the drum,

and

that, too, as accurately

and

satisfactorily as

could be desired by any West Point officer from word of

The

command.

for dismissal, as

short roll of the

drum

served as the signal

dinner was ready, which consisted of fresh

beef and bean soup, and was readily partaken

keen appetite and decided
exercise,

and manoeuvres

in

relish,

with a

of,

after the vigorous drill,

which they were engaged during

the entire forenoon.

After dinner a detail was

made

to

go

wood

for

for the

cooks of the Regiment, when about sixteen of the boys with
axes and hatchets,

fell

quickly into line and marched off to

many
who had pre-

the north and rear of the camp, where were found
others of our

own

as well as other regiments,

ceded us and were already busy
of wood.

when

camp, when each
camp, and made a second

to return to

took up a load, returned to

trip for the

and lugging

After diligent work for two-hours time there had

been enough cut and piled

man

at felling trees

same purpose, whereby he cleaned up

the supply provided was found sufficiently

one week.

At 4:30

p.

m., the call,

parade," was beat, when

all

on parade-ground with our

"to

fall

in

his pile,

ample
for

for

dress-

were promptly on time and out

left

general guide,

(surnamed by the boys "Little

l-'irtue"~)

Dress-parade was soon over, however,

Sammy Stape,

out on the line.

when supper was next

and readily disposed of; after which
bunks with the satisfaction of having put

in order

all

turned

into

in

another

well-spent day.

Heavy Rain Confixes all Within Tents — The
of Some,

—

to

us

Shiftlessneks

and the Pastimes.

Saturday, January ro, 1863. We awoke tins morning
find it raining, which began at an early hour, and caused
to cling to our bunks quite closely, as it continued to fall

;

1
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many, we observed, were compelled to
had to dig trenches around their rude huts
which latter little matters of precaution or

rather heavily; but

weather

it,

as they

or stop up leaks,

necessary attention never disturbed them until
as

was the case or circumstance with the

" Arkansaw Traveler."

when

once rained,

it

shiftlessness of

the

Truly, this was one of those days

how

there could be observed very readily,

ness of a soldier cropped

out

;

for, as

the careless-

we looked

out from

our rude "dug-outs," and cast our eyes hither and thither,
upon the scene, we saw those, who when at leisure, were
usually shiftless and had, of course, not properly provided
for their

comfort in such predicaments,

shelter tents in the

cold and dampness surrounding them.
study. upon the shiftlessness of certain

we

under their

sitting

wet and mud, and shivering from the
creates indeed, a

It

humanity;

for,

while

them indeed, we could not better their present
condition and had to admit that it was but the reward of
pitied

all

their thoughtlessness as well

as

one cause

most of the

for

sickness.

While the rain kept up we were penned
afforded many,

who were

and

pastime of the soldier on such dull days

which proved

However, we

ourselves that

be out on picket duty in
fore envied not those

doing that duty.

that other favorite

—the

little

game of

be an important feature to-day.

to

flattered

which

enjoying comfortable quarters, the

privileges of reading, letter-writing,

cards,

in all day,

it

was not our turn

this disagreeable weather,

who had been

However,

detailed

and

for

to put in the time,

to

there-

and were

we worried

the cooks, whose duties were always arduous on such days

and, therefore,
in a

somewhat

it

was not

surly

to

mood

;

be wondered
but,

at,

that they were

having an ample supply of

exhibiting comparwhich were often heightened and en-

wood on hand, they were soon again
atively

good

spirits,

by the addition of alcoholic ones when chances
As there was no duty for us, nor dress-parade toafforded.
day, we partook very heartily of the suppers provided, and

livened
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afterwards retired to rest for the night, as comfortably as
possible

under the circumstances.
Sunday-Morning Inspection

— Divine

Service.

—A

more agreeable state of
the weather greeted us this morning as we were aroused, and
one, too, that was decidedly more healthy; for, a heavy
So, gladly and eagerly, we
frost had fallen around us.
gathered around the freshly lit camp-fires in company street
Sunday, January

for the purpose of

ii, 1863.

drying our clothing, yet

damp from

yes-

terday's rainy spell, as well as to dispel the chills thereby

However, as day advanced, it became milder,
Old Sol
had crept out to cheer
warmer and clearer, for
It was
up, whereupon all hailed his appearance with joy.
occasioned.

'

'

'

then 10

when

a. M.,

'

the respective companies were ordered

out for the usual Sunday-morning inspection, which, on this
occasion, included the condition of the knapsacks, as well as

men, for general marching trim, and proved satisfactory.
There being no extra duty to-day, we were afforded a stroll

the

about
ciated

camp
;

this afternoon,

for, as

camp we were
the

New

we

entertained with the reading of a chapter from

Testament, as well as an exhortation thereupon, by

Chaplain Kirke, for a time

—

at least, until several

members

end had, apparently, exhibited some feeling
the proper moral effects occasioned thereby, when all

from the
as to

which was enjoyed and appre-

arrived at the right post of Regimental

left

returned to quarters in time for dress-parade, which was of
short duration.

To

larder afforded,

and

supper upon the rarest and best that our
to rest

for the night,

ended the events

of the day.

Another Comrade Dkad

Monday, January
finely, the

mud and
fort.

— General

Policing of Camp, etc.

—

12, i86;v
This morning opened
weather being clear and warm, drying up the

dampness, and adding much to our general com-

After ;ittending sick call, guard-mount, etc., the res-

;
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companies of the Regiment,

fit

for duty,

were

or-

dered out for the purpose of cleaning and policing of camp.

Again the Regiment received information of sorrowful nature
that of the entry of death among its ranks removing therefrom Private Joseph T. Windle, of Company E, who ex-

—

C,

pired at Washington, D.

January 9th, in convalescent

hospital.

THE BIVOUAC OF THE DEAD.
The muffled drum's sad roll has
The soldier's last tattoo

beat,

;

No

more, on life's parade, shall meet
That brave and fallen few.
On Fame's eternal camping ground

Their silent tents are spread;

And

glory guards, with solemn round,

The bivouac

No rumor of

of the dead.

the foe's advance

Now swells upon the
No troubled thought at
Of loved ones

No

;

midnight haunts,

behind;

vision of the morrow's strife

The

No

left

wind

warrior's

dream alarms

braying horn, or screaming

At dawn

fife.

shall call to arms.

Rest on, embalmed and sainted dead,

Dear

No

as the blood

ye gave

!

impious footstep here shall tread

The herbage of the grave
Nor shall your glory be forgot
;

While Fame her record keeps,
Or Honor points the hallowed spot
Where Valor proudly sleeps.

Yon marbled

minstrel's voiceless stone,

In deathless song shall

tell,

When many

a vanquished year hath flown,
The story how he fell
Nor wreck, nor change, nor winter's blight,

Nor Time's remorseless doom,
Can dim one ray of holy light
That

The

carrying of

gilds

all dirt

the general clearing of
in full progress

—

your glorious tomb.

and rubbish

company

to the rear, as Avell as

streets

and camp, was next

in other words, "putting

their houses in
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order," for unforeseen events. Next, in order, was the parade-

ground, a long, level plain, facing or fronting along the
Brigade headquarters, which, too, was to be policed
fore, the entire

force of the three regiments

Brigade was actively

;

there-

composing our

work, cutting away the underbrush

at

and conveying the same

to out-of-way places, so that the

facilities and prove more adaptand other intricate manoeuvres at
remote ends, as well as through and over the plain in general.
Thus we were engaged until night-fall, when, indeed, our
general camp, with its surroundings, then presented a most
inviting and highly improved appearance
insomuch, that
it was no less a source of gratification to those who had the
duty of thus arranging the same, as it had been one which
received the highest commendation of the superior officers
throughout our Division, and its chief merit was derived
from the fact, that it would, in a high degree, add to and
promote a more satisfactory condition of health throughout

ground would afford greater
able for special wheeling

—

the camp.

Favorable Weather

— No

Special Duty.

—

Tuesday, January 13, 1863. The weather continued
and afforded favorable opportunity for company drills,
which were the orders for the morning hours, and in which
fine,

all

engaged with zeal and delight,

ing the balance of the forenoon
the usual

for
all

an hour or two. Dur-

were

pleasures, pastimes, etc., to be

were freely indulged.

at leisure,

had

at

when

such times

For the afternoon, there being no

extra or special duty, passes were obtained, which, of course,
the boys highly appreciated
to friends

and

relatives in

and used

for the

purpose of

visits

neighboring camps, as well as in-

spection thereof, with a view to mutual profit, advantage and

improvement thereby, and thus ended the day without any
other interesting event to record.

1
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— Impos-

Wednesday, January
The hours

of leisure, which the boys were so

Improvements of Bunks Preparations for Paymaster
ing Structure Blown in by the Wind.

fine to-day.

14, 1863.

—The weather was

still

had the privilege of enjoying, within the
for their
past day or two, had been used to good purpose
bunks had been overhauled and vastly improved, both as
regards health and comfort
by the addition of logs, in such
fortunate to have

;

—

manner

as to

give

more height

to the quarters, afford freer

and elevate the bunks of the men

—

thus making
more cosy and neat in appearance. Our appreadmiration and reflections upon the well-done serv-

ventilation,

the quarters
ciation,
ice

rendered during these leisure hours, however, were sud-

rumor became current that the paymaster was coming therefore, the making out of the necessary pay-rolls became the order the day
a matter in which
So, reall were to some degree, more or less interested.
denly cut short

;

for the
;

—

Company

pairing to

happened

K

to find other

headquarters for the purpose,

work going on

—

we

that of the erection

of a novel, imposing sort of a structure for the special con-

venience and comfort of company

being executed by Captain

officers,

Duncan and

designed and then
Lieutenant Dor-

wart, which greatly incommoded us, affording scarcely
elbow-room in the proper preparation of the rolls.
However, by night-fall, we were enabled to complete them, when

we returned

to our

own

quarters with the satisfaction

and

gladness that our task was done.

In connection therewith an incident, or rather accident,
occurred during the night, worth relating, to the surprise
of our Captain and

2d Lieutenant, who had been busily

As above specified,
a novel and imposing structure was designed and erected,
which consisted of layers of stout logs, one upon another,

engaged

at

improving their quarters.

arranged in an oblong-square shape, and built about four
feet

high above the ground.

To

the top thereof were at-
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tached the respective shelter-tents of those
together, all of
attractive

;

officers,

buttoned

which progressed favorably and presented an

and inviting appearance.

structure was next in order

way
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The

finishing of

the

that of a board front with door-

lumber generally adapted

for such purposes

was out

of the question and not to be had, so the only material at

hand

for use

accumulated
cile

was that of cracker-box boards which had been
for

the purpose,

and

in a short time the

domi-

was completed, with the rudely-made door fastened on

by leather-hinges, and a strap-bolt serving for the latch.
However, the structure proved rather frail; for, just after
taps, and as they became comfortably ensconced therein, a
rude blast of wind struck the front, causing it to fall in upon
them, greatly to their chagrin and disappointment as well as
discomfort and inconvenience, which soon created a commotion thereabouts, ending in discussion and some criticism
upon the skill and mechanism of the builders that reflected
but little credit.
Those who had built more substantially,
with the view of combining health with comfort, rather than
ease with display, could not help but

sympathize with the

Captain and Lieutenant in their nocturnal dilemma of
constructing the ruins, as they

own

neat and cosy quarters for

quility.

drew themselves within
a night of real rest and

re-

their

tran-

Chapter

XVI.

Preparations for the Disastrous Mud-Campaign —Details for
Brigade Commissary Guard— Pledge Given— More Victims
!

to

Camp Fever

— Brigade

and Review
Marked Distinction for Commendable Appearance Awarded to Company K, by General
Whipple Important Rumors Current
Results of the Great Mud-March.
Inspection

—

—

—

Thursday, January

15, 1883;

—Day

did not appear so

auspiciously as yesterday, for the sky was overcast with

fleet-

and
winds prevailed. The first
morning hours were details for Brigade Commissary Guard, when Company K furnished four men, with
Sergeant Killian
who, in accordance therewith, for the
privilege, made promise of procuring a very essential and
ing clouds,

raw, chilling

duties of the

;

desirable article in

camp

Commissary Bourbon
the

men

;

at that

—and

—

that of a canteen of

presenting the same as a gift to

but, as this could only be obtained

Commissary headquarters

we concluded

strategy,

time

tent,

to await future

Company

K

calculations in their

The next

;

to

undertakings or apprisals,

duties were those of

clear

however, as the

had never been known

rather strongly on their promise

Brigade

developments before

exhibiting signs of pleasure or rejoicing

boys of

at

and then only by

make miswe relied

and wished them

success.

guard-mount and attention

to

which took up the early hours of the forenoon
too, it was learned that the Regiment had again
sustained the loss of two members by death
those of Corporal Henry Meeser and Private Daniel G. Book, of

sick-calls,

;

whereupon,

—

Company D, two

fellow-comrades

victims to the fearful

camp

fever

who had

which raged

to fall as other
at

Camp

Fal-
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expired yesterday at Regimental Hospital in

camp.

W

Just as these duties were over, Sergeant-Major

Buckius put

an appearance

in

"

company

at

H. H.

headquarters,

up arms and accoutrements
for Brigade inspection during the afternoon ;" whereupon,
at once, all became bustle and activity in camp.
Cleaning
respectively, with orders

to clean

up, surely, was the order of things in general
the cooks were early at their
for they, too,

had

fires

so, therefore,

;

preparing the early dinner,

to turn out, as

none but the

really sick

were excused.

At

and the Brigade was in
line, with Major-General Whipple and staff upon the paradeground; where, upon signal, regiment by regiment formed
2

o'clock

p.

M., all

was

clear,

open order, while the General and

into

his staff rode leisurely

along the front, as well as the rear, to the right of the

Next were received the commands

and

'
'

form

columns, by company

!

'
'

ceeded with credit

to all

Whipple,

as

the other officers in

tion over,

we were marched

also

pass in review, wherein
left

rule

—

— the

lines in

etc.,

off in

command.
Inspeccolumns by company to

Company K,

although the extreme

commendable

rank being as straight or direct as a

attracting not only the attention of the inspecting

reviewing

officers,

Whipple

his special

as well

as

by the

pro-

special satisfaction to General

of the Regiment, presented a splendid and

appearance

!"

which were obeyed

and executed, when the inspection of arms,

and

line.

— "close order, march

but also

receiving

and

from Major-General

marked recognition

in

raising of his chapeau,

gratifying smile

and

at

the

same

Franklin with words of praise in
our appearance, demeanor, and discipline ;* for,

time turning to Colonel
regard to

had been noted and remarked, that General Whipple had held the boys of
in high esteem ever since the better acquaintance formed through means
of close observance of their demeanor in the city of Fredericksburg, just a month
previous, and therefore it was a matter of great distinction to be thus specially complimented by the commanding officer of a division an unusual and very rare mark
of respect and recognition, in which any compahy could or would indulge extraordinary pride and gratilioal ion
*

It

Company K

—

—
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from review, we were again

dismissal

highly complimented by both Regimental as also

Company

officers.

A

was then provided and heartily
which a drizzling rain immediately began
howfall more heavily during the night

hastily prepared supper

partaken

of, after

and continued to
ever, as we had then provided against inundation, we

;

how

long or hard

rolled

rained,

into our blankets, caring

little

when we were about

enjoy the comforts of a dry berth

and a good

to

it

night's rest, meditatively with the poet's prayer
" Let angels guard us while we sleep—

At dawn of day
now have

Mortals

their time is

Rumors of a March
Friday, January 16, 1863.
find our

the

up

their watch to keep."

—A

Promise Kept.

—We awoke

morning

this

to

bunks surrounded by mud, mire, and water, with

weather,

though not so inclement,

yet

unfavorable.

which all closely
march were current in
and about camp not a pleasing and welcome state of circumstances by any means, when the condition of the roads
for a great march was taken into consideration.
But, to obey
Great

fires

were then

in general order, to

clung, while rumors of an important

—

orders,

was the

first

duty of the soldier, always

;

however,

we were soon gratified to find that, owing to the weather,
roads, etc., we were permitted to remain idle all day long,
with no duties to perform worthy of record.

up our notes

acknowledgment

for the day,

Before closing

is

due

to the fact

that Sergeant Killian, true to his promise, succeeded in pro-

curing the canteen of Commissary Bourbon, which was for-

warded and received,

and beneficially

as well as generously

whom

divided

among

need.

Without anything

those to

it

proved an

else of

event

article in

all

time of

retired for the

night.

Marching Orders Countermanded,

Saturday, January

17,

1863.

— Day

etc.

opened somewhat

1 2 2d
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brighter than for the past day or two, though the weather

was

still

At an early hour orders were received

unsettled.

from the Colonel
haversacks

all

;

:

"To

have three-days rations packed in

march

the sick, unable to

ten miles, to be

sent to the hospital in charge of the surgeons

of ammunition to be immediately
struck

;

notice "

to

—

furnished

pack up, and be ready

to

move

sixty

;

;

rounds

tents to

at a

be

moment's

in fact, everything indicative of a sudden, rough,

However, we

and important march.

awaiting the order to move, until

laid about in readiness,

o'clock,

5

p.

when we

m.,

were advised that marching orders had been countermanded
for twenty-four hours, with instructions to return into quarters.

After reconstructing bunks, quarters, etc.,
of a

good supper on

more turned in
cumstances and

beef,

for a night's repose,
in

and partaking

and hard-tack,

coffee,

all

once

amidst unfavorable

cir-

an unpleasant predicament.

The Usual Sunday-Morning
Sunday, January

18,

1863.

Inspection.

—We

were aroused

this

morning, to find the same condition of circumstances and

when we laid down on the previous
we were under marching orders. Our

uncertainty of things, as
night, except that

regular

Sunday-morning inspection, however, was observed
the remainder of the day was devoted to

usual, while

as

reading, letter-writing, etc., until dress-parade for the even

ing

"

;

after

which, orders "to march," were again delayed

for twenty-four hours, but to

No

keep

in readiness for a

other event to record, and thus

all retired

move."

for the night.

Regiment Still Under Marching Orders.

Monday, January
continued

unsettled,

further delayed.

19, 1863.

In order to put

exercise, the respective

us yet

weather

this

in the

morning
still

time, as well as for

companies of the Regiment were out

which closed with no event
under marching orders.

drilling for the day,

and leaving

—-The

and our marching orders were

to record,
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General Piatt Announces a Death-Blow to Rebellion.

Tuesday, January
promised a change

form Regiment

to

once

all

20, 1863.

—This day opened

at 12 m.,

Promptly

ments were in

line,

and

on parade-ground, whereupon

was surmise and anticipation

this order.

fine,

Orders were issued

for better weather.

at the

as to the

importance of

hour named the different

when General Piatt and

at

staff

regi-

appeared

upon the scene, forming the Brigade, etc., en masse, and
addressing them as to the great importance of the contemplated movement, indicating that the purpose of the same
was to be the death-blow to the rebellion, and entreating the

make a determined

different organizations to

stand with a

view to that end, whose remarks were greeted with cheer

upon cheer that made the welkin ring. Orders were then
issued and received, "to be in readiness to fall in again at
a moment's notice." About 4 p. m. rain commenced to fall,
which increased in severity until taps, and continued to pour

down during

the night.

Mud-March Begins

Wednesday, January

— Teams

Stuck

21, 1863.

in

—The heavy

previous night continued all morning.
issued

"to

in at

fall

were complied with
seat of

mud

knee-deep

—almost impassable.

drawn by

;

which

hour named, when the Regiment

off in the direction of the

engagement, with the roads

barely pull through

rain of the

Orders had been

12 m, in full marching trim,"

at the

immediately marched

the Mire.

proposed

full

of water and the

The

teams, also, could

although the ammunition wagons were

eight horses, or mules, yet progress was, indeed,

As we drudged along the roads became worse
wagons and artillery very soon sticking fast
in short, all manner of teams had at last become stuck in
and, as a consequence, we only made
the mud and mire
about three miles, whereupon the Regiment was turned off
from the road into a pine woods, wherein we camped for the

very slow.

and worse

;

the

—

;
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nearly dead with the fatigue occasioned by being

night,

under heavy marching trim, and carrying extra

rations, to-

gether with 60 to 80 rounds of ammunition, through such a

mass of

mud and bad

my gum

blanket in a furrow in the cornfield close to the pine

However,

state of weather.

woods already occupied, and then

nestled

my

therein, in wrappings, to secure a night of rest

cumstances,
all

cares

possible,

if

and

and was soon sound

troubles, while

spread

body

tired

under the

cir-

asleep, lost to

rained and snowed

it

I

night

all

long.

—

Miserable Situations and Disheartening Spectacle The N.
Gross Insults from the Rebels.
J. Lancers

—

—

Thursday, January 22, 1863. The Regiment was awakened this morning under a heavy fog, so dense that you could
not see an object 20 feet away from you, while a drizzling
rain was yet falling, making all about us miserably uncomfortable, with the fog very slowly dispelling.
To convey
some idea of our disagreeable, uncomfortable, and miserable
situation, I will here relate my experience, which was but one

of the

many

movement.

other sad plights occasioned by this projected
I

had anticipated

to

a manner, regaled or refreshed

have a feeling of being, in

when

having selected sloping ground for

had found
within

my

its

way upon

wraps, so that

my

the top of

my gum

;

blanket and

had become soaking wet, and so

I

and along the back of the body

chilled through the system
as to

came but,
bunk, the snow water
daylight

cause so great a shivering that

my

teeth

chattered

together until fears were entertained of losing them.
ever, ever ready for emergencies,

whereupon, hugging them

closely,

we soon had fires
all those who were

Howbuilt

;

in like

unpleasant plights were in a short time dried out, and their
conditions rendered more comfortable and agreeable.

As the fog dispelled, and
troops pouring in from

stream as

it

all

it

became

clearer,

directions, the

mud

we saw other
running

in

a

were, with the pontoon-boat teams, as well as

-
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_

-

_

-

_
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sticking fast all around us,

while stragglers were coming in from

all

sides

—presenting a
—

though awful and uninviting, yet impressive one
beyond a perfect description on our part.
Indeed, there
was certainly no longer any semblance of organization, for
everything movable seemed to move according to its own
As the day waned on, orderlies and
volition or desire.
couriers were plodding their way along to and from the
front
attempts were next made, by double-teaming, to pull
the light artillery and pontoon-boat teams through the miry
mass of mud which had then accumulated, but all in vain
and without success.
Next, we had a more sickening and disheartening spectacle
before us
that of the light artillery and pontoon-boat teams
sight,

;

—

Army
many as

being dragged along through the straggling, struggling
of the Potomac, which required the hitching of as

while rain

wagon to force it through
and sleet set in and con-

tinued for the rest of the day.

So discouraged were the

eighteen horses to a single gun or
the

muddy

streams,

beweighted, straggling

New

from

Jersey,

with

steeds

infantry, that, as

Rush's Lancers,

rode along on their gayly caparisoned

pomposity

—

their

long spears glistening and

adorned with the red tri-cornered flannel pennants
were greeted with incessant and universal

"Did

you ever see a Johnny?"

enough

to

"What
besides

"Were

slurs,

—-they

such as

you ever near

be shot at?" and "gobble, gobble, gobble!"

are you doing with that red rag

many

others,

on that stick?"

which so incensed the Lancers that they

swore, cursed, and almost frothed at the

mouth with

rage.

Next, we received from a passing courier the information
that the

advance of the army was ignominiously stuck in the
mire on the banks of the Rappahannock, almost

mud and

within pistol and rifle-range of

the

enemy on

the opposite

men, "Come
along" or "shall we come over and help you pull through?"
As we were then pushed toward the river folding, we he

side,

who were

continually shouting

to our

;

'
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held large placards posted by the
side,

Johnnies

'
'

'

on the other

'

bearing such insults as " Burnside stuck in the

mud

"
!

Why did you pick out such fine weather to come and see
us?" etc., etc.; whereupon many were the remarks of censure and condemnation against General Burnside from the
"

older soldiers or veterans as they passed along, besides the
many more, " Give us back our old commander "

shouts of

—our

Little

'
'

Mac

'
!

Thus, our situation remained until night arrived, which

found us

still

floundering, as

it

were, in the mire, with

misery and exposure, when

mud,

in the

ings

and

make

to

num-

caused by those days of

erous additions to the sick-rolls,

we again

laid

down

for the night,

the best of our unpleasant surround-

to seek relief in the

hope

that

to-morrow would

bring a change for the better.

Again at Camp Falmouth

— Death

of

Two More

Comrades.

—

Friday, January 23, 1863.
The Regiment arose this
to find the weather still cloudy and disagreeable.

morning

General Burnside seemed to have had enough of

his exper-

iment, for a change of base was next ordered, having been
forced upon

him by

ingly, all faces

the state of the elements;

so, accord-

were turned, and that tide of humanity was

new and

again on the return towards former camps to await
further developments.

Sadness, demoralization and disap-

pointment was depicted on every countenance, while such
a sight

—one

for

contemplation

Everything movable and

!

immovable was mud-bespattered and

in confusion

;

the ob-

servance of regulation, discipline, or the formation of proper
lines, or

keeping the roads were utterly out of the question

for again the troops constituted

but a struggling, straggling

mass of humanity wending their way back

where they arrived with somewhat
o'clock

p.

m.,

when

all

hands were

at

to

former camps,

lighter hearts

about 4

once busily engaged

in

putting up their shelter-tents.

Our former bunks

or dug-outs had

become

filled

with

;

12

mud

water and
got them
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during our terrible mud-march, but we soon

cleaned out, and instead spread them well with

and boughs of trees to lay down upon for the
night.
Fortunately, too, some found their ridge-poles and
uprights in statu quo, whereupon they lost no time to speak
of in readily becoming domiciled.
fresh grass

Sad announcements were next made
quarters
rals

of

Regimental head-

at

— those of the deaths of two other comrades, Corpo-

Adam Hunsecker

Company H.

The

of

Company

latter

camp, while the former died

C, and Jacob Coonley,

had expired during the day
just

two days previously

—

in

Janu-

ary 21st, 1863, while the Regiment was struggling through the

mud-march.

Preparations were then begun for as bountiful

a supper as our remnants of rations

would allow,

for the

teams had not yet arrived, and were not expected to come

day or two, especially if the weather did not clear
still had something in their larder, could
stand it yet awhile, and therefore dined somewhat more
ere a

however, our mess

After which

sumptuously than others.

newly provided quarters
they welcomed

for the night,

the opportunity for their

and were quickly wrapped
ing of

more

all

in the

turned into the

when, oh

!

how

gladly

much-needed

rest

arms of Morpheus, dream-

pleasant days to come.

Arrival of the Paymaster, Sutler, Gamblers,

Saturday, January
the clouds dispersed,

24, 1863.

when

great

— As

fires

day began

etc.

to

dawn

were started and kept

up for the drying of wet clothing. Next, a general cleaning
up of dirty clothes, rusty guns, and accoutrements were the
in fact, the entire camp was full of
orders for the forenoon
life and bustle, for Regimental inspection had been ordered

—

for the afternoon.

But, best event of all to note, the Pay-

master had arrived and was disbursing three-months pay to
the boys,

whereupon many were the vouchers

drawn

by our

off

sutler

that

from their pay, while also

were the devices resorted to with the view

of

were

many

capturing the
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The three-card-monte men, and

in circulation.

even the professional camp- following gamblers, had their

hands

full, for

Among

came up

the boys

others the

Army

vest with his stores for the

prepared

gin

like

lambs

to the slaughter.

Purveyor, too, reaped quite a har-

commissioned

officers,

and

brandy-peaches,

cock-tails,

comprising

smuggled

whiskey, besides other wares, and which sold at exorbitant
prices

—

in fact, with the Paymaster,

birds of prey, so that

money had
At

by

came a

host of so-called

many

a fool and his

night-fall

parted company.

Regiment formed line for inspection, which was speedily and readily conducted, which
redounded very creditably to the Regiment, proving the
same to be in excellent condition, considering the miserable
2 o'clock p. m. the

state of

circumstances of the previous days,

everything had been naught but

mud and

when all and
Of course,

rust.

the guns did not pass the proper regulation inspection, but

such as were in very bad condition were ordered to be put
in as

good trim

to quarters,

we

as possible

and

at once.

So, after returning

found that our teams had

come up

off the

march, when a requisition of fresh beef was drawn and
cooked, thus giving us a good supper, of which

After supper the boys formed around the camp-

with

zest.

fires,

when Company K's

camp with

partook

all

lively songs

end of
show that

glee club enlivened their

and merry-making

—

nothing could dampen their ardor, no matter

to

how

adverse

the surroundings and circumstances were or had been
the hour of taps

came around, and summoned them

—

until

to retire

for slumber.

Two Hundred and Twenty Men

—

Unfit for Duty.

Sunday, January 25, 1863. We awoke this morning to
find that it had rained during the night, thus again making
but, by the aid of our fires and
our camp damp and chilly
the clearing of the weather during the morning, we were
again in the usual and proper spirits. The usual and regular
;
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for Sunday mornings were next in
which several more guns were found unclean
and condemned by the Captains thereof, respectively, and
returned with the orders " to be put in proper condition,"
and sotto voce, "Orderly, see that he cleans his gun

inspections

order, during

properly,"

etc.

After partaking of dinner, strolls about the

camp were

in order, during which we were grieved to find,
more of the men were reported sick by the different
companies, but somewhat consoling was the fact to us, how-

that

ever, that

number

Company

at sixteen,

K stood

third lowest on the

list

with

its

while twenty-two was the average out of

number of 220 men reported unfit for regular duty.
The location of this camp near Falmouth had long since
been considered very unhealthy, and, owing to the woodland
being all cut away, had caused a demand for a change
thereof, which was strongly advocated by all.
During the
evening we had dress-parade, after which all turned in early
a total

to rest for the night.

CHAPTER

XVII.

Location of Camp Changed by Order of General Stoneman
Demolition of Huts, etc. Brigade Camp Formed as
Camp Franklin Diligent Work for New Huts
Rain-fall and Discomfort An Incident
Furnished by Smouldering Fire.

—

—

Monday, January

—

—

26, 1883.

—

—Morning

opened

fine

and

We were
morning duties until 10 o'clock, when all
the companies of the Regiment were ordered
to break
camp, pull stakes, and be ready to move at a moment's
;
notice " at the same time our entire Brigade was engaged
clear,

promising a pleasant and beautiful day.

occupied

at usual

' '

same pleasant enterprise, for such it proved to be. We
were advised that, by order of General Stoneman, at last,
glad tidings,
the location of our camp was to be changed
in the

—

indeed, to

all

The work

the boys.

of demolition therefore

went on among our former habitations,
appeared

one vast

until all rapidly dis-

—the scene of past joys and sorrows then becoming
scene of desolation — the
and places whereon
spots

we encamped looking
However,

all

we did not

as deserted as a country graveyard.

was not bare and desolate

despoil

—

that

;

there was one spot

which was dotted,

as

it

were, here

and there by the clay mounds that contained the remains of

who then slept the sleep that
rude mounds their final resting-

those poor, brave comrades,

—

knows no waking those
places, marked and recognized alone by
headboards

constructed of

cracker-box

the

slats,

improvised

which then

yet all about was surrounded with gloom,
which served to create reflections, though generally sad, yet
somewhat agreeable in reviving pleasant reminiscences of

greeted our sight

;

—
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mutually shared upon the

march, in camp, and around the bivouac-fire, with the medi-

how

tation of

such was the

sad to depart and leave them behind

life

—but

and career of the soldier-boy.

was mid-day when the entire Brigade, loaded down

It

like pack-mules,

tion of

was in

line

Stoneman Station

;

and marched

off in the direc-

we were moved about one mile

and halted on high ground,
surrounded by a dense pine forest, which furnished plenty
to the north-east of the station

wood and

of

formed

camp was

In short order, Brigade

water.

in right angular shape

—the

86th Regiment, N.

Y

V., and the 12 2d Regiment, P. V., occupying the northern

Y

angle, and the 124th Regiment, N.

—which was then named

eastern

V., occupying the

Camp Franklln,

of respect and honor to our gallant Colonel.
fall

many were

lofty

and

slabs,

abodes

were

—

stately places to

as

notched

had been cut up and

at the ends, to

numerous and varied

making

it

until

army

the sturdy strokes of the

when

new

for our

styles displayed

Thus

as the builders.

night-fall,

planks

split into

form timbers

which the

in the construction of

been engaged

Before night-

the noble pine trees that had yielded their

axes, while their trunks

and

mark

as a

all

a drizzling rain

very uncomfortable, for tents were not up

;

had
fell,

and

had been made, early in the evening, they then
had proved naught but smouldering embers. So, as the hour
for taps was at hand, all of the men were wrapped up in
blankets and other coverings, to keep as dry as possible under
withal, fires

the circumstances,

and

after the

hard day's work, upon the

timbers for the newly contrived huts, were

fast

asleep

and

enjoying partial repose.

Army

Boots Rendered Bootees

Tuesday, January
from

— Mail and

27, 1S63.

a refreshing sleep to find

—We

it still

Luxuries Received.

awoke

raining,

this morning
and myself to

be a victim of misfortune, which furnished an incident worth
relating.

Before retiring

last

night,

I

had removed

my

new,

;
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long-legged boots, (which

I had but recently received in a
box from home,) and had wrapped myself up in regular army

blanket, covering at the

same time with gum-blanket, and

placing the boots near the
so,

judge of

my

surprise

my

up and rubbing

my

fire,

my

with

feet next thereto

and mortincatiojvwhen,

eyes, the

first

sight presented

boots having been rendered bootees, as they

into

the

shriveled

smouldering embers of the

up

course, filling
situation, for

make

as to

it

it Necessary

fire

after sitting

was that of

had

fallen

and become

to lop off the legs

so

—of

me with/ no little degree of disgust at the
was Qrie not by any means suited to my choice

or taste.

The

rain

of the previous night continued

morning, and in

day; nevertheless, the new camp

fact all

presented/- an unusual

amount of

been engaged in building
forest of yesterday

during the

activity, for

every one had

huts, felling trees, etc.

Our dense

then gave decided evidences of rapid

diminution, with further progress in that direction, with each
successive night to

come,

for our quarters

had not

yet

been

Quite a large mail had also arrived for the

completed.

Regiment during the day, bringing news from home and
Sergeant Schaum, of our mess, too, received a
friends.
large box filled with luxuries from home, such as roast-turkey
stuffed, elegant

home-made bread,

cakes, apple-butter, butter,

cottage cheese, etc., in the edible line of diet, besides other
articles for the

Of

comfort of the soldier in camp or on the

course, these luxuries, besides onions, dried fruits,

field.

and

other articles of equally high appreciation, were not to be

sneezed at and were liberally shared, insomuch that
in a

manner

relish,

'
'

fit

only for lords,

'
'

we dined

sumptuously and with keen

occasioned by our laborious and incessant work upon

the huts.

After which the labor of completing the

was again in progress, until night was ushered in

;

huts

when,

with a royal supper from the best that our then diminishing larder could
repose

for the

provide,

we quickly sought and found
new habitations, and to

night within our

I22d Regiment Pom' a
dream of

frierds,

our

at

etc.,
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own

Lancaster County

old

homes.

— Details

Another Long-Legged Boot Incident

Wednesday, January

28, 1863.

—The weather

Company
also

that

occurred,

K's Quartermaster,

door," so to speak;
covered a

fine,

for,

new

morn-

is

worth relating.

Sergeant Dexter White, had

been the recipient of a big box

home, when "his smile was

this

During the morning

ing indicated a general clearing up.

hours another incident

for Duty.

as

bland and

among

pair of

o.f

good things from
broad as a barn-

as

the contents\he also dis=

longdegged

boots,"

which he

immediately pulled on and strutted about therein, with pecuBut, it seemed that, through
liar gratification and pride.
some unforeseen power, it was predestined, we of the infantry

were not to enjoy the use of these
boots

;

White had

for Sergeant

fine,

long-legged cavalry

not had them on his feet an

hour, when, in the act of cutting a log for his hut, the axe

glanced

off

making

quite

and cut through the new boot* into the foot,
a serious and painful wound, as well as destroy-

it

ing the boot.

Camp
a

duties, since our arrival here,

manner suspended,

Buckius brought a

—

one of four

;

and

for details

list

men and
that of

morning, and two

far

been

in

when Sergeant-Major
from Company K for duty

until this evening,

a Corporal for Brigade headquarters;

John F Wiley,

another of one man, Private
Hospital

had thus

two

men

for the Pioneer

for Division

Corps

in the

for brigade teamsters, consisting of

Ed-

ward Bookmyer and William Drepperd for the Pioneer
Corps, and George Clinton and Jacob Hill for teamsters,
after

which

all

turned in early for

rest

and slumber.

—

Regular Routine of (.'ami' Duties Cosy, Comfortable, and
Convenient Habitation Erected.

Thursday, Janmiary
fine

and

29,

1863.

clear this morning.

— The

The

weather was again

details

were made and

Camp and
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an early hour, thus aga'n reducing our

much to the dissatisfaction of the balance of the
Company. The Regiment then received orders to make

active roll,

'

'

draw three-days rations, and
picket."
So, by way of preon
Brigade
go
be ready to
paring for our trip on the morrow, the day was spent in
cleaning up camp, removing stumps and rubbish to the rear
of camp, when by night-fall everything presented a brighter
and more orderly appearance.
out requisitions for clothing, to

Here,

it

will not

brief sketch of our

be amiss to provide our readers with a

own

place,

we dug

and which,

could hardly be excelled.

for style with comfort,
first

habitation, then finished,

In the

out a hole in the ground about 10 feet

long by nearly 6 feet wide, and 18 inches deep.

Over and

we

erected a hut four feet high, composed of
making a doorway, or rather sort of creephole, in the gable ends, and plastering the holes and cracks
We next put up a ridge-pole, over
with mud and grass.
which we stretched our shelter-tents, to the height of about
three feet above the walls, thus giving ample pitch and formafter this work we scooped
ing a neatly-proportioned hut

about

this

notched

slabs,

;

out a tunnel, four feet long, through the ground, with an

opening on the surface

;

whereupon, through the acquisition

of four mess-pork barrels and the addition of a stout sapling

we were soon provided with an excellent
flue or chimney, and then making the mouth of the oven,
thus formed, wide and spacious, we were afforded a fine fireto brace the same,

and convenient abode, as
and trouble for it was not the

hearth, as well as very comfortable
it

were, for our labor, efforts

work of one day
to us

;

alone, but that of the leisure hours allotted

during several days.

Our mess consisted of three youths, Sergeant Henry
Schaum, Private William Gompf, and the writer so, therefore, in order to establish a mess on business principles, it
;

became necessary
to

to divide the duties,

when

it fell

to

my

lot

be caterer, whilst the duties of bringing water, wood, and

I22d Regiment Penn'a
rations devolved
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upon the other two; when, with the

on

"smoothly

as

Our bunks

as a marriage-bell."

ex-

moved

ception of an occasional growl or flare-up, matters

for the

night also possessed accommodations which were not to be

sneezed
rollers,

or despised

at,

for,

;

having neither casters nor

they were rather a sort of permanent fixture, being

constructed of forked poles, driven into the ground, so as to

form a square, with each fork about one foot apart and
directly opposite to each other.

good

Upon

these poles

we

laid

stout saplings, cross-wise, to serve the purpose or stead

upon them we spread
boughs and twigs of the cedar and pine, over which we
arranged our gum and woolen blankets for more downy
of a good

springy mattress

then

;

bedding, our knapsacks for pillows, while the residue of
blankets and overcoats served the purpose of "comforts,"

when, kind reader, we considered ourselves truly happy and
blessed as

we

lin, with

mouth.

that

In

a spectacle

we were

forced

to

of our cosy quarters presented

fact, the interior

which was a marvel of neatness and order

there

was a

in

proper place, besides a

its

Camp Frankendure at Camp Fal-

contrasted our situation then at

suitable place

ness as the sure promoter of

good

for

and everything

for everything
strict

;

observance of cleanli-

However,

health.

this

was but a part of the discipline adopted and carried out

by our mess.
So, after the enjoyment of usual evening meal,

had shed her sombre hue upon and around

and night

us, all,

of the incessant work in and about camp, sought

wearied
rest

and

quietude within their then complete and comfortable habitations, to

dream of what was next

had everything

order,

in

in store

;

for,

just

as

we

with our situation pleasant and

"something
had been cooked up for us at Washington," where our Generals had been in council, and whence tliev had just returned
comfortable, rumors were

floating about

that

;

in

other words, a

So,

let

it

come, "

mow
it

was anticipated,

lint

was our duty to obey

what cared we!
"

!

seemed

to

be

"
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the only consoling thought which reigned within every breast
as they laid

down

to sleep.

Brigade-Picket-Day

Friday,

— Guard

—

Detail Visit to Premises of
Farmer Honey.

January

1863.

30,

—At

morning, we were aroused to find

Camp Franklin, owing

to the

Picket-Day," whereupon

all

and

fact that

it

this

activity in

was "Brigade-

company cooks were

at their

briskly engaged at finishing their cooking of three-days

fires

rations of pork
call

the

an early hour,

all bustle

and beef

for the expedition, while

the sick-

:

" Come, and get your quinine,
Come, and get your pills

—

never before so familar and observant as then
a few hours earlier than usual,

when

of the sick, were seen hastily

coming

—was sounded

the Sergeants, in charge
in

their respective quotas to report as unfit

from

sides with

all

Such

for duty.

as

had been excused by the Doctors or Surgeons were assigned
the charge of camp during our temporary absence on the

main

picket-line.

At 8 o'clock sharp, breakfast was over, when we were
formed into company lines, and each man was furnished
with three-days rations, consisting of coffee, sugar, pork,

beef and hard tack, after which followed the call from the

drum

corps to form regiments on parade-ground.

sponded

to in short order,

when we were moved

gade rendezvous, where one regiment

on the ground and formed into
eral

Worthington,

line.

It

off

was

re-

to Bri-

after the other arrived

Acting Adjutant-Gen-

of General Piatt's

staff,

then inspected

the line for the purpose of ascertaining the numerical strength

of the entire detail, which he quickly perceived and reported
to

who promptly put in his appearance and
know the cause of several of the regiments
Immesparsely represented, in point of numbers.

General Piatt,

demanded
being so

diately the

to

non-commissioned

officers

were despatched

for

;

I22d Regiment Penn'a
camp

to

men who

hurry along any of the
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could be found

therein that were attempting to shirk picket-duty,

which

re-

number out on the line; whereupon the Brigade, in short order, was marched off westward ly
thence, by a
to the north, to and on the Hartwood road
detour west by south, to the Rappahannock, and soon arrived
sulted in bringing quite a

;

behind the

at picket-station

Irish

river hills,

where we relieved the

Brigade of the 2d Division of our 3d Corps.

what a

relief

was

it

comrades, at

and warm

forth so bright

ground, making

muddy

to all

weary march

tination after our

it

;

And, oh

!

last,

to reach our des-

for the sun

had been shining

draw the

as to

out of the

frost

very tedious to drag through the tough,

and almost pulling our shoes from our feet
so, when the halt was called, all gladly and readily dropped
down upon the sward and laid back upon their knapsacks to
roads,

snatch a few minutes rest; but
disturbed, as

its

enjoyment was quickly

we were again aroused and moved on

lieve our part of the picket-line, while the

picket-station,

the

main

fires to

line.

returned to

rest

which was located on low ground
All the

cook a cup of

men

then

to re-

in rear of

work at building
serve some comfort

to

fell

coffee, as well as to

for the night's bivouac.

The

left

and the

of our line extended

station of

Rock Run,

Company

K

down

to the river's edge,

was fixed

at the intersection

above Falmouth,)
upon the premises of a farmer named Honey. The male porof

(a small stream several miles

tion of the household were all absent, except

who had been

left to

attend to the wants of

'
'

one old darkey,
the missus

'

'

dur-

ing the voluntary or involuntary (as the case might be) absence

of " the massa."

had been ordered

For the protection of the ladies a guard
to

be stationed about the house

—a pleasant

Virginia homestead, with barn and outbuildings complete

whereupon,

it

fell

to the lot of

Company

K

;

to furnish the

There was (lien detailed, accordingly, orporal d.
Smith and Privates CiKouck VVai.i.kk, John Wkiih.k,
T.wi.or Waltz, and Henry Vounc, for that important duty.

guard.
\Y

(
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the pleasure of being invited and spending part of

their time in the house, partaking of the hospitalities offered

by

the ladies, which consisted of such luxuries as fine Vir-

Well, this was rather good

and apple-pie.

ginia corn-bread

information for us

we made a

therefore,

;

visit to

where we found the old lady

sion at once,

rocking chair busily occupied

at

the

man-

sitting in

her

needle-work, and soon en-

gaged her in conversation. She informed us (confidentially)
that " the males of the household were just across the river
in the

Southern army, and that close by her lived a neighbor,

a cripple,

who had

a bad reputation,

owned a

pair of black

ponies and a wagon, which he kept hidden in a woods some

and

same he was in the habit of
which was very suspiShe
cious," at the same time enjoining upon us secrecy.
also told us that a former guard had committed a theft, by
getting into her sleeping room, going to her bureau, and
distance

off,

that with the

carrying on a clandestine

stealing

some valuable family

we should

that

business,

'
'

keep good

plate, etc.;

and

men on guard

also entreated
at her

house

during our turn," which we promised her, of course, and in

good hot supper at her table.
and thanking her
kindly, we presented her with some salt and ground coffee
which proved very acceptable to her. We then returned to
reserve station, feeling much improved and delighted with
return was rewarded with a

After

partaking

our

and after attending to the proper
upon our bunks of greens.

right

heartily thereof,

visit,

at rest

Picket-Line

— Rappahannock

Fordable

— Rebel

Duty for Building a
Saturday, January
promising
still

;

found us

premises of

31, 1863.

details

were soon

— Extra

Sheet

Fire.

—Day

dawned

rather un-

for the atmosphere was raw and chilling, as
at

it

duty on the main picket-line, and about the

clever,

good-natured

sweet, delicious a mime, that was

Farmer Honey

— how

!

Well, as stated before, our picket-line, extending to the

i22d Regiment Penn'a
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edge of the Rappahannock, very near

to

junction with

its

Rock Run, soon provided us with the knowledge,
sentinels, that the Rappahannock at this point was
)

although very rocky and uneven in the grade

209

;

(as trusty

fordable,

however, we

"the Johnnies" (as they were
familiarly termed) were in full possession and occupation of
the opposite banks, a description of which will be proper

managed

to

and perhaps

The

that

interesting.

opposite banks were there skirted by a woodland, yet

somewhat
at this

ascertain,

bare, extending almost to the river's edge, which,

time

—mid-winter,

indeed

—when

the earth was cov-

ered with dry, brown, and gray leaves, and the "butternut
suits" of our foes presented so exact a counterpart in color

with the surroundings and situation, that they were decidedly

synonyms, causing us great

difficulty to

even discern a rebel

any considerable distance ; for it was only when he
moved about through the open vacant spaces of the woodThese banks,
land that we could be sure that he was there
vidette at

!

had a steep descent, varying from 100 to 150 feet to
their summits, densely covered with woodland, towards the

too,

west

was

so that, through the

;

far

more

means of

this greater darkness,

difficult to distinguish the

enemy's

it

videttes, while

they had the advantage of more readily perceiving those on

our picket-lines.

However, as the positions of videttes on picket along the
Rappahannock during that time, when both armies were in
winter quarters, were not quite so hazardous as they would
have been at any other time, the opportunity was afforded to
some of the parties to become more neighborly, especially
when agreeable meetings could be had for exchanges to mutual benefit and advantage.
For instance, to-day, one of our
brave boys met a " Johnny " on the half-way in the river,
making the very desirable exchanges of coffee for tobacco,
and newspaper for newspaper. It was then that we were
afforded the pleasure for the
that

famous rebel

sheet,

first

time, of seeing a copy of

The Richmond Whig, which was

Camp and
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size of a 1 2 by 14
window-pane of glass; and, if its dingy and depressing
appearance would warrant the judgment that it merely reflected the deplorable situation of affairs, then it was but a

only a brown sheet of paper, about the

fair

the real and general condition of the

illustration of

Southern Confederacy

at that

moment

—when,

too, the con-

dition of the poor rebel soldier was taken into consideration,
as his lot just then

was one not to be envied

and hungry, with his
and as a rule
be wondered at) withal content.
'

lean, lank,

'

well able to be out,"
(to

Now,
grow

found egress

when some

toes,

knees and elbows

and unkempt,

'
'

yet

began to snow and

it

of our boys from reserve station

to the out-house

folks of the plantation,

hospitality of

he looked

dirty

then, as evening approached

colder,

for,

;

occupied by the old colored

where they were happily enjoying the

Uncle Mose and Aunty,

'

'

to

whom

they had

presented some coffee, and which she was busily cooking for

them

—the fumes of

as well as the

aroma

which pervaded the atmosphere without

house within, throwing out so real a home-like

as to attract the attention of Lieutenant

Springer who

was just passing that way, insomuch that he stepped in also
and partook of a cup of this coffee-royal. These comforts,
however, were soon rudely cut short, for we were ordered
off the

premises to our reserve station on the picket-line, with

night upon us and snowing in good earnest.
All

moved along

in

its

usual order around reserve station,

about 9 o'clock, when advices were .received by Captain Duncan that a fire was burning on the main line of our
until

Accordingly, Sergeant Sprenger, with four
men, were detailed to investigate and report whereupon, as
they sauntered out upon the venture through the raging snowstorm
"the wind blowing a perfect gale," with the snow

picket-detail.

;

—

fleeting in

such

drifts as to

— challenged,

almost blind

us, as

we trudged

by the watchful sentinels for the proper countersign, "Saratoga," we eventually
arrived at the point of the fire, which had greatly increased
along

too, at every post

1 2 2d
in

extent.

It

Peniia
Regiment
\i

proved to be

at the

Mullen, of Company K, who had
hollow

tree,

wind gave
trol it;

it
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post of

Private

Henry

started the fire in an old,

with a view to obtain some comfort,

when

the

such headway that he was utterly unable to con-

however, through the aid of the snow gathered, and

a few stout sticks,

we returned

we quickly had

the

to headquarters to report.

ceived and acted upon, with Private

fire

quenched, when

After report was re-

Mullen

assigned to

extra duty for his disobedience of orders, we, wearied from

the night's labor, duties, and sauntering, sought such rest and

repose as was needed and could be had upon the bare sward,

underneath our cedar-bough huts, with only rudely,
gathered bundles of spruce twigs for our bunks.

hastily-

Chapter
Snow Disappeared

XVIII.

— Bad

—

Night on Picket-Line Court-Martial
Shot Relief by First
Division Rough March on the Return to
Camp Exterminating the Grayback.

— Escape from Being

Avoided

—

—
—

—

Sunday, February i, 1863. Day again appeared bright
and clear, the sun having been up very early, besides the
snow disappearing as rapidly and suddenly as it came. The
boys about reserve station quickly reported that they had had
a very bad night of it on the picket-line, with various and
sundry experiences.
As hereinbefore related, " Dutchy
Mullen was detected in direct violation of orders, by
'

'

having started a

fire

on the main

rigid court-martial only

tain

and

others.

line, for

which he escaped

through the interposition of the Cap-

Another narrow and fortunate escape with

was that of John Weidle, whose post on picket was next
beyond that of Andrew Shay, who reported that Weidle
came sauntering through the cedar underbrush toward his
Weidle appost, whereupon he called to Weidle to halt
life

;

peared to be reckless

—indeed,

and nevertheless continued

was altogether incognito

to advance, then

seemingly, of the repeated challenge,
his gun, again called halt,
as

he was about to

fire.

more

when Shay then

which Weidle did

Weidle then

—

heedless,
raised

just in time,

stated that he

was so

uncomfortable and rather lonesome upon his post below, that

he determined upon coming

to see

Shay, when he then ob-

served that this piece of indiscretion nearly cost

him

So on, could many other incidents be related

;

his

life.

but, being

too numerous, as well as not exhibiting quite so risky situations or so fortunate escapades

we

will not specify

them.

from death and punishment,

;

1 2 2d
It

was

Regiment Penn'a
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about mid-day when our

just

then proved to be those boys

relief arrived

who wore

the red

way, when

it

became necessary

to bridge

;

were soon

mud and

numerous small streams

frequently, as they were too

—which

badges and

We

belonged to the First Division of our Corps.
en route for camp, but again through the
besides, there were
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to cross

slush

on our

them very
jump across or

for us to get into

much

swollen to

but, withal these hinderances,

we were

the

first

camp, and in a manner to astonish the best known
and most famous pedestrians as well as to wager largely, that,
although it was the rear of the Regiment, Company K
to reach

.would, nevertheless, be the

promptly, and
fatigue of

this

all

first

also in

camp

muddy march,

all

—

so they were,

and owing

in perspiration, too,

to

the

were next engaged in the

change of underclothing and vigorous search

for our other

enemy, the grayback, which was exterminated as speedily as
it was discovered
after which our regular evening meal,
;

consisting of coffee, pork,
heartily partaken of,

and hard-tack, was eagerly and

when we soon

with the unanimous exclamation

come

this

hour of repose

nestled

down

for rest,

Oh, how glad, how wel-

:

!

Detailed for Wood-Cutting

— Incidents

of Camp Sports.

—Day again dawned
and favorably
yesterday.
The
of the
morning hours —guard-mount and
—were next duly
Monday, February

piciously

2,

1863.

as aus-

as

first

duties

sick-call

attended to by those in charge of the same while the balance
of the Regiment was detailed to the
take
to

all

axes at

hand and cut wood

forests,

for the

be hauled by the Regimental teams."

about half the day, showed that

with orders " to

cooks

—the same

Absence from camp,

sufficient

had been cut by

company to last quite a time for the purpose desired,
and, as we gazed upon the piles stacked about the respective
cook-quarters, we plainly perceived and observed that our

every

forests

were

fast

disappearing in extent and from view.

In the afternoon

camp

sports were the orders of the day,
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army blanket was brought

the

ing up the boys into the
so long as

it

went well

into requisition for toss-

amusement

air,

which was very

for

Massey Campbell soon

;

fine

yelled

enough of that game, when the blanket slipped
from the hands, and Massey got a rather harder bump
there was

Another was that of a
Lewis Finefrock and William Shay, of
Company K, the latter of whom wore No. 1 1 brogans and
boasted that he could roll out dough enough upon the soles
of his shoes to make a mess of slap-jacks, which proved
really amusing.
Finefrock having offered to match him,
than was intended or he expected.
contest between

or else forfeit his position as captain of the cook's shanty,

Billy

how

Shay undertook

the task and

big a soul he was himself.

succeeded

—

to

show

However, the day having

been well observed, we received our customary

details for

Commissary guard, etc., which being as promptly accepted
as they were announced, in order as they came upon the
roll-books,

we quickly turned

in for another night's repose.

A Cold Nor'-wester Causes Discomfort.
Tuesday, February
at

3,

1863.

— The Regiment was aroused

a very early hour this morning, because a cold nor'-wester

had

visited us directly after yester midnight,

fiercely as to

compel

comfort, and around which
several hours, as

The day

and raged

so

us to crawl out at once, build fires for

we found

we gladly and
the

closely clung for

wind raw and

biting cold.

passed without any special event to record, except

the arrival of a good, heavy Regimental mail, the distribution

of which served to gladden the hearts of those
to be the lucky recipients of
sives

from fond

relatives

and

welcome and

home. After
was sought at an early

true friends at

the usual routine of rations, etc., rest

hour

who proved

interesting mis-

for the night.

Stroll to Camp Falmouth and Reflections.

Wednesday,* February

4,

1863.

—To-day

the weather

1

2 2d Regiment
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was somewhat milder, but withal unpleasant.

no
a
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As there were
comrade

special duties in order for to-day, together with a

stroll

was made toward Falmouth

Upon

camp.
village,

—

the site of our previous

now

entering this ancient, but

we found

dilapidated

guarded and occupied by a portion of

it

General Pleasanton's cavalry forces

which, indeed,

;

af-

forded quite a different and peculiar aspect of

affairs to that

when we were

there, a short

which existed or presented

itself

time before the siege of Fredericksburg,
distance below and

One

nock.

fact that

on the opposite

we did not
in a small

find so

many Jew
;

fakirs

We

etc.,

sutlers,

pondered and contrasted
that,

articles of

and naturally observed

comfort,

After a

through and about the town, we returned to
just in

all

that they must,

hard one.

too, find their lot, sometimes, a rather

Franklin,

this

when we, upon

out of tobacco, and

seemingly in need of other desirable
conveniences,

occupying the

only the army

an important emissary with

the march, were short of funds,

stroll

Rappahan-

way, seemed to hold out, though under

adverse circumstances.
situation of

being but a short

of the unpleasant sights then was obviated by the

houses, to ply their nefarious trades

and then

it

side of the

Camp

Parade was quickly

time for dress-parade.

when the usual routine of necessary business was transacted, when all again turned in for the night, fully satisfied
over,

with the sights and events of the day.

Major-General D.

E. Sickles to

Thursday, February

5,

1863.

Command Third

Corps.

— Morning was ushered

in

with the accompaniment of a slight snow-storm, which soon

day long, rendering the
for we
weather rather unpleasant out of doors, so to speak
turned to rain and continued

all

;

(that

is

our mess) were snugly ensconced in our comfortable,

commodious

house, as

it

were, the description of which has

already been given in a previous chapter
not a care or a thought.

what

shiftless

Many

and therefore not

—and therefore had

others, though, being

so well

provided

some-

for,

then

Camp and
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discomforts, perceived

their negligence,

misfortune following

the

and thought the condition of

sadly

affairs

and decidedly disagreeable.

The most note-worthy

—was that
Corps — " The

event of the day

of the

information of the assignment of General Daniel E.

official

Sickles to the

Third

!"

ready

won

command

our

of

His appointment was well-received

for

Noble

he had

the reputation of being a gallant General,

al-

and

therefore possessed the confidence of the troops comprising

our Corps.

The

usual occupations, enjoyments, etc., to be

bunks in such a

state

of weather, such as letter-writing, sing-

were the orders of

ing, relating experiences, incidents, etc.,

business for the day, in a general way,

Knowing,

that

full-well,

among

view of a heavy, wearisome,

turned in early for the purpose of obtain-

ing a refreshing slumber and our

much needed

—

Brief Record of
Camp and Field Life.

Lost Section of Diary

Friday, February
having

lost

the boys.

was our turn, again, on the

it

picket-line, with all prospects in

muddy march, we

had within

6,

a portion of

1863.

my

—Owing

rest.

Incidents, Events,

to the misfortune of

diary, the usual daily account of

weather, special duties, etc., between this date and that of

February 25th, both days inclusive, must consequently be
omitted.

Therefore, too, our readers will have to be con-

tent with the necessarily brief
as well as

mere

mention of but one incident,

allusions to events, that transpired during

that interval of the Regiment's service.

The snow-ball

which occurred between the right and
Regiment, and which contributed so greatly

and

jollification of those therein

left

fight,

halves of the

to the

amusement

engaged, was the incident

that never ought nor will be forgotten so long as there can

be found one survivor of the Regiment, who either witnessed
or participated in the melee.

the rough,

muddy marches

to

It was during this interval that
and from the picket-lines were

1 2 2d
so frequent
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and attended with varied interest and experiences
many and very successful foraging adven;

besides there were
tures

both inside and outside of our

upon

dainties, luxuries,

the larder of

army

and

lines,

when we

lived

substantials not comprised within

regulations.

During

this interval, also,

there occurred two mournful events, which we deem proper
The Regiment had again
to chronicle within this volume.

received advices of the entry of death within the ranks, as
follows

:

On

Ferry, Va.,

February 6th, 1863, in hospital

Thomas McCoy, musician

February 20th, 1863, in hospital

George

W

at

of

at

Harper's

Company H, and

Falmouth, Va., Private

Tangert, of Company D.

Then, again, there were the pleasant, enlivening, and inmutual comparing of notes,

teresting conversations, as well as

which were so heartily enjoyed after days of trial and trouble,
now gone forever days especially, when, on the returns

—

from picket,

after a

heavy

rain-fall, or

and ludicrous were the misfortunes

snow-thaw, so varied

to the boys in their en-

deavor to cross a rivulet or other small streams, that they

would

slip or fall in,

by

some

or through the breaking of

rudely constructed rail-bridge

—

all

these

would

constitute

agreeable reminiscences of those soldier-boy days along and

about the Rappahannock River, which can never be erased

from the

tablets of the

memories of those survivors who were

comprised within the ranks of the 12 2d Regiment,
Again on Picket

— Reconnoissance

Thursday, February
morning to find that a

26, 1863.

P.

V

at Kelly's Ford.

— We were

aroused this

snow-fall, to the depth of several
had occurred during the night previous, with the atAt an early hour the Regimosphere very raw and damp.

inches,

ment received orders "to go on picket;" whereupon at 8:30
the Regiment was again in line and on the march through
mud and slush, making the tram]) very tedious and disagreeable, as it was almost 2 v m. when the main line was
However, we had some little gratification in the
reached.

—

8
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again relieved the

Corps who had put up

(

'

Irish

'

Brigade

of our

'

for their convenience, comfortable

huts composed of cedar and spruce boughs, which

and eagerly occupied, so

as to obtain

some

we quickly

shelter

from the

disagreeable condition of affairs which then prevailed.

As evening approached,

quite a strong force of our cavalry,

accompanied by a section of Rhode Island Light Artillery
(the entire detachment under command of General

W W

Averill, ) passed through our

lines

on

its

—Kelly's Ford by name reported

way

to the river

and very close
to our posts here on the picket-line.
This information was
soon corroborated by the receiving of strict orders from
Colonel Franklin, " Keep a sharp look-out toward the front,
fording

as an important reconnoissance

existed until night

upon

fell

condition of the weather,

our arms and shiver

all

us,

in operation !"

So

affairs

with no improvement in the

when we were

obliged to rest upon

night long until our teeth, at times,

No

chattered together.
the secluded

is

to us

lights of

bivouac-fire

any kind being permitted,

was not

started and,

therefore,

ceased to furnish the delightful comfort to which the trusty
sentinel

had been accustomed,

so, a long, cheerless,

Incidents of

for

then past

result.

—

Regiment turned out

and mud, owing
sufficient to

just

Lucky Forage Capture of General Fitz-Hugh
Lee and Four Hundred Prisoners.

Friday, February 27, 1863.
the

an interval

wretched night was the

—After a

to find a

night of misery

worse condition of slush

had

to the fact that a fall of rain

wash away every

vestige of

snow

set in,

that covered

the ground about us yesterday, presenting, indeed, a very

gloomy

aspect.

However, our

spirits

pressed, or rather our ardor to be

were not to be de-

dampened

;

for,

having

noticed on our

way

auspicious

foraging expeditions were soon in order.

One

sites,

to picket-stations

location, in particular, that of a

what seemed

little

to

be

log-house, but a

short distance from the road, furnished evidences that there

1 2 2d
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were poultry penned up under the same

municated

which, when com-

;

to our mess, afforded favorable

formation for an early call or

and gratifying

hour

in-

So, after our regular

visit.

routine of duty this morning, mess-mate Billy
self started out at a later
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Gompf and

for the premises, then in rear

of our lines, for the purpose of barter and adventure.
After a steady and brief tramp

house to find

it

we

arrived at the

;

forage was laid

and speedily acted upon

my

log-

whereupon, in short order, our plan of

colored servants

coffee in

little

occupied by one elderly white lady and two

:

with

I,

salt

and

haversack in abundance to spare, called upon

and soon struck a bargain with the women of the house, while

comrade Billy Gompf repaired to the rear in quest of the
Our adventure soon proved successful, the result

poultry.

being

—

I

captured a very generous share of nice,

warm cornnamed

bread, while Billy captured the pet chick, which was

Biddy.

As we stole away, however, by a circuitous
way back to picket-line, our readers can judge

route on our

of our further

some one had
been in the vicinity before us ("not since we had been
gone,") who had foresight enough (though involuntarily,
most likely.) to leave, sticking upright amidst the mud and

good luck and agreeable

surprise in finding that

an army canteen with the string torn, and having inname of " J. A. IJi.ake,

slush,

scribed thereon, in plain letters, the
1st

N.

here;

pure

Y
for,

Cavalry."

However, our good luck did not end

upon inspection,
whereupon,

whiskey

—

it

it

contained "full
is

consequently, did not seek to find
also, of course,
tain,

up" good,

needless to say, that
J.

we,

A. Blake, because that

was entirely out of the question

—

for

cer-

he was "out upon the reconnoitre," and to us under

such discomforts, while upon the picket-line,

and what

a

souvenir, so gladly acceptable

Speedily plodding our wav, we arrived
our trophies, prompt

lv to

time,

at

how
il

refreshing,

would

he!

reserve station with

when we immediately

upon Colonel Franklin, then somewhat

called

indisposed, and

'
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him with a generous

and

corn-bread

share of

old rye, which served to greatly revive and benefit him.
Directly after mid-day, information was received that there
was a cavalry skirmish in progress at Kelly's Fording,

which was soon corroborated by the frequent firing
distinctly heard from that direction
that General
Hugh Lee, with a strong force, had made an attack
General Pleasanton's cavalry pickets at the fording;
;

in driving

them

in,

had captured some

thirty

odd

then
Fitz-

upon
and,

prisoners,

while our cavalry troops had succeeded in securing a

number.

we were advised

Just as

ness for an attack

upon our

to

less

hold ourselves in readi-

picket-line,

an additional force

of cavalry passed again to the front; whereupon, soon after,
several couriers en route to headquarters reported a lively

skirmish and fight then raging at the fording

could give no definite
in suspense,

—

but, as yet,

However, we were

details.

and on the look-out

for

something

still

kept

to turn up,

unexpectedly, at any moment, until night approached,

when

the bad state of the weather prevented any further advance

movement. In the meanwhile the stringent order was received and obeyed
No fires allowed along the picket-line
The clouds then began to break, and as it blew up colder,
the firing had ceased in the direction of the fording, where
!

'

:

our cavalry was again reported as withdrawing,
rebels continuing in chase, until they

of the 124th N.

Y

'

'

with the

came suddenly

in sight

Volunteers, then constituting the

our Brigade, drawn up in line of battle

—whereupon

suddenly "about-faced" and sought cover.

left

of

they as

At once, and

very effectively, four thousand of our cavalry, vice versa,

were started in

pursuit,

and succeeded

prisoners, together with General

mander.

As

in

capturing 400

Fitz-Hugh Lee,

their

com-

the couriers arrived and reported direct at the

headquarters of Major-General Whipple, mid-night closed
the scene of tumult, excitement,

few hours for such quiet,
to

rest,

be sought and obtained.

and suspense, affording a

and comfort

as

were possibly

1 2 2d
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Drink from the Lucky Canteen

— Relief

Arrived

—

March Impeded.
Saturday, February

28, 1863.

— Another

night of dis-

comfort had again been our experience, as we gladly and

dawn of day, when the building of new
warm up and cook our scanty meals were soon in

cheerfully hailed the
fires

to

good morning drink from
and filled us with
a. m., all the cavalry had been withwhen the Regiment settled down to

progress, which, together with a

the lucky canteen, regulated our system

good cheer. About 9
drawn from our front,

ordinary duty, anxiously awaiting the arrival of the
but which

came very

Camp Franklin

late.

However, we quickly

relief,

started for

on the way, made slow progress, on
account of the bad roads and swollen streams, which impeded
our passage over them, and arrived at a very late hour,
fatigued

and glad

;

but,

to turn into

bunks

once more, in comfortable quarters.

for a

was the usual routine of necessary camp

and did receive due

attention,

good

night's rest,

But, then again, there
duties,

which must

whereupon, in short order,

all

were soon found snugly and firmly slumbering in the arms of

Morpheus.
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Inspection and Promotion A Royal
Feast Brigade Drill Picket Duty Heavy Rain and
Snow-Storms Death of Comrade Lytle CourtMartial of Another Injustice to a Sergeant by a Captain Produces Disrespect.

General Cleaning Up

—

—

—

—

Sunday, March
still

—

—

1863.

i,

continued unsettled

—The

weather

whereupon, owing

;

this

morning

to the frequent

which occurred, the usual Sunday morning inspection had been dispensed with, thus affording the boys an opportunity to wash and cleanse themselves,
In fact,
as well as their clothing, arms, and accoutrements.
spells of fine, drizzling rain

everything presented a bad and dirty appearance after our

muddy march and

recent

needed

had

attention.

laid us

an egg

—therefore sadly

—one whole
—but was

morning

this

mess of three was not
culinary line that

severe wet spell

In the meanwhile, our pet hen Biddy

much

became

it

fairly

egg among a

so utilized in the

it

divided and was highly

relished.

All hands then proceeded to a general clean up about

camp,

after

friends at

which

all

home and

further events

were busy writing

letters to distant

elsewhere, and so the day passed without

worthy of note, excepting dress-parade and

army headquarters during
Regiment turned into bunks early

the reading of general orders from
the afternoon,

when

the

for the night.

Application for Promotion to First Sergeant.

Monday, March
this

morning.

2,

1863.

—Day appeared

Guard-mount was the

first

fine

and

clear

order of duty, the

I22ii
details of

Regiment Penria

which were

attended to

fully

by companies."

had become very

The next

to

"prepare

for

All guns were then promptly

and thoroughly overhauled,
as they
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whereupon, imme-

;

Regiment was ordered

diately afterward, the

inspection

Volunteers.

for sadly they

needed the same,

rusty during the wet spell just gone.

making out
of the respective company pay-rolls
tasks to them more
pleasant or agreeable, and which kept them employed all
day
Having performed the duties of Orderly, or 1st Sergeant,
since October 10th, 1862, and only receiving 2d Sergeant's
duties assigned to Sergeants were the

—

pay therefor, application was made to-day

George

for the

promotion

Sprenger to the rank of 1st Sergeant, being
so favorably and creditably endorsed as to promise a fair
hope of receiving the same which also could not be said to
of

F.

—

be undeserving or unmerited, or that of vain ambition, for

numerous company,
his lot,

clerical,

and were readily

Without any further events

and other

had

fallen to

as well as cheerfully performed.
to record, thus closed the day.

Fresh Beef and Potatoes

Tuesday, March

duties

— Royal

Feast, etc.

— We

awoke this morning to
we had again been visited
by a storm of rain and snow, making us all feel uncomfortable, indeed
yet, being on light duty about camp, we were
Having reable and better prepared to remedy matters.
ceived rations of fresh beef and potatoes, all were engaged
Our mess, having the good
in arranging for extra meals.
onions
in
our
quarters, with the aid of
luck to have some
cracker-dust pounded out of army hard tack, were enabled
to make a rich dressing, and have a royal roast through the
That it would be good
irieans of our underground oven.
and something extraordinary in the culinary line, may be
fairly demonstrated by the statement, that the savory flavor,
3,

1863.

find that, during the previous night,

;

arising

from

Company

its

cooking, quickly struck the nostrils of our

officers

so

forcibly

and delightfully

that

they

Camp and
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an appearance, and were, of course, allowed

Although our culinary department

to partake of our meal.

— lacking a supply of

—we

managed,
and very gracefully, too, to transfer the dainty morsels from the roasting pan
to the eager mouths; when the repast was finished, it was pronounced a feast par excellence in our present situation of
affairs, and was truly and heartily enjoyed.
was not

replete

however, without inconvenience or

platter

difficulty,

After the grand and elegant repast had been stowed
to the

away

comfort and welfare of the inner man, and the cook

of the mess had performed his final task

—

that of clearing

up the debris, a visit to Quartermaster-Sergeant Dexter
White's quarters was next in order, where a few social songs
were indulged in by Company K's glee club, by which an
afternoon was delightfully occupied, serving to drive dull
care away, as well as to enliven and cheer the depressed
spirits

of the soldier, thus at times rendering his varied and

There being
Regiment was

hard career, withal, a happy and pleasant one.

no dress parade ordered

day,

for the

the.

allowed to turn in early for repose.

Another Re-invigorating Brigade Drill.

Wednesday, March
in clear, cold,

and

4, 1863.

—This morning was ushered

After the usual duties of early

blustry.

hours, orders were received for "brigade drill

dinner;" whereupon,

at once, all

was

activity

and an early
and bustle in

we were marched off toward
headquarters,
where
we
were then formed into
Brigade
column of companies and division of companies moved
through various evolutions then drawn up in line of bri-

and about camp.

After dinner

;

;

and left general guides were thrown out,
and then moved off by regiments changing front, making
various oblique manoeuvres greatly to the satisfaction of
Major-General Whipple and his staff officers. It was dark
however, the exercise was
before we returned to camp
re-invigorating and gave us all keen appetites for our
gade

;

next, right

;

—
1 2 2d
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evening rations, after which we again sought

rest

and

re-

pose for the night.

Cutting of

Thursday, March

5,

Wood— Dress-Parade.
1863.

—The weather,

Company

was raw and cold.

drills

this

morning,

were the duties of the

morning hours to-day. After dinner, extra details were despatched from the companies, respectively, to the forest to cut

wood
up

for the

in front

supply of the cook-houses

—

for the piles stacked

and rear were very diminutive, and were rapidly

disappearing from view

—

in fact, too, so scarce

was the tim-

ber that the boys were only enabled to obtain and bring in

stumps and

roots.

During the afternoon a very

fine brigade-drill

was had,

which received the commendation of the Division as well as
the Brigade General officers, after which we had Regimental dress-parade, and whereat Adjutant Heitshu read
several orders.

As

there

record for

day,

all

bunks

for

the

slumber and

was nothing further of note to
retired

C.

H.

Rebel Camp — Strains of

Friday,
;

March
at

6,

an

early hour within

rest.

Picket-Duty near Stafford

and cold

at

1863.

Telescopic View into the
" Dixie's

— This

Land."

morning was again

clear

an early hour we were ordered out for picket-

duty, and at 9 o'clock were

moved

off in

the direction of

after a tedious march, we
and station leading thereto,
where we relieved the 105th Regiment, P. V., on picket at
Having a dense woods around and about us our
that point.

Stafford

arrived

Court-House.

at

Then,

the telegraph road

line of picket

extended through the

forest to the river banks,

on our southwest, and toward Stafford C. H., on the north
1))-

along the telegraph road — a range of about two
— where, posted upon high ground, we were
view

east,

miles

in full

and range of the enemy,
their videttes

as well as in

close proximity to

on the opposite banks of the Rappahannock.

Camp and
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Directly northwest of our line,

which had been

Field Life.

we

espied a signal station,

up among

established, for the time being,

had caused us to stroll, when
and where, through the kindness and courtesy of a young
the trees, to which curiosity

Cavalry Sergeant belonging to the 8th Pennsylvania Volun-

we were

teers,

afforded a sight through the telescope, from a

platform close by, at the movements of the Confederates on
the opposite side of the river, at least two miles distant.

could look direct into their camps;
their General

and other mounted

conducting their

drills

and

could plainly discern

officers,

riding to and fro,

movements

battalion

We

—

their forces

exhibiting a motley assemblage of troops, judging from the
rather great variety of uniforms displayed,

of

all

which consisted

kinds and styles of hats or head-gear, as well as the

colors of suits ranging from a regulation gray to a butternut

yellow

;

and

also, as the

wind occasionally grew

could distinctly hear the strains of

by

their bands,

when wafted upon

'
'

orders were received

keep a

strict, close

began about
frequent,

1 1

'

Land

'
'

as played

rapidly approached

when

to put out all fires before dark,

watch

we

the breezes toward us.

The shades of evening had then
'

Dixie's

stronger,

for the night

!

'
'

and

The grand rounds

o'clock; and, as the night was intensely dark,

profane, and emphatic were the

mutterings and

curses from those following in the train of the rounds as they
fell

over logs, and stumbled

among

the tangle-wood, so pro-

Then

again, oh,

glad and different were their expressions,

when they

fusely scattered about their tedious circuit.

how

were over the way, and those unpleasant
were ended

trains of

rounds

!

Still on Picket-Duty amidst a

—

Heavy Storm

of Rain.

Saturday, March 7, 1863. This morning found the
Regiment still on picket amidst a heavy shower of rain,
which had started directly after yester-midnight, and continuing until dawn, when it then really burst forth into a
storm of vehemence, accompanied by vivid lightning and

I22d Regiment Penria
As

heavy thunder.
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storm raged

this

all
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day long, our

sojourn on the picket-line in an unprotected situation, ren-

dered our condition very unpleasant and undesirable
night

fell

;

were properly made and conducted.

ever, all the details

upon and about

us, a

howAs

sudden and most decidedly

gratifying interruption occurred in the reign of the disturbing

elements, which
able

made

—Yet

Storm Renewal

Sunday, March

8,

more

the balance of the night

and pleasant during our duty on

— Storm

on Picket

1863.

favor-

picket-line.

—With

Subsides.

Regiment

the

yet

on

picket, daylight greeted us again with a storm of rain, thun-

and lightning,

der,

elements were not yet

as if the

in rendering affairs uncomfortable
after a short reign,

and

when

the day con-

tinued more brightly and delightfully, affording
opportunities to build

fires,

However,

turbulent.

finally cleared up,

it

satisfied

all

inviting

around which they hurriedly and

actively clustered to dry their

damp and

saturated clothing.

After attending to the other general routine of duties, thus

ended another uneventful day.

—

Another Thunder-Storm Arrival of Relief
Through Mud and Slush to Camp.

Monday, March

9,

1863.

— Plodding

— About morning again we had

another of those visitations, which appeared rather frequent
of late

—more thunder,

etc., in

the air; however, not of so

serious or alarming nature as those preceding, as that of to-day

quickly and quietly passed away, whereupon
bright and clear.
less

cheerful

day became
Our immediate surroundings, though, were

and desirable than heretofore,

as

mud and

slush

were found to be in superabundance. The morning hours were
devoted to building the usual bivouac-fires
fort,

and the drying of damp clothing,

for

warmth, com-

so that

hour when we were relieved, and then by the

it

was

a late

First (the

Red

badge) Division of our Third Corps.
Among other regiments 01 route to relieve our line, was the 99th P V.,to

;
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which were attached
our

own county

several
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companies likewise enlisted

whom we

of Lancaster, Pennsylvania,

in

were

glad to meet and recognize.
In short order, we were packed up and ready to return
home Camp Franklin. which then really seemed like
home, to be ensconced in comfortable quarters for, without
exaggeration, none could have been more like a home than
our own, especially where so much careful and proper atten-

—

—

;

had been given to its construction. Accordingly we
plodded our way through mud and splatter to our camp, near
Stoneman's Station, where we arrived at about 5 p. m.,
tion

bespattered with mire, tired, wearied, and almost exhausted.

However, there were some who, being of a more active turn
of mind, were soon at work re-arranging their respective
quarters and making fires to dry their slummy garments
which, of course, were suggestive after a return from a
tedious,

wearisome

Night

picket-march.

then

came on
some

apace, gently reminding tired mortals that there was
rest in store, if

Rain and

they proceeded to obtain

Snow— Death

of

Comrade

it.

T. A. Lytle,

Company

G.

—

Tuesday, March 10, 1863. We were summoned from
our cosy bunks this morning, to find that more rain and snow
had fallen in and about Camp Franklin, again making the
situation of affairs far from agreeable or comfortable; for,
many were the boys who reported at hospital tent upon SurAmong other reports, there was one announcegeon's call.

ment

—more sad and sorrowful

Private

T

A. Lytle,

to relate

Company G,

—

-that

of the death of

of our Regiment.

Com-

rade Lytle was well-known, and was respected among his
fellow-comrades, to whom he had endeared himself through
good qualities and traits of character which we are unable
to portray in this volume.

Suffice

it

to say, they delighted

to do honor to his memory, and spared no effort in paying
the last tribute of respect that could be required of the soldier

when demanded

—

that of properly preparing his remains for

;

i22d Regiment

home from which he

interment and conveyance to that

never more depart
little

—

County, Pa., where

village of Strasburg, Lancaster
in a

more

blissful

and

As the

a career than that of the soldier.

train left Stone-

Station with the remains, few were the eyes not

dimmed
memory

and the day

interfered with dress-parade,

ended without other event

his

troublous

less

with the softly gathering tears that dropped to his

The bad weather

could

that pleasant, quiet, ancient, beloved,

boyhood days had passed

man
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to record.

—

Increase in the Sick List Boys of Company K Refuse Their
Doses and Are Ordered to Duty.

Wednesday, March

— Day appeared bright and

ii, 1863.

clear once again to cheer the soul

;

nevertheless,

many were

the cases of sickness prevailing in the Regiment, as

by the

reports of the respective

First Sergeants in response

Company K's

to Surgeon's call.

quota to be sent up under

Sergeant Schaum, this a. m., was 11
truly regretted.

shown

men

—a

duty that we

Several of the boys refused to accept the

nauseating doses prescribed, on account of which refusal the
for duty.
Of
members of Company K were rather more selfthan those of any other company in the Regiment

Doctor was compelled to order them back
course, the

willed

so, therefore, rather

strong,

and

However,

than yield, they were decidedly head-

positively determined not to swallow their doses.
as

Orderly Sergeant,

I

reserved the right to be

stringent as well as lenient in imposing special duties

upon

the refractory spirits, in accordance with the nature of their

obstinacy or as the circumstances had demanded.

So, with-

out any other event to record, the day went fleeting by, save
the usual, quiet observance of ordinary

which

all

camp

duties, after

turned into quarters at an early hour of the evening

for a night of rest

and

sleep.

Another Snow-Sturm

Thursday, March

12,

— Inciuknt
1S03

of Shoe Kki'Airs.

— We awoke

this

morning

in

;
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time to see the advent of another snow-storm, which ap-

peared to be rather hailed with joy than displeasure by the

more youthful comrades of the Regiment, who accepted and
looked upon

as a contribution to their

it

and amusement.

chances for sport

Therefore, of course, the usual observance

or imposing of duties was, in a manner, dispensed with

however, too, there was very

were unfortunate enough
as to learn that the

little

pleasure for those

who

to feel the lack of rations, as well

Regimental Commissary was but scantily

supplied with the necessary articles of diet, and to have their

army brogans very badly

and worn. So, suffice it to
overcome these deficiencies and pre-

say, that the devices to

torn

One inknown

dicaments were as varied as they were numerous.

we
and more
stance,

will note, that of

Lewis Finefrock,

familiarly called

among

the boys

better

by the nick-

Fivy,
name,
who cut up an old gum-blanket into soles
and inlays for his brogans, which were very badly torn and
'

'

'

'

worn, as well as being of the largest
trade, therefore required

size

known

and bore considerable

to the shoefilling

up.

As " Fivy" boasted of having already pulled on three pairs
of socks, it was currently reported as no matter of wonder
that "Fivy" always desired "number elevens," and that
they burst when so overcrowded thus it was that the unwelcome and disagreeable course of the elements were often
frustrated and debarred in their results.
With duty light
and no events of importance to record, another day closed
;

with

all

the

men

snugly at rest within their quarters.

Rigid Inspection of Arms

Friday,

March

13, 1863.

— Five-Days

Rations Issued.

—The Regiment,

this

morning,

turned out to observe that another snow-storm had occurred

during the night, besides that the atmosphere was biting cold

during early morning hours.

Toward noon, however,

it

somewhat and, as an inspection of arms had
been decided upon for some days, it occurred to Colonel
Franklin that now was the accepted time and very suitable.

cleared off

;
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all readily and promptly turned out into company streets,
when and where, under the circumstances, a rigid inspection
was made and held. Indeed, many of the guns were found

So,

wanting in the generally necessary requirements,
were in any condition but that
sharp reproves from

condish," as Private

After

the officers, the boys agreed, (how-

all

ever, not unanimously,)

for they

meet the enemy.

to

fit

"to put

George

their fowling-pieces in better

W

Waller termed

it

in his

motion, and at once proceeded to carry out their resolves

and determination.
[In

common and

Waller, though a

W

George
among fellows,

social parlance, so to say,
private,

was the fellow

wherever they might be, and

as

brave as he was ready

for,

;

wherever despondency seemed disposed to take hold, he was

on hand
retort,"

and

to break-up

and

when he then

jocularity

cut-off

its

by way of "snap-

reign,

fully displayed the full

fund of mirth

which he possessed, and in that peculiar, droll

manner, which characterized him.

So, therefore, instead of

and moroseness, among the boys of Company K,
cheerfulness and readiness soon assumed the sway ]

dejection

Directly after

mid -day

the Quartermaster-Sergeants of the

respective companies were ordered to receive five-days rations
for

each man, when

it

was very quickly surmised (naturally,

too,) that this order bore with

when such
cawber,

were always on the qui

thing to turn up

some
vive,

—no matter what— only

inspection of arms, etc.,
tion,

it

significance; for,

preparations were in vogue, the boys, like Mi-

which were the

anticipating somelet it

and having them

in

come

!

After

proper condi-

special duties of the day, without

any

further event worth)' of note- or of importance, all retired
rest, and comfort for
which would serve to revive their drooping spirits
them with iiood cheer for the morrow.

within quarters to obtain that repose,
the night,

and

fill
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— Regiment
— Injustice to

Wins High Encomiums Courta Sergeant Ends in Dis-

Division Drill, etc.

Martialed
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respect for the Captain.

Saturday, March

14, 1863.

—Dawn of day,

ing, ushered in the weather clear, but cold

this

morn-

and windy,

for

Directly after the routine of the morning hours,

our record.

Regiment received orders to prepare for another Division
when, accordingly, an early dinner was prepared and
one repast greatly desired and very
readily disposed of
the

drill

;

—

boys in general.

satisfactorily to the

Accordingly

after din-

Regiment formed promptly and arrived at an early
hour upon the parade-ground when, about 1:30 o'clock, we
were moved off, a distance of a mile, to the southeast, where
we were then thoroughly exercised and manoeuvred in the
various and intricate division movements, by Major-General
Whipple. Upon this occasion, the 12 2d Regiment acquitted
itself very creditably, as usual, and received very high enner, the

;

comiums
ments,
the
a

for martial bearing, condition of arms,

men

invariably exhibited at drill and in manoeuvre, besides

due and very
the

drill

time for

accoutre-

well as for the adeptnessand excellence which

etc., as

fair

After division

observance of discipline.

Regiment marched quickly
dress-parade, which was very

to

camp, arriving

precise,

in

and resulted

very satisfactorily to the Regimental Officers as well as spectaAfter the reading of general orders by Adjutant Heit-

tors.

shu dress-parade ended, when

the companies were dismissed

to their respective quarters for the usual

be rendered,

all

Apparently

—three

camp

duties yet to

of which received due attention.

this

day had been predestined

for

one of events

of which, however, though not of very great im-

portance, yet (as they occurred) are worthy of note or
tion

:

After

dress-parade,

summarily disposed
(the

name

of

whom

of,
is

a court-martial

men-

was held, and

upon a comrade of Company K,
withheld out of commiseration and

true fraternal friendship therefor,) for having

committed an
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which, though

discipline;

considered and decided to be inexcusable, was not so flagrant,

demand

or of so serious a nature, as to

The

punishment.
it

to say,

culprit,

was ordered to

capital or extreme

however, after conviction,

forfeit

a

month's pay,

full

suffice

as well as

to render certain extra duties as the penalty.

Immediately afterward, Edgar C. Reed, clerk to Colonel
Franklin, appeared at the quarters of Company K and preof Sergeant

Duncan a First Sergeant's warrant in favor
George F Sprenger, of said Company, issued

"March

1863," for his (the Captain's) signature and ap-

sented to Captain

6,

proval, but the

same was never turned

over, as in the due,

established, or even ordinary course of regulations

anticipated, expected, or should have been, to

was

its

to

be

rightful

and worthy claimant, when the warrant was subsequently
declared approved, as far as the promotion in rank, for merit

and efficient services rendered.
As there did exist, and always had been exhibited, soon

Duncan

Captain

after

pany

—during army

respect

life

received the

command

or service, especially

which was due from, and invariably

the private soldier to his superior officer,
generally, too
selected

—surmised

it

of the

—a

Com-

lack of that

be given by,

to

was then

—

pretty

Sprenger had been
bug-bear upon whom

that Sergeant

by Captain Duncan

as the

'

'
'

should be visited his dire vengeance

'

;

because, the boys,

observing his inefficiency, as well as some peculiar eccentric
habits

which characterized Captain Duncan, had been,

some

time, very free in their

show of

disrespect to

and

for
for

him.

However,

this little event

—

-rather,

an

affair

of insignifi-

—

many finally terminated in quite an eruption
between the Company and Captain Duncan, the particulars

cance to
of which

it is

needless here to relate, or dwell upon, as the

recalling of unpleasant memories, or the reviving of slights,

enmity, or

known

in arms,

far

is

injustice

done, to some comrade or other

from the design or purpose of the writer, who
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has endeavored to furnish a plain, unpretentious volume, that

—

will serve to register

trayed

—the

daily

life,

as closely

and

as fully as

can be por-

and the various duties and

services

rendered, as also the important events and numerous incidents, as they occurred, within the respective

gallant

whom
fully

camps of

that

Regiment, the 12 2d Pennsylvania Volunteers,
this

volume has been respectfully dedicated and

devoted by the author.

to

faith-

—

Chapter XX.
On Picket amid

—

Rain, Sleet and Thunder Movement Towards
Ford Cavalry Skirmish and Capture of Prisoners Review and Inspection by Major-General
Sickles Equinoctial Storms Scare in a DugOut Division Hospital Collis Zouaves
Irish Regiment Another " Slap- Jack "

Kelly's

—

—

—
—

—

—

—
Feast Spoiled — Variable Weather —
More Deaths

Sunday, March

15,

—

of Comrades.

1863.

— Day-break

appeared,

this

morning, with atmosphere very disagreeable, and the weather
affairs rather more unfavorable.
At an early hour the cooks were at their fires, with every detail and preparation being duly and hurriedly attended to
for, it was our turn to again go on picket
therefore, by 9
o'clock, the Regiment moved off to the northwest and arrived

threatening a condition of

;

at picket-station

Upon

about

1

o'clock,

p.

m., pretty well fatigued.

we relieved the Second Division (the
White Badges) of our own (the Third) Corps
whereupon,
shortly afterward, we were visited (as heretofore usual in our
this

occasion,

;

turn upon picket) with a storm of rain, sleet, and thunder,

which raged with fury
around the

until night-fall, causing all to

smoking embers

made and vacated

that

bivouac-fires,

huddle

remained from poorlyin

the

hollow

grounds

about reserve-station, in the endeavor to obtain some comfort,

but

entire,

all in

damp,

vain, for

we shook and shivered through

the

chilling, cold night.

Cheerful Weather

Monday, March

— Cavalry

16,

1863.

and Artillery

in

Motion.

— This morning, dawn of day

—
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was hailed with great cheer,
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as

more favorable
As morn waned
"
"to play peep

indicated a

it

condition in the change of the weather.
on,

"Old Sol" was enabled

intervals,

at

through the fleeting clouds, which served to further enliven
the spirits of the men.

Thus the day,

generally, passed with-

out event on the picket-line, until late in the afternoon, about

4 o'clock

—when

a detachment of cavalry and a section of

light artillery again passed

to our front

and

through our picket-line, en route

in the direction of Kelly's Ford.

movement immediately

This

and excitement, for it
looked like business which had been unanticipated and was
therefore surprising
very quickly, too, after they were gone
created

stir

;

a courier arrived with orders

ward the

front, with

'

to

'

keep a sharp look-out

especially

fires

and

strictly

to-

forbidden

along the lines." As night approached, however, the weather

changed, for the sky beyond was
threatening clouds

;

when,

our larder then contained,
duty, with

all in

filled

with darkening and

after partaking of

we passed

such rations as

the night

upon

picket-

surmise as to what the night, as well as the

morrow, might have

in store

—

risk,

adventure, or discomfit.

Cavalry Reconnoissance by General Averill

— Prisoners

Captured.

Tuesday, March

17, 1863.

— Morn was

ushered in with

which usually
commemorative of date and day " St.
Patrick's day in the morning," sure enough
for a storm of
rain, sleet, and wind raged
however, it was of short duration.
At an early hour information was received from the
that variable state of the weather existing,

distinguishes or

is

—

;

front that our cavalry forces,

W W

under the

command

of General

Averill, were again having an engagement with the

which was speedily
and fully corroborated by the continued and heavy firing
then distinctly heard, as wafted along by the morning
breezes.
We also learned that the enemy had despatched a
small force of cavalry across the Rappahannock with the
rebel cavalry troops at Kelly's Fording,

1 2 2d
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purpose or object of making an attack upon our picket-line,

during yester-night, so as to break and put our sentinels to
flight, in

confusion, toward

camp

— hoping thereby

to capture

war from our Brigade, sufficient to make up for
die loss which they sustained in the engagement on the 27th
ult, at the same fording.
However, the tables were turned,
prisoners of

for the timely arrival of

General Averill's troops, sent out

on the reconnoitre, proved successful in surprising the rebels,
driving them back in dismay, and capturing over thirty of

men

their

Although

as prisoners.

this

was the second time,

within three weeks, that our cavalry forces had been victorious
in reconnoissance, yet
state of

we passed

Return of Troops

Wednesday, March
and grew

arrived

upon picket

the night

in a

comparative uneasiness and suspense.

less

— Long

Wait for

Relief.

—

As the morning hours
18, 1863.
we found our cavalry and artillery

returning to their camps, highly elated with their splendid

achievement, while we were anxiously awaiting the arrival of
our

relief,

o'clock,

p.

but which
m.

It is

made

its

appearance about

2

needless to particularize, that the Regi-

and on the road to Camp Frankplodding through mud and mire, where we arrived

ment was promptly
lin,

only

about

5 p. m.,

in line

greatly fatigued

—

in short,

almost exhausted.

After partaking of a good supper of hard tack and
pork, with hot coffee,

Review

all

turned in early for a night of

mess
rest.

—

and Inspection at Corps Headquarters Regiment
Complimented by Major-General D. E. Sickles.

Thursday, March
was bright and

clear,

Adjutant, "that

all

19, 1863.

when

— The weather

this

morning

orders were received through our

companies should prepare

for inspection of

arms, and be ready for division inspection and review during
the afternoon."

all hands were
and accoutrements, to be

In accordance therewith,

busily engaged at cleaning up arms

followed by rigid inspection, for the duties of the forenoon,

;
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when

all
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eagerly and heartily partook of the early-prepared

dinner.

About

Regiment was called out, was
off toward Third Corps
headquarters, where we were reviewed and inspected by our
Corps Commander, Major-General Daniel E. Sickles, with
The inspection and review were, apparently, quite
his staff.
1

o'clock, p

promptly in

line,

General Sickles

satisfactory to

manner

for

m., the

and marched

because, in the off-hand

;

which he was noted, the 12 2d Regiment was

complimented upon the appearance
The compliment was well-merited,

marching.

as well as the

men,

as the

in general,

had prepared themselves for the occasion, by care, energy,
and special attention to orders that of having arms, accou-

—

trements, clothing, etc., in proper condition

—

for,

taking

all

circumstances into consideration, they were never in better
order.

The Regiment then

returned to camp, after which

dress-parade was had, besides the reading of general orders

by the Adjutant, which were the closing events of the day

worthy of record, whereupon
opportunity for retirement

were afforded an early

all

within

cosy quarters

their

for

another night.
Old-Fashioned Snow-Storm

Friday,

March

— Day

Passed within Tents.

— At early dawn we were
— of a heavy old-fashioned

20, 1863.

with a change of weather

snow-storm, which raged

all

visited

that

day long, greatly disturbing the

necessary and finally preventing the

general

camp

among

soldiers that to

duties

under any and

all

;

however, as

it

obey orders was the

circumstances,

we did

so that the next best thing to relate,
part of the

performance of

full

had become proverbial

day was spent

in

first

all

—

is

camp within

that

duty, even

we could

that the greater

tented quarters,

the comforts of which were hugely enjoyed, and mainly de-

pended upon the modes and conveniences exhibited in their
Thus, again,
construction by their providential occupants.
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another night for early to bunks was cheerfully hailed and
speedily

made

profitable

by

all.

—

Equinoctial Weather Commotion Caused by Atlee Mercer
Dropping Cartridges down a Chimney.

Saturday, March

21,

auspiciously, soon followed

1863.

and

sleet

of equinoctial days in the blustry

teristic

this

month

is

dawned

again,

up with more snow, and

turning, at intervals, into rain

which

—Day,

in-

finally

—somewhat charac-

month of March,
This

so justly celebrated.

for

state of the

weather continued for the better part of the day

;

and, as

we were again enabled and forced to remain within our respective bunks, how beautiful our retrospection seemed
how
much more pleasant and beneficial our situation was, when
compared to that of lying on the main picket-line, amid all
the discomforts so rudely contributed by the elements at this

—

season of the year.

Therefore, of course,

many and

various were the tricks,

to, to pass away the day,
and young minds which were
comprised within the ranks of Company K, for it was
quickly learned and was soon widely reported that mischief
was brewing and in operation at the quarters of Company
Abe Good and George Hoak had made themselves a
K.
a sort of " dug-out habitation," providing the same with a
rather small chimney, which had so poor ventilation that it
had the effect of smoking them out at times insomuch, that
it occurred to the perspective mind of Atlee Mercer (whose
bunk was just opposite, and who was ever ready to do a sly

sports

and amusements resorted

among

especially

those active

;

trick to gratify a capricious notion,) to

into the
is

chimney and hurriedly escape

hardly necessary to

state

it,

but as

drop several cartridges
to

watch the

it

made an

the day, the perpetration of the trick did
the watch

by

arousal of the

down

the

its

mischief

Atlee was soon rewarded by
drowsy occupants, who

Company

street in search

hastily

result.

It

incident of
;

for

the sudden

ran up and

of and vowing vengeance
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who dared

against the miscreant

bower"
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to

destroy their

" cosy

and

repose.

(so to speak), as well as disturb their rest

So, to drive dull care

away

numerous incidents occurred,

which might be related, through trickery, mischief, and sport,
provoking merriment, enjoyment, etc. .until night-fall arrived,

and events

closing the scenes

Change of Weather

Sunday, March

for the day.

— Company
22, 1863.

Inspection

— Promise

—We were aroused

of Bread.

dawn

at

of

day, to find that during the night a rough nor-wester had
i

been raging, which had the

somewhat

effect to

dispel the

dampness, followed up, as day advanced, with bright sunshine

—a

change of weather highly gratifying

strong rays of

"Old

remnants of snow, when, by 10
clear,

to

The

all.

Sol," however, quickly removed the
m., there

a.

was

sufficient,

dry surface of earth upon which to hold our usual

Sunday-morning inspection, and which was never neglected
so long as a proper officer could be found and obtained to

The general appearance of the respective
company equipments resulted in the Regiment passing a very
creditable inspection, which ended at noon, when all were
conduct the same.

ready for and freely partook of the dinner prepared

—

that of

compressed vegetable soup, together with rations of fresh
beef and potatoes

—a

diet not to

be relished, especially

we could

and did
although rumors were
not,

at

be disdained, but rather to

this season

not,

complain

afloat

of the year.
just at that

In

time

;

fact,

for,

very freely, and from reliable

sources too, that the officers were receiving finely-baked, soft

bread from the

Army

Purveyor's stores

ered rather good fortune for them

—

yet

—which was
it

consid-

was promised that

we should also enjoy the same luxury, as Major-General Hooker, commanding the Army of the Potomac, in his
plan of re-organizing the army in general, and directing their
ere long

upon different principles heretofore adopted and
had determined upon the method of further and
providing for the comforts and welfare of the soldier

regulation
practiced,
better

a

1 2 2d

by

issuing
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construction of ovens, for the

for the

purpose of bread-baking on a more extensive scale.

Dress-

parade was the next event of the day, which was short and
informal

;

when,

rations, all

the enjoyment of the usual evening

after

turned

and

in, readily

obtaining a good night's

rest.

— Stroll Through
Vivandiere — The Irish

Neighboring
Regiment.

Visit to Division Hospital

Camps — The

Irish

Monday, March

23, 1863.

was cloudy and windy

;

view of

early, with the

—The

whereupon,

special duties assigned for the day,

this

had been no

worthy of note, every-

thing indicated a reign of unusual quiet.
together with several of the boys of

morning

weather
as there

Therefore we,

Company K,

agreed to

accept the invitation tendered from Division Hospital Headquarters

some time

since, to visit the hospital, a description

of which, here, will not be amiss.

The afternoon having

we

arrived at the hospital at

been selected

for the purpose,

an early hour when, under the guidance of a comrade

Company

detailed attache from

K— we

—

passed around and

through the different wards, where we found the sick comrades of the Regiment to be the recipients of

and attention

nothing was neglected that

fact,

fort

;

for

—

and, especially, even the sheltering furnished for the

feeblest of the invalids
this

all due care
amply provided for in
was essential to their com-

possible, as well as

was not

all to

we were next

was most admirably arranged.

P>ut

be seen or to be taken into consideration,
afforded the gratification of an inspection

of the Steward's Apartment, which contained such an array
of delicacies as canned oysters, condensed milk or cream,
potted meats and chicken, jarred preserves,

orange

meringue,

tea,

etc.

—

in

short,

all

jellies,

the

apples,

dainties so

away from the
comforts of home and the care of friends.
And then, oh,
how great the contrast when we looked back and pondered
over the hospital accommodations provided for those other

eagerly relished by the poor, sick soldiers,

!

—
;

'
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poor comrades within the mere folds of their shelter

who had

to

endure the sufferings and

camp

affliction of

tents,

fever,

with insufficient clothing, too, as well as the store of

etc.,

medical supplies exhausted, which characterized and prevailed at the Hospital Headquarters of the Division,

Camp

Falmouth, before and

when

at

after the siege of Fredericks-

burg.

After two or three hours profitably spent,
for

we were en route

Camp Franklin, which was about two miles
made by another course, which

distant, but

our return was
the

opportunity of

passing

camps, where we made brief

marked

attention,

and kind

through
halts,

afforded us

neighboring

several

and received due

hospitality in

some

respect,

instances.

At

camp of the 1 1 4th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers,
better known as Collis' Zouaves, occurred an incident
worthy of relation In passing through the company streets
of the Regiment, we suddenly halted in front of a peculiarly
the

:

arranged,

tented

"Hello, boys,

quarters,

there's a

upon the

woman

call of

a comrade

in that tent!"

At once,

were attracted to the spot, and sure enough a woman
made her appearance a sight very unusual in the army
all

—

for her plight, that of

an uncouth

with hair disheveled,

figure,

and attire untidy, plainly indicated her habits and vocation,
which naturally produced meditations as to whom she might
Her reply
be, and what were her relations to the Regiment.
to the call of our
for, in

that

comrade, soon

brogue, which

known emigrants from

is

satisfied us as to

her nativity

characteristic of those well-

waved us off
(although aroused from a comparative stupor,) in a commanding way, with "be off wid yez, ye spalpeens ; or ye' 11
the

Emerald

Isle,

she

Before departing,
find the woman betther than all yez !
however, we learned that she had been adopted by the Regi'

ment, accompanying

it

in full dress as

" Daughter of the

Regiment," when on the march, but serving mainly as vivandiere.

As we proceeded, homeward-bound, we met with

quite a

I22d Regiment Peun'a
surprise

—
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that of finding a native Lancastrian, in the person

of Sergeant

camp
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George

Deichler, of Company

P.

command

of the 69th Regiment, under

I,

at the

of Colonel

Joshua T. Owen. Sergeant Deichler kindly entertained
us by escorting us through company quarters as well as
regimental headquarters, whereby we were afforded another

We

brief interval for reflection, with attentive consideration.

found

Regiment

this

to

be principally composed of that

class

by adoption, whose hardy natures, as well as course of habits, and courage were characteristic of the Celtic race, and therefore a part and parcel of that celebrated Irish Brigade, which was comprised
within the Second Division of our gallant Third Corps, and
of Irish-American citizens,

known as the Philadelphia Irish Regiment. We arrived in
camp about dusk, somewhat fatigued, where, after regular
evening meal, we retired early for the night's repose.
On Picket at a New Post

— The

Old Farm-House

—A

Feast

on Slat-Jacks Prevented by a Rebel Cavalry Force.

Tuesday, March
which greeted us

this

1863.

24,

—The

change of weather,

morning, was more favorable, although

Regiment received orders and furnished
picket-duty.
As usual, we moved off at 8

rather blustry, as the
its

detail

for

o'clock, a.

m.,

to

the

north-east, then

proceeded toward

the west, on the line of our old picket-station, along a stretch

of laurel underbrush, not far from Stafford C. H., where
arrived in due time.

we

Immediately on our front we perceived

an ancient-looking, dilapidated farm-house, not

far distant,

with a cavalry picket-station quite adjacent, which belonged
to the 10th

New

Jersey Cavalry Regiment;

whereupon we

soon made the acquaintance of the cavalrymen, who, together
with some of the boys of

ments

for

(

'ompany K,

at

once made arrange-

an expedition of adventure to the old farm-house.

Tlie joint party stalled out promptly,

(lie

habitation was soon

reached, and an acquaintance was duly formed with

ibi

oc
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who proved

to be
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an elderly, hospitable lady and a

colored female domestic.

Although the exterior appearance of this ancient, almost
tumble-down domicile was not so inviting, yet its interior
possessed those home-like comforts not often sought or to be
found within such habitations; for the snugly covered bedwith

stead,

in

a

door,

high chaff bolsters and white counterpane,

its

betokened an

refinement rather

of

air

surprising

then,

;

room adjoining, or kitchen proper, through an open
we espied the large, commodious Virginia fire-hearth,
back logs of

replete with the proverbial

fair

front

size, in

of which was placed in proper position the familiar Old Do-

minion spider or griddle, with Aunt Chloe, the domestic,
sitting

by

time,

the

its

In the hands of Aunt Chloe,

side.

griddle was

very skillfully manipulated

process of baking slap-jacks, prepared from

missary

flour, issued to

just at that

U

S.

A.

in the

Comwho

such persons in the community

held the proper requisitions, granted by the military authorities,

during which operation there was a sequel

as our little

;

for, as

soon

batch of dough was ready, and we were enjoying

the kindly hospitality of the hostess, a rustling noise was

heard from the outside, followed with the sudden entrance
of

Comrade John Weidle,

that the rebel cavalry
It is

of

Company K, who

reported

were making a raid in that direction.

hardly necessary to say

it,

on the double-quick, insomuch

vamoosed the ranche
we were far enough ahead

that all
that

before stopping to look back for real danger; fortunately,

however, we were not

were quickly there,

far

from our

picket-line, so that

we

as well as to find that our cavalry forces

had been sent out on the chase after the intruding rebels. Of
course, this had ruined our prospects, and as we did not again
venture out, owing to proper restraint, we were forced to
leave our feast, then in preparation, for the relish

ment of the ioth N.
about the house.

manner,

to us

;

J.

Cavalry boys,

Consequently,
for,

this

and enjoy-

who were

was

stationed

real distress, in

a

having had matters so nicely arranged

122(1
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for a feast of dainties,

it

tion to the

its

in another enterprise, that of turning our atten-

grubbing out of

fine roots of laurel,

which were

we (being

deft in the

of the pen-knife) soon converted

boiling

However,

enjoyments.

very abundant hereabouts, and which
use
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was rather galling to be thus de-

prived of and driven away from

we engaged
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them

pork

off in

fat in

After

into pipes.

our tin-cups, we were soon

enabled to enjoy a good smoke with the batch of tobacco
captured

house, while an order was received

at the aforesaid

from Picket Headquarters

'
'

observe a sharp

to

look-out

toward the front," when and where we put in a

worthy of mention.

night, without further events

Heavy Fall

of Rain Makes an Uneventful Day.

Wednesday, March
to observe that the

25, 1863.

—We awoke

this

morning

weather had undergone another change

before day-light, that of a heavy

without intermission

back of the picket-line,

fall

day long

all

general, were to be found,

away

restless

for

;

of rain, which kept up,
therefore, the boys,

clinging closely to their

in

fires,

comfort, so that the day passed

rather uneventfully.

Bad Weather

— Rebel

Bushwacker Captured.

—

Thursday, March 26, 1863. Morning brought more
and fleeting clouds, while the atmosphere all along the
line was damp and disagreeable, so that another day was
rain

passed very uncomfortably on the picket-line.

During the

afternoon a portion of our cavalry passed through the line,

bringing with them

whom

"a

rebel bushwacker,"

pack and saddle,

they captured, about dusk, as he was trying to cross

He had

the country in the front of our lines.
crossed the river during the previous night,

himself until toward dusk this evening,

doomed him
vent the

to be

da)' passed

and then secreted

when

taken as a prisoner.

away

evidently

at reserve-station.

his venture out

Without further
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—Muddy

Relieved by Fifth Corps Men

March to Camp

—

Deaths of Two More Comrades.
Friday,

was
of

March

27, 1863.

—-Dawn of

clear but cold,

when

all

and drying

their

damp

fires

day, this morning,

hands were early

at

building

About mid-day

clothing.

our relief came along, which was part of the Fifth Corps,

under

command

Major-General Humphreys.

of

So we

off at once, by a new route, and reached camp in
good time, though mud-bespattered, hungry, and tired.
As we arrived home, (as we then termed Camp Franklin,) rain again began to fall with good prospects for a continuance during the night.
As matters of event, we here

moved
pretty

members of

record the loss of two more

Regiment by
the rude hand of death
that of Private John A. Huber,
of Company B, which occurred at his home, whither he had
been conveyed when ill, at Lancaster, Pa., March n, 1863;
and that of Private John Smith, of Company H, which
the

—

occurred in general hospital at Falmouth, Va.,
1863.

As the night was

wet,

all

March

17,

gladly availed themselves

of the opportunity for an early retirement, and turned into

bunks in short order.
Regiment to Be Put

Saturday, March

in

Proper Trim for Battle, etc

28, 1863.

—The

night continued this morning, as

from our quarters, and kept up
about
affairs,

camp seemed

all

rain of the previous

we awoke and emerged
day long.

Therefore,

all

to indicate, as a prevailing condition of

A new series of orders had
Regimental headquarters from Corps head-

gloom and despondency.

been received

at

quarters, to the effect,

to putting the

'

'

that special attention should

Regiment

in proper trim for battle

most rigid discipline should be observed

;

;

be given
that the

that inspection of

arms and of camp should be frequent and thorough that
the men should be compelled to keep arms, accoutrements,
;

I22d Regiment Penn'a
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clean and in proper order; and, more particularly, that

camp

special care should be devoted to the cleanliness of the

measure."

as a very considerate sanitary

It

was, therefore,

very noticeable, that Major-General Daniel E. Sickles was

have his (the Third) Corps in an excellent

striving hard to

state of discipline

and

quite popular with the

efficiency

;

and

men under

that he

was becoming

command, was

his

fully

demonstrated and attested by the readiness and willingness

Owing

they displayed in complying with his orders.

to the

weather having every appearance of remaining in wretched
condition, for awhile at least, this day passed without any

other important event, and

retired within

all

bunks

for the

night.

Inspection not Creditable

Sunday, March

29, 1863.

— Drying

—The

assumed a more cheerful aspect,
clear
for

weather, this morning,

for all

and the atmosphere very cold.

company

Clothes, etc

above was brightly

Orders were received

inspections, as usual; but,

owing

to the effects,

and everything, of the recent very wet and muddy
spell which had prevailed, the inspections did not pass as
creditably as those in the past.
However, as the sun shed
forth his brilliant rays more strongly, all hands turned out,

upon

all

were drying themselves as well as their wet clothes, and

hugging the camp-fires for comfort,

Heitshu read
(if

several

orders.

Dress-parade, the

etc.

duty for the afternoon, was next held,

at

which Adjutant

Subsequently,

all

partook

the usual evening rations prepared, and then retired within

their

bunks

for the night,

to record for the

without any event of importance

day

r.KinADE Inspection

— Censure for Dirty Guns — Death
— Heavy Snow-Storm.

oe

a Comrade

—

Monday, March 30, 1863. This morning "the weathergod " again favored us with his cheerful smiles, as it was
clear and cold.
At an earl)' hour we received special orders
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Thus we

clean up dirty guns for general inspection.

passed the morning hours until time for dinner,
preparations were

made

when speedy

good meal, which was freely
relished.
Dinner over, the Regi-

for a

partaken of and heartily

company streets, ready to fall in
march to Brigade headquarters; where, shortly afterward, we arrived promptly to
time and were drilled as well as reviewed by Major-General
Whipple, commanding the Division. The Adjutant-General, who conducted the inspection, gave us a rather rough
ment was quickly

in line in

with the other regiments

for the

overhauling about the condition of our guns, and ordered

company

have the same put in thorough condi-

officers to

Another event

tion.

to chronicle for the

day was the death

of Private Urias Wallace, of

Company

mental comrade, which occurred

at

hospital, this day,

and we

retired

March

Camp

F, another Regi-

Falmouth, Va., in

As night

30, 1863.

within our cosy quarters for

upon

fell

rest,

us,

a heavy

snow-storm commenced and raged during the entire night.
Snow- Storm Continues

— Sick-Call— Unpleasant

Condition of

Affairs in Virginia.

Tuesday, March
night

still

when

it

that

by

1863.

31,

—The

snow-storm of

raged this morning, and continued

then turned to rain, which kept up
night-fall the

snow had

till

all

n

last

o'clock,

day long, so

entirely disappeared.

unfavorable state of the weather had put an end to

all

This
duties

about camp, with the exception of that very essential and
important one

— attending

to sick-call,

which seemed

to have

had a responsive tendency of very large proportions, of late.
The sojourn of the Regiment in the Old Dominion, then,
had been very uninviting,
tended with rendering

many men

fact that our surroundings

dition of affairs,

and atduty, from the

as well as disagreeable,

unfit for

were naught but a miserable con-

consisting of

wet,

dampness,

and

mud

everywhere we went, insomuch that the poor, tired, almost
exhausted soldier found it impossible to keep himself neat

1 2 2d
or tidy.
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day of March, the proverbial

old adage of ''coming in like a lion, will go out like a

lamb," did not hold good and true
were compelled

making the
stances.

to

best that

this season,

spend the day in our

we could

because

damp

we

abodes,

out of a bad state of circum-

Night had cast her sombre hue over the country

at

an early hour, when

to

dream of what

the

all

were soon nestled within bunks

morrow would

bring.

CHAPTER

XXI.

—

—

All-Fools Day in Camp Usual Routine of Drill, etc. Cavalry, Corps and Army Reviews by President Lincoln
and General Hooker— Picket- Duty in Risky Location Change of Brigade Officers.

—

Wednesday, April

i,

1863.

— "All

hail!" was the ex-

camp this morning though it was
Day;" because, as we arose, day dawned clear

clamation heard throughout

" All-Fools

and cold, accompanied with a strong nor'-wester blowing
So, at an early hour, all the men were again busy

briskly

at building camp-fires,

around which

all

clustered in the

endeavor to dry their wet clothing, but did not make much
progress toward that object,

as they

rather succeeded

in

getting too great a smoking for their pains

and efforts, which
was by no means pleasant or agreeable.
Numerous and
fools' errands
peculiar were the
that were perpetrated by
one upon the other, along with false reports as to a movement of the army, etc., which caused the Colonel to be
besieged for several hours by the victims seeking information
and inquiring as to particulars. Guard-mount and sick-call
were the first duties of the day, which were duly attended
to, when orders were received to clean up guns and accoutrements, for they had again become rusty.
After dinner
the Regiment was exercised in company drills and at dressparade, during which official orders were received and read,
advising the Regiment to be ready to go on picket to-mor'

'

'

row,

when

all

worthy of note.

'

retired for the night, without further event

Major-General Joseph Hooker.

1 2 2d
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Again on Picket

— Heavy

Thursday, April
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Detail from the Second Corps.
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— Day opened

cold and clear

again, with all the cooks early at their posts preparing the

At 9 o'clock the Regiment
\Y as again en route to the northwest and along the Rappahannock river, over terribly bad, muddy roads as usual. Toward afternoon the sun came out warmer, as we arrived at
our station, very tired from the long, muddy tramp which we
were forced to go through, when we immediately sank down
upon the sward to snatch or obtain some rest.
The only
rations for three days

on

picket.

event for the day to record was, that the Regiment, while en
route to picket-station, met with and passed a large detail

from the Second Corps about half-way on the road, when

and where they turned

off

toward the southeast

their destination,

along the main picket-line

accompanied

by a

Battery,
Battery,

also

light battery,

—

that being

they were

belonging to Ricketts'

Pennsylvania Reserve Corps, formerly Matthews'

and a hard

had over the

pull with slow and difficult progress they
and through the soft mud. After attend-

fields

ing to the proper details
Fires to

we soon turned

— Faithful

Dry Clothinc

Friday, April
after a slight

1863.

3,

— Day

in for a night's rest.

Duty on

dawned

Picket.

brightly again,

shower of rain during the night, which made

much more

matters
to build
for the

;

fires,

pleasant and agreeable, affording chances
which were kept up and were main features

purpose of drying wet clothing and making the

men

otherwise comfortable.

Thus, as usual, the day passed une-

ventfully, save that the

Regiment rendered

all

day long on the

faithful service

picket-line.

Windy Day on Picket

—

Ludicrous Scenes Occasioned by too
Closely Hugging the Fires.

Saturday, April
bright, cold,

and

4,

1863.

clear, with

— Dawn

a

stiff

of

day was again

nor'-wester blowing a

—
;
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men

perfect gale, causing the
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of the Regiment to again build

which they clung
tenaciously whilst the winds blew the ashes and smoke into
Many,
their eyes, rendering matters rather uncomfortable.
fires,

around which they gathered and

to

were the cases of scorched clothing, the burning-off of

too,

skirts of the

army

overcoats, or large holes into the pairs of

which were reported, and were the proverbial

pants,

to be expected

on such blustry days.

results

Considerable chagrin

was also occasioned among the boys by the awkwardness
exhibited,

prepared
in

many

whereby the tin-cups of

at the bivouac-fire,

cases, the accidental

hustle of

on the main

furnishing quite a

num-

duties rendered to-day

which denoted some

to relief-station,

line,

which had been

being caused by a rush or

fire,

The only

ber of ludicrous scenes.

activity

tilt

comrades around the

were those appertaining

coffee,

were rudely upset and spilled

whereupon,

as night

approached,

huddled together to keep warm, but the day and the

all

night both passed uneventfully.

— Difficult

bNow and Sunshine
Sunday, April

5,

1863.

visited with a fall of

Return to Camp.

— During the night we were again

snow

to the

depth of several inches

however, as day appeared, clear weather was the happy

change
that,

the

to note, with calmness

when " Old

and warmer temperature,

snow rapidly disappeared.

We

were

the picket-line, until about 2 o'clock,
arrived.

so

Sol " shed forth his rays in radiant glory,

Our tramp, on

have been dreadfully

this occasion,

difficult

p.

still

m.,

may

on duty upon

when

the relief

be truly said to

and labored, having been

made through mud and slush, for a distance of eight miles,
before we arrived at Camp Franklin, which was at a very
late hour,

owing

swollen streams.

to the great delay occasioned in crossing the

That we were almost exhausted,

as well as

our clothing very wet and mud-bespattered, were facts or
circumstances not to be doubted, or at
therefore, after the preparation

all

surprising

and partaking of a

;

so,

hastily-

I22d Regiment Penn'a
made

supper, night was at

boys to

rest,

1
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hand and hurried a

tired lot of

made

sweet their

with that longing which surely

repose and slumber.

Grand Cavalry Review by President

Monday, April

6,

1863.

—The

Lincoln.

state of the

weather

this

morning was very cloudy and threatening, whilst the snow
continued to linger in the lap of Spring, so to say.
To-day
had been

Army

set

apart as one auspicious or propitious for the

it was
the day for the cavalry
which President Lincoln, accompanied by his
wife and son, were in attendance to witness the same.
Of

of the Potomac, as

review,

at

and had not

course, we, of the infantry, were not required,

been ordered

was the

case, as

mud and

and
the roads were

to turn out,

right glad

were we that such

in a miserable condition

mire being as deep as at any previous time

even the cavalry troops, en route

—the
;

for,

review grounds, put

to the

an appearance not to be envied by any means, as they

in

were bespattered with
the

1

2

mud

2d Regiment, P

from head

quietude and comparative

rest,

was surmised or contemplated
for review

by

at

Therefore,

camp

in

without any other event trans-

piring worthy of record, save that

was received

to foot.

V., observed the day in

some important movement
early day, as an order

for an

evening time by the Regiment to be ready

the President on the morrow.

Inspection and Review oe the Infantry, ok the

by President Lincoln, General Joe

Tuesday,

damp and

\pril

7,

chilly.

(

1863.

— The

Third Corps,
Hooker and Stake.

weather

still

remained

hving to the condition of the roads

being so very bad, as well as the weather being very threatening, our Brigade had the pleasure and honor, with the

rest

end of the Army of the Potomac, to
receive a visit from President Lincoln and his son, accompanied by Major Cieneral
Looker, all of whom made a
of the troops

at

hasly tour ol

inspeiuon throughout our

this

I

camp

— the

review
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held being rather more informal than usual or otherwise.

Toward evening "Old Boreas" suddenly
blowing up a very cold gale, but clearing

started in with
off,

when

dress-

parade was held, at which general orders were read, "to get
ready for grand review on the morrow;" thus
Fighting Old Joe

Hooker,

seemed that
he was then best known, was

as

determined to have a review

at last

it

The

at all hazards.

accompanying General Hooker, on

Staff

this occasion, surpassed

previous efforts in the grandeur of their appearance, as

all

well as in

numbers

—gold

lace, bright swords,

equipments

neat and clean, and accoutrements burnished in grand style,

were the characterizing and predominating features of

this

and hasty review, which, in other words, was a perfect
success.
So, without any other event to note, the day went
short

by,

when

night

came and

cast her

sombre hue over the scene,
and accepted,

affording an early opportunity, gladly hailed
for retirement within our then cosy quarters.

Imposing Review of the

Army

the Potomac by President

of

Lincoln, General Hooker, et al.

Wednesday, April

8, 1863.

morning, to find another "

when
stir

Regiment awoke

this

nor'-wester blowing a gale,"

men were quickly out and around the fires, for
was damp and chilling. Everything about camp was

all

the air

—The

stiff

the

and

denoting plainly that something extra-

activity,

ordinary was to take place

was

the-prepare-to-fall-in

;

so,

after

an early breakfast,

announced by the

derly Sergeants to their respective companies;

were

in short order, all
tired neat

and

in line

on company

clean, with guns,

polished properly

;

plates

until, at the call

several

Or-

whereupon,

streets, all at-

and accoutrements

of the

drum

corps the

Regiment marched off and formed upon parade-ground.
About 8 o'clock, the Regiment, without delay whatever,
was moved

off

toward the southwest, a distance of four miles,

where regiment

after

regiment was met and perceived

—

all

12 2d Regiment Pcnn' a Volunteers.
infantry forces

—pouring

in
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from every direction and pre-

senting a splendid sight.
It

was

Com-

about mid-day when the respective Corps

just

manders had made

their proper alignments, with the

markers

properly posted, that from a bugle corps in the distance the

was given

signal

that all

was

in readiness for the

grand

re-

view; whereupon, immediately afterward, we heard, wafted

from the right of the

line

on the winds

the Chief! "

to

Presently there came, riding along the line,

President Lincoln, Major-General
chief of the

as they prevailed,

bands playing " Hail

the familiar strains of the brigade

Army

Hooker, commander-in-

of the Potomac, the several Corps

com-

manders, besides quite a retinue of attaches and attendants,
all

mounted upon

gaily caparisoned steeds,

each in turn

seemingly vying with the other as to the grandeur of appear-

ance as well as deportment.
stood at " attention

they passed to the

!

As they passed our

front all

" with not a head turned, after

left

which

of our line and then to our rear

whereupon, we were again ordered to "stand

erect,

;

with

heads to the front," which required quite a time in making

By

from the bugle corps orders were
received, and given by the Regimental commanders, " to
the

circuit.

signal

column by companies," with the proper
whereupon the second signal was given, and
column moved off, in turn, passing before the

right wheel into

guides aligned
the entire

;

President as well as the respective General
review,

all

of

whom

(

(fhVers in

grand

gave us the proper and regular salute

;

then a countermarch was ordered which afforded us a sight,
also,

of this superb,

at least,
tion,

moving military

from 75,000

to

80,000

men

endeavoring to excel the other as
ing,

spectacle, comprising

judging from appearances and the best of informa-

taking

all

circumstances

in line, each regiment

appearance and march-

to

into

consideration.

Thus,

highly pleased with our experience on this occasion, as also
the gratification

the return to

fell

from our sight-seeing, we were soon on

Camp Franklin,

very

much

invigorated by the
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then prevailing, which had the effect of im-

parting a very keen desire and relish for the rations that our

cooks were enabled to provide.
the

Regiment turned

So, without further events,

in very early for a night's refreshing rest.

Details to Brigade Headquarters for Bread.

—

Thursday, April 9, 1863. Day was ushered in bright,
After attending to guard-mount and sickcool and clear.
call, the policing of company streets was ordered, when the
morning hours were devoted by the Regiment to ordinary

camp

duties, whilst 1st Sergeants

tasks of preparing muster rolls of

were assigned the special

companies

for the

Paymas-

which they were somewhat grateful, according to the
old maxim
"large favors most thankfully received, with
After dinner an order
smaller ones considered pro rata.'"
ter, for

—

was received for a detail of five men from each company of
the Regiment, who were to be provided with blankets and,
under charge of company Quartermaster-Sergeants, were

to

proceed to Brigade headquarters for the Regimental quota of
soft,

white bread

to these

'
'

;

amen

!

'
'

was the ready word responsive

instructions, for the details

were quickly furnished

and gladly turned out upon their errands. After the return
of the details dress-parade was held and was of short duration,

when

all

were active

in the preparation of royal sup-

pers on fresh beef, potatoes, onions,

A

prized, fresh, white bread.

indulged

in, after

which

with the duties, the

bill

and

also the very highly-

few camp sports were next

turned into bunks well satisfied

all

of fare, and the pleasures for the

day.
Drill, Inspection,

and Dress-Parade

Friday, April 10, 1863.
weather was

warm and

—This

fine.

— No

Event.

morning the

state of the

Orders were early issued for

the respective companies to clean up arms and accoutrements

and drill, whilst the several company musterwere also then completed, which were finally handed

for inspection
rolls

1 2 2d

Regiment Penn'a Volunteers.

over to the Captains at

company
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Dinner was then

quarters.

prepared and heartily enjoyed, after which we were marched
out tothe parade-ground, where the Regiment was drilled
and inspected for about two hours; then dress-parade was
had for a brief interval, at which the reading of several
orders were the main features
when, without any import;

ant

event to note,

all

were dismissed to their quarters

for

the rest of the day.
I

)ivision-Drill

— Dress-Parade by Lieutenant-G h.onel
— Orders for Picket-Duty.

Edward

McGovern

—

Saturday, April ii, 1863. Day again dawned upon us
and clear. After guard-mount and sick-call, which were
duly and promptly attended to, the Regiment was actively
fine

engaged

in

company

prepare for division

orders had been received

drills, as

drill for the

afternoon."

An

'

'

to

early din-

ner was, next in order, which had been regularly provided

by the respective company cooks and was heartily partaken
of, after

a thorough exercising in

the various

and

precise

manceuvrings which make company as well as regimental
drills perfect.

Regiment formed line and moved
Brigade rendezvous, where we were again thoroughly

Directly after dinner the
off to

drilled in the

many and

acterize brigade

when, we were

hours;

three

on the return

intricate manceuvrings which charand division movements in general, for about

to

at

camp, where we

conducted by Lieutenant-Colonel
ing

once ready and quickly
yet

had dress-parade, ably

Edward McCuivkkn,

which an order was received and read

ment

to

be ready to go on picket again."

event of importance,
night's repose
ters at

in

dur-

the Regi-

So, without other

and speedily turned in for a
what was considered somewhat cosy quarall

readily

Lamp Krankun, when compared

hitherto experienced

the picket-line.

— "for

and had

to

what we had

to expect while

doing duty on
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Sunday, April

12,
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Run along the Rappahannock.

1863.

—We

were called out

at

an

and partook of
our breakfasts, so that about 9 o'clock the Regiment had
formed into line and was en route for picket-station and
picket-duty, arriving at our post about noon, when and

early hour this morning, at once prepared

where we again relieved the

Irish

Brigade of our Division.

Our post, upon this occasion, was located just northwest
Rock Run, along the hills which bordered the Rappahannock River, and only a short distance from Signal Station,
where we had a full, distinct view of the rebel picket-station
on the opposite bank of the river. The day passed by without event to record
but, as night approached, we could
of

;

plainly discern the ruddy glow of the rebel camp-fires which

had been kindled, although about two miles distant. The
woodland at this point had been rather greatly thinned out,
so that the Regiment was more exposed than the men exactly
desired, cared, or liked to be; however, "all was well"
during the night, which passed, too, without any occurrence
or circumstance worthy of note.

Regiment on Picket All Day Long within Close RifleRange of the Enemy.

Monday, April

—The

weather this morning
Regiment at their posts faithfully doing picket-duty, while at the same time they observed,
very readily, that they were constantly within easy and close
Had the rebels desired to exrifle-range of the enemy.
change shots, or open a fight with us, it was generally conceded or known that they would have surely had or gotten
the best of us, for they had more woodland along the river
banks to protect them; while, owing to their dirty, grey
uniforms also, it would have been difficult for us "to have

was clear, with the

13,

1863.

men

of the

drawn a bead" on them, much less
It was somewhat gratifying,
them.

to

have distinguished

therefore, to

know

or

I22d Kegimcnt Pcini'a

J^ohinteers.
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observe that there appeared to be somewhat of a mutual

understanding

among the

just at that time,

quently,

we had

videttes not to fire

and the situation of

affairs

upon each

—

other,

so that, conse-

another uneventful day to pass by and

still

note.

Commissary Coffee and Sugar Exchanged for Pone or CornBread Regiment yet on Picket.

—

—

Tuesday, April 14, 1863. Dawn of day was ushered
in clear and cheering, as the weather was fine and warm,
with the Regiment still engaged at picket-duty.
Although,
as the day waned on, the weather had become much brighter
and more cheering to the spirits of the men, yet it seemed
that monotony, as it were, had taken such a hold of affairs
along the picket-line as to almost engender dullness, even to
sluggishness in

some

mind upon by some
proceed

far,

picket-line

therefore, a stroll was deter-

respects;

to the rear of the line.

however;

for,

They did

not

but a short distance back of the

was observed a very ancient, dilapidated

log-

chimney of which was perceived the
frequent and thickening curls of smoke as they ascended to,
broke, and were scattered among the elements overhead, in-

house, from the rude

dicating that there was something in progress rather attractive

and inviting at that quaint old domicile. We approached
the same in our usual, unobtrusive way, when and where
we were quickly recognized, offered hospitality, and surely
rewarded by finding an elderly lady actively engaged in preparing a batch of pone or corn-bread for the griddle.

we were ever ready
mutual exchanges,
diet,

to

for

strike a

the inviting

was speedily perfected

;

and desirable change of

for, as

we

liberally dealt out

our commissary coffee and sugar, we received
supplies

of freshly-baked, brown,

which we promptly returned

to

crisp

appreciaied

in return fair

corn-bread,

picket-station

vided our trophies (for such they were)

who

As

bargain, our success in

fair

with

and there

di-

among our comrades,

and readily partook of the

same.

So,

Camp and
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without any further incident or event, the day and the night
passed

away with

on the

picket-line.

the

Regiment

yet rendering faithful service

Relieved by 2oth Indiana and 105TH Pennsylvania Volunteers Plodding Way, etc., to Camp.

—

Wednesday, April

15, 1863.

— Day-break appeared with

a strong north-east wind raging, and a heavy rain-fall accom-

panying, which soon served the purpose of making

all, as

however, through the means of the bivouac-fires which had been
kindled, and were then briskly burning, we were enabled
within an hour or two to enjoy or obtain a little comfort, comwell as everything about us, very uncomfortable

paratively expressing
relief arrived.

it,

about

2

The Regiment, on

o'clock

p.

;

m.,

this occasion,

but,

when our

was relieved

by the 20th Indiana Volunteers and the 105th Pennsylvania
Volunteers, who belonged to the First (or Red Badge)

when our plodding back
Camp Franklin proved nothing

Division of our Corps,
trip

it

was) to

continued wading through

mud and

(for such a

short of a

slush, the crossing of

swollen streams under great and considerable disadvantages,

and getting a thorough wetting. Thus we arrived into camp
hungry and exhausted, but were quickly, nevertheless, occupied in re-arranging our quarters and putting other matters
to right, with the

solid rest

we had

view of obtaining or securing a night of

and comfort upon the

further event to note, night

camp bedsteads which

Without any
upon us and allowed us to
dream of happier days await-

fell

enjoy sweet repose as well as to
ing

rustic

heretofore provided for that purpose.

us.

—

Orders for Heavy-Marching Trim Rigid Brigade Inspection
by Acting Brigadier-General Franklin.

—

Thursday, April 16, 1863. The weather this morning,
we were aroused, was threatening rather badly, for the sky
was overcast with clouds, whilst the atmosphere was raw and

as

:

1 2 2d Reg;iment
Penn'a Volunteers.
"£>

At an early hour orders were received by the Colonel

clamp.
'
'

To

etc.

company

require each

man

each

;
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to clean

up arms, accoutrements,
and to

to receive 60 rounds of ammunition;

be in heavy-marching trim;" so that the entire forenoon was

devoted to fulfillment of the same.

After dinner Brigade

and Regimental inspections were the next orders
with the Regiment in line at 1 o'clock, sharp,
entire Brigade

—

for the day,

the

as also

heavy-marching trim, with knapsack,

all in

Directly upon arrival at

haversack, canteen, etc., complete.

parade-ground, Colonel Franklin (our then Acting Brigadier-General) appeared upon the scene and held a most rigid

thorough inspection, both of Brigade and Regi-

as well as

ment, which passed very creditably and favorably
respects, too, than

one

;

of

for, greatest

all,

—

more

in

the change of

Brigade Officers* had been received with delight and appreciation, as our

begun

really

who
less

known and recognized as a
on the other hand, the men had

Colonel had been

philanthropist;

whilst,

to dislike or detest Brigadier-General Piatt,

always appeared to be in ill-humor, and then more or
"cross-grained," as they termed

mediately followed, after which
to rest, as well as to conjecture

Dress-parade im-

it.

turned in for the night

all

upon

that

which might be

The New Paymaster, Major Oakley, and
April

Friday,

17,

threatening weather

—

chilling
that

—

*()wing
burg,

tlie

—

1863,

tht

to the
first

Birds of Prey.

— Day-break

again

brought

cloudy overhead and the atmosphere

yet all faces bore a smile,

for

in

day

store for another

and a broad one, too, at
After the
in camp.

Paymaster had arrived

continued absence of Ccncral Pia

lirig.ulc,

i

r,

since the siege of Fredericks-

of the Third Division, had been

left

without a proper or

whereupon Maior-C.cneral Whiitlk, U S. A then in
command of the Division, deeming Colonel Franklin* of our Regiment, after a
thorough test, as the best fitted for the permanent command thereafter, assigned the
same |o him under the title of Acting P.rigadit r-( ieneral
Acting Ih-igadier-Gencral
regular

commanding

officer,

,

1'KANK'i.iN thereupon immediately selected as bis aids-dc-c.tmp, Lieutenant
t".
1.'

Lung, of Company
|lh

Regiment,

N'

\

l>,

V

i-rjd

Regiment,

P. V.,

John

ami Lieutenant IL P K amsoki,

I.,
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camp duty, the Regiment was formed
upon company streets, where each company awaited
their turn to receive the pay.
As Major Oakley, U S. A.
Paymaster, arrived at the post of Company K, he took occasion to refer to certain glaring errors committed by his predecessor, Major
the former Paymaster, with
special regard to the cases of the reported absent sick and
regular

routine of

into line

W

,

their "descriptive papers;"

however, that did not

affect us

who were and had been on duty with
As heretofore

stated,

the Regiment all along.
upon another occasion, along with the

Paymaster flocked the usual birds of prey, or camp-followers,
such as small gamblers,

fakirs, et a/., all

of

whom

plied their

nefarious vocations to rob the poor soldiers of the paltry

sums of money which they yet retained,
counts with

enough

money

the

sutler

—

at

to be scooped in,
to readily

least,

those

after settling ac-

who were

foolish

and allow themselves and

and rapidly part company.

their

Dress-parade

in order, held at 5 o'clock, sharp, was of short
and passed off quite satisfactorily and creditably.
After which supper was hastily prepared and disposed of,

was next
duration,

when

all

retired to quarters

for

the night's rest

—no, not

some were within darkened tents, where many were
the games of cards played, attended with the usual losses
and gains during the night. Thus ended another day withall,

for

out further event or incident to note.

Brigade and Division Drills

— Ready

for Change of Base.

—

as

as

Saturday, April 18, 1863. The state of the weather,
day dawned upon us this morning, we were glad to record
clear and warm.
The first special duties of the morning

hours were

company

were kept up

and

drills

hastily partaken of,

and proceeded
drills

—the

throughout the Regiment, which

Dinner was next prepared
when the Regiment formed into line

until nearly noon.

to

take part in the

brigade and division

special orders for the afternoon

—which were con-

Van Horn

of Major-General

ducted by Inspector-General

;

I22tl

Whipple's
of the day.

Regiment Penn'a

Volunteers.

and proved creditable and

staff,
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satisfactory events

Dress-parade followed in the evening, at which

important orders were received and read, with special reference
to providing for the sick in

camp and

the furnishing of ad-

whereupon many were the conjectures
formed, or instances afforded for surmise, as to what was next
to occur of importance, or might turn up in the way of
adventure, etc.
All were really ready for a change of base,
as we felt that we had already tarried too long in this one
ditional rations, etc.,

locality

;

exhausted

for our

woodlands were

—only

to

be obtained

all

at

gone, our water supply

remote distance and then

very scanty, with other inconveniences needless to specify
yet, there

would be one regret

—

that of leaving our comfort-

able "home-like" bunks, so to speak, which had been constructed with great care, labor, etc., for days then past.

A

move upon the enemy was the common and prevailing opinion
among all the men, after which a hearty supper upon fine
soft bread, fresh beef, and good coffee came next, whereupon we ended our cares of the day by an early retirement
for the night's rest

and slumber.

—

Suydam, Ruth, et al, to HosMarching-Trim Orders Soup-Trick utun
"Dutchy" Mullen— Visit to Neighboring CAMrs.

Sick List Unusually Large

— Heavy

—

pital

—

Sunday, April 19, 1863.
Day unusually bright and
warm. Breakfast was provided and heartily partaken of,
after which the )rderly Sergeants of the companies, respectively, were seen hurrying to and fro, giving special attention
First
to the orders and routine of duties for the morning.
came guard-mount, the detail for which had been announced
at roll-call last evening, consisting of one corporal and six
privates from Company K, who were promptly on hand at
when the assembly was beat by
the hour
9 o'clock, a. m.,
the drum corps and away we all went to guard station, near
Colonel's quarters.
Here we found Captain James F Rick.sKi'KF.k as incoming officer of the day
After turning our
<

—

—

Camp and
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ing,

men

camp
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of 124th Regiment, N.

Y

V., just adjoin-

found the same cleaned up, in good order, and
ready for any emergency which might

all

Every-

arise.

thing about their camp, in fact, indicated neatness and
ness.

It

was a

full

to

Our next

be good neighbors.

camp of Colonel Berdan's
to our

also attached
state

of

affairs, that

or amusements,

tidi-

regiment which hailed from the vicinity

who composed

of Newburgh, on the Hudson, and those

proved

the

some

sharpshooters,

men engaged

at cards,

who were

There we found a

Brigade.

of the

some

at

it

business was to the

then

different

in various pastimes

reading and smoking,

others at acrobatic feats, etc., while Colonel

Berdan

himself

was on hand in a jumping contest, with weights in his hands,
against a much younger fellow that "could not toe the

mark" with

the old gentleman,

who proved

be quite an

to

and had the reputation of being one of the most spry
amongst his men, notwithstanding his age, which was fairly
We also met, on this occasion, one
judged at 50 odd years.
of the sharpshooters, who hailed from California and kindly
athlete,

entertained us
their uses

by showing

their outfits,

besides explaining

and completeness, which consisted of

rifles,

with

telescopic-sight attachments, guaranteed to kill at 1500-yards

distance
legs

;

and

dark raw-hide knapsacks, climbing-spurs for bootsoles of feet, with

accompanying brace-straps for
trees, when up among

climbing trees and binding them to the
the branches

—

in fact, they

were even equipped

to the black

gutta-percha button on the coat, for there was nothing of
brightness allowed about

them

to attract the attention of

an

—

enemy, or the rays of the sun the gun-barrels, too, being
all bronzed or blackened.
Asa whole they were "a jolly set
of fellows well met," and had been collected from all parts of
We arrived at our own camp in time for
the United States.
dress-parade, which though brief, yet was thorough
then to
;

supper, roll-call, and bunks, where the balance of the even-

ing hours were devoted to writing letters
friends,

and then

to obtain rest

home

and repose

as well as to

for the night.

Lieut Col. Edw'd McGovern.

CHAPTER

XXII.

Heavy Rain- Storm — Orders for Brigade-Picket — Shirkers of
Duty put into Line Rough Experience on the Return
to Camp Deaths of Captain J. X. Neff, and Comrade
John Ruth Regiment in Command of LieutenantColonel McGovern Extensive Preparations
for a Very Important Movement.

—

—

—

Monday, April
find a

1863.

20,

— We

heavy storm of rain prevailing,

and the
abundance of mud
the night,

quired a slight
in

—

this section

fall

sight to greet us outside quite an

first

all

awoke this morning to
which had begun during

about our quarters

of rain to

make

;

for

plenty of

of " Ole Virginny."

it

mud

only

re-

or mire

The storm continued

during the morning hours, and appeared to be fixed for

all

day long
so, therefore, the boys were confined within
bunks to keep comfortable, which in many cases was entirely
dependent upon the skill that the builders had displayed in
;

contriving to have cosy,

were others having
could

all

convenient quarters, whilst there

the time and advantages desired, yet

never be comfortable,

because

they never

availed

themselves of those favorable and proper opportunities when

However, those of us who

presented.

felt

perfectly snug in

our humble abodes, were enabled to do whatever of writing

was necessary
ease, as

the rain

to

be done or completed with considerable

we had plenty
still

fell

of elbow-room.

heavily,

\s night approached
and we were receiving four-days

from our Commissar)' headquarters, with advices to
be ready to go on picket to morrow, when all speedily turned
rations

in tor rest,

bidding each other a very good night.
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Thirty Men Shirking Picket-Duty— Relief to Red Badge or
First Division Muddy and Tough Roads.

—

—

Tuesday, April 21, 1863. The state of the weather this
morning was very damp and unsettled. Breakfast was early
provided by the cooks, and every preparation had been made
After providing, also, for our pet hen
to go on picket.
"Biddy" which we penned under our rustic, improvised
bedstead with plenty of corn and water to serve until our
return, we hastily disposed of our breakfast, and found the
Regiment ordered out into line, marching to Regimental
parade-ground and thence moving off to Brigade picket-station, Colonel Franklin of our Regiment, Acting BrigadierGeneral, being in command.
Our Regiment, in counting

—
—

off,

was then found to be wanting in

line,

camp

when some
'
'

to bring all that

men

were shirking duty,

more men

effect of furnishing thirty

for the picket-

were ordered back to

Sergeants

of the

'
'

which had the

for picket.

The Regi-

ment, after a short delay, however, was again in motion to
the northwest, along and across the telegraph road, arriving
at the station of the First Division (the

Third Corps, and relieving the same.

ments which comprised

this division

Fourth Maine, the 38th and 40th

The

roads were fearfully

Red Badges)

Among

were the Third and

New York

muddy and

of our

other regi-

tough,

Volunteers.

making our

walking very tiresome and tedious, and rendering the

men

However, we soon were on duty, had built
fires to cook our cups of coffee and warm our chilled systems
when matters were soon put to rights, with all moving smoothly
Without any other event of note to
along the picket-line.
quite exhausted.

when night came
settled down to rest.

record the day passed by,

comely hailed,
Winter

in

as all

on, very wel-

—

the Lap of Spring No Chances for Forage
dry Discomforts at Reserve-Station.

Wednesday, April

22, 1863.

— We awoke from a

— Sun-

refresh-
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ing sleep to see a heavy frost around us this morning, reminding us very forcibly that " Winter had lingered in the lap of

Spring."

which

Therefore,

into day,

were then hurriedly

fires

built,

around

gathered as usual and clung until morning grew

all

when

matters became more genial

good cups of hot
such times

coffee

—the

—with boiled

special

all

around.

Our

boon to the Soldier at
and salt horse com-

beef, hard tack,

prised a stock of provisions not to be refused or despised, but

both by those offimore humble condition
This day also passed rather

then eagerly taken in with decided

relish,

cers of high estate as well as those of
in life

— "the

uneventfully

high privates."

The country

hereabouts, consisting principally

abound with inviting and well-filled
farm-houses, etc.; so, therefore, no chances were afforded
for a forage, whereby there could and were only to be obtained those good things which were comprised within the
products of the farm, and were at all times desirable.
The
weather then changed to dampness and chilliness, and so
continued during the day, which was spent by all at picketreserve-station and around the bivouac -fires, until night
approached and suggested some needed rest, when all rolled
up within gum and woolen blankets, with knapsacks for
of woodland, did not

pillows,

were sound

asleep.

Another Heavy Fall of Rain

Thursday, April

23,

1863.

early this morning, keeping
less

severity, causing the

boughs
ings,

for the

up

— Rain
all

began

Situation.
to fall

quite

day long with more or

boys to collect spruce and cedar

purpose of constructing rude shelter cover-

which served

Those, especially,

in

a

were enabled

drenched

to the skin.

was astonishing

manner

who were

blankets,

it

— Uncomfortable

to

the

to

furnish

happy

good comfort.
gum-

possessors of

prevent themselves

Notwithstanding

to notice with

all

from being

the discomforts,

what indifference and how

good humoredly the situation was accepted by the boys; for
mirth and conviviality seemed to exist everywhere, even

—
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under such adverse circumstances, while yet they afforded

We

subjects for reflection.

we were not made

realized that

of iron, so that future years would surely bring some result,

from exposure,

suffering,

and

privation,

rheumatism or some other chronic

day went

fleeting

by on the

in the

shape of

Thus another
however, we had

affections.

picket-line

;

plenty of rations to keep our bodies stimulated.

Relieved by 37th Regiment, N. Y. V. Return to Camp Through
Rain, Mud, and Swollen Streams Death of Cap-

—

tain Jefferson N. Neff, of Company G.

—

Friday, April 24, 1863. Rain again fell heavily, as we
were aroused this morning, without any prospect of ceasing or clearing, as

continued

it

occasional lull; in short,
to

all

day long with only an

we were beginning

to meditate as

whether or not we mortals had not been designed

Thus

just

then

morning hours
went by, rendering all uncomfortable and disagreeable.
About 2:30 o'clock, p m., our relief arrived, which was the
to serve as

amphibious creatures.

37th Regiment, N.

Y

(Red Badge) Division
this wilderness,

owing

the

Volunteers, belonging to our First
;

that

we were

to unfavorable

glad to get out of

all

weather and unpleasant

predicaments, was a matter not to be doubted or questioned.

Our
with no

return to

camp was next

in order,

and was attended

we drudged along
the mud, was very

for our progress, as

little interest;

through the drenching showers as well as

much impeded, as the mire at some points was
Then again came the unpleasant task of
wading through the swollen streams, into which many fell,

slow and

almost knee-deep.

and had become more or less soaked from head to foot.
Then numerous were the ludicrous incidents that occurred
upon this long, weary drudge to camp the distance thereto
being at least eight miles from our picket-line and where we

—
—
—almost exhausted.

arrived about dark completely fatigued

As

usual,

we found

that

reputation as being the

first

Company
into

K

again preserved

its

camp, although being placed

1 2 2d Regiment Penn'a Volunteers.

Regiment

at the tail of the

Regiment got

the

members of Company K had
kindled and brightly burning

in, several

tents reconstructed, with fires

—a certain one,

especially, having forethought, or exhibiting

that provident care

good, dry fence

by the time the balance of

for,

;
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rail

which induced him to bring with him a
with which to build a general camp-fire.

After good suppers at the respective cooks' shanties, Ser-

geant-Major Buckius put in his appearance and announced
his details

from the companies

for

camp

duty.

Also, the

death, at general hospital, of Captain Jefferson N. Neff,

Company G, which

of

during the

occurred

absence

of

Captain Neff was born in Stras-

the Regiment on picket.

burg Township, Lancaster County, and was the brother of

Aldus
ice as

J.

Neff, Esq., who also died in the military serv-

Captain of

Company

1st

Pennsylvania Reserves,

Captain Jefferson N. Neff was a good

August 5th, 1862.

soldier, a true, generous,

loved by the

E,

men under

open-hearted man, and
his

command,

much

be-

as well as respected

by the men of the Regiment in general but, alas, the
exposure and hardships of a soldier's life were too great a
strain upon his constitution, so that he was quickly attacked
and deeply afflicted with camp dysentery and typhoid fever,
dying therefrom at Division Hospital at Potomac Creek,
;

April 21,
that

1S63.

The

last

sad

rites

were next observed,

home

forwarding his remains to that dear old

of

whence he departed

in life

only to return in death

burg, Lancaster Count)', for interment.

which were

—

—

Stras-

Roll-calls were next

and where were anwhereupon
all retired early for the then much desired rest, and without
delay were enjoying sound slumbers.
in

order,

nounced the

details

fully attended,

for

duty on

—

the morrow,

—

Company Hook Missino Arrests Ordered .Death of Comrade
John Ruth .Inspection by Colonel Edward McGovern.

—

Saturday, April

25, 1863.

At morning roll-call the

first

— Day dawned

clear

and

cold.

event of the day occurred, that

—
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of Captain Duncan, Company K, being promptly on hand,
announcing that the Company book was missing, reporting
a list of those who were not on picket, but remained in camp,
and ordering the same under arrest. This event caused quite

commotion along the street of Company K during the
morning hours; for the Captain declared dire vengeance
upon the guilty parties, and determined to have visited upon
them the severest punishment allowable, according to military code.
It would be quite unfair, here, to particularize,
or even enumerate those who were under arrest, for some,
indeed many, were certainly innocent therefore, the bare
mention of the circumstance shall and will suffice as a matter
a

;

of Regimental history.

To-day, we were again in receipt of sad intelligence

Comrade John Ruth, Company K, who had
at general hospital from camp typhoid fever.

the death of

been very

ill

Poor fellow, he had never been well during the time of
service

;

he appeared

short, his

was a

grow worse from week

to

real case of home-sickness

—

the writer to observe, as well as others, that
terrible

malady

—one

to

that
it

week

;

yet,

;

in

which lead
must be a

continual acting or strain upon the

brain and crushing of the heart with anguish, for such
in his case

his

how

consoling to

nished by the assurance that

this

all,

was the

affliction

it

was

relief fur-

was only

isolate

From day to day, when in camp, we
had looked upon Private Ruth, poor fellow, and had endeavored to encourage him to break the spell which bound
him, by urging him to mingle with the boys in their camp
and never general.

seemed to be a fixed
determination to brood and pine away a sad sight and
Thus we added
affliction, for which there was no remedy
one more to the list of comrades of Company K, who had
" departed this life " cut off in the bloom of youth; however, such was the course of war, to which all must submit.
We all paid the last tribute of respect and sorrow by the

sports, etc.,

but

all

in

vain, as there

—

—

invocation,

"Godspeed

rest in

peace

"
!

—

;
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Edward McCovern,

wet and rusty guns put into proper condition,
prepare for dress- parade and inspection; " so, in short order,

have

to

the

all

well

all

men were

busily occupied in cleaning out the guns as

rubbing up the same, besides brasses,

as

parade was held during the evening hours,

McGovern

which Colonel

observed a very rigid inspection of arms, and

severely censured those

A

disobeyed his order.
heartily partaken of,

night of

at

Dress-

etc.

who had

neglected their duty and

good supper was next prepared and

when

all

readily turned in for another

rest.

Mutinous Aspect of Affairs in Company K Demands Made
for the Resignation of Captain W. F Duncan.

—

Sunday, April 26, 1863. The weather this morning was
again clear and cold.
The first duty of the morning hours
was guard-mount, after which the Companies, respectively,
To-day there occurred an event, in
fell in for inspection.
connection with Company K, which cannot be omitted from
this

record

however, we shall be

;

forbear from publishing

all

as brief as possible,

and

Com-

that should be written.

pany K had been put through a close inspection this forenoon
by Captain Duncan, especially with regard to condition of
arms, etc.,

when

favorably.

the

the guns, with very few exceptions, passed

Directly after the inspection, several

Company

called

upon Captain Duncan

members of

for the

purpose

of ascertaining his motives for keeping certain other

mem-

bers under arrest for a long and indefinite period without

As soon

trial.

Captain

as the object of the visit

Duncan

supposed, as

it

felt his

aroused his

was made known,

dignity assailed and insulted,
ire to

it is

such a degree, that quite an

Duncan and
any explanation

animated discussion ensued between Captain

some of

his Sergeants,

owing

to the fact that

or satisfaction was refused as to his cause for such action

whereupon, Captain

Duncan

by threats of reducing the Sergeants
1

;

so far exhibited his insolence,
to the ranks, that

it

im-
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mediately retaliated upon himself, through his motives being

demands made

properly questioned and

—

Company

Captain of the

for his resignation as

had assumed a

in short, affairs

Therefore, this day was one that will ever

mutinous aspect.

be remembered by the boys of Company K as that of stormy
and unpleasant events. Dress-parade and the reading of
general orders were the other duties of the day, after which
all retired within bunks to sleep and dream over that which

had

transpired.

Lieutenant-Colonel Edward McGovern in Command of the
Regiment Grand General Review of the Army Important Movement Indicated Removal of the Sick.

—

Monday, April
the state

—

—

27, 1863.

—Clear,

cold,

and windy was

of the weather which greeted us this morning, as

At an early hour the

we were aroused from our slumbers.

Company

cooks were

respective stations,

at their

actively

engaged in the preparation of our morning meals, which
consisted,

and

upon

this occasion,

of coffee, cold beef, soft bread,

(to our great surprise) potatoes

—some being

fried in the

mess-pans, while others were nicely roasting in the hot embers and ashes of the

never

fell

short

fires.

when

Corporal Killinger termed
ously as lords

;

'
'

that such a

and was very palatable
fast

Besides

all

extras were to

is

it,

'
'

this

Company

be had, so

that,

K
as

the boys fared as sumptu-

meal was readily stowed away

merely hinting

at the fact.

Break-

being over, the next duty of the routi?ie for the day was

that of getting ready for

grand general review, when

all

were

busy in preparing for the great and important event, which

was the main order read last evening at dress-parade.
It was about 9 o'clock, when the Regiment was in
ready to move, with Lieutenant-Colonel
in

command

of the same, while our Colonel was then Acting

Brigadier-General Franklin, having charge and
of our Brigade.

moved

line,

Edward McGovern

After some

little

command

delay the Regiment was

off to the southeast, across the

country at Stoneman's

I22(i Regiment Perm' a Volunteers.
Station

thence south to a
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open plain, where we found

fine,

our entire Third Corps concentrating, with Major-General

Daniel

E. Sickles and staff also promptly on the ground,

men looked

while the

and polished

well with their brightly burnished guns

We

brasses.

army had
and military

waiting, for our
in regulation

ments then ran along
work, so to speak.

Major-General

mac

as

were not allowed to be long

in

attained that degree of proficiency
tactics, that all affairs

and move-

promptly and correctly as clock-

was a remark of general note that

It

Hooker had

brought the

Army

of the Poto-

high state of discipline and harmony.

to a

we heard

Presently

announcing that

all

the

was

familiar

sounds of bugle-notes,

in readiness for the review, speedily

succeeded by a second

call,

when next were heard

the

familiar strains from the brass bands playing " Hail to the
Chief! " as along came our gallant General, " Fighting Joe
Hooker," accompanied by quite a host of distinguished

personages.

Among them

cers, said to

be from France and England,

prim

on

as

wax

figures,

were several foreign military

their prancing steeds.

—some

as

with their gold eye-glasses and mounted

They

on a canter, followed by quite a
personages

offi-

who looked

all

passed along our front

train of other distinguished

in civilian attire

— who,

as they rode along

slackened their pace at intervals to exchange conversation or

remarks

as to the

regiment.

appearance and personnel of

After arriving at the extreme

left

this or that

they galloped

along our rear to the head of column, whereupon the bugles

resounded the call, and the Regiment turned again into
column of companies, passing in review thence off to camp
where we arrived in good time, well pleased with what had
;

transpired,

and passed opinions " about France and England

glaring at us," as man)' of the boys expressed

it.

Dress-parade was the next feature of the day, at which was
read the following general order, viz:

"

To

be in marching

trim, with rations for eight days to be prepared at once

rounds of ammunition to be given each man; that

all

;

sixty

super-
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behind in the charge of Quarter-Master;

rations be

packed

That

in knapsacks."

this

looked like business was the general expression, but in the
language of Patrick Henry,
sir, let it

it,

Having

come

all said,

"let

it

come; we repeat

!"

sent all our sick to the hospital, besides having rid

ourselves of all incumbrances, such as extra clothing

camp

and

equipage, our direct and eager attention was required

elsewhere

cooked
active

;

for our rations of

;

beef and pork were yet to be

were then the most
Although reluctantly

so, therefore, the cooks' shanties

and

attractive spots

about camp.

when we
we would thereby be deprived of
and choice dainty to which we had been lately

accepting the change about to occur, especially

considered the fact that

one great

accustomed
yet
that

—

we most

that of excellent, fresh bread

thereby was indicated

which had been contemplated
there were

many

comforts, which

the grand forward
for

some time

other extras in the

we had

cut off whilst

eagerness for

new

past.

way

hitherto enjoyed,

we would be
if

from day

to day,

cheerfully received the hard tack, for the reason

movement
Of course,

of luxuries and

and from which

upon the march

adventures, as well as for

;

however, our

new

conquests,

there were such matters in store, served to overcome

objections to the shortcomings to which
jected as well

as

soothe

all

anxieties

we might be

and troubles

through the disappointments and privations.

And

all

sub-

arising

yet

special attention was elsewhere claimed; for what were

our

we

to

do with "Biddy," our pet hen, which provided us with an
egg daily ? This was soon a matter of little conjecture, however, as it was decided to take her along on the march, when
"Billy Fisher," one of our drummer-boys, volunteered
his services to be the custodian, which were duly and kindly
accepted.

There were yet other advantages, or conveniences, of
which we were

to

be deprived

—those

of the comforts en-

joyed in our camp, and which we were loth to yield.

Camp
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had been named and was known, had been

it

our abiding place since January 26th, affording such accom-

modations and conveniences as
like

have proven more home-

to

than those at any other former encampment.

tion therewith were the recollections of
as sad occasions,

would

be

which would

unimpaired,

many

In connec-

pleasant as well

linger so long as our

especially

when our

memories

retrospective

glances took in the good times and comforts enjoyed, to-

gether with the

upon

difficulties, trials,

So,

the picket-line.

it

and exposures experienced

was not

to

be wondered, that

our gallant 12 2d Regiment again retired within cosy quarters,

each member

and

to

full

of thought and reflection as to things past

come, upon a spot so dear with reminiscences of every

description,

and whence they were then

to depart with feel-

ings of deepest sadness.

Regiment,

in

Jesting

—
—

Heavy-Marching Trim Men in Good Cheer,
One with the Other A Captain Cutely

Robbed of

Tuesday,

April

Canteen of Bourbon.

his

28,

cloudy and unpromising

1863.
this

—The

morning

weather was
at

rather

day-break.

At an

early hour our cooks were again busily engaged at their fires

completing the preparations of our immense allowance o f
beef and pork.
strike tents,

About

and be

read)' to

was received, whereupon
shelter-tents

and

"to pack up,
moment's notice"

9 o'clock the order

all

move

at a

were ready, began

removing

packing knapsacks, which were already

hugely large, even having therein stowed only part of the
essential

requirements.

Next followed the dismantling of

bunks and dug-outs, when Camp Franklin then presented

a

very forlorn appearance.
It
all

was then mid-day, and the long

the companies promptly

fell

roll

was beaten, when

into line in

trim, their big knapsa< ks strapped

heavy-marching

to their backs, etc

glancing along the ranks, with die cooks and detailed
again in their proper places, the

In

men
12 2d Regiment once more
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much

larger than

out for picket-duty.

However

resembled regular and former appearances,

when turning

those mornings

men were

the

all

in

good cheer, exchanging

jests,

one with

another, about " being like General Sigel's pack mules,"

and. "looking likeold Jew peddlers," and twitting each other
as to

"how

drawers,"

About

when

it

o'clock

;

they sold hump-backed undershirts, or bow-legged
etc., creating roars

3 o'clock,

began

to

we were
rain

of laughter
still

all

in line in

around.

company

streets,

right smartly, continuing until

4

the long roll was again beaten and, in short order,

Regiment was formed with Colonel McGovern in command, all betokening readiness for the movement, when we
marched off south-eastwardly, then continuing down on the

the

opposite side of Fredericksburg to the extreme

of our

left

army, where we met with the Sixth and First Corps, about
midnight, after a lonesome and tiresome march.
again began to rain,

when we were allowed

to lie

It

then

down

to

upon the wet ground.
At this juncture of affairs, not feeling very well, we turned
our attention to and were out on the hunt for a little CommisHere occurred an incident
sary Bourbon to relieve us.
worth relating A certain officer possessed a canteen, which

rest

:

was discovered

to

theretofore denied

who
same about him we

contain the essential
ever

having the

article,

but

;

thereupon threw out gentle hints for a portion, but

were

flatly refused.
as we never despaired of getting
what we once set our hearts and heads upon, knowing that
the officer's canteen contained the Bourbon, we returned to
our place in camp to plan how to get even with him upon
A
our previous bad luck, as we still felt quite indisposed.
sort of forage, was decided upon as the result of the planning, when another certain individual was detailed to capWalking silently up to the sleeping form
ture the canteen.

However,

of this Captain, this individual succeeded in neatly stripping
the canteen therefrom

away

as quietly as

by disentwining

he came, he shared

it,

its

and then stealing

contents

among

the

I22d Regiment Penria
boys

who

relished

it

Volunteers.

The canteen was then

very much.

cessfully returned, but empty, with the cork

sequel, of course,

and

satisfied

was that the
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officer

with the supposition that

it

out also

;

suc-

the

was readily consoled
leaked out during the

night and soaked into the ground. Nevertheless, the sick boys

were relieved and revived, with the knowledge that "where
ignorance was

bliss 'twas folly to

laid

down upon

and

tired, to rest for the night.

the wet ground,

We

then again

amid mud and

slush, sore

be wise."

—

Cleaning-Out of a Sutler's Stock Balloon for Reconnoissance On the March, Halt, etc

—

Wednesday, April

1863.

29,

—This

morning we were

aroused from our uncomfortable and miry bunks, to find a

heavy fog prevailing about

us,

rendering the atmosphere

still

more damp and disagreeable then fires were speedily kindled
and kept burning, as best we could, whereat to dry our wet
clothing and cook our cups of coffee.
After which, several
representatives of the Regiment took a stroll to the rear of
;

our line, of very short distance, where they were favored

with a sight that, although rude, was yet deserved and entertaining

—

that of a

"genuine cleaning out" of

stock of merchandise.

attached to a

Rhode

It

appeared

a sutler's

that a certain sutler,

Island battery, had been charging the

men from

75 cents to $1.00 for a plug of navy tobacco,
which was deemed so highly extortionate that the men were
determined to " make him quit square with them," by re-

solving to take possession of the next lot of wares he brought
for sale

among them.

and had opened up
with

long-legged

As soon

his
'

'

as he arrived upon the ground
wagon, the sides of which were strung

cavalry

boots,

gauntlet

gloves,

gum

blankets," (as he specified them), besides tin-cups, etc.,

-

a

made for the wagon, pell-mell, by the angry artillerymen, who succeeded in capturing and carrying off every
article of merchandise he had.
Somewhat dumb-founded
rush was

and almost crying

at this raid

upon him, he hitched up

his
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and immediately "pulled out,"

(it is

much

although "entirely empty, yet a

conjectured,)

man;"

wiser

for.

instead of being the robber of the poor artillerymen, as he

had been heretofore, he had now undergone the experiment
of what it was to be robbed himself, and had discovered that
his former patrons

had become adepts

but by another method.

at his art

and

trickery,

His experience on

this

occasion

was a sad one, indeed, we were positively assured;
stock was an extensive

thing that was in

for his

and splendid one, comprising every-

common

use

and required by the men

in

army service.
Our attention was next attracted in another direction,
whither we observed the moving along our immediate front,
by means of guy ropes, of a large balloon, in the basket of
which was seated but one
Corps

— who, with a

officer

—an

large telescope,

attache of the Signal

was engaged in making

reconnoissance of the enemy's positions.

when we were moved

o'clock, a. m.,

off to the southeast, a

distance of three-quarters of a mile, where

up

by north,

in line of battle, facing west

was heard toward the river and on our
orously kept up,

were ordered
to fall in at a

'
'

we remained

in

to stack arms, lie

down

we were drawn
heavy

as

As

it

until dark,

to rest,

we were

Finally,

we

all

we ventured

entirely surrounded

and

sank

out for a good night's

artillery, all

down upon

firing

was

vig-

when we

and be ready

moment's notice." During the afternoon a

organizations, cavalry
tion.

left.

line

thunder-gust occurred, after which

ceived that

was then 9

It

slight

out and per-

by other

infantry

in readiness for ac-

the grass and stretched

rest.

Wearisome March to Hartwood Church.

Thursday, April

30,

1863.

—With

dawn

of day

the

weather was threatening for more rain, of which we lately

had quite an abundance.

After partaking of a cup of good

coffee, together with our beef and hard tack, one and

very

much

all felt

refreshed again, and ready for anything which

;

i22d Regiment Penn'a
might turn up, should

Thus we
shone

forth, casting

away by

line,

his
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when "Old Sol"

hot rays so effectively about, that

the overcoats and blankets which were thrown

With but
into line and

the over- packed or over-burdened boys.

delay the long

little

again

be adventure, skirmish, or

about until mid-day,

loitered

many were

it

Volunteers.

moved

off,

roll

was beaten, when we

fell

rather to the rear, toward the right of the

through deserted camps, over a more direct route to

Hartwood Church, where we arrived at midnight, more dead
than alive, having marched a distance of eighteen to twenty
miles.
Without regard to care or comfort, we laid down
upon the sward beneath us, to snatch a few hours of rest
and oh, how gladly we hailed the opportunity afforded
In the meanwhile other troops were streaming past us in one
!

continuous

train.
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CHAPTER

XXIII.

THE BATTLE OF CHANCELLORSVILLE.
Movements and Operations — Onward to the Wil
— Crossing the Pontoons at U. Ford — Incident of
Predestination — The Pet Hen Makes a Savory Stew —

First Day's

derness

S.

Friday,

To the Front

in

May

—At an

we were with
weather was
the

difficulty aroused

fine,

men were

1863.

i,

Support of Batteries.

and taking

early hour, about 5 a. m.,

from our sound

all

sleep.

The

things into consideration,

We

in excellent spirits.

were soon in motion

five miles, when
we were halted on the high grounds directly back of the
river hills, where we were allowed a rest, however, not of
long duration
for we again moved down the road to
the river, where we found a pontoon bridge which had just
been laid. Before reaching the river we met with a very
strong guard of other Union soldiers, who had in charge
quite a number of captured rebels
they were the most nondescript set of human beings we had ever seen.
To an inquiry from one of our boys, as to "how was Old Bonny
Lee?" one of them replied: "Well he's right smart and is

toward United States Ford, marching about

;

—

only waitin' to see you'uns over yander."

As we approached the

river

we could

plainly see the earth-

works, on the opposite bank, thrown up as a defence at this
fording

;

they consisted of two semi-circular redoubts, each

capable of accommodating six guns, with the proper embrasures,

wings

and having

for

lines of earth-works

the infantry

support

formidable in strength and
that the

into

enemy wore

their

country

;

—

in

fact

extending out as
they

were

quite-

appearance, plainly indicating

constantly on the alert for an invasion
for,

it

was very evident that General

Camp and
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Lee, both before as well as since the battle of Fredericksburg, had put and kept himself upon the defensive, always

army

awaiting our
eral

Hooker had

of success, as the

and

'
'

to strike the

first

blow.

However, Gen-

accepted the situation with some prospects

army appeared

eager for the fray,

'

be in excellent condition,

to

with the most sanguine expecta-

'

and hopes of sending the enemy flying into Richmond.
arrived at the river and were crossing, the pontoon
bridge, an incident occurred which the author shall ever re-

tions

As we

member,

Andrew Shay

that of Private

Company K,) "Orderly,

(being on the right of

to tell you, I just feel as if I
I

don't

that

I'll

know
be

was going

the reason, but there

hit

and

I

being deeply im-

predestination, as he remarked,

pressed with the idea of

I

am

going

be shot over here;

something

is

believe in it."

for the present, that his prediction

to

telling

me

[It is sufficient to say,

came

true, as this history,

later on, will tell.]

The day had then opened
forwarded

at a lively

we were ordered
There was

to

fine

halt

and allowed

another incident

that

prove interesting enough to relate
rest,

and warm when we were

pace into and through a woods, where

:

to lie

down

occurred,

for rest.

which may

Whilst lying

down

for

our attention was suddenly attracted to a rather lively

group in the distance, in the midst of which we perceived one
of our

Company drummers, William

N. Fisher, to

whom

had been confided the care of the pet chicken, together with
the "Old Dominion" coffee-pot and other articles
which,
although of mere intrinsic worth to many, were yet of great
value and convenience to the soldier whilst in camp.
Our

—

suspicions

were

thoroughly aroused,

plainly indicated

more than

that

as

their

movements

something was being transacted of

usual occurrence or nature,

and we therefore ven-

tured forth in that direction to ascertain the cause of the
activity

and

bustle,

and were amply rewarded

in finding the

pet chicken already slaughtered, dressed, and cooking within

the narrow confines of the coffee-pot, over a brisk

fire,

for

I22ci
the
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impromptu mess then formed, which consisted of our

Regimental Chaplain, Rev. Elim Kirke, and several of the

That we were rejoiced

drummers.

in time for the

for
fuel

it

proposed

feast,

may be imagined

occurred to our mind that

and have the

feast

we soon proceeded

it

out of the

so, therefore, in short order,

at the discovery thereof,

or expected

was necessary

way as quickly

add

to

;

fresh

as possible

;

without the observance of grace

to dispose of our pet hen, after

its

rich

and savory stew, between Chaplain Kirke and Drummer
Fisher, who were profuse in their apologies for the liberty
and presumption they had displayed
individual property

After

in seizing

and using

we

accepting the same,

left

them to divide the rich broth as best they could and desired,
and returned to our place in line feeling much invigorated,
and ready to move at any moment.
We remained but a half-hour longer, when we distinctly
heard our infantry and artillery engaging the enemy in our
front, were then ordered to leave knapsacks behind, and
were moved forward to the
desirable

front, also in anticipation of

Our

attack from the enemy.

and pleasant one, being

in

10th N.

in support of a battery belonging to the

ment

;

also,

an

was anything but a
a swampy bottom, and

position

Y

Regi-

a heavy siege gun of Battery K, 4th United

which had been planted some distance to
As night closed in and about us, we tore down
the rail fence along which we were stationed, threw the rails
on the swampy ground, and laid down upon them. Being
without blankets and overcoats, we were kept there in that

States Artillery,

our right.

uncomfortable situation, shivering like those poor mortals
afflicted

with the ague, so that our teeth clattered together,

until near

midnight, when

Fifth Corps

we were

relieved

men, and then marched back

where we slacked arms.
blankets and overcoats,

Then

by some of the

to our knapsacks,

again, in possession of our

we were afforded a few hours

ourselves comfortable before the break of day.

welcome and gladly was

this relief hailed

!

to

make

Oh, how

Camp and
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Second Day's Movements and Events Change of Position
Capture of 23D Georgia Regiment by General D. B.
Birney's Division Skirmish at Hazel Grove Member of Company F Shot through the Ear
Interesting Incident of the Skirmish
Breaking and Stampede of
the Eleventh Corps.

—

—

—

—

—

May

Saturday,

1863.

2,

—We were

aroused at an early

when we prepared a hasty breakfast, as firing had
A
already commenced on our right and to the northwest.
hour,

cavalry skirmish was reported to be in operation, while troops

were coming

in all directions

from the river fordings,

as well

as from the southeast section along the Rappahannock.

was about

7

when we were again moved

o'clock

quick pace, to the position we held

up a road

detour,

cut

last

night

;

It

forward,

thence, by a

through the woods, and past the

Chancellor House, a distance of about two miles

;

thence

and moved southeast through a pine forest,
where we found the advance of our Third Corps (General
David B. Birney's Division) had surrounded the 23d

turned to the

left

Georgia Regiment and captured

The Regiment then proceeded
panies

I

and

K

entire

it

—about 500

to a clearing,

strong.

where Com-

were deployed as skirmishers, taking a west-

erly direction along a dense pine forest.

In the distance

we

could plainly see the rebel cavalry moving along from southwest to northeast.

We

remained on

for the while that a consultation

Generals, at which

it

this line

but a short time,

was being held among our

was decided

to call us in,

when we

were formed into brigades and, under proper commands,

moved

southwesterly, crossing a

several times.
situate

flank, with our skirmishers in

advance, about one

again crossing through a stream bordered by hazel

mile,

A

winding stream
as Hazel Grove,

near an ancient furnace, whence we were cautiously

moved by
brush

narrow,

This vicinity was known

;

thence into an open bottom spreading out before

section of artillery

had

also

been forwarded up the

us.

hill to

12

our right

;

2d Regiment

whereupon,

just as
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we had appeared upon

the open

space and formed our lines, the rebel advance, which had

been lying down, concealed

in the

high grass and beneath

the cedar underbrush, fired a volley of balls into us, amidst

which a member of Company F had an ear pierced by a

We

bullet.

then again attempted to advance,

when

the

fir-

ing became more general and was regularly poured into us

upon our flanks as well as from the front. Fortunately, their
aim was too high, so that only a few were hit, when MajorGeneral Whipple, commanding, immediately ordered us to
fall

back, which was done, in good order, to higher ground

in our rear

;

after

which a few shots from our battery had

the effect of driving the rebels out of the underbrush, and

the battery then retired also in
* Another incident of this skirmish
of

my

life

—which

occurred,

may

—rather

good order.*
connected, however, with a later event
it shall be re-

not be uninteresting, and therefore

its proper place.
As we were stretched out in line at Company front the
Regiment evidently afforded a fine target for the rebel videttes who were lying in our
front, as the following narrative will show or prove
In the Summer of 1864 I was
attached to the 197th Regiment, P. V., then doing service on Rock Island in the
Mississippi River, and having in charge about 14,000 rebel prisoners, who were confined in a stockade surrounded by a parapet, about twelve feet above the ground, for
the guard to perambulate upon in short, this " Bull Pen," as it was called or named
by the prisoners themselves, was kept under strict surveillance. However, these prisoners were afforded occasional opportunities to get and see matters outside of the
stockade that is, when they were detailed in working squads upon certain improvements, providing sewerage or making roads upon the island. In the midst of one of
these working squads or details, whilst they were at work, I chanced to be standing
near one of the prisoners, who had been gazing very sharply and fixedly at me for a
few moments, and who evidently recognized me, as I was suddenly accosted, in this
manner " Hello, Orderly " (for I was again an Orderly Sergeant through consolidation at my last enlistment,) " it seems to me that 1 have met you before." My reply
was, "well, I don't know where," when he responded by the query, "were you not
one of the boys at the Chancellorsville fight?" My rejoinder was, "yes, you are
right; I was there!" Said he, then, "well, I saw you there and 'pulled for you' down
by the Hazel Swamp, between Fredericksburg and Chancellorsville, on Saturday afternoon, May 2. You were then Orderly Sergeant, as you are now, and by that mark I
This was sufficient explanation, and rather indicated a peculiarly
recognize you "
close acquaintance at that time and place therefore the more interesting to myself.
[Having indulged hopes of again meeting the poor fellow at some future day, I
asked of him his name, etc., which he gave as cither Sergeant Robinson or Sergeant
Roberts, (I cannot remember exactly which,) of the Fifth Alabama Regiment. How-

lated in

:

—

—

:

!

!

—

ever, as that opportunity has never yet occurred or been aflorded,

sumed
ot the

that he

war.]

may have been

killed, after his

exchange,

in

some

it

is

to

be pre-

other engagement
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ground, in

full

council of war," as

it

termed, was held by Major-General Sickles

General

westward,

officers,

we could

heavy clouds

of

also see,

in the

dust arising,

which

gave direct evidence that the rebels were concentrating their
forces for some movement or operation in store for us, but
which was then or could only be a matter of conjecture.
The 8th and 17th Pennsylvania Cavalry were then sent to
us by General Pleasanton, together with a light field-battery which was stationed in their rear, as word had been received that the nth Corps had been broken, and that we of
the 3d Corps were cut off from Hooker's main Army. About
7 p.

m.

,

a detachment of the 8th Regiment, Pennsylvania Cav-

under Major Keenan, then advanced up the road

alry,

to

a gallop, with drawn sabres, to check the further progress of

Stonewall Jackson's men next the artillery were brought to
the front, and several pieces were moved up the road, where;

upon the cavalry
stationed on our

fell

to open the way. Other pieces were
which at a given signal opened fire

back

flanks,

simultaneously, creating a din and racket such as

we never

before heard.
Next the noth Regiment, P. V., was forwarded up the road, and the balance of our Third Division
was drawn up in line on either side of the road, awaiting an
attack.

tempt

So, therefore, as night approached,
to build fires, for orders

we did not

had been issued

at-

to the con-

However, we resorted to our last rations of hard
tack and whatever else could be found in our haversacks for
sustenance, as we were hungry, tired and wet from crossing
the ditches to be found thereabouts
then we were immeditrary.

;

ately stretched out in a line along the skirts of the vast pine
forest

and, facing northward, were afforded the opportunity

to lie

down

slill

in

this

uncomfortable plight and predicament,

.availing an nllack from almosl every side

—
1 2 2d
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Regiment Advances under Constant and Heavy Fire ShootCapture of Eight Prisoners
ing of " Stonewall Jackson "
from General Longstreet's Corps by Company K.

The moon appeared
as

On

day

still

in all

its

fullness

and

silvery bright-

rendering every portion of space about us almost clear

ness,

the open ground behind us were our Generals

in consultation

and directing events, while we remained

heretofore stated until nearly 9 o'clock

p.

were startled by sounds which were supposed

to

as

but which,

a cavalry dash,

we

when we

m.,

proceed from

speedily discovered, were

caused by two runaway white horses attached to an artillery

At the moment when they came

caisson.

into view

we were

lying close by the road, with bayonet fixed, thinking to be

prepared for the worst that might occur, when

we were only too

glad to find that our services were not needed and our personal
safety

still

But only a few minutes

secure.

was heard on our

front,

later

when we were ordered

when

firing

and

to rise

advance into the pine woods, the branches of whose

trees

were so thick that we could make no headway, while the
minie balls were coming so freely and
those familiar sounds of " couzzinn,

the air, were very readily heard.

of

the

road leading north and in front of

upon a given

signal, we,

farther into the woods,
;

this

us,

as they cleft

moment

a portion

with instructions that,

were to open

which seemed

fire

and advance

to almost be

an impos-

however, bang! bang!" were the sounds which filled
and centre, whereupon " bang bang !"

the air to our right

began we, and
fusilade

zip, zip,''

At

Division of our Corps was advanced out the

First

sibility

rapidly about us that

!

we had opened up a general
which continued about half an honr, when all was
in a short time

again quiet.

The
i

result

had been,

that

we, of the Third Corps, had

lurked the advance of the enemy and were holding the

same
aliout

at

bay, for a

10

1'

M.,

lull

suddenly ensued and continued

when an advance

until

party of the enemy,

(a
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body of mounted men,) were perceived coming down the
road in our direction on the reconnoitre. They were allowed
to approach within close range, whereupon the men of General Birney's Division opened fire upon them, killing Stonewall Jackson and wounding several of his staff, as the
rumor at the time and subsequent information has proven.
However, this distinction was also claimed by the 8th Regiment Cavalry, Pennsylvania Volunteers, a detachment of
which was on hand and fired upon the party at the same

command of Major Keenan, who fell morwounded at the first fire. An hour later, Major-General
Hiram G. Berry advanced his division into the woods on
time, under the
tally

our right, bringing
the

enemy

on another engagement, and driving

out of our entrenchments, which they had ob-

tained through their vacation

by

Corps; while, in the meantime,

the breaking of the

we were being

harassed and endangered on our flanks

by

nth

occasionally

volleys from the

enemy's musketry, which passed over our heads from the

di-

rection of the old furnace.

Quiet once more reigned supreme for an interval, affording our boys of the First Division an opportunity to return to

whereupon orders were received "to keep
and on the flanks of our
lines.
About this time the right of Company K (of which
I was Orderly Sergeant,) had been stationed behind a railtheir places in line,

a sharp lookout toward the front
'

'

pile,

having immediately in our front a piece of woods,

through which there came directly afterwards some stragglers

from Lee's Army, pushing along recklessly as

to whither they

George Waller challenged
who replied: "We are friends."

were going; whereupon Private
a squad of the passing rebels,

Being next asked where they belonged, and having answered:

" To General Rhodes Division of General Longstreet's
1

Corps," he responded:
along !"

are all right; just

come

right

when they found into whose hands they
Private Andy Shay immediately proposed

readily imagined,

had

"You

In the batch were eight, and their surprise can be

fallen; for

—

—
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the exchange of canteens and succeeded, besides getting a

few buttons off of one of them, after which they were taken
to headquarters.

In like

along our

The

from

lines.

manner many captures were made

rebels then appeared to be closing in

while our Generals were again holding council,

all sides,

whereupon Berdan's Sharpshooters were advancing up
the road

some distance

in our front.

men

covered several wounded

lying,

he belonged to the 74th Regiment,

—poor

German
wounded in

accent he was a
ing seriously

P

Near the road we
one of

whom

V., and judging

fellow, he

dis-

stated that

by

his

complained of be-

the shoulder; however,

we were unwe were

able to extend that care and attention due them, as
strictly

ordered to remain perfectly quiet to await an attack.

—
—

Third Day's Fighting, Movements, and Results General D.
B. Birney Wounded
Threats from the Rebels Assigned
to Support of Artillery-— Killed, Wounded and Missing of Company K The Regiment in General Engagement Companies without Commissioned
Officers Captures of Battle-Flag and
Several Prisoners by Company K
Major Maffett's Sword Com-

—

—
—

—

pelled to Fall Back.

—

Sunday, May 3, 1863. It was then about 2 o'clock a. m.,
when we were kept on the alert for considerable time, as
Major-General

Sickles had been attentively engaged in
up the breach and forming new lines in order to hold
the rebel advance in check, for his position was a perilous
one being in the extreme advance and without proper supclosing

—

port from the

main army

however, by the convenient post-

;

ing of the artillery and the protection of our flanks by the

we were enabled

cavalry,

Chancellor House, about

to cut
5

our way through to

o'clock

in

the morning.

the

The

rebels were closely pressing us

on all sides, and as we emerged
woods our gallant commander of the First Division,
Major-General David B. Birney, was seriously wounded

tmm

the

during

a

sweeping cross

lire.

At limes we were almost

inter-
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mingled with Major-General Anderson's troops of the rebel
army, as their

to

us were distinctly heard,

boys,

—

not forget

indicating
close

quarters with

loss of

such as

we will give it to you yet, to-day;" "We
Stonewall Jackson," etc. all correctly
the circumstance that we were certainly occupying

"Never mind,
shall

calls

the

enemy;

that they deeply felt the

one of their greatest leaders; and that they had duly
Birney's
his death to the fire from General

attributed

Division of

our Third Corps, which occurred near mid-

night of yesterday.

As we moved out of our position toward the open plateau
the sun beamed forth in all his radiant glory, dispelling the
mist or fog that had been hanging over us for a few hours,
and as we advanced the firing on all sides became more general.
We were soon at the designated and desired ground,
close to an ancient

yard adjacent and

tumble-down church edifice, with its gravefilled

with the headstones which marked

the graves of a portion of Virginia's ancestry.

were formed into

line,

and were

Here we

for a short time placed in

support of Battery C, 4th United States Artillery, during

which time the enemy were using
After a consultation

moved

their

among our General

artillery
officers

upon us.
we were

column across the Plank Road, and northeastward from the Chancellor House, up through a woods,
and drawn up in line of battle, in which position we soon
received an attack, and found that the enemy were in very
strong force and massed in our immediate front.
To our
left and rear was the Plank Road, while upon the roadside,
along the southern bank, was stationed Battery C, 4th United
States Artillery, against which the enemy concentrated their
artillery fire with such vehemence and effect as to cause great
havoc in blowing up several caissons, dismantling several
guns, and almost annihilating the entire battery.
Whilst lying down and firing we received the compliments
for just as we got down, for
of the rebels likewise in return
the first time, a stray shot from our front cut the strap and
off in

;
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went through the haversack of private David Alexander,

who was

in the front rank of

Company K, which

contents about on the ground and

much,

that he turned

did

around angrily and cautioned

man

mediate rear-rank

scattered

rather raised his ire

to

have more care in

firing

its

inso-

;

his im-

—

so

little

came from the
proximity to the enemy; so

he think or even suspect that the shot

front,

and

that even

that he was in so close

amid

this galling fire, his

remark provoked the mirth

and laughter of the boys around him
volley, Private

while, in the next

;

George Waller, who was right

next to him,

received a ball in the calf of his leg, and Private Joe

Hoak,

was shot through the forehead and

in the act of firing,

in-

About this time the rebels were rapidly ad
and their firing seemed to be with great
effect
for, at each and every indiscriminate volley, some
one or other in the Regiment were either killed or wounded.
Private Andy Shay, as he predicted on the march hither,
on the 1st inst., when crossing the pontoon bridge, was the
stantly killed.

vancing upon

us,

;

Company
wound

next one in

ing a painful

Nauman was
Private

;

K to

receive a shot in the groin, caus-

another volley, and Private William

the victim

—shot

John Reinhold

fell,

in the leg

yet another

;

when

either killed instantly, or must

have died from the wound received on the spot where he
as

we were obliged

to leave

him behind

in our

fell,

hurry to get

—

During that time while we were getting
woods the 124th Regiment, N. V V., were
standing up and receiving the full force of the enemy's fire,
whereby they also sustained heavy loss in killed and wounded,
out of the woods.

—

out of the

through the indiscretion of their
received the

commands

to lie

officers,

down and

who had

likewise

receive the enemy's

advances by rising and pouring into them, unsuspectedly,
volley after volley.
lint a

few moments when the fight became general, and

our entire Third Corps were engaged to the

left,

(reneral

Berry's Division, the Second of our Corps, was next forced
back,

when

the tide of battle, was swept

upon

us.

The Regi-
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to lie

down,

we were compelled to remain, until
close upon us, when with a cheer we

in

which position

column was
and delivered a
most furious volley into their front and flank, which had the
effect of completely staggering their advance.
At this juncture of the situation, Acting Brigadier-General Franklin apthe rebel

arose

peared and encouragingly appealed to the

men

to stand their

ground, placing himself in most imminent danger, while one
of his aids, Lieutenant H. P.
1

24th Regiment, N.

cap
left

Y

Ramsdell,

,

—Lieutenant John C. Long, of
as as his sole escort.

became

fiercely

from the

wound and lost his
Company D, being then

V. received a scalp

The

right of the

next advanced under Lieutenant-Colonel
all

detailed

engaged, whilst the

Regiment, N.

Y

rebel column,

and gallantly

Regiment was

McGovern, when
left,

with the 124th

V., received the renewed advances of the
as well as securely held

bay, checking their further advance for a short time.

them at
Major

Stevens next urged the boys of Companies K and I, who
were already doing good execution, to continue firm and
steadfast
next Company
was found to be without any
commissioned officer to take command, owing to the circumstances of Captain L. C. Audenried having been on the

H

;

absent

sick-list

and confined

at general

hospital for a long

Thomas Sumption
had been detailed for and was then in charge of the Ambulance Corps, and First-Lieutenant Emanuel Gundaker had
time previous, whilst Second-Lieutenant

been prostrated by a sun-stroke on the afternoon of Satur-

upon our line, from the
and therefore unfit for
duty.
Therefore, Lieutenant D. K. Springer of Company
K was detailed to take command of Company H, but had
just assumed charge when he was badly wounded in the
elbow by the first volley thereafter from the enemy. However, he yet stood his ground manfully and urged the men
to do their duty, until overcome by the loss of blood he was
forced to retire, when he demanded to be "taken out with
day, the 2d, during the
effects of

which he was

first

still

attack

suffering

;
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than be shot in the back," where-

upon Second-Lieutenant Emanuel Dorwart, of Company
K, was next detailed to take command of Company H.
Company K was then found to be deprived of its commissioned

owing

officers,

F Duncan

to the circumstance of Captain

having been suddenly taken

in the rear,

ill

W

when

and command then devolved upon Sergeant
George F Sprenger for the balance of the day and its

the charge

emergencies.
It

was then about 9 o'clock a. m., when the rebels again
a determined advance, breaking through our Second

made

Division and progressing as far as our earth-works across the

Plank Road, whereon they attempted
but in the endeavor did not succeed

plant their colors,

to
;

for, at that

moment,

Regiment, under Lieutenant-Colonel Mcswung around to the left, whereby were

the right of our

Govern, was
captured

quite

number

a

of

rebel

prisoners,

who

be-

longed to General James D. Kershaw's and General
T.

W

Wofford's Brigades of Major-General Lafayette Mc-

Laws' Division.
poral

observed

sketches

both

It

was

at this juncture of affairs that

Harry Hartley and
fired

however,

Cor-

the author of these historical

advancing color-bearer, whereupon
and down went the colors

the

simultaneously

they were

immediately taken in

the

hands of

another and planted upon the earth-works, but didn't

main there any length of time
then prevailing, Corporal

both of

Company

rushed forward

determination

in

of

for,

re-

considerable confusion

Hartley and Sergeant Sprenger,

K, amidst the shower of flying bullets,
the direction of the rebel flag with the
capturing

as well as capturing

arrived

;

its

upon the bank

it,

wounded
for

that

in

which

they

succeeded

However, as we
purpose, we were met by
bearer.

two members of the

"Scott Legion," of the 68th Regiment, 1' Y., who came there just at the same time with
the same object in view, one of whom then and there had
received a
14

scalp

wound; whereupon,

all

four seized

the
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standard and stripped it of its flag* tearing it in parts,
and dividing it among themselves as captors.
At the same time Company K succeeded in capturing a
number of other rebel prisoners, belonging to the 3d South
Carolina Regiment, one of whom was Major R. C. Maffett,
who, upon being asked to surrender his sword, protested
against doing so, for the reason that he preferred surrendering
it

commissioned officer, nearly corresponding to
whereupon Private Henry Nixdorf, then a mere

to a regular

his

rank

;

down his piece to a charge, and said "Are
you going to unstrap that sword, or rather take the consequences of being run through with the bayonet ?
To this
boy, brought

:

'

'

demand

rude and rash

the officer, though very reluctantly,

The sword proved

immediately succumbed.
beautiful

and

costly one,

it

to

be a very

(pearl-handled dress-sword,) and

must have been regarded as a souvenir,
thereupon proved

to

have been a

as the inscription

gift

from

citizens of

Charleston, S. C.

Our lines were then compelled to fall back over the Plank
Road, and behind the earth-works thrown up by the artillery,
where again a

sight,

never to be forgotten, met our eyes,

back of those redoubts
there bleeding

—

that of the rebel

and wounded

in

wounded

just

lying

every conceivable form.

They had fallen as victims to our continuous
among them was a peculiarly distressing case,

cross-fire

—one

that of a poor

whose nose and upper lip had been shot away in fact
the sight was horrid, as it was really astonishing to see how
tenaciously they hugged the ground, whilst around and above
the air resounded with the well-known " couzzin, couzzin,"
fellow

''zip, zip," as

;

the death-dealing messengers were sped on their

errands of destruction, and most especially to be contemplated when, with a dull thud, they hit and furnished other
*This flag proved to be of a rather nondescript pattern, save a cross-bar on either
on which were inscribed the names of the battles of " Fair Oaks," "Seven
Pines," " Mechanicsville," and "Cold Harbor," and belonged (as nearly as could
be ascertained) to the 16th Georgia Regiment.
side,

:

I22d Regiment Pcnn'a
Yet another sad case

victims.

brave boys
shell,

and

his
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that of one of

who had been wounded by

which had shattered

so seriously

—

Volunteers.

left

own

our

the fragments of a

arm near

the shoulder,

painfully, that he appealed to the author

" For God's sake, to take the gun from his right hand," as
he was unable to release his grip from the same. This, too,
was a peculiarly distressing case, as the victim suffered the
severest spasmodic pain.

—

Example of Cool, Determined Bravery The Tide of Battle
Turned Wounded Conveyed to the Chancellor
House, Which Was Shelled by the Enemy.

—

Directly following upon the foregoing sad sights, there
came under our observation an example or incident of cool,
determined bravery on the part of a lad, which is worthy of
record.
Just at the time we received our last charge from
the enemy, a youth, about 16 years of age, came to my
side, musket in hand, and asked
for the privilege "to
stand with us and fire his gun." We of course assented, and
asked him to what command he belonged; he replied; "To
the 68th Regiment, P. Y., General Graham's Brigade;
that their line had just been broken, and that he had become

For positive cool intrepidity

separated therefrom."

quality, at least, such as he exhibited
cal illustration

more praiseworthy.

enemy, then continued loading and

—

He

fired

his

firing, in the

always sticking his ramrod in the ground " to
as

he remarked.

—

a rare

never saw a practi-

I

gun

at the

meanwhile

make time,"

However, he was permitted but a short

time in the practice of that method of warfare, for he was

soon shot
I,

at

ing

:

shoulder, causing

''Never mind, Orderly,

ain't so

upon

in the right

him

to reel

once, ran to his assistance, but he desired

bad."

pelled to

will

and

fall.

not, say-

get along directly;

At that moment the rebs came pouring

move away and

to look out for

it

in

that we were comupon
the spot where
leave the youth
He was then growing faint
himself.

us, pressing us so closely

lie fell,

I

it

and hotly
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of blood, and we presume either died on the field
consumed by the fire which swept over that part of
the same a few hours later. It was sad enough to be wounded,
weak and exhausted from the loss of blood, but oh, how hor-

from

loss

or was

contemplate the circumstance of then burning to

rible to

death

!

About

time the tide of battle began to turn

this

around us were lying the killed and wounded
our hands were

full,

that they should be

so to speak, as

removed

about and
whereupon

was our duty to see

it

to a place of safety to receive

Accordingly details were made

proper care and attention.

from the respective companies

to

convey the wounded to the

Chancellor House, which had been occu-

rear, direct to the

pied by General

;

;

Hooker

as his

headquarters, during the

forenoon, and which had been converted into a field hospital

wounded of

for the

The enemy, however,

the Third Corps.

having secured proper range upon the Chancellor House,

began
that

on

to shell the same,

moment

fire,

about

m,

when

was

filled

at

with our poor, wounded boys, and thereby

set

causing the

wounded

i

to

p.

it

be removed, as speedily as

the northwest, wherefrom

possible, to the pine forest to

it

again became necessary, through the repulse of our line, to
gather up our

wounded men,

bulances, out of range

them
124th

hurriedly place them into

am-

of the flying missiles, and convey

The right of the
Company K, both of

across the river to safer quarters.

New York Regiment

which stood

at that

moment

well as the brunt of battle

;

joined

the enemy's immediate

fire,

as

grape and canister were poured

upon us, cutting off the saplings and underbrush above
and about us in fact, it was miraculous, how one could

in

—

even escape being

hit

amidst the storm of missiles which

were being hurled through the

During

this

promiscuous

firing,

air

falling among us.
Weygant, of Com-

and

Captain

pany A, 124th Regiment, N. Y V., while at the head of his
Company, which directly adjoined the left of Company K,
T22d Regiment, P. V., received a scalp wound.

—
1 2 2d

Our

position

Regiment Penn'a

Volunteers.

was desperately precarious,

for

—but every appeal

we were badly

need of re-inforcements

in

with no response

;

for

them met

next the report was received that Major-

Hooker had been

General
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dangerously wounded during

H. G. Berry had been
Majorkilled in the charge made by the Second Division.
General Sickles was on the field rallying his men at every
point; for, it was very evident that, unless we were re-inforced, we would have to fall back, as the rebels had been
the forenoon, and Major-General

continually re-inforced as well as engaged in massing their
troops

our

in

moment

later

and on our

front

to

ammunition ran out, also forced
which was done in good order.

as our
retreat,

It

was only a

fall

back; and,

flanks.

when we were compelled

to

make

a rapid

During the

re-

we observed the disabled horse of an artillery officer,
lying wounded and tied to the wheel of a caisson, in the
saddles of which was sticking a pair of beautiful pistols. The
temptation to capture them was so great that we made the
attempt, and thereby became separated from our command.
It was then almost dark, when we wended our way toward
the Chancellor House, where we happened to meet with Corporal Harry Hartley and Private Charles Gallagher,
treat,

Company K.

also of

everybody seemed

All was then confusion in our midst
to

be hurriedly falling back, with the

view of taking care of themselves
on, having
to

become

—

estray from the

so that

when

came

night

Regiment, we concluded

go into a woodland, which was directly

in our rear,

where

we found a small running brook, from which we quenched
thirst, and oh, how refreshing and delicious the draughts

our

proved

'

We

built a fire in a

and whilst preparing some

hollow place, along a ravine,

coffee

were joined by a member of

Rattery C, Fourth United States Artillery,
his battery

was nearly annihilated

belonging thereto, only

five

—

that,

who

stated that

out of

could be found

160

— most of

men
them

having been wounded and carried to the rear during action.

Poor tellow, he came

to us without overcoat, blanket

and cap.
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so we shared with him our scanty
we sank down upon the sward to rest. That
rest, however, was of short duration, for we were aroused
within two hours by a roaring noise, which was caused by
distressed

;

meal, after which

the leaves of the woodland, just in front of us, being on

and approaching
hasty retreat

We

tion.

;

in

one mass of flame.

back over the

fell

hill

who promptly

until day-break.

ventured out from

among them

this part

nth Corps men

the

halted us; whereupon,

down among them
found

We

to see

of the woods well

we

laid

then immediately

the sights,

and soon

with the wounded

filled

They had

of our Third Corps strewn here and there about.

been hastily conveyed thither

posi-

and then soon struck the

main road, where we found part of
along the road,

This caused another

sudden vacation of our

in fact, a rather

fire

as a place of safety,

owing

to

enemy had shelled and set fire to the
Chancellor House, at that moment being used by our

the

that

fact

Corps

the

and the report was

as a hospital,

number of our more

also received that a

wounded had been consumed
in the burning building.
Here, too, we met and recognized
Captain Aaron Dunkle, of the Collis Zouaves (formerly
a printer of Lancaster, Pa.,) who had been wounded in the
hand

we

;

whereupon,

started

to

seriously

after

exchanging conversation with him,

hunt up our Regiment and Brigade, which

were soon reached, and the

men

thereof found to be busily

engaged in throwing up earth-works, while the
that greeted us

was the following

ment during action

list

as nearly as could

do
do
do

D,

do
do
do
do
do
do

B,
c,

report

be ascertained, viz
KILLED.

Company A,

first

of casualties in the Regi-

I

6

o

WOUNDED.
II

:

MISSING.
5

6
6

4
5

5

4

E,

o
o

5

4

F,

2

5

6

G,

I

6

5

H,

2

4

6

I,

O

5

4

K,

Total,

2

9

6

14

62

49

——
;

T22d Regiment PenrCa Volunteers,

Kenworthy,

Also, that Colonel

N.

V

of the 86th Regiment,

V.j had been killed, and Major James

Y

the 124th Regiment, N.
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Cromwell, of
wounded

V., had been slightly

both of which Regiments belonged to our Third Brigade,

and Colonel Potter, 12th Regiment, N. H. V., of the
Second Brigade of our Division, severely wounded in the legCOMPANY

K.

There's a cap in the closet,
Old, tattered and blue,

Of very
It

slight value,

may

be, to you,

But a crown, jewel-studded,

Could not buy

With

its letters

it

to-day,

of honor

Brave "Co. K."

The head
Needs

that

it

shelter

sheltered

no more

!

Dead heroes make holy
The trifles they wore
So, like the chaplets of honor,

Of laurels and bay,
Seems the cap of the soldier,
Marked "Co. K."
Bright eyes have looked calmly,
Its visor

beneath,

Of the work of the reaper,
Grim harvester Death
!

Let the muster-roll meagre

So mournfully say,
foremost in danger
Went "Co. K."

How

Whose

footsteps

unbroken

Came up to the town
Where rampart and bastion
Looked threat'ningly down?

Who,

closing up breaches,

kept on their way,
guns downward pointed
Faced " Co. K."

Still

Till

?

Who faltered and shivered?
Who shunned battle-stroke?
Whose fire was uncertain ?
Whose battle-line broke?

Go

ask

it

of history,

Years from to-day,

—
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the record will

tell

you

Not "Co. K."

Though my darling is sleeping
To-day with the dead,
And daisies and clover
Bloom over his head,
I

smile through

my

tears

As I lay it away
The battle-worn cap
Lettered "Co. K."

^W

;

CHAPTER XXIV
—

Earth-works a Mass of Mud
Rebel Sharpshooters Driven from the Woods Agreeable
Surprise and Lucky Find Attack upon Cavalry
Artillery Movements Comrade John M. Benson
Seriously Wounded Major-General Whip-

Meagre Replies to Roll-Call

—

—

—

—

—
—

ple Shot, and Other Casualties.

—

Monday, May 4, 1863. About 6 o'clock this morning
the company rolls were called throughout the Regiment,
when the replies were found to be very meagre. In Com-

K

pany
the

twenty-four absentees were reported

morning waned away, hour

by

;

however, as

we received
who had become

hour,

acquisitions to our ranks, as our comrades,

and dismay incident to the
battles of yesterday, were returning to their wonted places in
the Regiment.
Owing to a heavy shower of rain accom-

scattered during the confusion

panied by thunder and lightning, our new line of earth-

works

was

rendered

one mass of packed, tough

mud

which, being our line of defence, was properly supported,

had been concentrated there
during the night, with another portion of the same amas

one portion of the

bushed

artillery

in the forest to our rear.

Directly in front of our

earth-works was an open space, about 600 to 800 yards in

by dense sections of woodland, upon the
which were perched the rebel sharpshooters who

extent, bordered
trees of

were constantly picking
themselves.

About 10

off
\.

such of our
m.,

men

as

were exposing

1>krhan's Sharpshooters

were deployed, and moved over the open space towards the

woodland,

fur the

purpose of dislodging the enemy; imme-

diately afterward, they were followed

by the remnant of the

—
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New York Irish Brigade, with General Thomas
Francis Meagher at their head, who, coolly lighting his

gallant

'

'

'

'

pipe and drawing his sword, ordered his line forward with

same object

in view
As they crossed this open space
number were picked off, when the stretchers were
brought into requisition to gather up the wounded and convey them to safer and more comfortable quarters but then,

the

quite a

;

shortly afterwards, the scene changed, for the rebel sharp-

shooters were perceived to be hastily getting

and scampering away

down from

the

more favorable situations
some especially came down rather sudden, as Berdan's men
were noted as very certain and unerring shots. The result
trees

to

was that the rebels were then driven back through the woods,
whereupon our skirmishers then fell back to the open ground
in front of

our earth-works, where they laid

grass awaiting the
their

in the high
rising

upon

elbows to deliver a volley into the woodland, and then

again lying
ever,

down

enemy's advance, occasionally

it

down

for

How-

another favorable opportunity.

soon appeared

that the

rebels

had not

all

been

forced from their lodging-places in the trees, for several of

our

men were wounded whilst

lying

down

in the grass

;

where-

upon an advance was ordered, which had the effect of causing many more to drop from the trees, farther to the left of
our line.
Having somewhat successfully dislodged the
enemy's sharpshooters by that move, our line of advance returned, when their places were taken by several pieces of
artillery, with which the woods were shelled to great effect,
insomuch that a spell of quiet ensued for a brief interval.
About this time we, or rather some of us, were very agreeably surprised as well as favored. In looking over the ground
to the rear,

attention

floating about in the

was suddenly attracted

muddy

to

an object

water of a pool which had been

formed in the road, over and through which our artillery
had passed. Rushing up to it, investigation proved At to be a
good-sized chunk of salted mess-pork which had evidently
been jolted out of one of the caisson-boxes during its rapid

1 2 2d
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we took it to
we washed the mud

clean water close by, where

into fairly-proportioned slices,

it
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After securing the same,

transit.

cut
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the boys

—oh,

how

and divided

gratefully acceptable did

it

a pool of
off of
it

it,

among

prove to be,

had already run out on Saturday night
So,
therefore, we proceeded to build small fires, and make small
forked sticks, by means of which we toasted our slices of
pork before the fires, and as we were very hungry there will
as our rations

!

not be a doubt,

keen

when we

state

the

fact, that

we

ate

it

with

relish.

Early in the afternoon the quietude was broken, for another
attack was
a

made upon our extreme

by the

right

portion of our cavalry under General

when

several

light field batteries

along our rear to their assistance.

rebs

W W

—upon

Averill

;

were hastily despatched

back of our

Just

line, in

a ravine, the Surgeons were at work, amputating shattered

limbs

;

therefore, being of a

somewhat curious nature, we

ventured near and were speedily afforded the sight of one

poor fellow being put under the influence of chloroform.

He at first ranted and protested against "being doubleteamed;" then, oh! how he swore, when he found he had
to succumb to the operation
However, in short order, his
!

shattered limb was contributed to the

been rapidly increasing.

Next,

main

pile

which had

we observed two members

of our Regiment

moving along with some one confined in
a shelter-tent; whereupon, we hastened to their assistance
and discovered them to be Privates Jacoi: Bi.k'kknsmcrfer,
of Company F, and Thomas J. Gilgore, of Company E,
who were conveying Private John M. I>enson, of Company
\, to a place of safety for proper surgical care and treatment poor fellow, he had been shot through the breast, and
become very faint or weak from loss of blood, as he had been

—

compelled

to lie about, quite a length of time, in his helpless

Among

condition.

school-mate

Company

and

A, with

other wounded,

fellow-comrade,
a

we

there found our old

Aiujah

severely-shattered

I >.

arm,

Gyger,

of

received

in
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action from the effects of a shell,
for

who was

awaiting his turn

amputation and treatment.

We

were soon compelled

to leave

them and return

Company (K), which was then about 4 o'clock
we arrived at our post, we learned that

p.

as

Commander,

Division

Major- General

whilst engaged with his field-glass

m.

when,

;

our beloved

W

A.

to our

Whipple,

scanning the

in

field,

was shot by one of the rebel sharpshooters who had been
perched on one of the trees in the woods opposite our
This occurred

position.

pied by

oak

Company

tree.

left

soon ascertained

arrived

and

—

at

the

officers

staff

in their

aid

two Catholic

way from

and

priests,

—a distance of

the river

such rapid rate, that the horses were fairly

lathered with froth or

administer the

the

all

of his

all

had

ball

of a half-hour an ambulance

which contained

had been driven

the

that

several

rendered

the brief space

In
also,

four miles

when

breast,

hurried to his side

power.

behind the earth-works occu-

just

of our Regiment, and beneath a large

was

It

pierced his

K

foam

;

for the

last religious rite

clergymen had come

— the Sacrament—

to

to our then

Major-General Whipple was truly an able and

dying hero.

highly esteemed commander, always kind, though very exacting as a disciplinarian; yet this occurrence cast quite a

gloom over

his entire

command, creating many sad hearts
among the boys of the 12 2d

at this fatal stroke, especially

Regiment,

much

that

P,

V., whose constant friend he had been

many were

stealthy tears of regret

the eyes that were

Our

been

quite

severe within

the

loss in

past

General
few

inso-

with the

and sorrow that trickled down

cheeks as he was borne away.

had

dimmed

—

their

officers

days

—

that

Birney and Brigadier-General
Gershom Mott seriously wounded, whilst Major-Generals
Whipple and H. G. Berry had been killed while
A.

of Major-General

D.

B.

W

men in the midst of the battle.
They sleep well their last sleep
Berry and Whipple " have gone

bravely leading their

!

though the lightnings may flash, and the thunders
They heed not; they hear not; they have fought their

And

may

rattle,

last battle."

;

—
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casualties, as well as the general

lengthy
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at

head-

quarters, fully demonstrated, as conclusive evidence, that the

Corps had borne or withstood the brunt of

gallant Third
battle

from the early hours of Saturday morning,

us,

by way of

we again

diversification,

from the enemy in our

May

received a few volleys

our artillery on the

front, but

were promptly brought into service

for the

off to the left

and southwest of our position

However, by

night-fall,

quiet,

and we

bidding adieu to

on guard.

all

laid

care

—

that

moved

to reconnoitre.

they returned again,

down on

when

those of us

be-

all

our arms to sleep and

is,

left

purpose of shell-

ing the woods, whilst a detachment of infantry were

came

1st,

As evening came upon

until the close of this eventful day.

rest,

who were

not

That the opportunity then afforded

to find sweet

repose was gladly hailed and readily embraced,

we need only

state, that

we were speedily

rolled

and covered within our

blankets to dream, of the scenes, the incidents, the

and the

the sufferings,

during the fearful struggles at Chancellorsville.

THE GALLANT THIRD

CORPS.

When and where heat of battle were hottest.
And heavy clouds o'erspread the sky,
It

was, then and there, not wanting to find
That the gallant Third Corps was nigh.

Now

whilst others boast their noble heroes,

We
For

can well join

we have had

in

the chorus, too

;

our undaunted leaders

K.RAKNRY, IJUUN'SIOE, lIonKKK, SlCKI.KS,
Yet r.EKKV, IIi'knky,

WmiTtt — all

trite!

a host!

To whom,

as years go fleeting by.
comrades of the li.unond,
Memorial tribute, ere we die
With pride, therefore, a toast I offer ye.

We owe

it,

I

!

My

Comrades, who

still

Third Corps,

The gallant

l'rov d I'atriots

are in review

:

at the rail of need,

humble and Martyrs

true,

In battle, deleniiiaed not to yield,

U'eaiim;

1

trials,

sad, fatal occurrences that transpired

>i.„„, ,„,

K--k,-d. White anil l:lue!

—

c;

r. s
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Major-General Hooker Prostrated at The Chancellor
House Driven out of our Entrenchments by a
Storm of Rain The Army on the Move.

—

Tuesday,

—

May

1863.

5,

—We

were aroused

at

an early

heavy clouds, which,
however, soon passed away.
Every man was found to have
promptly been at his post, for an attack on our front and
hour, the sky being overspread with

flanks

had been expected

then assumed

the

at

every moment.

defensive

position

Our army had

—rather

a

decided

change from the impetuosity which characterized the troops,

and was

so prominently exhibited

assume the aggressive.

It

when

crossing the river to

was very evident that there had

been some miscalculation on the part of our gallant Commander-in-chief, Major-General Joseph

Hooker, who had

been prostrated and was then suffering from the concussion

and occasioned through the bursting of a shell at
"the Chancellor House" from the enemy's heavy ordnance

sustained

on Sunday morning,
trated

upon

as their artillery fire

that point at the time

;

was then concen-

and, yet, the hope was

generally indulged to be again led forward to battle, with firm
reliance

upon the capability of the corps commanders

to

lead us on to victory.

About 9

o'clock, a. m., our skirmishers were sent out on

the front, but returned very soon, as they did not find any

advancing or reconnoitering parties of the enemy, who were
evidently waiting upon us to

come

out of our entrenchments.

However, this was not our intention or design, by any means,
as we remained therein until about 3 p. m., when the heavens
were overcast with clouds, and a storm set in the lightnings
flashing, thunders rattling, and the rain falling in streams,

—

as

it

were

;

insomuch, that we were then forced to leave our

entrenchments, as they had been so drenched and
water that they were no longer tenantable.
set in,

when

the artillery in our rear

back toward the river,

and the

filled

with

Night-fall soon

moved off in quick order,
army was also on the

entire

I22d Regiment Penri a
move, directly afterward,

in the

Volunteers.

same

direction.
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The

night,

was so intensely dark, that only by the occasional and

too,

vivid flashes of lightning could

moving away

—

for everything

we

discern the

movable

really

army

rapidly

appeared to be

in motion.

The Army

—

Wading Through
the Rappahannock
Mud over
Safely Across and March to Camp Franklin.
of the Potomac ox the Retreat

Knee-Deep— Sights at

Wednesday, May 6,
Potomac was on the

the

1863.

— All

retreat

—

night long the

toward the

river,

Army

and

it

of

was

some time after midnight before our Regiment joined the
grand pageant, as it were to attempt to describe that scene
and do justice thereto would be almost impossible. However, a brief effort thereat may prove somewhat interesting;

—

for, it is easily

or readily to be conjectured that, as

lowed in the paths of the heavy and

we

fol-

light artillery, cavalry,

and the other infantry forces which preceded us, with the
rain falling in torrents, the road would be or was rather a
soft

one

—

in

fact,

while drenched to the skin,

we waded

through one livid mass or stream of mud, not only ankle-

deep in some

places, but also

knee-deep

at

numerous other

Then, imagination must come into
play, when you are advised that, besides dragging muskets
points on this retreat.

and accoutrements, there had been a replenishment of sixty
rounds of ammunition to each man, which had altogether the
tendency to still further sink us in the mire; and then, as we
steered along, in the uncertainty, through the woods and
dense darkness, our

feet occasionally

caught by the protrud-

ing root, or heavy limb of a huge tree, plunged us headlong
into the labyrinth of slime

cribe

and mud, which

will fully des-

the condition of our situation on this grand

retreat

—a

retreat

from the famous

battle-fields of Chancellorsville

that never will nor can be forgotten, so long as there exists,

within the ranks of the 12 2d

who

Regiment, P V., a survivor

took part in and experienced the

sufferings of that eventful conflict.

trials, struggles,

and

;
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About daybreak we arrived at the river-bank, very glad to
pontoon bridge still remained, upon which we
could safely recross the Rappahannock, as that stream had
then become greatly swollen insomuch that there again was
All the
presented another scene, ever to be rememberedfind that the

—

approaches to the river were jammed

wagons, and ambulances

full

of artillery, army-

—

in short, everything

movable

—

all

then awaiting their turn to cross the pontoon bridge, so that
it

was about 8 o'clock

when we again ascended

the stream of

opposite bank

how

;

came,

as our turn in the great line

but oh,

glad,

mud and

mire on the

when we were up

to its

summit
There we found ourselves in the midst of hospital
tents, on every side, which were filled with the wounded and
!

dying of our own as well as of the other corps (Farmee,

and which afforded yet another scene for contemplation and
remembrance. However, we were not long detained here,
for " forward, march " was again the order, when we plod!

—

ded yea, waded through the mass of mud and mire kneedeep toward Camp Franklin, where we arrived about 4
o'clock p. m., tired, hungry, and almost exhausted; but,
withal, rejoiced to find our old quarters

with water.

teens,

were soon baled

dry them out

—

;

out, after

which

in

many

intact,

though

fires

were made to

and, ere long, our shelter-tents were stretched

yet they were not so complete as

loss,

still

These, however, by means of half-can-

filled

instances, of

knapsacks, which had been

many

left

before,

tents,

upon the

owing

to the

together with our

field at

Chancellors-

was done under the circumstances, so that,
before many hours passed by, Camp Franklin had resumed
ville;

its

yet, the best

former appearance.
Next, in order, was the preparation of the evening meal

which, owing to the fact that our larder was unprovided with
the usual hard tack, beef, or pork, was confined to only a

cup of
article

coffee, and even the supply of that ever-desirable
was so scant that we were only afforded the very

mildest decoction of the same.

Then

night-fall

soon arrived,

;

1 2 2d
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furnishing another opportunity for reflection
the hitherto genial comrades

—

and mess mates

for
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many

found absent from their usual places within the ranks,
as missing

from our

sides,

there,

were

to

as well

and would never again share

comforts of the ever-welcome bunks,

and

were

that were then

be observed

many

the

while, again, here

;

vacant spots

—

for there

had been no bunks re-occupied or re-established, as no messmates had returned to re-erect them, for they were left behind and beyond the Rappahannock.

had pitched

their tents, in that

eternal camping-ground,

In other words, they

unknown land and upon

that

from whose hallowed precincts none

had ever yet returned therefore, deeply imbued with the
blissful and consoling hope of Requiescat in Pace ! as oui
;

last

tribute

of respect to their memories,

within our bunks to

rest, as

we sank down

well as impressed with the re-

solve, that so long as the pulsations of life should beat within

our hearts, the bright smiles, the pleasant companionship,

and the genial qualities, which characterized those missing,
departed comrades and associates, could and should never be
erased from the tablets of our memories; yea, rather, that
the vivid recollections thereof should and would be treasured
as cherished jewels in the casket of our souls.
" They've closed their day of battle
Their course on earth is done
Let them slumber in the

To Freedom's

With

toil,

soil

cause nobly

won

!"

thanks to Kind Providence,

silent expressions of

for

having preserved us through the terrible ordeal experienced

upon the
exhausted,

battle-fields of Chancellorsville

—

tired,

we were quickly enjoying sweet sound

dreaming of brighter scenes

for the future.

THE DEEDS OF THE PRIVATES.
The press is replete with daring deeds,
While books an; tilled with fame
trass bands do play and cannons roar
n honor of the nunc
;

1

1

(

)f

men who

hold

<

onimissions

An; honest, brave and

tru<;

.

;

yei

sore,

sleep

and
and

—

;
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still

What

the query

Field Life,

comes

to us

did the Privates do

:

?

Who

were the men that guarded camp,
foes were hovering 'round?
Who dug the graves of comrades, dear?
Who laid them in the ground?
Who sent the dying messages home
To those they never knew ?

When

If Officers subscribed to this,

What

Who

did the Privates do

were the

men

to

fill

?

the place

Of Comrades slain in strife ?
Who were the men to risk their own,

To save

Who

a comrade's

lived on rations

" Hard Tack" too

life?

—salted
hard

pork,

to

chew?

When officers ate this fare,
What did the Privates do ?

Who

laid in pits

on rainy nights,

All eager for the fray

?

Who

marched beneath a scorching sun,
Through many a toilsome day ?

Who

paid

the* Sutler

double price,

And scanty rations drew ?
When Officers get all the praise,
What did the Privates do ?
All honor to the iaithful boys,

Who rallied

at the call

Without regard to name or rank
We honor one and all.
They'll pass away, one by one,
Then soon they'll all be gone
To where volumes will surely show
Just what the Privates have done!
;

CHAPTER XXV
—

Quarters at Camp Franklin Reconstructed Arrival of Commissary Stores .Effects of the Battles Throughout
the Brigade Regiment Ordered to Acquia
Creek On the Return Home from the
Service Arrival at Lancaster.

—

—

Thursday,

—

May

—

—

7,

1863.

— Day

dawned unpromisingly

At an early hour our teams, such
as they were at that time, were hurriedly detailed for Quarter-Master and Commissary stores, of which we were much
in need
whilst, in the meantime, the Regiment was busily
engaged in reconstructing the company streets, cleaning up
guns, etc.
About mid-day our teams returned with the
quite cloudy overhead.

;

Commissary

stores,

when

requisitions, respectively,

gratification of the

to the

ished

whereupon,

;

fires in

companies

the

presented

which were promptly

men who were

in short order,

the preparation of dinner,

their

greatly

filled,

then almost fam-

cooks were busy

the

at

which consisted of bean-

soup, beef, and mess pork, while our kind Quarter-Master,

Lieutenant

T M \< Ctoxigi.k, had his hands full in
Commissary Sergeants the usual allowance of
sugar, salt, candles, etc., which he had received
John

issuing to the

hard tack,

for the boys.

again
It

much

After partaking of a good round meal

were

was then very evident that a decided change had come

over the surrounding camps,
plainly discernible that the

lis

well as our

camp

on the

\

of the S6th Regiment, N.

right,

and

own,

for

army had passed through

ing and terrible ordeal of battle.
to the

us

all

revived, physically as well as cheerfully.

visit, in

V

V.

,

also to that of the 124th

it

was

the try-

the evening,
just

adjoining

Regiment, \

3
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V., as well as that of our own, gave further proofs of a

general thinning out of ranks throughout the Brigade
fact,

—

in

a pall of mourning seemed to overhang the entire sur-

roundings, while the sights and the scenes presented food for

However,

sober reflection.
to

somewhat, gradually,

be

wore on, these seemed

as time

forgotten,

the

matters

sky was overcast with threatening clouds

devoting an hour or two to

much needed

letter- writing,

men

evening occupations, the
night of

all

Night then came on,

quickly resumed their former level.

when

when

;

after

and other usual

turned into bunks for another

rest.

—

Regiment as Escort of Honor to
the Remains of Major-General A. W. Whipple.

Distribution of Clothing

Friday,

May

early hour, to

8, 1863.

find that

—The Regiment was aroused
Camp Franklin had been

with a heavy shower of rain during
besides prospect of

a continuously

at

an

visited

the previous night,

cloudy day.

Inspec-

tion of arms, accoutrements, etc., together with the regular

routine of

camp

duties,

were the features of the forenoon

hours and were rigidly enforced,
orders

of Lieutenant-Colonel

manding.

A

requisition

cles of clothing, etc., of

in

accordance with the

Edward McGovern, com-

had been issued

for

certain arti-

which many of the boys and men

were sadly in need, since the battles of Chancellorsville,

and the distribution thereof became the
next order of the day
matters and things, in general, then
which was

filled,

;

assumed former shape and aspect, so that day waned away
rather uneventful.

The evening hours had arrived and gone, when the Regiment received orders "to be ready to leave for Washington,
D. C, on the morrow, to act as escort of honor to the
Whipple," assigned
remains of Major-General Amiel
thereto for interment, as well as to attend and execute the
funeral military rites due to his rank, and, in accordance
Nightfall had but arrived, when the
with his request.

W

—
i22ii

Regiment Pernio.

Regiment promptly turned
tion for the departure

in

Volunteers.
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for rest, with eager anticipa-

on the morrow

—

Regiment on the Way to Acquia Creek Landing Sights and
Scenes up the Potomac— Arrival at Soldiers Retreat,
Washington, D. C. Night at The Barracks.

Saturday,
and

at

May

Camp Franklin,
of our

9,

an early hour
as

1863.

all
it

— Day dawned bright and

was

was

to

be our

last

day upon the scene

when

Winter and Spring quarters,

late

all

promptly engaged in packing up and getting ready

camp, whilst the Regimental
veyance of

—

in fact,

less to

8

were hurrying the

stores to

all

such

were

to leave
con-,

Brigade Headquarters

property thatwas need-

be carried along and would prove cumber some, as

come

then had

At

Commissary

all

turning over

officers

clear,

and confusion about

bustle,

stir,

the

o'clock the

end of army service for the Regiment.
Regiment was in line, with Colonel

Edward McGovern and Major Thaddeus
in

command, and quickly

which was
as

en route for

close by, so that,

wounded and

sick

Stevens, Jr.,
Stoneman's Station,

by 9 o'clock,

all

the movable

were placed aboard the cars as comfortably

could be under the circumstances and the situation of

affairs,

while the balance of the Regiment was assigned to

the open

flats

or platform

when

cars,

moved

the train

off

toward Acquia Creek, passing by and

through numerous
other camps, from winch we received parting salutes as we
were leaving them behind, and we were severing our further
connection with the Grand

The Regiment

Army

arrived at Acquia (reek Landing about 10

o'clock, where boats were in

was assigned

of the Potomac.

to a steamboat, the

readiness, but the

name

of which

is

Regiment
forgotten,

upon which they embarked without any delay. After all the
sick and wounded had been conveyed on board, the boat
immediately moved up the famous Potomac
the da)' having
been delightful, many sights and scenes were presented on

—

the journey.

In the

distance

we saw the immense' shad-

Camp and
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fishing seines as they
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were being drawn in by a small tug-

boat, certainly over a mile long, as the corks could be plainly

perceived afloat, marking the course of the same

;

also,

here

and there large upright windlasses with mules attached to
draw in the shore ends. Of course, this was quite a sight for
the men, besides the numerous sails which appeared to dot

On

the surface of the river as far as the eyes could reach.
the

way up

had, with

the

its

ings, while

Potomac a

fine

view of Mount Vernon was

long sweeping lawn and picturesque surround-

on the opposite side were

country mansions

fine

with terraced gardens, beautiful boat-houses

modern conveniences and improvements
that section could afford.

Then

farther

was passed, with Washington City, D.
with

its

incomplete

monument

in fact, all the

that the wealth of

on Fort Washington

C,

looming into view,

to the

Country," as well as the Capitol with

—

its

"Father of
unfinished

and numerous wide-spreading surroundings.
route

came

to observation the old familiar

dria, Va., with

its

surrounding

forts

his

dome

Next on the

town of Alexan-

and numerous earth-

works, which reminded us very forcibly of those hot September days and the fearful sweltering
eral

A.

S.

we

received

when Gen-

Piatt so extensively and repeatedly promenaded

Regiment around its suburbs.
It was about 4 o'clock, p. m., when the boat touched at
the wharf below Washington Monument, where the Regiment soon disembarked and were marched off, through the
city, to Soldiers' Retreat.
Ambulances were promptly
provided to convey our sick and wounded to their proper
destination, when the Regiment at once stacked arms, unswung knapsacks, and were marched into the Retreat,
where a bountiful supper of fresh bread, hot coffee, and the
proverbial "salt horse," had been furnished, which was
heartily partaken of and stowed away with due appreciation
the

—

and gratitude vastly different from the reception which the
Regiment had upon its arrival and first entry into the service,
September 16, 1862. Many had been the changes wrought

Regiment Pain a

122(1
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during this interval of time, for especially

"had

3

19

the epicu-

rean's tongue been scraped," so to speak, rather frequently,

before

it

became accustomed

regulations
to eat

no

;

to the fare prescribed

but, at this time, all

who could

fatty or other unpalatable

were readily found

to take in with

by army

or were

known

food at their home-tables,

decided relish any of those

then distasteful or despised articles of diet

—

that, too, with-

out the aid of the usual side-accompaniments of either sauce,

However, the change proved

catsup, or preserves.
better,

both as to the physical as well as to the salutary con-

dition of the
to

The Regiment was then
for the night, but the

docile set of comrades than

as related in

A

men.

The Barracks

more

for the

an

finally

marched

boys were rather a

upon a previous occasion,

earlier chapter of these historical sketches.

had been stationed about The Barracks,
after which the Regiment turned in for rest, but were awakened about 10 o'clock by some band in the neighborhood disclose guard

coursing excellent and delightful music,
tion of

much to

the gratifica-

all.

—

Preparatory Orders from General Casey
The Funeral of
Major-General A. W. Whipple Regiment the Escort
of Honor ani> Renders the Last Military Tribute
Homeward Bound Arrival at Baltimore.

—

—

—

—

Sunday, May 10, 1863. At 5 o'clock, A. M., the Regiment was aroused by the booming of cannon on Capitol
Hill, when the boys were quickly off for a wash, whereby
they were greatly refreshed.

At an early hour an aid from

command

Major-General Casey, then in

of the defences of

Washington, appeared and delivered several orders to the
Regiment, preparatory to the funeral of Major* General Whippi,

r.,

'-assigning the

form on

C

Street,

Regiment

S. K.,

at

12

and
Here it

as escort of honor,

o'clock,

M."

proper to mention that one of General Casey's special
olhcers was Private Ai.hert K.

of the i22d Regiment,
Private Secretary

at

1'

V.,

to
is

staff

Carpenter, of Company B.
who had been detailed as his

the beginning of the service.
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After breakfast had been disposed

ceived special orders
leave

them

'
'

to place

of,

each company

knapsacks upon

in the charge of guards, to

re-

piles

and

comprise those

men

company who were unwell, as
wounded." As the Regiment was not

in each respective

well as the

slightly

required to

be in line before

12

o'clock,

noon,

few hours were

a

and about the Capitol, as well as
through the grounds, where many points of interest were
visited by the boys, after which they returned to the Retreat in time for the early dinner prepared.
afforded

for

strolls

to

At noon precisely Regiment was promptly formed into
and marched down Pennsylvania Avenue toward the
western part of the city, and took position at the head of
the line on G Street, where were already in waiting a battalion of U. S. Cavalry and a battery of U. S. Light Artillery.
The programme of ceremonies observed, was, as follows: Preceded by the band of the 14th Regiment, N. H.
V., the entire column moved off toward Georgetown and to
the Catholic Church, where high mass was held over the
remains of Major-General Whipple
we were there kept
in line until 2:30, p. m.
During this interval of time we
line

]

were ordered

by

'
'

to prepare three

tearing off the bullets,

rounds of blank cartridges,

and load

for the

first fire."

Next,

the sermon being over, the coffin was placed in charge of
several officers, of the rank of General, as pall-bearers,

when

column again moved off, with reversed arms, and the
14th N. H. Regimental Band playing the dead march as a
requiem, up the hill and into the Congressional Cemetery.

the

The

ascent was so steep that

straight in

marching

;

it

was

difficult

to

keep the

line

however, every movement and action

least blur.
After the coffin was
removed from the hearse and placed in position, and the
relatives and friends of the gallant General had closed in
around the same, the 12 2d Regiment then formed a square

was executed without the

when the remains of our late
Commander, Major-General Amiel

outside of the assemblage,

mented Division

la-

W

;

1 2 2d

Regiment Penn'a

Whipple, were consigned
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to their final

resting-place with

the observance of the usual religious rites;

last

friends retired,

military rite

firing

then the rela-

and the Regiment rendered the
memory, by
three volleys over the grave in commendable manner,

and

tives
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and then too

and

tribute of respect to his

retired therefrom, deeply impressed with the

sentiment of the poet-laureate

:

" Never to the chambers where the mighty rest,

Since their foundation, came a nobler guest

Nor ever to the bowers of bliss convey' d,
more gallant spirit, or more welcome shade."

A

The Regiment next moved

off to

and upon the

street to

again form column, which was marched over and through

Washington

to the

Soldiers Retreat, where a bountiful

supper had been prepared and was heartily enjoyed

;

after

which knapsacks, haversacks, and canteens were swung, the
Regiment again formed into line, and then marched off to
the Baltimore Depot, where a train of box-cars were in wait-

The Regiment was soon embarked, when the
moved off "home-ward bound," with all bidding
ing.

C, and

adieux to Washington, D.

midnight, after having been
since

leaving

the

of

city

'
'

train

their

arriving at Baltimore at
'

side-tracked

'

several times

The Regiment

Washington.

disembarked and marched through the Monumental City
the Harrisburg Depot

to

thence, farther on, to the outer or

;

men

Bolton Depot, where the

loitered about

morning.

till

—

From Baltimore, Ma, via York, to Harrisburg March to
Camp Curtin Regiment Well Represented on
the Streets of Harrisburg.

—

Monday, May

ii, 1863.

—The weather was very

fair

and

Regiment still loitering about the Bolton
Depot at Baltimore, as no train could proceed on the homeward trip, on account of a serious wreck that occurred at

pleasant, with the

Relay House

;

so that

it

re-embarked on the cars
as the train passed
'5

was mid-day before the Regiment

for Harrisburg.

On

the

way

thither

through the villages and towns, as well as

;
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by hamlets,

the Regiment was greeted with cheer upon cheer
from the admiring and enthusiastic citizens who had assem-

bled for that purpose.
water, the train again

After a brief delay at York, for

moved

off,

over the Northern Central

Railroad, and arrived at Harrisburg, about 5

p. m.,

where

the train was side-tracked again and run out to the lane or

Camp Curtin. There the Regiment disembarked and marched into camp, where " A " tents were
immediately provided
whereupon the men proceeded to
form camp, and were placed under "Provost Guard," with
orders to remain in Camp Curtin until paid off; but, however, "the old soldier," as he was then called, could not
and would not be kept penned up, so that bogus passes were
invented and became the order of the evening and night
when, by scores, the boys were found promenading through
As there had also arrived at
the streets of Harrisburg.
Camp Curtin a dozen or more of the nine-months Regiments, the city had been pretty well filled for the time,
and the merchants did a lively and thriving trade, as
those of the men who were fortunate enough to be in
road leading to

;

possession of the essential lucre, soon purchased
outfits

of

selves of

new and
'
'

the old

hastily giving

'

'

and donned

clean underwear, rapidly ridding them-

army duds,

'

the grand bounce

well

as

'

'

as

gladly and

thereby, and very un-

'

ceremoniously, too, to that familiar army-pest, the proverbial

"greyback," which had been the constant, "never-going-

back" companion of
indefinite

with

time.

disagreeable

the soldiers' bunks for

This

favorable

company

and

afforded

an almost

desirable

parting

the writer the oppor-

tunity of accepting the exceedingly kind hospitality of

friend to sojourn with

him

for the night,

a

when he once more

upon a feather-bed and beneath the clean, soft, white
counterpane but yet, however, by no means comfortable, as
he slept not a wink during the night, owing to the change
being too sudden and different to appreciate.
slept

;

—
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Preparation of the Muster-Out and Pay-Rolls.

May

Tuesday,
breakfast

we

12, 1863.

—The weather was

Camp

returned to

After

fine.

Curtin about 8 o'clock, and

were immediately invited to the Judges-Stand on the racecourse and assigned the duty of assisting to

make

out the

muster-out and pay-rolls, which was not a very pleasant task
for

occupied the entire day, owing to the fact that there

it

were so many

articles to

account

for,

and orders had been

"to have all the final papers prepared in the most
manner possible." As company books were lost, in
some cases, the task also became a difficult one, and required considerable cogitations and comparisons between the
commissioned and non-commissioned officers; however, the
papers were eventually made out and only awaited the arrival of the Paymaster, as the boys were anxious and ready
to receive their cash, and as eager for the chance of spending it.
This night was spent rather more comfortably in
issued

correct

Camp Curtin.
Accoutrements Turned Over

Wednesday, May
bright and

warm.

up

and

in line

gun-straps,

1863.

13,

all

from Lancastrians.

— Day

dawned

lists

were made out of the number of guns,

cartridge-boxes,

cap-boxes,

and other

waist-belts,

belt-

articles thereunto be-

of which were turned over to the proper officers

designated and receipts taken for the same

then

especially

At 10 o'clock the companies were drawn

plates, cartridge-box plates,

longing,

— Visit

left soldiers

en deshabille as

rather non-combatants,

it

were

;

;

so that

we were

or, in other

words,

and no longer under the regime of

Many Lancastrians visited their friends in
whom it was learned that extensive and appro-

military law.

camp, from

arrangements were in progress

priate

of the Regiment upon
lived

and

in glorious

as

its

return

home

for a

grand reception

to Lancaster.

So we

anticipation of the gala affair promised,

some of the Regiments were being then paid

off,

we

Camp and
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were anxiously awaiting and expecting our turn to come
next.

Hunting for the Paymaster

—Another

Stroll to Har-

risburg.

May

Thursday,

14, 1863.

—The

weather was

fine,

still

with the Regiment remaining in camp, hunting for and
awaiting the call of the Paymaster,

an appearance

or, as

;

who had

not yet put in

a Sheriff would declare, upon his re-

turn to a court of justice,

" non

est inventus'

to be found," as several of the

1

— " he was not

companies were discovered

incomplete and of course not ready.

There-

with their

rolls

fore, the

opportunity was again afforded and generally ac-

cepted by the boys of another jaunt into the city to see the
sights

and

visit

Otherwise the day waned away

friends.

uneventful.

Regiment Again Disappointed by the Paymaster.

Friday,

May

15, 1863.

—Weather

Camp Curtin

sented quite a lively appearance at this time.

Regiments were paid
their

to

homes;

off

all

pre-

Two more

and immediately took departure
Regiment,

yet the 12 2d

remain in camp

More

and warm.

fine

troops returned from the front, so that

P

for

V., was obliged

day without receiving

their pay,

and

with nothing of note to record.

Regiment Paid Off and on the

Saturday,

May

16, 1863.

Way

to Lancaster.

—The weather, although warm,

continued fine and pleasant.

Orders were received

at

an

hour from Colonel Franklin, "That the Regiment
should be in readiness to receive their pay," which proved
early

glad tidings to
waiting.

all

the

men, who had been so long kept

in

In the afternoon the pay-rolls were signed, and

by evening the Companies received their pay and discharges,
when the Regiment, between 8 and 9 o'clock, embarked
upon the

cars for Lancaster.

CHAPTER XXVI.
From

the

Lancaster Daily Evening Express, May

18th, 1863.]

THE GRAND "WELCOME HOME!"
Enthusiastic Midnight Reception of the Gallant 122D by the

Patriot Daughters and Citizens of Lancaster.

Saturday night and Sunday morning,
will ever

May

16-17, 1863,

be memorable in the annals of Lancaster

city,

and

the glorious history of the gallant Second Lancaster
County Regiment (i22d P V.) On that occasion, the citizens opened their arms and their hearts to welcome home
those gallant men who, a little more than nine months ago,
in

had

left their

happy homes and peaceful occupations,

to

be

transformed from citizens to soldiers, to suffer the privations
of the camp, the fatigues of the march, and to face the dangers of the battle-field in defence of the liberty, the homes,

and the honor of themselves and those dear ones whom they
left behind. Since that time the men of the i22d had written
for themselves, and for their county, a glorious page in the
history of a patriotic

and brave people struggling

to

main-

Those who knew the character of
who formed the soldiers of the Regiment, ex-

tain their national unity.

the citizens

much from them and they were not disappointed.
through their campaign we had good reports of their

pected

dierly conduct

—of

their

endurance on the toilsome march

of their patience in the tedium of the
fulness

All
sol-

on the outposts; of

camp; of

;

their faith-

their excellent discipline

under

all

occasions; of their coolness while lying for hours under a
terrific

shower of

icksburg

;

and

shell

finally

and shot

at the first battle

of the heroic

manner

in

of Freder-

which they
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won imperishable
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laurels at Chancellorsville

under the gallant

and beloved commander, General Joe Hooker.
It was
indeed befitting that these bronzed and war-be-grimed
soldiers, fresh from their conflict with the enemy, should
be welcomed home with a more imposing and cordial,
and enthusiastic demonstration than had ever before been
witnessed in this city.
It

having been announced (although without authority) on

Friday evening, that the Regiment would reach this city at
an early hour on Saturday evening, the report got into the
country, and

many came

in to

welcome home

their friends.

Their disappointment was very great, when they found there

was no certainty

Had we been

at

what hour the Regiment would

able to give a day's

official

arrive.

notice of the time

they would arrive, and had that time been in daylight, there

would have been not less than ten thousand citizens of the
county in town to participate in the demonstration.
As it
in and joined in the "welcome
home," which was the most enthusiastic and creditable ever
seen in this city and, as we were informed by eye-witnesses

was, large numbers staid

;

of both, far superior in

every respect to that received in

Harrisburg by the Dauphin County Regiment.

At an

early hour in the evening the Court

House became

the centre of attraction, and the pressure to see the interior

arrangements was so great that the ladies caused the doors
to be

opened

for

two hours to the public.

say that the thousands

who

It is

needless to

passed around the tables were sur-

prised as well as delighted with the magnificence of the colla-

At a few minutes before 10

tion.

man and
ladies'

o'clock, Messrs.

Boyle (of the P. R. R.),

most

efficient aids, arrived

who were two

Youngof the

with a despatch, stating

Regiment had left Harrisburg at 9:30, when the
Court-House Bell was immediately rung as arranged. The
signal was received with enthusiastic cheering.
When the
train reached Mount Joy the Court-House bell was again
that the

rung,

when

there was a general

movement towards the Depot,

1 2 2d

Regiment Penn'a

Volunteers.

League House, and the Harrisburg turnpike.
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During the

a detachment of the "Lancaster Artillery Ca-

dets," under the direction of Captain E. K.
firing a salute

Young, were

of thirteen guns, which was only concluded as

the train appeared in sight.

The Regiment reached

the intersection of the Harrisburg

Pike and the Railroad at 12 o'clock, and was received by

Committee of Reception appointed by "The Patriot
Daughters," headed by Hon. A. L. Hayes, Chairman. The

the

—

Regiment disembarked and formed on the pike the Committee on the right of the line. The procession moved down
the pike to James, thence to North Queen, keeping step to marmusic from the excellent Drum Corps of the Regiment.
Most of the houses along the route were illuminated, as well

tial

as the brief

that the
did.

time allowed would permit, as

Regiment would

The neighborhood

was not known

it

arrive until a few hours before

it

of the place of disembarkation was

thronged with multitudes of people, and when the procession
reached North Queen and proceeded

down
step. The

that thorough-

crowd increased at every
upper end of the street was most

scene from the

inspiring.

The crowds,

fare, the

the waving of handkerchiefs, the blazing of bon-fires,
the cheering of

many hundred

and

voices was well calculated to

cheer the hearts of the brave boys of this gallant Regiment.

At the depot another large crowd greeted the Regiment
with cheering, while the surrounding windows were crowded
passed by.

who waved their
The City Hotel

illuminated,

and three or four

with ladies,

roof and upper windows.

handkerchiefs as the Regiment
(formerly Reese's) was finely
large

flags floated

But the most

from the

brilliant scene wit-

nessed on the route of the procession was that presented at
the

Union League Building.

The

front

was splendidly

illuminated, while thirty-four flags were floating from the win-

dows, each of which was crowded with the
Lancaster,

who waved

fair

daughters of

a welcome to Lancaster's heroes.

scene was so striking in

its effect,

that

it

The

called forth expres-

—
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from even the

sions of admiration

organization.

Each company

A

cheered most heartily.
blaze,

steps

bitterest

opponents of that

of the Regiment, as

brilliant bon-fire

which provided additional

When
mittee

Field Life.

was

it

filed by,

also in full

lustre to the scene.

the procession reached the Court-House, the

Com-

"opened rank," and the Regiment marched up the
into the main hall.
The out-side pressure was so

heavy, that

many

persons, endeavoring to get in, were un-

accommodated with the privilege.
persons had friends or relatives in the
Regiment, but they could not fail to see, that if all had been

able to be

[Many

admitted

of these

who

applied,

one-half, at

would have been crowded

least,

of the soldiers

As it was, the crowd was
too large for comfort, but a place was secured for every solEd. Express.]
dier in the Regiment.
out.

The Reception
by "The Patriot Daughters," was that
which was not only merited, but that which was also appreThe first greeting which attracted the observation of
ciated.
of the Regiment,

the members, was

:

two large American

At the entrace of the Court-House hall,
flags were draped from the ceiling.

Next, a large table ran the entire length of the main corridor,

and the passages

to

the

of the other public

offices,

The

to use

halls.

tables,

side-doors, together with several

were converted into banqueting
a

familiar

expression, literally

groaned under the weight of good cheer.

In addition to

the substantiate, the tables were adorned with elaborately

"sugar-frosted cakes, pyramids of jelly," and a hundred
and one things which our limited knowledge of the cuisine

prevents us from cataloguing.

Suffice

it

to say, that every-

thing was present which could tempt the appetite.

Prayer then followed by Rev.
clusion

of which the

work and attacked

heroes

J. I.

of

Mombert,

at the

Chancellorsville

con-

fell

to

the viands with an energy that did credit to

their appetite, as their valor did to their

arms on that bloody

I22d Regiment Pom' a
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which was commemorated by a wreath, enclosing the
"Chancellorsville," which adorned the head

field,

inscription,

of the long table.

The Banquet
was prolonged

composing
present

in

until a late

"The Patriot Daughters'
large

force,

will

commendable

They performed

those for

whom

it

banquet were: By
tion

to their patriotism

never forget, nor will

'
!

'

it

to

supply

their task with

—one which

they

ever pale from the memories of

was prepared.

command

ladies

Association," were

and were indefatigable

every want of their guests.
a grace

The

hour of the morning.

The

of Colonel

closing scenes of this

McGovern, "Atten-

After which he proposed three cheers for the 'Patriot
'

Daughters of Lancaster," which were given with a will
Then followed three
that made the Court-House tremble.

Hooker !" Then, again, three for
Franklin, and no less gallant Colonel McGovern
and Major Stevens, which were given with a spirit that told
cheers for "Fighting Joe
the gallant

how truly

the boys' hearts were in love with the cause of their

country.

The banquet

when

Regiment was

the

closed at 3 a. m., Sunday,

May

17th,

and the members
and entertainway homeward, to

finally dismissed,

thereof, highly delighted with their reception

ment, quietly and gladly wended their

meet once more those fond and dear friends
receive and greet them upon their return.

in waiting to

———
;

;
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THERE

is rest

A. Des Brisay.

beyond the

river,

In the pleasant palm-trees' shade

Where
Are

the saints,

redeemed

forever,

in spotless robes arrayed.

When the conflict there is ended,
And the battle's din is o'er,
There

On

rest

is

beyond

the river,

the sweet celestial shore.

There is rest beyond the river,
There we all shall meet again

;

We shall see the great Life-giver,
In the splendor of His reign

Where

;

and the fearless,
And the tried and true of earth,
In a happy home and tearless,
Enter life's immortal birth.
There

the faithful

beyond the

is rest

river,

Where the Christian soldier falls
Where devoted friends must sever,

And the last loud bugle calls
And the ancient anthems ringing
;

Through the ever-blessed land,

The beloved ones are singing
As around the throne they stand,
There

rest

is

We shall

beyond the

all

river

cross over there

Faith triumphant

Not a sorrow

fail

;

us never

or a care,

Safely to the haven gliding,

Where

And

our patient souls would be,

in love's

Are
There

own home abiding
we long to see.

the friends
is rest

beyond the

river

;

Let us cross into the light-

To

the golden

When

dawn

of morning,

comes no shade of night
Where the dear hands we have folded,

And

there

the fond eyes sadly closed,

In the marble features moulded,

Are
There
O'er

Where

And

in perfect life disclosed.
rest

is

its

beyond the

river

deep and solemn flow

the saints in glory gather

our hearts' dear jewels go.

Let us cross the silent river,

Sweet

;

Field Life.

W

the Rev.

There

;

REST BEYOND THE RIVER.

IS

By

:

in

Paradise to rest

Safe to part no more forever,

Where

the pure in heart are blest.

rd

v

\

Major Thaddeus Stevens,

Jr.

APPENDIX.
THE ONE HUNDRED AND TWENTY-SECOND

REGI-

MENT, PENNSYLVANIA VOLUNTEERS.

—

[Explanatory Note. The Officers of the Regiment, as well as of the several
Companies, and also the members thereof, whose names are preceded with character
marks, signify, as follows
* Discharged for disability, etc., or Resigned,
f Promoted to Higher Rank.
Killed at Chancellorsville.
§ SpeJ Wounded and Missing at Chancellorsville.
cially detailed from the Captaincy of Company G, 79th Regiment, P.V., and Private
Secretary to Major-General Silas
Casey, Headquarters at Washington, D. C.
Died in the service.]
:
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W

STAFF AND FIELD OFFICERS
Colonel.

Emlen Franklin,

Esq.

Lieutenant- Colonel.

S

Edward McGovern,

Esq.

Major.
f

Thaddeus Stevens,

Jr.

Adjutant.

Daniel H. Heitshu.

\

Qua rter-Master.
John

T.

MacGonigle, Esq.
Surgeon.

William

C

Lane.

Assistant Surgeons.

Washington* Burg,
i. c
hogendobler.
Chaplain.
\

Rev. Ei.im

Kir re.

Sergeant- Major.

fWM.

II.

H. Buckius.

Quarter-Master Sergeant.
jjAcoi' Martin.

Commissary -Sergeant.
\

Daniel

S.

Bursk.

Hospital-Steward.
I

Andrew

N. Thomas.

:

.
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NAME.

Thomas Dinan,
••Win. H. H. Buckius,
Charles R. Christ,

X

2d Lieut.
1st Sergt.

Himmens, Charles

H. Hegener, Jr.,
George F. Rote, Jr.,
Reed an A. Fisher,
George Hoffmaster,
John Kautz,
George G. Myer,

do.

William Hufford,
% Robert B. Ketchum,
George M. Parrish,
"-Emanuel Brooks,
John D. Hughes,
Francis P. McCullon,
Ackerman, Henry,
.

Corporal.
do.
do.

do.
i

do.

Edwin,
Kautz, George W.,

do.

Kautz, Jacob,

do.

do.

do.

Kieffer,

Elwood,

do.

Libhart, Frederick,
Martin, David N.,

do.

do.
do.
do.

Solomon

do.

B.,

do.

.

.

do.

Mateer, William B.,

do.
do.

John

do.

Miller,

L.,

,

Murr, Nathaniel,
McFadden, A. B.,

Private.

do.

Henry,

do.

Musician.

do.

.

Keffer,
Keller,

do.

do.
do.

.

Jeffries,

do.

Isaac,

do.

D.,

.

do.

.

do.

do.

John,
Huber, Allen B.,
X Huber, James M.,
Hubert, Henry M.,
Hubert, John,

X Hous'er,

do.

J.

do.

.

1st Lieut.

do.

Private.

Gyger, Abijah D.,

Haag, John B.,
Hambright, S. M.,
X Herr, Hanford B.,
Herzog, Henry,

do.

Sergt.

J.

RANK.

NAME.

Captain,

Leibly,
George Kriner,
Wilson J. Fisher,

Ames,

A.

RANK.

*George Musser, Jr.,
•George M. Franklin,
John P. Weise,

...

Field Life.
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Andrew

.

.

do.
do.

.

*Bear, Abner S.,
\ Benson, John M.,
Bohnert, Anthony,
X Brickner, Lewis,
Brinton, William,

do.
do.

McNaughton, J. H.,
Nixdorf, Emanuel J.,

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

Overly, Adam,
Parson, Abner J.,
Paulick, Lewis H.,

Buzzard, Martin,
Clark, Daniel F.,
Clark, John H,
Clay, David,
Cover, Henry H.,
Debolt, Elias H.,
Dennison, Levi,
Diffenderfer, William,
Doak, John H.,
Dorwart, Martin,
Eberman, Daniel F,

do.

*Plott,

do.

do.

John W.,
Rapp, George W,

do.

Ruth, Franklin R,

do.

do.

Shaum, Henry,

do.

do.

Shelley, Jacob,
Shertz, John,
* Shubert, William U.,

do.

.

.

*Eberman, P. G., Jr.,
Eckman, Henry H.,
Eichelberger, Mark,

Fox, Benjamin,
Franciscus, John,
Geigley, George,

Jr.,
.

Gompf, Andrew J.,
Graham, John C,
Griffith, Amos,
Groff, Samuel K.,
X

.

do.

do.
do.

do.

.

do.

.

do.

.

;

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Simmons, Jonathan,
* Smaling, Benjamin K.,
Souders, Jacob,

do.
do.

Stine,

do.
do.

St.

do.

\

do.
do.

Troop, Thomas,
JVogle, John F.,.

do.

do.

Walker, Thomas,
Weber, Frederick,
Weitzel, William H.,
Wolf, Henry,

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

.

Andrew

J.,

do.

do.
do.
do.

.

Stringer, Randolph,

John, David,
Supplee, Randolph,

do.
do.

.

.

Thomas, Andrew N.,
.

do.
do.
do.

.

do.
do.

.

.

..

.
.

.
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B.

NAME.
\

\

Thaddeus Stevens,
Samuel W. Rowe,

Edward

Jr.

do.

Hager,
\ Jacob C. Brubaker,
Benjamin O. Conn,
Francis

1st Lieut.

F.

2d Lieut,
1st Sergt.

Dowd,

Sergt.

do.

Joseph Frecht,
Rupley,
J Charles D.
William K. Bender,
Augustus H. Franke,
Martin K. Weidner,
George W. Cormeny,
Jacob Foose,
Joseph A. Jamison,.
Levi D. Shuman,
.

\

do.
do.

° Huber, John

do.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

.

A.,

Macken, Thomas

do.

do.

do.
do.

.

do.

do.

Private-

Hensler, John,
Hernafies, George H.,
Hicherside, Jacob,
Hill, John,
* Hines, William,
Hoak, Joseph,

do.

do.

do.

F.,

C,

do.

do.
do.
do.

||

do.

Jacob Johns,

Musician.

John P. Shindle,
John M. Rowe,
William B. Hindman,.

do.

.

Baker, William,

Gorrecht, John M.,
* Hamilton, John,

Jamison, Samuel
Kautz, Benjamin
Kern, Bernard,
Kling, Moses S.,
Lee, P. Oliver,
Lipp, Henry,
\ Lipp, Lewis,

Corporal.

John M. Souders,
|

Captain.

RANK.

do.
Private.

Jr.,

do.

Barr, Henry,
Barr, Israel,

do.
do.

do.

S.,

Marsh, Isaac,

do.

Martin,

Henry C,
Martin Henry N.,

do.

Martin, Isaac M.,

do.
do.

do.

do.

McDevitt, David,
* Metzger, George W.
Miller, John,
Misenberger, Adam,
Moore, Edward,

§ Carpenter, Albert E.,

do.

Morrow, Joseph,

do.

Carter, Joel

do.

do.
do.

Beck Daniel

do.
A.,

.

do.

.

°Brabson, Isaac H.,
Brubaker, John H.,

do.
.

.

do.

.

do.

do.
do.

,

Casner, Joseph,
*Clark, William K.,
Cooper, Alpheus C,

do.

Cowen, John C,
Crum, Henry,
* Diffenbaugh, John

do.

Nugent, Peter V.,
Patton, William,
Patton, William G.,
Plank, Amos W.,
Ramsey, Cyrus P. .,

do.
do.

Ream, Henry C,
Reynolds, Gregg W.,

do.
do.

Drennen, Jesse M.,
Drennen, Wesley H.,

do.
do.

X

Reynolds, Reuben,
Rubincam, George, Jr.,

do.
do.

)ufter, John,
Eaby, George W.,
Faby, Henry C,

do.

Sahers,

do.

John,
Sehner, John W.,
Scotten, Samuel,.

do.
do.
do.

do.

\ ShealTer,
% Stauffer,

Henry,
John B.,

do.

do.
do.

Stone, Joseph John,
Tindal, 1 )avid,
Vandersaal, Abraham,
Wallace John,
Ward, William,
-"Weaver, Abraham,

J.,

do.
do.

.

1

.

.

Kberman, George

do.

Frederick,
Froelich,

.

1).,.

Andrew,
Amos,

Fuller, William,

Class,

Cm nl,
"><>(!,

Samuel,
John,
Samuel,

do.
do.

.

.

||

Fletcher, lohn T.,
Flory, Henry G.,
Flory, John,
Foust, William,

(

F.,

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
d...

do.

.

U Weaver, William
Wenger, Clayton,.
Wolf, Abraham,
||

I

do.
L,

do.
do.
do.

.

.
.

.
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COMPANY
NAME.

W. H. H. Amwake,

Captain.

Hartranft, David,

Henyard, Adam,.

2d Lieut.

Horst, David,
Hufford, Wm.

ist Sergt.

John Rodgers,.
\ Samuel Deckert,
George M. Raub,

Corporal.

f

:

:

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

William G. Binkley,

do.

Thomas Arnell,
Henry Lutz,

do.

.

Ames, Jacob,

.

.

.

Joshua

.

E.,

Dyer, Ephraim L.,
Ebright, Harry,
Ebright, John B.,
Erb, Jacob,
Fasnacht, Samuel,

Fellenbaum, Peter,
Frame, John G.,
Frame, Wesley T.,.
Frankhauser, Israel,
Frankhauser, Peter,
.

Fritz,

John,
Garman, Cyrus,
Griner, George W.,
Groff, Calvin J.,
Gross, George W.,
Gross, William,
Hartman, Daniel,
.

.

Manahan, F. H.,
Manahan, Samuel

do.

.

S.,

McCarty, William,
McCreary, Harry B.,
McCreary, John H.,
Mengle, George,

do.

do.

Musician.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.

Morrow, Isaac,
Mull, Benjamin K.,
Nelson, William C,
Phenegar, Samuel R.,

do.

Potts, Israel,

do.

do.
Private.

Bear, Elias,
Bear, Frederick,
Bernheiser, Isaac,
Broadbent, Francis B.,
Bursk, Joseph,
Byerly, John,
Coldren, William,
Crawford, James C,
Darbro, John,

do.

.

do.

* George Stirk,
°Adam Hunsecker,
Jacob Dutterline,.
* Jesse McQuade,

do.

Leibold, Michael,
Lichty, David,
Lichty, Levi,
* Lightner, Milton A.,
Lyte, Eliphalet A.,
Lytle, Isaac,
.

do.

do.

Diller,

.

do.

John W. Gardner,

Private
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Hughes, Isaac,
Huss, John A.,
Kerns, Jesse W.,
Kinsey, William L.,

Sergt.

do.

Trier,.

RANK.

NAME.

1st Lieut.

Robert Allison,
Effinger, Cake,
Jeremiah J. Cake,
* Oscar M. Brady,
f Daniel S. Bursk,
•

Jacob

C.

RANK.

Smith P. Gait,
Robert J. Nevin,
Samuel G. Behmer,
John Black, Jr.,.

.

..

.

..

.

.

.

.

do.
do.

Rambo, David W.,

do.
do.

do.

Randolph, William,
Rattew, William,

do.

Reiter,

do.

Reudy, Theophilus,

do.

do.

Rishel, Jacob,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Schopp, Abraham,
Smith, John,
Snyder, Jacob A.,

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

1

Abraham,

Stauffer, Peter B.,

Stephenson, James,
Amos M.,
* Stoner, Isaac C,
Stirk,

Templin, John C,
Urich, Samuel,
Weidler, Henry C,
Weiker, Daniel,
Weitzel, Franklin,
Weitzel, John,

do.

oWenger, Frank G,
Wenzel, John,
White John S.,
Wolfskill, Samuel,

do.

*Zellers, William,

do.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
dodo.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

. .

.

.

.
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D.

NAME.

RANK.

Miller Raub,
Daniel H. Heitshu,
John C. Long,

Captain.

Groff, Isaac,

Private-

ist Lieut.

Harlin, Ellis,

do.

Hiram Stamm,

2d Lieut.

Charles Heitshu,

ist Sergt.

.

.

Samuel Musselman,

do.

Holtzhouse, Peter,
Isenberger, Abraham,

do.
do.

do.

Hiram,
Keeports, David M.,
Kinsey, Shadrack B.,
Kinsey, William M.,
Laird, James B.,
Lebkicher, William H.,

Sergt.

Henry Yeager,

do.

Wm.

F. Passmore,

Uffleman,

do.
A.,

do.

fjosiah

Haucke, Henry,
Heitshu, William

do.

Morris Zook,

j

...

Volunteers.

RANK.

NAME.

...

Jones,

do.
Corporal.

do.
do.
do.
do.

Jacob D. Hoak,
f John McFalls,
Alfred N. Rutter,

do.
do.

f Martin,

f Albert J. Bihl,

do.
do.

Louis F. Kauffman,
° Henry Meeser,

do.

* Markley, Henry,
McCardle, Ellis,.
McCleery, Samuel,
OMcComsey, Benjamin,

do.

Simon E. Gochenour,
Elim Kendig,

McCue, Amos,
McNeel, John,
Mehaffey, Abraham,

do.

do.

.

L.

De W. Breneman,

William G. Shenck,
Anne, George W.,

Henry

do.
do.

Musician.

Jacob,

do.

j

Private.

f

Miller, Benjamin,

do.

j

Miller,

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Henry,

do.

do.

Miller, Jerome,

do.

do.

do.

do.

Minnich, Henry M.,
Moore, Samuel,
Morton, Charles,
Mowrer, George,
Myers, Henry,

Brenberger, Levi,
Breneman, Henry,.
Brock, John R.,

do.

Potts, Franklin,

do.

do.

do.

do.

Reese, Edmund,
Reese, Jacob,

Broom, Witmer,
Brubaker, William H.,
Bryson, Thomson,
Coble, Henry,

do.

Sarter, Christian,

do.

do.

do.

do.

Savery, Alfred,
* Sheet/., Abraham,

do.

Shirk, Henry,

do.

{Deal, John H„
t Diller, Levi A.,
Dorwart Henry,

do.

Bair,

Clay,

Bair, John,
Bair, Orlando
.

.

.

W.,

Baldwin, Amaziah,
Bender, Benjamin S.,

do.

Bolton, Latham,

do.

do.
i

o Book, Daniel

.

G.,

.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.

.

do.

Shirk Michael A.,

do.

Shultz,

do.

do.

Henry G,

do.

* I'incfrock, Henry,

do.

Henry,
(iochenour, John C,

do.

Groff, Henjamin,

do.

Snyder, George,
Steigleman, William,
Stock, John,
Tangert, George W.,
Trimble, Thomas,
Weaver, Samuel,
OWenger, John,
* Wiggins, John,
Winters, Benjamin,
Witmer, Benjamin H.,
Zell,

.

ODorwart Philip H.,
*Doak, John R.,

do.

Drumm, William

do.

.

U.,

Duncan, Amos,
1Mb,

<

Henry

II.,

iipple,

do.
do.

do.

do.

Croft",

Harvey,

do.

t'.n.ll,

Ilenrv,

do.

.

.

Andrew,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

..

.

.

.
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COMPANY

E.

RANK.

Andrew A.

Captain.

Byerly,

Daniel H. Herr,
David N. Fell,
K. Allen Lovell,
Moses Whitson,
.

George Mancha,
Hull,

.

Ashton, Calvin,
Ayres, C. Miller,
Baker, Augustus,
Bean, Tarlton L.,
Bickhart, Isaac S.,
Booth, John W.,.

Buchanan, Thomas
Bunker, Benjamin,

A.,

Carter, Calvin,.

•.

Henry,

Daney, Frederick,
Dotts, George T.,
Duffield, J. Davis,

Engle, Enos B.,
Fahs, William,
Fell,

.

Alexander

° Lewis, James

1st Sergt.

Lewis, Richard J.,
Lindsay, George,
Long, Jacob H.,
Long John,
Lovell, Albert G.,

K.,

Private
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Emanuel H.,
Henry G.,

do.

Miller,

do.
do.
do.

Miller,

Miller, Joseph,

.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

* McFarlan, Robert,
McGinnis, John,

do.

do.

McGowan, Joseph,

do.

Private.

McMinn, William,

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

S.,

B.,

Mancha, Valentine,
* May, Simon C,
Mazo, John,
Mazo, Washington,
Mazo, William,

do.

Musician.

* Armstrong, George,.

Collins,

2d Lieut.

do.
Corporal.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Noah H. Martin,,
o Andrew McFarlan,
H. Varian Miller,
\ Henry H. Strickler,
*John

King, John,
| Kling, Jacob

do.

Jacob Sides,.
Joseph H. Martin,

RANK.

NAME.

ist Lieut-

Sergt.
do.

John J. Strine,
Samuel W. Twining,
J. Franklin Mancha,
Stephen M. Janney,
Allen T. Hampton,.
James L. Allen,

.

.

Narhold, Jacob
Neiss,

Ephraim

do.

S.,

do.

H,

do.

Ney, Adam
Ney, Moses,
* Pownall, Thos. H.,

do.

Reath, James,
Rotherford, Levi D.,
Rutter, John M.,

do.

Henry,
Seek, Henry,
Stauffer, David H.,
Stauffer, Theo. W.,
Shower, William,
Shrite, Samuel,
Sides, Henry,
Simmons, John G.,

do.

do.

Smith, Michael,
Spickler, Harrison,

do.
do.

.

.

Schroll,

,

.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Fluger, Daniel,
Frazer, George,

do.

Gardner, William C,

do.

Walsh, Abraham,

do.

Thomas J.,
Goodman, Samuel S.,

do.

do.

Grinley, John,
OGroff, LeviM.,.
Guitar, Jacob R.,

do.

Walter, Charles F.,
o Walter, Jesse S.,
Walter, Joseph B.,
Warner, Samuel,
Whitson, T. Clark,
Whitson, Theodore,
Willard, Joseph,
Wilson, Martin,
Williams, Walton S.,
O Windle, Joseph T.,
Wittle, Joseph G.,

do.

Gilgore,

do.

dodo.

Hahn, Philip,
Hauck, Francis M.,

do.

Hiestand, John,
Huff, Jehiel W.,

do.

Immel, Levi

do.
do.

do.

B.,

Janney, George,
Kelley, William H.,
.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

.
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F.

NAME.

* Benjamin F. Ba e r,

James F. Ricksecker,
\ John Leamon,
\ George E. Zellers,
Coleman Twining,
f George B. Mason,
f

.

RANK.

2d Lieut.

Garber, Jacob F.,
Gross, Charles A.,
Harting, Nicholas,
High, John,

ist Sergt.

Hoff, Emanuel,

Sergt.

Captain.
do.
1st Lieut.

Private.

do.
do.

do.
do.

John F. Shreiner,
f William Gast,

do.

Hubley, Isaac,
Irving, Henry,

do.

Jones,

D. C. Haverstick,
° James Hopkins,
Samuel W. Kirk,

do.

Corporal.

John W. Pinkerton,

do.

Koffroth,

M. Duchman,
Samuel C. Seaber,
J Henry Bickett,
James Byers,
{John H. Barnes,
John A. Bowers,
I f
John W. Hubley,
f M. A. Hambright,
Bailey, Thomas,
Baumback, Jacob,

do.

Lechler, William A.,

do.

dodo.
do.
do.

Loughhead, Wm. H.,
Mason.Park W.,
1
McGinnes, Isaac W.,
Miley, John M.,
Norton, Amos,
Northeimer, H. G.,

do.

{

Benj.

j-

.

Black, James,
Blickenderfer, Jacob,
Bleacher, Benjamin,
Boring, Charles A.,
Brenner, Alfred,
\ Buchter, Samuel,
Burrowes, Isaac B.,
Carmichael, Edwin,
Carpenter, Alexander,
.

Cately,

James W.,

Fisher, John,

y us iM.,
Anthony,
Cable, Jacob B.,
I'ostci",

Fra/.er,

t

i

do.

B.,

do.
do.
do.
do.

Reed, Mansell,

do.

Rice, Joseph,

do.

do.

do.

Rigg, George,
Ross, Charles,
% Roth, Henry C,
Shanes, Joseph,
Shay, Emanuel,

do.

\ Shertz,

do,
do.

Sides,

Pool,

do.

Wm.

Henry

L.,

A.,

do.
do.

.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

Lewis A.,

Henry

Singleton,

D.,

Evans

do.
do.

.

R.,

do.

Spangler, Harrison D.,
Staufier, William H.,

do.

Steffe, Christian,

do.

Washington,
Sturgis, Edwin,

do.

Sweigart, John,
\ Taylor, John J.,

do.

Thompson, Ross C,

do.
do.

do.

Usnev, Washington,
Wallace, Aaron A.,
Wallace, Edwin II.,
^ Wallace, Urias,

do.

Weaver, Elias

(In.

Windmoyer,

do.

Y eager,

do.

.

do.

do.

do.
do.
do.

.

do.
do.

Henry

O'Donnell,

do.
Private.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Delbo, Darius J.,
Eckert, Samuel,
Engle, Adam,
Farren, William,

do.

R.,

do.
do.
do.
do.

Cohen, Lewis,

Diehm, John,

Wm.

.

Musician.

do.

°I)ague, Jonathan,
Damer, John,
* Diehm, Elias,

Kennedy,

do.

S.,

Kriner, Martin,

do.

Christ, Albert ¥.,

Cummings, H. C,

Edward

Kiscadden, John,

do.

do.

.

:f

do.
.

do.

i

do.

Stively,

1

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

R.,
>.

S.,

Frederick,
Zell, Franklin,

.

I

do.
do.

|

do.

.

.
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tJohnP.Kjlburn,
} H. N. Breneman,

.

.

.

J. S.
j-

Buckwalter,

Hunter. Daniel,
* Huss, George W.,
ist Lieut Jewberry, Robert S.,
2d Lieut Kauffman, Joseph C,
ist Sergt.
{Kendig, Jacob B.,

.

\ Isaac S. Mulliken,
,

Henry Timons,

„

Daniel E. Potts,
John V. Hiestand,

Sergt.

„

do.
do.
do.
do.

.

Benjamin F. Shultz,

o Henry P Skeen,
\ Ezekiel Webb,
Amos Wimer,

Corporal.
do.

j-

do.

Isaac G. Fritz,.
S. Smith,
Jackson Williams,
Elim R. Girvin,
Benj. F. Spiehlman,
f Martin C. Huber,

John

.

* Samuel W.

Potts,

Robert P. Taggart,
S. Cochran,.

Franklin

Aument, Franklin,
Baughman, Aaron,

,

Book, Franklin,
Boreman, George,

Bowman, Joseph,
Brown, Henry W.,
Brown, Thomas S.,
\ Byers,

Henry,

Byerly William,

.

,

.

Cresswell, David M.,
Deshong, Robert,
Diether, Peter,.
Downey, Daniel,
.

Erwin, Henry,
Froelich, George,
Griner, John F.,
Groff, Daniel E.,

Harnish, Abraham,
Halting, Uriah,
Hastings, Henry,
Horner, Lytle,

Howett, Henry,
Huber, Aaron,
| Huber, William H.,

G.

Captain.
do.

„

.

.

Field Life.

COMPANY
^Jefferson N. Neff,

.

.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
Musician.
do.
Private.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

.

.

A.,

Keen, Christian
Keen, Henry,

Private,
do.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

f Kirke, Elim,

do.
do.

Lefever, George,

do.
do.

Leaman, Abraham,

Lewis, George G.,
o Lewis, Findley,

O Lytle, Thomas

A.,

Marron, Samuel,
Martin, Benjamin,
McMichael, John,
Miller,
Miller,

Amos,
Henry,

,

Miller, Samuel,

,

Morrison, Alex. K.,
Morrison, Robert C,
Morrison John H.,

Murdoc, George

F.,

Paul, Allen B.,

Reese, James, .
Ressler, Jacob M.,
O Riley, Martin,
Rinehart, Levi,
Rineer, William H.,
Rhoads, Christian M.,.
O Roadman, Joseph H.,
Schmidt, Christian B.,
Sentman, John,
.
JSides,Benjamin F.,
.

Sides, Samuel B.,
\ Sides, John B.,

Simpson, Davis,
Smith, Henry,
Smith, Joseph B.,
Smith, William B.,
.

Styer, Peter,

.

Swenk, David,
Taggart, George L.,
Tillbrook,

Thomas,

Walker, Joseph A.,

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

.

.

.

h'f<. r i)/tc)it
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II.

Samuel K. Wclchans,

do.

Cast,

do.

Hackett, Joseph, Jr.,
lalbach, Jacob,
Ilamblcton, James P.,
I lart, Carpenter
M.,
I larvey, John,
Hess, Martin P.,
* Hindinan, John A.,.

K. Leonard,
James V Hart,
John M. Kacmpf, Jr.,
John Rote,
David Karnhart,
Clarence A. Nourse,
Isaac Keath,
Thomas Holden,
} Taylor L. Schuler,
u |acob Coonley,

do.

Hughes,

Louis

Audcnried,

'

(

Lmanucl Gundakcr,

Thomas M. Sumption,
|.

>:i

1

vj-

Miller,

1

Levi N. Hart,
Jolin

1''.

(,'ha
'->

ward

.

llaverstick,

Yackley,

lies

(

(

I

.

do.

\

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Piincsdci

I'hili|>,

lei,

liootli,

James

Hooth,

Andrew

lioyd, |olm S.,

J.,

lirciincr, I''rank
J.,
'tciwn, Andrew,
1

.

Robert,
Robert M.,

I'.iieliaiian,

liurd,

*
(

'lendcnnin. Wash,
'onnor, Sainucl,
(

*

Thomas

liii^s,

< 'i

1

.

!

>.ividsoii,

1

irilrirli,

>ii n,

Isaac,

Tobias,

Andrew

.

K.,

hum,

|„1,„,

Nice,

<

do.

do.
do.

jidcon,

Phillips,

.

l

->

kobinson,|ICnos,

Rockafellow, Andrew,
Rose, Samuel,
|

do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Rote, William II.,
Seiple, Samuel,

do.

Seiple, l'eter

do.

Shaw,

do.

do.

do.

Shisim, Michael,
Smith, |ohn,
Stoulcn/cnbeiger, J.,
Siiydam, |aeob,
* Walker,' William A.,

do.

Walt/., Jacob,

do.

do.

Watson, Alums 1 ..,
Watson, Thomas
Weaver, llenj. I''.,
Wcidner, David,
Young, Jackson,

do.
do.

do.

''OX.

do.

do.

X

Kvans, Mieah,
lowler, |()lni.
||

Myers, Frank,
Myers, John,
Myers, Henry,

do.

do.

viii[;,

do.

do.

do.

lolin,

Li

do.

McCranigan, Kdward,
Montgomery, Thomas,

do.

do.

1

do.
.

John,
Pike, John II.,.
Pinkerton, Joseph M.,
Putnam, Ccorge,
keath, Archilla,
keifsnyder, David,

.ewis,

1

do.

do.

do.

lollglass, Samuel,
(Dudley, Daniel M.,
1

L.,

do.

do.

do.
do.

.

do.

Nimlow, Leiper,

do.

.

do.

Parrish, John,

do.

II.,

do.

do.

do.

P.ono, William,

do.

do.
do.

.

McComscy, Matt,
McComscy, William,

Private.

do.

.

l'eter,

do.

do.

I

|

Private,

do.

lugl),

do.

do.

[1

P.cnedicl,

I

,

\ Kitch,

do.

icorge R.,
icorge
..,
Kartellci, William M.,
xReiicdict, Jacob,
Pailcy,

.

Harry,
Klugh, Jacob 1 1.,
* .awrence, I lenry,
Malone, John M.,

Musician.

Thomas M'Coy,

Acheson,

|

Corporal.

]•

I'M

I

Sergt.

.

|o)in

•->

Captain.
Lieut
2d Lieut.
isl Sergl
1st

do.
do.

I

lirain

1

do.
do.

1.,

W.,

.

|

do.
do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

|.,.

do.
do.
do.
do.

..

..

.
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COMPANY
NAME.

Captain-

Henry W. Gara,

do.

•William C. Reed,.

1st Lieut.

•

•

•

Henry A. Troast,
Lemuel Gara,
James H. Ferry,
William H. Carlton,

Daniel Ryan,

Hiram L. Thompson,
* George W. Killian,
* George S. Boone,
Isaac B. Weidler, . .
\ Francis N. Christ,
Archibald F. Lytle,
f Martin D. Sweigart,
\ John R. Hess,
John W. Walter,
\ John A. Fulmer,
f William C. Gallagher,
o William A. Bitzer,

Henry T. Yackley,
* Leonard

Strickler,

Beaner, Jacob,
Bear,

Henry

Bogle, Samuel,
Borger, George M.,
Boyer, Daniel,
Bradley William,

Corporal.
do.
do.
do.
do,

.

Emanuel,

Eckert, Jacob,

John R.,
John A.,

Fisher,

Frankford, Philip,

Joseph H.,.

Hammer, David

Krider, Samuel,
Leibold, Isaac,
Lindsay, John P.,

do.

.

do.

.

Lint, George,

do.
do.
do.

do.

do.

.

Miller, Frederick,

do.

Minster, John,
JMixel, Sheafer,.

do.

Musician.
do.

Mowrer, Samuel,
Peters, Abraham,

do.

do.
F.,

Kettle, George,
Killian, Menelias,
Killian, Van Rensselear,

do.
do.

do.

X

do.
do.

do.

Good, Samuel R.,
Groff,

do.

.

do.
do.

do.
do.

Thomas

do.
do.

Havercamp, W. C,
Hinkle, John G.,
O Keffer, William A.,
Kemper, George,

do.

S.,

Getz,

Private.

Harley, Joseph,
Harrison, Paul A.,

McCullough, W. H.,
McLaughlin, Levi,
Meese, David,
Mellinger, Moses B.,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Andrew.

Deverter, Benj.,

Flick,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

do.

Burke, Victor,
Burns, Christian,
Christ, William A.,
Cramer, Robert,

Ditzler,

Sergt.

do.
do,

E.,

\

X Culp,

1st Sergt.

Private.

William G.,

Bitzer,

2d Lieut.

RANK.

NAME.

KANK.

* John M. Amwake,
•

I.

do.

do.
do.

do.
do.

Peters, William,

Place,

do.

Edward,

do.

Pool, George,
Proudfoot, John B.,

do.

.

do.

Rayman, John L.,
X Reed, Edgar C,
Rice, John C
* Rittenhouse, E. C.
Runner, Jacob,
Ruth, David M.,
Ryan, Nathaniel,
Ryan, Johnson,
Sherwood, Benj. F.,
Smith, George,

do.
do.
do.
P.,

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

Stapleford, Amos,
Stroak, Isaac,

do.

White Christian M.,
Wilson, John B.,.

do.

Winters, Isaac B.,

do.
do.
do.

.

Witman, Hiram,
Young, Obed,

do.

do.

.

.

.
.

..

I22d Regiment Penria

COMPANY
RANK.

NAMR.

William F. Duncan,
\ David K. Springer,.
Emanuel C. Dorwart,
John Trissler,
\ George F. Sprenger,
Henry Schaum,

Captain.

1

2d Lieut.
1st Sergt.

.

...

Volunteers.
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K.
NAME.

j

1st Lieut.

.

RANK.

Hatz, Jacob,
Hill, Jacob,
Hoak, George,
Hoak, Joseph,
J

Private.
do.
do.

do.

Horner, Henry,
Johnson, John R.,
Kahl, John H.,
Kern, Henry G.,
* Kinsey, Simon,

do.

do.

Leman, Jacob,

do.

Jacob F. Fisher,
f William Schaum,

do.

do.

John Rice,
John Reinhold,
|
\ George W. Smith,
James C. Suydam,
* Jacob Boas,
Washington Potts,
William X. Fisher,
Albright, John R.,

do.

Lewis, Franklin,
Lutz, Jacob,
Lutz, Samuel,

do.

Martzall,

.

Abraham

S. Killian,

Dexter White,
Hartley,

\

.

do.
do.

John L. Killinger,

Henry

do.
Sergt.

.

Alexander, David,
Auchenstine, Charles,
* Bertz, Jacob,

Corporal.

do.

Lewis,.
Mercer, Atlee,

do.

* Metzgar, Andrew,

do.

Miller, Jacob,
Milley, Edward F.,
Milley, John,
Mischlich, Philip,

do.

Mullen, Henry F.,
Musketness, Peter,

do.

Nauman, David H.,
\ Nauman, William,

do.

do.

do.

Nixdorf, Henry,
Pence, Phares,
Powell, Peter,
Reinhold, Samuel,
Rider, Joseph,

do.

Rudy, John W.,

do.

Ruth, John,
Sergeant, George,
\ Shay, Andrew,
Shay, William,
Smith, George C,
Stape, Samuel,

do.

Musician.
do.
Private.

do.

[

do.

do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.
do.
do.

do.

do.
do.

.

do.
.

.

Wiley,

do.

II.,

do.

do.

Gompf, William,
Gormly, Cosmos,
Good, Abraham,
Croft, John,

do.

do.

do.

do.
do.

do.

John F.,
Young, Henry,

do.

do.

Stewart, William N.,
Swander, Calvin R.,
Wade, Joseph,
\ Waller," George W.,
Waltz, Taylor,
Weidle, John,

Galbraith, Franklin,
Gallagher, Charles,
.

|

do.

do.

.

do.

do.

Harry, William

'

do.

Henry,

do.

.

McMinn,

Deichler William, H.,
Donnelly, John,
Dorwart, John F.,
Dorwart, George,
Dorwart, William,
Drepperd, William,
Erisman, David,
Erisman, Daniel,
Fellenbaum, David,
Finefrock, Lewis,

Forrest,

do.
.

do.

do.

Flagg, James,

do.

do.

Clinton, George,
Cox, Charles R.,

Henry,

do.

do.

do.

do.

Fisher,

do.

George W.,
McCracken, Lorenzo,
McKain, John,

Bookmyer, Edward,
Campbell, Matthew,

.

do.

do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.
do.

:
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OFFICIAL REPORT OF LIEUTENANT-COLONEL

McGOVERN.
Head Quarters,

i22d Regiment, P. V.,

May

8th, 1863.

\
J

Captain Piatt, Assistant Adjutant- General
In obedience to circular form from Brigade Headquarters,

May

dated

7th, 1863, calling for a report

Officers of Regiments, of the part their

from Commanding
commands took in

engagements on the Rappahannock, and in the
vicinity of Chancellorsville, Va., I have the honor to report,

the

late

V.,
Regiment, P
that, on the 2d of May, the 12 2d
marched in its proper place, in the First Brigade, on the
"Plank Road," about one mile west of Chancellorsville,
and filed to the left, going in the direction of a battery,
which I understood to be firing upon a marching column of
I was ordered
the enemy.
to form line of battle, in advance of the battery;" and forwarded obliquely to the right,
passing a dense woods on my right,
in close column by
Company," where I deployed column upon emerging from
the woods, and again advanced in line of battle across a
swamp, within 250 yards of the lines of the enemy. At this
point the fire of the enemy opened
but, as I was preceded
by a line of skirmishers, I was prevented from delivering an
Our lines halted at this point and I ordered
effective reply.
my men to lie down, to avoid that part of the enemy's fire
which was delivered at our skirmishers.
Our lines were not advanced from this point. I found it
'

'

'

'

;

impossible to wholly, restrain the

opened on our
yet returned.

Face

!

and

fire

of

my

men,

as the fire

though our skirmishers had not
In a few moments, I was ordered to
About

left

rear,

'

'

" to repel the enemy,

and
upon
the
the battery

upon our

rear

;

I

who had suddenly appeared
hastened to bring my men to support

hill.

When

I arrived at the hill,

MajorGeneral Sickles rode up, and said, that he wished "the Reg-

I22d Regiment Penn'a
iment in line in two minutes

Volunteers.

—everything depended upon

In a moment, the Regiment was in line ready

enemy

'

!

'

We did

to take position

343

not advance, however, and

it!

to ?neet the

was ordered

I

about 200 yards in advance of the battery,

edge of the woods, and in no case to yield the place
I advanced to the woods, and took position,
to the enemy.
at the

About
enemy advanced and opened fire.

throwing out skirmishers.

as directed,

and immediately

11

My

opened

I

P

o'clock,

m., the

skirmishers
fire,

fell

back

delivering a

sweeping and most effective volley into the woods, repelling

and completely silencing his fire. Shortly afterwards I was relieved by the 124th Regiment, N. Y V
On Sunday morning, May 3d, at 4 o'clock, I was ordered

the enemy,

to

move my Regiment

to the right,

about one mile, across

the " Plank Road," and was put in position to meet the advancing column of the enemy, and immediately became engaged.
Our advance was slow but steady, until 11 o'clock,
when the left wing had reached and occupied the breastworks of the enemy. The right handsomely repulsed a line
of the enemy, which threatened our flank; and, following
up its success, rejoined the left at the breast-works. During
the progress of the morning's engagement, my men did not
at any time falter or yield an inch of ground to the enemy?
I would state that, at the beginning of the engagement, I

labored under the misapprehension of believing that

was preceded by other

lines of

our

own

troops.

I

my

line

was led

by orders I had received. The density of the
woods prevented me from examining the ground before me.
While I was still under theat belief, the enemy appeared on
to believe so

my

right,

overlapping

front necessary.

my

As our

line,

and making a change of

were close together and the
prudent to " change front upon right
lines

deemed it
company," throwing back my right and advancing
my left. The movement was only partially successful, owing
to the difficulty of making orders heard.
My left moved
fire

severe, I

centre,

straight forward over the breast-works, while the right wing,

1
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enemy

front, delivered

Field Life.

a well-directed

to precipitate flight.

command

the left wing was under

fire,

which put the

In the temporary separation,

When,

of Major Stevens.

orders to that effect were received, the Regiment retired in a

body, in good order, having been actively engaged with the

enemy

for six hours.*

[The Regiment was not again

actively engaged.]

I find it difficult to return the exact

number of

prisoners

taken, as they were rapidly sent to the rear during the en-

gagement, as soon as taken.

The whole number

during Saturday and Sunday, were not

Our

losses are, as follows

less

taken,

than 150.

:

Enlisted men, killed,

1

wounded,
Enlisted men, wounded,

Officers,

6

.

70

Enlisted men, missing,

16

103

do but justice to both officers, and men, when
they behaved themselves with great gallantry.
I

I say,

Respectfully,

EDW. McGOVERN,
1

Lieutenant- Colonel Commanding, 122a Regiment, P.

V.

Head Quarters, Third Army Corps, )
May 8th, 1863. \
Special Orders,
No. 67.

"i

/

[extract.]
8.

The

1 2

2d Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, will pro-

ceed to-morrow to Washington, and report to Major-Gen-

Heintzelman, Commanding Department, as a general
escort on the day of the interment of the lamented Brigadier-General Whipple, the late Commander of the Third
The Regiment will then proDivision of this Army Corps.
eral

* The movements above detailed were made in connection with the movements
of the other Regiments of the Brigade.

6

1 2 2d

Regiment Penn'a

Volunteers.

ceed to Lancaster County, Pa., where

was enrolled, and

be mustered out by the proper authority.

will there

The Commanding
report

will

it

345

to

Officer,

on

his arrival, in Pennsylvania,

Commanding Middle

Major-General,

the

Department.

The arms and accoutrements
ing

of the Regiment, on reach-

destination, will be turned over to the nearest

its

nance Depot.

Ord-

All other public property will be turned over

to the Quarter-Master of the

Third Division of

this

Corps,

before leaving camp.

The Quarter-Master Department

will furnish transporta-

tion.

The Commanding
responsible that

Officer of the

Regiment

will

be held

deficiencies in accountability for public

all

property be charged on the muster-roll against the proper
person, and notification sent to the Paymaster-General be-

Regiment

fore the

men

All

for duty,

shall

of the

away from

the Regimental

be paid

off.

12 2d Pennsylvania Volunteers, detailed
their

Regiment, are ordered to report to

Commander

without delay.

In parting with the 12 2d Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers, the

Major-General Commanding, acknowledges with

and gallantry which distinguished the
and men of the command during the recent operaagainst the enemy. He trusts they will soon again take

satisfaction, the zeal
officers

tions

the field to share with their old

comrades the honor of future

campaigns.
[Signed]

By command

of

MAJOR-GENERAL SICKLES.
().

H. Hart, Assistant Adjutant- Genera I.
Headquarters Third Division, Third
ISclleAir,

Official:

I'.en.

Captain,

1

Army

Va.,May

M. Piatt,

and Assistant Adjutant-General.

Corps,

8, 1883.

i
(
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Headquarters, Third Division, Third Army Corps, |
Belle Air, Va.,

Special Orders,
No. 67.

May

1863, 1:30 a. m.

9,

j

>

j"

Colonel E. Franklin, of the 12 2d Regiment, Pennsylvania
Volunteers, having received orders to proceed with his Regi-

ment

to Pennsylvania,

States Service,

Brigade of
Colonel
will

is

to

be mustered out of the United

hereby retired from

command

of the First

this Division.

Van H.

Ellis, of the 124th Regiment, N.

immediately assume

command

Y

V.,

of the First Brigade.

By command of
BRIGADIER-GENERAL GRAHAM.
Ben. M. Piatt,

Captain and Assistant Adjutant- General.

Headquarters, Harrisburg, Penna.,
May nth, 1863.
Order,

(
\

1

No. 43. /

The Commanding

Officer of the 12 2d

Regiment, P V.,

will proceed with his Regiment to " Camp Curtin," make
requisition on the Quarter-Master for Camp and Garrison
Equipage, and make all other necessary arrangements for the

comfort of his Regiment, until they are mustered out.

The Commanding
see the necessity of

Officer of the

keeping his

time as the Mustering Officer

them out
to leave

;

and therefore

Camp

may

Regiment

men

will readily

together, until such

arrive at

Camp

will allow neither officers

to muster

nor

men

until further orders.

By

order of
R.

I.

DODGE,
Commandant.

G. M. Brayton,
1st Lieutenant, 15th U.

S.

Infantry, Post-Adjutant.

1 22 a Regiment Penn'a Volunteers.

ARMY OF THE POTOMAC.
THE THIRD
Corps

CORPS.

Commander

Major-General Daniel E. Sickles.

FIRST DIVISION.
Commander
David

Major-General

\

B. Birney.

FIRST BRIGADE.

Commanders
Charles K. Graham.

\ Brigadier-General
f

Colonel

Thomas W. Egan.

57th Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.

63d

do.,

do.

68th

do.,

do.

do.

105th

do.,

do.

do.

do.

114th

do.,

do.

do.

141st

do.,

do.

do.

SECOND BRIGADE.

Commander.
Brigadier-General

H. H. Ward.

J.

20th Regiment, Indiana Volunteers.

3^

do.,

Maine

4th

do.,

do.

38th

do.,

40th

do.,

99th

do.,

do.
do.

New York

do.

do.

do.

Pennsylvania Vols.

THIRD BRIGADE.

•f

Colonel

Commander
Samuel B. IIayman.
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Maine Volunteers.

17th Regiment,

3d

do.,

5th

do.,

1st

do.,

New York

do.

37th

do.,

do.

do.

Michigan

do.

do.

do.

ARTILLERY.

Commandant:
Captain A. Judson Clark.

New
1st

Jersey Light Artillery, Battery B.

Rhode Island Light

Third U.

Artillery, Battery

E

F and K.

S. Artillery, Batteries

SECOND DIVISION.
Commanders
I

Major-General

:

Hiram

G. Berry.

Brigadier-General Joseph B. Carr.

FIRST BRIGADE.

Commanders
f Brigadier-General

1st

Joseph B. Carr.

William Blaisdell.

f Colonel

Regiment, Massachusetts Volunteers.
do.

do.

do.

do.

do.,

New York

do.

do.,

Pennsylvania

do.

1

ith

do.,

1

6th

do.,

1

ith

26th

SECOND BRIGADE.

Commanders
\

Brigadier-General Joseph

\

Colonel

J.

W. Revere.

Egbert Farnum.

70th Regiment,

New York

Volunteers.

71st

do.,

do.

do.

7 2d

do.,

do.

do.

73 d

do.,

do.

do.

74th

do.,

do.

do.

do.,

do.

do.

1

20th

I22d Regiment Penn'a

Volunteers.

THIRD BRIGADE.

Commanders
\

Brigadier-General

\

Colonel

William

5th Regiment,

New

:

Gershom Mott.
J.

Sewell.

Jersey Volunteers.
do.

6th

do.,

do.

7 th

do.,

do.

do.

8th

do.,

do.

do.

2d

do.,

New York

do.

Pennsylvania

do.

115th do.,

ARTILLERY.

Commandant
Captain Thomas W. Osborn.
1st New York Light Artillery,
New York Light Artillery, 4th

First U. S. Artillery, Battery

Fourth U.

Battery,

H.

S. Artillery, Battery

THIRD

Battery D.

K.

DIVISION.

Commanders
I

Major-General Amiel

Brigadier-General

W. Whipple.

Charles K. Graham.

first brigade.

Commanders
Saunders Piatt.

* Brigadier-General A.
f

Colonel

Emlen Franklin.

I22d Regiment, Pennsylvania Volunteers.
86th

do.,

124th

do.,

New York

do.

do.

do.

SECOND BRIGADE.

Colonel
1

2th Regiment,

84th
I

loth

do,,
do.,

Commander
Sam uk M. Bowman.
1.

New Hampshire
Pennsylvania
do.

Volunteer;-

do.
do.
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THIRD BRIGADE.
Commatider

Hiram Berdan.

Colonel
First

United States Sharpshooters.

Second

do.

do.

artillery.

Commandants
Captain Albert A. Von Puttkammer.
do.
ist

James

F.

Ohio Light

New York
New York

Huntington.
H.

Artillery, Battery

Light Artillery, ioth Battery.

nth

Light Artillery,

ARMY OF NORTHERN
THE SECOND

Battery.

VIRGINIA.

CORPS.

[Attack and Engagements of Saturday Night,

May

Corps Cominafiders
||

\

Thomas J. Jackson.
Ambrose P. Hill.

Lieutenant-General

Major-General

Major-General

J.

E. B. Stuart.

Brigadier-General R. E. Rhodes.

FIRST DIVISION.
Commanders
\

Major General Ambrose

\

Brigadier-General

P.

Hill.

Henry Heth.

Brigadier-General

J. J.

Brigadier-General

W.

Archer.
D. Pender.

first brigade.

Commanders
j-

Brigadier-General IIenrv IIetii

Colonel

J.

M. Brockeni'.koii,]!.

2d.]

1 2 2d Regiment Penn'a Volunteers.
M. Brockenbrough.

40th Virginia, \ Colonel

J.

47th

do.

Robert M. Mayo.

do.

Francis Mallory.

do.,

55th

do.,

22d

do.

351

Battalion, Colonel E. P. Tayloe.

SECOND BRIGADE.

Commander
Brigadier-General
1st

:

McGowan.

S.

South Carolina, Colonel D. H. Hamilton.

2th
13th
14th

do.,

1st

do.

do.,

1

I Colonel O. E. Edwards.
/

do.,

do.
Rifles,

A. Perrin.

Colonel James M. Perrin.

THIRD BRIGADE.

Commander
Brigadier-General E. L.
14th Georgia, Colonel R.

W.

Thomas.

Folsom.

Captain John Duke.

35th

do.,

f

45th

do.,

\ Lieutenant Colonel

49th

do.,

f

Major

W.

L. Grice.

S. T. Player.

FOURTH BRIGADE.

Commander
Brigadier-General

J.

H. Lane.
Haywood.

7th North Carolina, Colonel E. G.

8th

do.,

do.

Thos.

28th

do.,

do.

S.

1

do.,

do.

Clark M. Avery.

37th

do.,

do.

W. M.

(

\

5th
1st

Purdie.

33d

KIFTII

13th

J.

D. Lowe.

Barbour.

BRIGADE.

'ommander

Brigadier-General

J. J.

Archer.

Alabama, Colonel B. D. Fry.
do.

Battery, Captain S.

Tenneesce (Prov. Army),

|-

D. Stewart.

Lieutenant-Colonel N.

7th

do.,

\ Lieutenant-Colonel

14th

do..

Colonel Willinm

John A

McComb.

Fife.

J.

George.

Camp and

35 2

Field Life.

SIXTH BRIGADE.

Comtnander

:

W.

f Brigadier-General

D. Pender.

13th North Carolina, Colonel A.
1

6th

do.,

22d

do.,

38th

da!

M.

John

do.

Scales.

Mcllroy.

S.

Lieutenant-Colonel Christian C. Coles.

da

J° hn Ashford

}

SECOND

(D. H.

HILL'S) DIVISION.

Commanders

:

Rhodes.
Ramseur.

\ Brigadier-General R. E.

do.

-

S. E.

do.

FIRST BRIGADE.

Commanders
Colonels E. A.

;

O'Neal and

J.

M. Hall.

3d Alabama, \ Captain M. F. Bonham.
do.,

6th

do.,

do.

2th

do.,

do.

26th

do.,

do.

1

The

Fifth

mid-day of

Colonel

5th

f

Alabama Regiment was

May

J.

M. Hall.

James N. Lightfoot.
Samuel B. Pickens.

f E. A. O'Neal.
the immediate skirmish line in our front at

2d, in the vicinity of Hazel Grove,

and occupied

with the i22d Regiment as hereinbefore related.

SECOND BRIGADE.

Commander
George Doles.

Brigadier-General

4th Georgia, Colonel Philip Cook.
2th

do.,

do.

Edward

21st

do.,

do.

J.

T. Mercer.

44th

do.,

do.

J.

B. Estes.

1

Willis.

THIRD BRIGADE.

Commander

:

Brigadier-General A. H. Colquitt.
6th Georgia, Colonel John T. Lofton.
19th

do..

do.

A.

J.

Hutchins.

close quarters

:

1 2 2d

Regiment Penn'a

Volunteers.

23d Georgia, Colonel Emory

353

F. Best.

27th

do.,

do.

C. T. Zachry.

28th

do.,

do.

Tully Graybill.

The 23d Georgia Regiment was captured entire by First Division (Major-General
D. P.. Birney, Commanding), Third Corps, Army of the Potomac.

FOURTH BRIGADE.

Commander ;
Alfred Iverson.

Brigadier-General

5th North Carolina, Colonel

Thomas H.

Garrett,

2th

do.,

Lieutenant-Colonel R. D. Johnson.

20th

do.,

Colonel T. F. Toon.

23d

do.,

1

D. H. Christie.

do.

FIFTH BRIGADE.

Commander
f Brigadier-General S.

:

D. Ramseur.

2d North Carolina, Colonel

W.

4th

Bryan Grimes.

do.

do.,

R. Cox.

14th

do.,

do.

R. T. Bennett.

30th

do.,

do.

F.

M. Parker.

[Change of Front and Engagements on May

3d,

1

885. J

FIRST CORPS.
Commander
La Fayette McLaws.

Major-General

FIRST DIVISION.
FIRST BRIGADE.

Commander :
W. T. Wofford

Brigadier-General

*i6th Georgia Regiment.
8th

do.

do.

24th

do.

do.

1

Cobb's Georgia Legion.
Phillips'
*

P..ittlc-I' lai;

planted,

of 16th Cicnrgia

by Company

K., ij.ul

do.

do.

Raiment removed from earthworks

P V

just

as

it

was

